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1996: AYear of Celebration
I. Michael Heyman
Secretary, Smithsonian Institution
The Festival is a good place to celebrate.
Twenty years ago, in 1976, the Festival of
American Folklife was a centerpiece in the
nation's Bicentennial. It was three months
long, with programs from thirty-five nations,
every region of the United States, and scores of
occupational, ethnic, and American Indian
groups on the Mall, as well as touring programs in some 100 cities and towns. That
Festival provided a dramatic illustration of
unity on our 200th birthday, demonstrating
that Americans are a diverse yet tolerant people, interested in knowing their neighbors and
in joining together with them in acts of civic
participation.
In 1996, questions of national unity and
purpose remain with us - yet there is much
to celebrate, and good cause to do so. On the
state level, this year marks the 150th anniversary of Iowa statehood; on the international
level, we mark the 1OOth anniversary of the
modern Olympics; and for the nation and the
world, we celebrate the 150th anniversary of
the Smithsonian. Each of these anniversaries
reminds us of what we value and helps set our
course for the future.
Iowa is an icon of American heartland values. We imagine its main-street towns and
farmlands in a peaceful vision of America,
where the drama of deep personal relationships quietly unfolds - from the Field of
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Dreams to The Bridges of Madison County. But
Iowa is also home to agribusiness, high-tech
and high-skill industries that manufacture
computerized combines and fiber optics, and
to high-quality service industries from education to insurance. Not without dynamic tensions and social, demographic, and occupational changes, Iowa in its sesquicentennial
year does indeed foster and nurture a quiet
but steadfast civic pride that turns out whole
towns for girls' basketball games, propels
youth into 4-H clubs, adults into volunteer fire
companies and social clubs,
and joins residents around a
"Each of the5e
morning coffee table, on a
,
,
Saturday night dance floor, or ann1ver5ar1e5
in a Sunday school. Anyone
who witnessed the great floods remind5 u5 of
of 1993, who saw exhausted
what we value
neighbor helping neighbor,
and help5 5et
cannot be unmoved by the
prevailing sense of community
our cour5e for
held by the people of Iowa.
This sense of community is
the future."
celebrated by the Festival
program here on the Mall in the Nation's
Capital. It will also be evident back in Iowa for
the first Festival of Iowa Folklife on the
grounds of the State Capitol Building in Des
Moines in August, and in a Smithsonian Folkways recording, Iowa Public Television documentary, and educational materials growing
from the Festival and distributed to Iowans in
the months to come.
The Olympic Games join athletes from
across the globe in the highest levels of competition and excellence. The games have
included, since their inception, a cultural component, but never before as extensively as this
year in Atlanta. The Centennial Olympic
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Games bring together excellent musical and
The Smithsonian is a cherished symbol of
dramatic performances, exhibitions, and artists knowledge, a repository for treasures and
from around the world. But most importantly, national memories, a shrine of human acthe Olympic Arts Festival highlights the
complishment and natural wonders. The
American South. Southern culture was born
Smithsonian celebrates its lSOth year with
from the interactions over the past centuries of America's Smithsonian - a major exhibition
Native Americans, European settlers, and peo- traveling to twelve cities across the nation ples from Africa. In the South, various forms
and with television specials and minutes, a
of expression have arisen and transcended
birthday celebration on the Mall in August,
boundaries of race, gender, religion, and geog- and a host of other exhibits, World Wide Web
raphy. So powerful have these expressions
programs, and scholarly conferences. The
been - jazz, blues, gospel, rock 'n' roll, civil
Smithsonian was founded for the "increase
rights songs, Southern oratory, and foodand diffusion of knowledge" and took root in
that they have come to stand for unique
an American, democratic society as an organAmerican contributions to world culture. At
ization dedicated to the pursuit of knowledge
the Festival here on the Mall, we celebrate
in the public eye, and for the public good. At
these forms of expressive culture. Later this
the Festival, we demonstrate just how we do
summer in Atlanta during the Olympic
this, by turning the Institution "inside out," as
Games, this program will be the core of
scientists, curators, conservators, exhibit makSouthern Crossroads, a festival of Southern
ers, security officers, accountants, and adminculture to be mounted in the new Centennial
istrators show the public how the Smithsonian
Olympic Park- the gathering spot for some
works. Their work also testifies to the impor250,000-400,000 visitors a day and literally
tance of knowledge as a basis for understandbillions more through television coverage. An
ing the world, the significance of an educated
Enhanced-CD Smithsonian Folkways recordcitizenry, and the civic value of long-lived,
ing with Internet connections and other eduhigh-quality public institutions.
cational material derived from this Festival
The Festival is a wonderful way to help celeprogram will reach millions more after the
brate the anniversaries of these institutions, for
Olympic Games.
like them, the Festival stands as a tribute to our
own ability to speak with each other, to share
our cultures and traditions, and to do so in a
civil, tolerant, respectful, and enlightening way.
The Festival itself is an enduring institution,
and this year it marks its own thirtieth anniversary in typical fashion - by working hard to
amplify the voices of others.
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AConfluence of Heritage
on the National Watershed
Bruce Babbitt
Secretary, Department of the Interior
When tfie Smithsonian was founded 150 years
~go, scientists typically broke down the natural world into fragments. Each scientist
working in his own narrow and specialized
field saw separate species, distinct climes, and
individual geologic formations, all in virtual
isolation from one another. Today, we tend to
see creation as a whole, and to understand the
natural world as comprised of ecosystems. We
think in terms of such units as watersheds,
which are formed by interrelationships among
the rock, water, soil, plants, animals, climate,
and people. The complex interrelationship
between humans and their environment gives
us a sense of place and a sense of community.
Knowing where we are helps us develop a
sense of who we are.
This year, the Festival of American Folklife
celebrates three important cultural watersheds,
and the ways in which people have sought,
maintained, and preserved values and identities that grow from them.
The Festival joins with The Atlanta Committee for the Olympic Games to present a
program on the culture of the American
South, here on the National Mall and back
home in Atlanta, before a world audience,
during the Olympic Games. The Olympics
symbolize people from the world over coming
together in common athletic and artistic purposes. just as a watershed is fed by the confluence of numerous streams, so too does the
culture of the South represent the confluence
of Native American, African, and European
traditions, joining together with a stream of
visitors from around the globe.
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Iowa, celebrating its sesquicentennial, is
known as the land between the Mississippi
and Missouri rivers, and symbolizes an important cultural watershed. For many, Iowa represents grassroots America, our heartland. The
land and the rivers give Iowans a strong sense
of purpose, and have nourished the value of
community life as a centerpiece in our national
consciousness.
The Smithsonian, which has grown into the
world's foremost national scientific, historical,
and artistic complex, represents yet another
kind of cultural watershed. It collects aspects
of America's heritage, documenting the ebb
and flow of history over the years and across
the nation, and encourages visitors to find
themselves in its never-ending course.
The Festival itself, in its thirtieth year, illustrates how we, the people, can gather on our
magnificent National Mall, amidst the great
symbols of our free and democratic history,
and annually reaffirm our sense of community
by our presence and our witness. Through the
Festival and our national parks, historic sites,
monuments, and memorials we help visitors
understand the historical and cultural tributaries from which our lives flow, and to which
they inevitably return.
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The Festival in the Electronic Age
Richard Kurin & Diana Parker
This year, the Festival of American Folklife
seems especially timely, because it is helping
celebrate several major events- the Iowa
Sesquicentennial, the Centennial Olympic
Games held in the American South, and the
lSOth Anniversary of the Smithsonian Institution. Why celebrate these occasions with a
festival, and with a festival that concentrates
on folklife and traditional culture?
Anniversaries tend to connect the past to the
present, linking a contemporary status or 'relationship to a historical continuity. The Festival
does not aim to show visitors
"how it used to be." It does try
to show how thoroughly con"The Festival shows
temporary people use and
how thoroughly
build upon their cultural
legacy to forge meaning, and
contemporary people often
beauty, in their lives. It
use and build upon
is not from nostalgia that we
produce the Festival, but
their cultural legacy
rather out of respect for and
appreciation
of the manifold
to forge meaning,
ways people understand and
and often beauty, in
express themselves. To be
sure, the songs, stories, crafts,
their lives."
foods, dances, worklore, and
other forms of grassroots culture presented at the Festival are well worth
appreciating; and they have histories
enmeshed in Iowan, Southern, and Smithsonian communities. But they are no mere
holdovers, or receding forms of expression on
the brink of inevitable destruction. Their role
and social function may have changed over
time, but they are vital and important to current populations. Amana crafts and Mennonite
songs, sweetgrass baskets and Cajun music,
Smithsonian exhibit fabrication skills and
museum tales have deep roots and continue to
persist in the lives of real people. They have
outlived IBM computer cards, transistor
radios, the Rubik's cube, electric typewriters,
the Studebaker and Delorean, the twist, macrobiotic diets, and other popular phenomena
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once heralded as so culturally significant. Culture rooted in the people, long resonant with
their daily lives, has an often-understated but
amazing resiliency, even in the face of what
appears to be rapid and dramatic technological
progress.
To be sure, technological progress has
resulted in social transformations. There is a
good deal of spirited debate about whether
these social changes represent true progress or
genuine loss. Industrial and postindustrial
technologies have devalued the economic role
of the household, increased familial and personal mobility, reduced the importance of
geographic proximity in the production and
consumption of goods and services, and globalized all sorts of relationships. Increasingly,
we witness the difficulty of maintaining family
life, the absence of a sense of neighborhood in
cities and suburbs, and even the loss of the
work place as a locus of social interaction.
Many bemoan the decline of civility and the
diminution of the idea of "the public," and
argue that society as a whole is less unified
and more fissiparous than ever.
Modern social thought was founded upon a
geological metaphor of structure and solidarity. The institutions of family, clan, tribe,
neighborhood, city, state, company, association, congregation, and nation were conceived
of as the bedrocks of society upon which individuallives rested. Nowadays, institutions
seem less respected and less important than
they once were. Instead, individual atomism,
biography and career, movement and event
seem to better characterize contemporary life.
We "log on and off," "surf the net," "tune in
and out." Boundaries are more permeable,
identities shifting and flexible. The appropriate
metaphor to describe the ebb and flow of
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ideas, movements of people, and continual
change through unfolding events in contemporary social life is perhaps a hydraulic one.
Fluidity, rather than stasis, is the order of the
day for workers, voters, bankers, and mapmakers alike.
In this world, where memory, tradition, and
history are often devalued, we sorely need
moments of pause, recognition, and embrace.
Large-scale public events can become important symbolic occasions through which meanings are construed, negotiated, and disseminated and wherein values are asserted,
re-enforced, or even discovered. The Festival
serves as a totem of sorts through which ideas
can be thought, understandings communicated, and feelings expressed and experienced.
For the Smithsonian and its collaborators, the
Festival is a wonderful moment of mass public
scholarship. The Festival is a means for conceptualizing the culture of people and communities, and inspiring performers, visitors, staff,
and others. It is a vehicle for bridging cultural
differences for mass audiences, even for cultural healing, as Margaret Mead noted twenty
years ago and as a psychiatrist and new friend
recently suggested again.
During Iowa's sesquicentennial year, the
Festival helps thousands of Iowans to let their
fellow citizens know who they are and what is
important to them. The Festival enables a
discussion of Southern culture at a time, during the Olympic Games, when the world's eyes
will be on the region. And the Festival allows
Smithsonian workers to demonstrate their role
in an esteemed institution as that institution
enters a new phase of its history.
Events like the Festival are becoming more
important in the coalescence of communitas , or
self-consciousness of community identity.
Rites of festivalization are to some degree
replacing institution-building, and are increasingly used to fill gaps in our social life and
provide defining moments for peoples, communities, cultures, even nations. This is, as we
know, a mixed blessing. We understand the
limitations of the Festival. It is, as we say, a
low-resolution medium, diffuse , multivocal,
varied, and interactive. It cannot take the place
of specific, formal, detailed adjustments of
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social interests. Yet the festivalization process
has worked in bringing a number of Israelis
and Palestinians into dialogue over the cultural
landscape of jerusalem. The Festival recently
provided a key moment in exclaiming cultural
self-knowledge in The
Bahamas. In Ecuador, the
Festival generated a new genre
of interchange and display
among various sectors of the
population seeking balanced
economic and cultural development. Domestically, too, the
Festival's consequences persist
in Michigan, providing the
core of a strong program in
cultural research, education,
and training, and in the Virgin
Islands in a resuscitated effort
to address issues of identity
and change. Folks on the Big
Island of Hawai'i recently
mounted a Festival program
along the lines of their unifying 1989 experience on the
Mall. The Festival continues to
Acraftsman from the coastal region of Esmeraldas,
inspire individuals, as, for
example, in the artistic flower- Ecuador, explains how he uses bamboo to make
ing of Louisiana's Sarah Mae
musical instruments at a festival entitled the
Albritton - who went from
"Intercultural Encounter for the Development ofa
Festival cooking demonstraPlurinationalldentity." Held in Quito in March 7996,
tions into the restaurant business, teaching, and now paint- the festival was organized by COMUNIDEC, a
ing- to the self-discovery of community research and development organization,
and was sponsored by the Inter-American
Edward Samarin, who found
his profoundly American iden- Foundation. Some forty-two grassroots
tity on the Mall last year as he organizations participated. Said Colombia Vivas,
demonstrated his Russian,
COMUN/DEC executive director, "It's incredible to
Molokan heritage. We expect
believe that we live in one Ecuador, in one physical,
the Festival will have similar
geographic space, and that we don't take the time or
effects in Iowa, where it will
opportunity to get to know each other. This event has
be remounted as the Festival
of Iowa Folklife on the State
allowed us to come together and recognize the
richness of human and cultural resources that exists
among the Indian, Black, and mestizo populations."
The festival in Ecuador was directly based on and
inspired by the 7994 Festival ofAmerican Folklife
Culture and Development program.
Photo by Patrick Breslin, courtesy Inter-American Foundation
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"There ie
eomething
epecial about
interacting
with real
people,
eharing
epace with
them and copa rtici pating
in their livee
-even if
briefly."

Capitol Grounds in Des Moines; in the South,
when mounted as Southern Crossroads for the
Olympic Games in Atlanta; and within the
Smithsonian as well.
The Festival makes such an impact because
it is, most simply, alive. just as we have discovered with the America's Smithsonian traveling exhibition, real people connect with real
things. There is a power associated with viewing, touching, hearing, and being in the presence of objects of natural, historical, and artistic significance. Similarly, there is something
special about interacting with real people,
sharing space with them and co-participating
in their lives- even if briefly. Tele-experience
- whether in analog, electronic, or digital
form -just does not convey the immediacy
and sensory impact of such an encounter.
The Festival is actively involved and
invested in electronic media, new and old, in
order to advance knowledge and appreciation
of diverse cultural accomplishments and creativity. Through Smithsonian Folkways
recordings, video encyclopedias, CD-ROMs, a
new Enhanced-CD product released for this
Festival (Crossroads, Southern Routes: Music of
the American South with Microsoft), America
Online sites, a virtual festival on the Internet
(http://www.si.edu/folklife/vfest), and other
means, we extend the Festival in time and
space. Yet we also find limitations in these
media. It is living, thinking, sensating, emoting people who are the ultimate interactive
techno-biology. The Festival is a pretty good
multimedia way of expressing that humanity,
and of fostering, encouraging, and punctuating its interaction in an effort to contribute to
the pool of cultural creativity.

Dr. Richard Kurin is director of the Smithsonian's
Center for Folklife Programs & Cultural Studies.
Diana Parker is director of the Festival of
American Folklife.
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Community Matters in Iowa
grounded on the local level, and search for
traditions that are alive and meaningful. The
term community is used ubiquitously to comIowans inhabit the heart of the heartland, both municate well-being, continuity, and hope.
But in Iowa, community is more than a wellphysically and culturally. Iowa is central and
centered - a place where the balance of the
worn cliche - it is a way of life, eagerly
components that make up community is celenegotiated, energetically encouraged.
brated and nurtured. Family, neighborhood,
Referred to by coast -to-coast travelers as
town, school, work site, place of worship, com- "fly-over country," the state doesn't register on
munity center, and state, county, and local fairs the national radar except at times of disaster
- these all create the networks that tie Iowans (the flood of 1993), during the caucuses, or
together and provide the sense of community
when some purveyor of popular culture seeks
to evoke "America" in some elemental way.
that makes Iowa what it is today.
The Rodgers and Hammerstein musical State
A Carroll County pancake breakfast in a
Fair, Meredith Willson's The Music Man, and
church basement raises money for the local
volunteer fire-fighting association and its
movies such as Field of Dreams and The Bridges
ladies' auxiliary, the Fire Belles. A lutefisk
of Madison County conjure up images of a pure
supper in Bode (pop. 335) serves over a
America through examples of an Iowa that
fosters the value of supporting family and
thousand people on the Thursday before
community, a determined work ethic, an eduThanksgiving in celebration of a common
cated populace, morality and decency, individNorwegian heritage. Associations and clubs
abound in Iowa- from beer-brewing clubs,
ual responsibility, and neat, well-kept yards4-H, sit-and-knit clubs, and fiddlers' picnics to and also, at times, an understated and mildly
self-disparaging sense of humor.
groups promoting polka dancing.
Traveling throughout the state, a visitor feels
The calendars of events in Iowa newspapers
list activity schedules of groups such as
as if she has stumbled into an extended family.
Carson's Peace Circle of the Oakland United
Newcomers are introduced at almost any
function and instantly asked about whom they
Methodist Church, Manning's Little Flower
Study Club, the Neola Optimists' Club, Farmight know, and about the possibility of being
ley's Catholic Daughters of America, Bloomrelated to someone from Iowa. Strangers stop
ington's Grange, Kalona's Koffee Club , and
to ask if you need help if you're pulled over on
local business organizations like the Better Elk the side of the road. Across the state, many
Horn Club and the Kimballton Progressive
people still read the Des Moines Register in
addition to their local newspapers; listen to
Danes, which promote community pride and
statewide radio stations like WHO, WOI,
distinctiveness. Then there are the myriad
committees formed to discuss, organize, and
KUNI, or WMT; and follow state "ag" reports
about planting conditions or weather patterns
promote local and regional issues and events
-everything from com-husking festivals and as they blow across the prairie from Sioux City
to Keokuk.
the Fourth of july to guidelines for entering
Iowa is a state of small towns on a gently
the local Dairy or Swine Princess contest.
We live in a time when Americans often
rolling plain. Even the metropolitan centers of
Des Moines, Waterloo, Dubuque, Davenport,
have no positive expectations and are fearful
of the future , yet yearn to belong and feel
Cedar Rapids, Council Bluffs, and Sioux City
function as clusters of towns. Houses of
worship occupy many street corners; public
libraries and schools are the norm; and a high

Catherine Hiebert Kerst &
Rachelle H. Saltzman

Iowa-

Community
Style has been
made possible by
and is produced
in cooperation
with the Iowa
Sesquicentennial
Commission and
the Iowa Arts
Council on the
occasion of
Iowa's 750th
anniversary of
statehood. Iowa
corporate partners include the
HON INDUSTRIES
Charitable Foundation, John
Deere, The Principal Financial
Group Foundation, Inc, and
Barr-Nunn Transportation, Inc
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school sports team is the town's team. In cafes
in nearly every neighborhood in Iowa, groups
of farmers, business people, students, and
coffee-club members gather each day at wellknown but unscheduled times to discuss crop
prices and political candidates, to share personal problems, plan events, play cards, or just
plain gossip over plain, home-cooked fare.
Coffee and cinnamon rolls, assorted pies, and
the ubiquitous pork tenderloin sandwich are
served nearly everywhere. Menus also vary
somewhat by region, with fish available at
river cafes along the Mississippi, flceskesteg
(pork loin embedded with prunes) and r0dkal
(red cabbage) in the Danish Inn in Elk Horn,
bagels and cream cheese at jewish delis in Des
Moines, savory soups at Southeast Asian
gathering places in Ames, Dutch marzipanfilled pastry "letters" in the Dutch-settled
towns of Pella and Orange City, German
sausage in Manning, and tamales and tortillas
in the relatively new Hispanic neighborhoods
in Muscatine and Storm Lake. But it is not
solely the selection and style of food that
matter at these local eating places - it is the
camaraderie, conversation, and "visiting" that
they make possible.
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Workers eat last at the annual
Home-grown community
music-making is vibrant and
pre-Thanksgiving Lutefisk Supper
alive in Iowa. People gather in at the St. Olaf Lutheran Church in
homes to make music
Bode. Left to right: Pastor Mark
together, in community
Younquist and Pastor Connie
centers or schoolhouses for
Spitzack, Norman and Rose
dance parties, in religious
Zeman,
Emily Rolland, April
settings to sing their praises, or
at regional or ethnic festivals .
Zeman, and Phyllis and Conrad
In late spring, farmers, college Johnson.
students, retirees, and school
Photo courtesy Phyllis Johnson
teachers across the state join
municipal bands and begin
rehearsing for public performances held in
town squares and parks all summer long.
Psalms, a Black gospel group from Cedar
Rapids, describe their music as "traditional
gospel with a contemporary hook." As a family
group, they are deep in the pocket of tradition:
their mother sang with the Zionettes, and they
recently formed an ensemble for their own
offspring, Children of Psalms, because, during
their rehearsals, they would hear the children
in the bedroom also rehearsing the songs.
Much of the character of community musicmaking in Iowa is family based.
In Iowa girls' sports teams matter. The
annual state girls' basketball tournament in
Des Moines is a major event. According to
basketball player Kris Larson from Newell-
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Fonda (a consolidated school district in
western Iowa with a combined population of
1,820), "There were over 2,000 people from
the Newell-Fonda area at our game. " Teammate jessica jeppeson adds, "More than just
Newell-Fonda people support us. People from
a lot of the surrounding small communities
follow us. " While basketball in and of itself
enjoys great popularity throughout the
Midwest, the attention paid to Iowa's girls'
sports is unique. But the game is much more
than a test of athletic ability - the girls
themselves insist on the
importance of learning
teamwork and having fun.
''Reeolving conCarla Offenburger, a lifelong
flicte and finding basketball fan and Folklife
Festival field worker, explains,
eolutione to
"To the young girls basketball
is not a sport, or a game.
local, national,
Basketball is a tradition, a
heritage, a festival. " Basketball
and international also provides Iowa girls with
probleme extend the opportunity to develop
leadership skills evidenced in
beyond politice in the high proportion of women
active across the state in
Iowa and reveal a business, voluntary activities,
and politics.
commitment to
Throughout the state's
history, Iowans have been
widening the
social reformist in orientation,
having enacted the first
bounde of
prohibition law in the
country,
for example, and
community."
taken a strong stand against
slavery. In keeping with this
heritage and a reliance on the value of local
autonomy, Iowa lacks a statewide, codified
curriculum for its nationally recognized public
school system, preferring instead to rely on
district -level initiatives for determining the
quality and content of education in a specific
locale.
Iowa's political precinct caucuses embody
democracy on a grassroots level. Before the
presidential party caucuses, Iowans across the
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state meet with friends and neighbors and
even presidential candidates to discuss party
platform issues. Then, on the evening of the
caucuses, a cross-section of the Iowa
population - from senior citizens to newly
minted eighteen-year-old voters, from longtime precinct captains to mothers accompanied by toddlers - sign in, look over campaign
rosters, and elect delegates to attend the
statewide party conventions in schools, community centers, private homes, and civic
centers. Platform proposals on welfare, capital
punishment, and health care were among
those brought up and discussed at the 1996
caucuses.
Resolving conflicts and finding solutions to
local, national, and international problems
extend beyond politics in Iowa and reveal a
commitment to widening the bounds of
community. From the Lt. Governor's Committee on Diversity, which was created in
response to incidents of racism in 1991, to the
Peace Institute at Grinnell College, Iowans
strive to talk with civility about disruptive
issues. When some youths sprayed swastikas
and anti-Semitic slogans on Des Moines's
Temple B'Naijeshurun in 1994, the entire city
protested the travesty. And when the culprits
were caught and convicted, their "punishment" consisted of both community service
and learning from Rabbi Steven Fink about a
culture different from their own.
In Sioux City, the Food and Commercial
Workers' Union works to integrate immigrants
from Southeast Asia, Mexico, and Central
America into the Siouxland community, offering social services, English classes, and free
turkey dinners for Thanksgiving. Although the
drug, employment, and interracial problems
that plague the rest of the United States are
certainly present in Iowa, the difference is that
here, people still believe that there are commonsense solutions - that human agency is
still a viable option.
Because of that belief, residents of Iowa are
and have been actively involved in a vast
number of voluntary activities throughout the
state. When United Flight #232 crashed near
Sioux City in 1989, the Marian Health Center
"set up a buffet of food items for the media ....
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This was definitely not treatment as usual,"
remember nurses Barb Small and jeff Berens.
"People brought clothes for the survivors, as
did some of the department stores. Food
arrived at the hospital for the staff, volunteers,
media personnel, etc., from restaurants, grocery stores, and other suppliers."
Without volunteers and their organizations,
much of business, education, and everyday life
in Iowa would probably cease to function.
Individuals, civic associations, and philanthropic societies provide services that the paid
work force and government agencies do not.
Shriners ferry physically handicapped State
Fair visitors in golf carts from parking lots to
the fairgrounds; corporate employees volunteer in work groups to help out with fundraising events for public television and radio;
state workers participate in annual food drives;
religious groups take turns providing and
preparing food for homeless shelters; and
many people serve as volunteer fire fighters or
on rescue squads. The wide range of these
voluntary associations speaks to the network
of relationships, of communities, in which
Iowans live and work. People here are
connected to other people and have a strong
stake in maintaining and sustaining those
relationships.
An agricultural commonwealth currently
interested in promoting the economic opportunities that the state has to offer through
insurance, banking, and high-tech industries,
Iowa nevertheless tends toward a stable,
conservative norm. And yet, as in so many
states in the nation where farming has been
central to their economic and social wellbeing, Iowa faces the challenging future of
possible rural farm crises with the growth of
agribusiness, the consequent decline of family
farming and the social institutions that
surround it, plus the growth of powerful
corporate interests.
The Sesquicentennial year offers a chance to
recognize the value of an Iowa that nurtures
neighborliness in groups of people- no matter
how diverse -who share common concerns
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and hopes; an Iowa that supports the vital
social fabric of relationships on the local level;
and an Iowa that validates an underlying belief
in the viability of democratic community - all
of which have provided such a prominent
legacy for the state.
Suggested Reading
This Festival program
highlighting the vibrant and
Bauer, Douglas. 1988. Prairie City,
diverse cultures of Iowa
Iowa: Three Seasons at Home. Ames:
through the excellence, knowIowa State University Press.
ledge, and artistry of its people
Bergman, Marvin, ed. 1996.1owa
offers an opportunity to
History Reader. Ames: Iowa State
observe the dynamism of comUniversity Press.
munity in the truest sense of
the word. The Festival proDavidson, Osha Gray. 1990. Broken
gram also reminds us of the
Heartland: The Rise of America's
responsibility we all have, as
Rural Ghetto. New York: Doubleday.
Americans, to believe that our
The Federal Writers' Project of the
public culture and its active
Works Progress Administration for
celebration through comthe State of Iowa. 1995. The WPA
munity are valuable and must
Guide to 7930s Iowa. Ames: Iowa
be supported, if we are to have
a future worth living for.
State University Press.
"Is this heaven? No, it's
Iowa Sesquicentennial Commission.
Iowa." You bet.

Catherine Hiebert Kerst is the
Smithsonian curator for Iowa Community Style. She grew up
in Wisconsin and has done extensive fieldwork throughout the
Midwest, especially in DanishAmerican communities. This
year she is on detail from her
position in the American Folklife
Center, Library of Congress, to
curate the Iowa program.
Rachelle H. Saltzman is the Iowa
curator for the Iowa program at
the 1996 Festival of American
Folklife and for the Iowa Sesquicentennial Commission's 1996
Festival of Iowa Folklife. She is
currently director of the Iowa
Arts Council's Folklife Program.
Saltzman has worked as a public
folklorist in Delaware, Florida,
New York, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Virginia, and now Iowa.

1995.1owa: ACelebration of Land,
People &Purpose. Des Moines:
Meredith Publishing Services.

Morain, Thomas J., ed. 1995. Family
Reunion: Essays on Iowa. Ames: Iowa
State University Press.
Ohrn, Steven, ed. 1984. Passing Time
and Traditions: Contemporary Iowa
Folk Artists. Ames: Iowa State
University Press.
Sayre, Robert F., ed. 1989. Take This
Exit: Rediscovering the Iowa
Landscape. Ames: Iowa State
University Press.
Schwieder, Dorothy. 1996.1owa: The
Middle Land. Ames: Iowa State
University Press.

Suggested Listening
Various artists. 1996.1owa State Fare:
Music from the Heartland.
Smithsonian Folkways SF 40083.
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Iowa: ACivic Place

Every year the Iowa State Fair
begins with aparade from the
State Capitol to the fairgrounds
on the outskirts of Des Moines.
Photo by Jim Day
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David M. Shribman
A handful of people are standing in a soybean
field, around a giant] ohn Deere tractor. In the
center is a presidential candidate. This is the
lowa you know- a staging ground for presidential campaigns, a political theme park out
there someplace south of Minnesota and east
of Nebraska, full of corn and stuffed pork
chops and roads that seem to come to a perfeet 90-degree angle on the prairie. In years
divisible by four, Iowa is jammed in center
stage. Otherwise, you hear little about it.
There's some justice to that. Said Richard,
Lord Acton, Oxford educated, reared in
Rhodesia, married to an Iowan, and a
sometime resident of Cedar Rapids: "My
theory is that America is like an airplane with
its wingtips in New York and Los Angeles.
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Those extremes plunge and soar, but the body
in the middle stays relatively stable, and Iowa
is in the middle of the middle. "

• • •

Iowa hosts the first important political milestone of the presidential election year: precinct
caucuses. These events, populist but not really
democratic, are a combination of church
fellowship dinner, cattle auction, quilting
circle, camp meeting, encounter group , and
preliminary hearing in a criminal trial. They
occur on a Monday night, usually in stinging
cold and under cover of snow. They're
sociable events: Neighbors get together in fire
halls, school basements, and people's homes,
talk about their preferences, declare one
another fools or Communists, separate themselves into comers, and vote by ballots.
Iowa is, at its core, a civic place. At the heart
of the caucuses' prominence is a simple
notion, appealing to the heart but at base
utterly preposterous: that some magic formula
of agronomy, geography, geology, divinity,
demography, maybe- who knows?- even
sorcery has rendered Iowa the absolutely perfect proving ground for the country. "Alabama
is the South, the North is the North, and
California is California, but Iowa is America,"
Bill Wundram of the Quad City Times wrote
not long ago.

• • •

Iowa is also a place of great distances. In the
middle of the last century, 30 million acres of
tall-grass prairie filled the state; now there are
but a few scattered acres. Some 6 million acres
of forests covered Iowa in 1830; only a fraction remains. "Iowa in its primitive state was
ideal for wild creatures, but not for civilized
man," reads a 1927 account of Iowa wildlife.
"Therefore the latter - as he has indeed
endeavored to do with all the world - has
sought to adopt primitive Iowa to the service
of his needs and desires. "
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Today, you can stand at Living History
Farms, at the edge of the western sprawl of
Greater Des Moines, and relive the rhythms of
old Iowa. There is a cornfield planted with
seed dating to 1900 and plowed with horses,
along with the sort of bark lodges that the
Ioway Indians used in the 1700s, when Iowa
was still overrun with buffalo. But if you listen
carefully, you will hear the sound of trucks
roaring along the interstate, going to Minneapolis, Omaha, and Kansas City.
"This is a place that works ," said Frank
Conroy, who wrote Body and Soul and directs
the Writers' Workshop at the University of
Iowa. "If the plumber is more than 15 minutes
late, he apologizes profusely. The dollar goes
about twice as far as it does in Boston. I live on
a pretty, tree-lined street. My child walks four
blocks to public school. The public library is
breathtaking. People are nice. It is every cliche
you have ever heard of, except it is true."
Iowans are, in a word, civilized, in part
because the state is a civilized place. It has no
wild outbacks, as Wisconsin and Minnesota
have. It has no wild tradition, unless you
count the hollers at the women's basketball
games at the University of Iowa.

• • •

Iowa defies logic and some economic principles: It is a place where money trickles up from, of course, the ground. "Everybody in
this state is dependent upon the land in some
way," said Mary Swander, who teaches at Iowa
State University and whose great -grandparents
homesteaded in western Iowa. "As a professor,
I'm dependent upon the state's economy.
Storekeepers and merchandisers are dependent upon it, too. If the farmer doesn't come
in and buy nuts and bolts in the hardware
store, the hardware store goes out of business."
Ma-ka-tai-me-she-kia-kiak, an Indian known
to the whites as Black Hawk, once said the land
"never failed" the Indians, adding, "We always
had plenty, our children never cried from
hunger, neither were our people in want." Jeff
Bruner of the Ames Daily Tribune gives a more
modem look: "In Iowa, the dark, rich soil
reduces just about every other piece of ground
in the United States to the status of mere dirt. "
Yet the land, like the winds, is fickle . There
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is a randomness to nature and to the farmer's
life. Corn and soybean harvests were poor in
1993, bountiful in 1994, and weak last year.
Spring rains made plantings late - or canceled them. Perhaps as many as 200,000 acres
weren't planted. Then it became deadly hot in
August, mischievously cold in September.
Corn harvests were about half of 1994's levels.

• • •

In January 7992, Prasong "Pak" Nurack, in the cook's apron, and Friends
ofA Taste of Thailand celebrated the successful campaign to save the
restaurant from the urban renewal wrecking ball. Photo by Bob Mandel

ATaste of Thailand: Serving the "Publics"
Dan Hunter &
Patrick McClintock
Have you ever seen a bird fly
backwards? What is the cause of the
current farm crisis? Are you able to
touch your toes? Whom will you vote
for? ATaste ofThailand restaurant in
Des Moines conducts polls on all sorts
of topics.
Thai natives Prasong "Pak" Nurack and
Benchung "Beni" Laungaram, his wife,
opened the now-popular restaurant
in December 1983, in an abandoned
auto repair shop, repainted bright
yellow. "So the publics will know we
are here," said Prasong. It may be the
only restaurant in the world with a
home-made voting booth.
The quixotic polls and the delicious
Thai food have made ATaste of
Thailand a place to meet candidates for
every office and a mandatory stop for
presidential candidates- from
AI Haig to Paul Tsongas. Journalists
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from the New York Times to the London
Times stop by for conversation. In
1988, C-Span broadcast a discussion
between restaurant patrons about the
caucuses. Television crews from many
countries and other networks swarm in
with lights and cameras.
After the lights and cameras depart, A
Taste ofThailand's service to the
community continues. On the
statistically coldest day each year, the
restaurant sponsors the International
Hot and Spicy Food Day. For many
years, it also sponsored the Free
Speech Award, to increase awareness
of the First Amendment. In addition,
Prasong and Benchung have
welcomed visitors from all over the
world to observe American-style
democracy. Prasong has a simple
explanation: "We are here to serve the
publics."

Dan Hunter is a Des Moines
songwriter, playwright, and
political satirist. Patrick
McClintock is a writer and
political activist. They both love
Thai food and together organized the Friends of A Taste of
Thailand.

And so that is it. Iowa is about the land and
nature and people and taking pride in what we
do with our lives. But it is also about gorging
yourself on blueberry strudel in Pella, on three
kinds of sausages in Amana, and the very best
fried pork-tenderloin sandwich in the world.
It is about remarkable steak houses, each with
no windows: jesse's Embers in Des Moines,
Lark Supper Club in Tiffin, and Rube's in
Montour. It is about a state university with a
football team with 73 players who each weigh
more than 200 pounds- and a marching
band with more than 240 musicians.
And, oddly enough, Iowa is about Herbert
Hoover. "My grandparents and my parents
came here in a covered wagon," Hoover once
said in West Branch, where he was born in a
two-room cottage in 1874. "In this country
they toiled and worshiped God. They lie
buried on your hillside. The most formative
years of my boyhood were spent here. My
roots are in this soil. This cottage where I was
born is physical proof of the unbounded
opportunity of American life. "
This is the essence of America. This is the
essence of Iowa.

David M. Shribman, a non-Iowan Pulitzer Prizewinning author, is an assistant managing editor,
columnist, and Washington bureau chief for the
Boston Globe.
This is a shortened version of Shribman's article, "Iowa: A Civic Place," which appeared in the
january 21, 1996, issue of the Boston Globe
Magazine, © 1996. Reprinted courtesy of the
Boston Globe.
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Iowa Small Towns

Pickup trucks are parked outside
a cafe in Anthon, where farmers
meet for breakfast and morning
coffee. Photo © David Thoreson
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Tom Morain
".. .Jefferson 20, Perry 7. It was Ames over
Marshalltown, 42-6. Lake City 14, Rockwell
City 13. Lamoni 20, Leon 0. Winterset shut
out Indianola 13-0 .... "And on and on the
scores continue in a geographic litany every
Friday from football through basketball and
into spring baseball season. From these radio
broadcasts Iowa children learn the names of
towns before they have any idea where the
communities are. Unlike the elitist weather
report that acknowledges temperatures in
only the major cities, as if there were no
weather in the small towns, Friday night
sports scores are the great leveler: any town
that can field a team earns the right to march
in the parade. And so the list goes on. ".. .Fort
Dodge 21, Mason City 6. Panora-Linden 14,
Dallas Center-Grimes 0. Storm Lake 15,
Cherokee 12."
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The highway map of Iowa today reflects the
modes of transportation of Iowa's frontier days
in the latter half of the nineteenth century.
Local traffic was by horse and buggy; travel
between towns was usually by train. In the
railroad-building frenzy of the 1870s and
1880s, Iowa towns were locked in a life-anddeath game of "musical chairs": any town not
on some rail line when the building stopped
was doomed. Railroad executives knew it and
played off neighboring towns against each
other to extract local bonds, rights-ofway, and land grants, until

the countryside was honeycombed with
branch lines and whistle-stop stations.
For survivors, the prize was a near-monopoly on the trade of the farmers who lived
within four or five miles. Iowa's counties were
laid out so that even those in the farthest corner could get to the county seat and back home
again within a day's buggy travel, but a daylong trip was too much for routine supplies
and the mail. Small towns were distribution
centers where farmers came to buy what they
needed and to sell their cattle, other livestock,
and grain. Farm wives literally traded their
1.'Jt.e
eggs and butter at the general store for credit
G~tte~ ~
toward their purchases, a practice still reflecte_,.g· ~. ··~
ed in the term retail trade.
Small-town merchants, however, never
enjoyed the perfect monopoly on the local
market to which they assumed they were
entitled. As early as the 1870s, mail.,__ order catalogue companies like Montgomery Ward and Sears Roebuck led
doomsayers to predict the imminent
demise of small-town retailers. The rise of
chain stores in the 1920s prompted smalltown merchants to urge legislation to tax
businesses by the number of
retail outlets they maintained.
It was the automobile that
sounded the death knell for
the smallest villages. Beginning in 1909, the Model-T
this newspaper- that they own part
Newspapers are often the oldest
Ford provided farmers with a
businesses in town, and ownership can of it. Our paper helps define our
dependable and inexpensive
span more than a decade, even several
community and reflects what we do
alternative to the horse-drawn
generations. Of Iowa's 340 newsand how we live."
buggy, and farm families
papers, 299 are small-town weeklies. A
Like no other business, small-town
quickly took advantage of it.
good example is the Enterprise Journal
newspapers give acommunity asense
They drove past the smallest
in St. Ansgar, atown of 1,100 people in
of place and continuity.
towns to the larger stores in
north-centrallowa.lt was started in
the county seats, and they
1878 and is still going strong.
abandoned their rural churjay Black is a freelance newspaFor people in St. Ansgar, "The E.J." is
ches for the town churches
per reporter and photographer
such a part of their lives, family, and
with their choirs and youth
from Clear Lake, Iowa. He and
sense of place that they think of it as
programs. They voted for
his wife, Ruby, operate North
school reorganizations and
their newspaper. "There is not another
Shore House, a bed and breakbusiness in town [in which] people feel
bond issues that constructed
fast on Clear Lake.
high schools to which their
they have the right to tell the
employees how to run their company,"
sons and daughters could not
said astaff member. "The people
have practically ridden by
around here feel they have astake in
horse and buggy but could

I

Jay Black
Almost all Iowans, it seems, have
access to national and international
news via the TV set. But what about
the goings-on right in their back yard
-in their neighborhood, small town,
local school, or city council? Smalltown newspapers fill this important
gap in information for thousands of
Iowans living in rural areas. The local
newspaper is their neighborhood in
print, and it chronicles the life and
history of their community.
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commute by car or public school bus.
As transportation and roads continued to
improve, farmers and even small-town residents themselves discovered that a shopping
trip into Des Moines or Cedar Rapids or some
other nearby city wasn't so difficult. Shopping
malls, Kmarts, and then Wal-Marts lured away
more customers from the small-town stores.
And the declining farm population, the predictable result of a century of labor-saving
farm machinery, continued the erosion. The
farm crisis of the 1980s took a heavy toll on
the towns that depended upon the farm economy. From 1983 to 1993, Iowa towns with
fewer than 2,000 people lost 2,500 businesses.
Yet, while they may think of themselves
often as having been under a long siege, smalltown residents continue their fierce hometown loyalty. The younger generations may
leave for college and seek their fortunes elsewhere, but high school reunions, weddings,
anniversaries, and funerals still draw them
home.
Two factors make critical contributions to
the unique culture of the small town. For one
thing, residents relate to one another in many
different ways. They may have been classmates
and teammates. They may worship together
on Sunday morning. They share a continuous
sidewalk. Their children date. They vote on
the same local bond issues. They shop at the
same stores. They know each other's parents.
They pay taxes to the same school district.
They see each other at the local cafe. They
depend upon each other for the upkeep of city
parks, the swimming pool, the storm sewers,
and the cemetery. They save and borrow at the
same bank. They all benefit when a repairman
knows his business. They belong to the same
service clubs and fraternal organizations. They
are friends and neighbors. Small towns fold
layers and layers of relationships back upon
each other.
They also share the same stories; there is a
collective memory. Newcomers remain outsiders until they understand the local nuances
in the story about the boys who chained the
police car to the popcorn stand or whether it
was good offense or good defense that put the
1956 girls' basketball team into the finals of
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the state tournament. Why did Mrs. Kitchell
not leave her house for the last seven years of
her life? Each town has its own mythology,
and those who know it carry their citizenship
with them wherever they go.
A second factor that strengthens the local
ties of small-town residents is the realization,
at some level of consciousness, that their own
welfare is ultimately tied up with everyone
else's. The town represents a miniature
cosmos. No matter how much an individual
prospers, he or she has no better fire protection than can be provided by the local force, a
fire department that in most cases depends
upon volunteers. No matter how well your
daughter plays the clarinet, the band is the
product of the community. And if you want
her band to look good, you'll sign up when
the band parents need volunteers to serve the
pancake suppers that raise the money for
uniforms.
And while enlightened self-interest, not
altruism, may well motivate the incredible
volunteer efforts that sustain small-town life,
the result is often a proprietary attitude toward
the community: this is "my" town because I
have helped to make it what it is.
The word politics comes from the Greek
polis, or "city-state." Politics was about life in
the polis, the opportunity to be seen and heard
by fellow citizens and to play a part in public
life. For ancient Athenians or Spartans, life
outside of their polis hardly qualified as
human. Modem Iowa small-town residents
might not go that far, but they understand the
sentiment.

Tom Morain was born and reared in jefferson,
Iowa (pop. 4,292), where his father and brother
have edited the local newspaper for sixty years.
Morain is a cultural historian who is currently the
administrator of the State Historical Society of
Iowa.
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Hogs & the Meaning of Life in Iowa
One way to explain the fascination would be
to recognize that Iowa and hogs simply do have
In the spring of 1995, the President of the
a special relationship. Since World War II, Iowa
United States visited Iowa. The occasion was a has been the center of the "Swine Belt. " About
conference on rural life, the sort of event that
two-thirds of all the pigs in the United States
are raised on family farms within 200 miles of
ight be used to wax quotably about the
the state capital. Des Moines is also home to the
heartland, rugged individuals, and other
pastoral pieties. Orators have done so since the National Pork Producers Council, which
days of Thomas Jefferson and have continued
financed the ad campaign that slid the expreswell after most Americans - among them,
sion "the other white meat" onto America's
most Iowans- moved to town and took jobs
common tongue. They could bury you in
behind a counter or a desk. But there was
statistics showing that Iowa hogs help balance
reason to worry that the President's photo
the U.S. trade deficit, boost employment, and
feed the world.
opportunity might get uncomfortable. He
would be met by citizens rallying to protect
Swine are, among other things, miraculously
family farmers from "vertical integrators," the
efficient converters of grain to meat. Hence,
large, high-tech, multinational operations that
too , they help farmers hold grain off the
market - "add to its value" by eating it already dominate poultry and have set their
sights on pigs. With statutes that are perenuntil the price improves. Then, as the saying
nially reconsidered, the state of Iowa has long
goes, "the com walks itself to market. " Since
been hospitable to family farms, which divergrains seldom fetch their production cost, that
sify by raising hogs, and relatively inhospitable fatal walk up a loading chute onto a jerryto factory farms, which diversify by trading
rigged pickup or a fleet of multi-tiered semis
grain futures, patents, and packing plants.
helps keep food affordable and agriculture
Cliches about yeomen or imagery drawn from
solvent.
"Little House" would hardly calm passions.
Hog carriers bounce across a vast grid of
Iowa senator Tom Harkin did his best, introfarm-to-market roads , headed for meat-packing plants "in town" that hitch farms through
ducing the President with a joke: "No one
pork to the wider world. For most of the past
should be allowed to be president, if they
century, "town" could be just about any place
don't understand hogs." Most everyone
laughed, though likely for varied reasons.
with a decent water supply. Iowa is the only
Iowans are used to kidding about the state's state with excess capacity, meaning that large
most infamous products, corn and its fourpackers still maintain little buying stations off
legged incarnation, hogs. In tourist shops, next on gravel roads. They signal an open market
to the joke postcard with a thirty-foot ear of
for the occasional goose-necked-trailer load
corn on a flat -bed, you can see ample evidence when the price is right or cash is short.
of self-deprecating Iowa humor. There are
Under current circumstances raising pigs is
"hogs 'n' kisses" T-shirts, coffee mugs, and
one of the very few ways left for a young
hand towels, sow pin-up calendars, and other
person to start farming. You do not need
swine-laden memorabilia with "Greetings from much more than a small piece of ground, a
Iowa." Iowans, including people with a serious couple of modular buildings, a tractor, and a
stake in "pork production," are as amused by
grinder to tow behind. With thorough planswinalia as anyone else.
ning, six digits of credit, and hard work, you
might be able to make a go of it. Not surprisingly, given the nurturing that sows and their
pigs require, women have been especially
prized around the farrowing house. You still

Richard Horwitz
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might be able to schedule chores around
carpooling the kids and other part-time jobs.
Pieties aside, raising pigs in this part of the
world remains close to a democratic art.
So, Iowa hogs are an essential part of family
farming, small towns, the pricing and transportation systems , and the landscape. They
also show up on the dinner table. Nearly
everywhere you go , you can grab a "brat" or a
tenderloin sandwich the size of a competition
Frisbee. And many a pie- or pastry-maker still
claim that the key to flaky crust is lard. Of
course, observant Muslims, Hindus, jews, and
vegans disagree, but there is no denying the
material significance of hogs in Iowa.
Much the same could be said about their
material significance in other places that seem
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to embrace hog culture less
closely. For example, the ratio
of pigs to people and their
concentration on the land is
actually a lot higher in the
Netherlands, and Denmark is
the world's leading pork
exporter. But you could easily
travel those countries without
noticing. Their joke T-shirts
sport clogs and Kierkegaard
rather than pigs.
There probably is no simple
explanation for the difference.
Traditions are like that, composted from
garden-variety realities, hard and soft, silly and
sad, new and changeless over the years.
Probably farmers, the folks who share daily life
with hogs, know that culture best. Lessons
about birth and death, tenderness, impatience,
and the value of a dollar are apt to have been
first gained working for a ribbon with a 4-H
litter. Tales are swapped about the infuriating
ability of at least one sow in every group to
bark and jump at the most inopportune
moments. Some herders develop a bias for
belted Hamps or Durocs, but nearly everyone
has learned to spot a good market hog.
Learning requires a mixture of sculpture
appreciation and market prediction that has
made celebrities out of the best stock-show
judges. And nearly everyone knows the fear
that comes in hearing about a pathogen outbreak in the neighborhood. Nights are spent
in sleepless worry or taking turns with a
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Pig farrowing, above, is demonstrated at the 7995 Iowa State
Fair. Photo by Rachelle H. Saltzman
Jayne Berglund, left, holds a baby
pig in the farrowing house at her
family's farm near Kalona.
Photo by Richard Horwitz
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spouse on hourly trudges to the farrowing
house through drifting snow. Amidst the
scares, the tedium, the ups and downs, there is
always the clang of lids on steel self-feeders
telling you that you are home.
Of course, Iowans who work less directly
with pigs- buyers, butchers, feed dealers,
equipment manufacturers, employees and kin
- like those who work in office towers and
bed in urban apartments, have fewer pig tales
to tell. But they, too, know about a distinctly
porcine cultural surround that will certainly
change. The specific way that hogs have been
raised, the taste of consumers, and the
demands of companies that link one to the

other have been extremely dynamic, possibly
no more so than they are today. At stake are
hard decisions about economy, ecology, and
quality of life, about the edge between adaptation and loss. A measure of understanding,
respect, and maybe good humor will be useful
on all sides.
It might not be wise to insist that presidents
understand hogs. But it is worth encouraging.

Richard Horwitz is a professor of American studies
at the University of Iowa. He is completing a book
(jor Westview Press) based on the "other job" he
has held part time for the past fifteen years as a
hired hand on a hog/grain/cattle farm in southeast
Iowa.

Iowa Women
on the Farm
Phyllis Carlin
On July 22, 1995, a hailstorm severely
damaged 960 acres of corn and
soybeans on the Mehmens' northeast
Iowa farm. Three days later Karmen
Mehmen surveyed the damage.
" ... The debt we have on this, I don't
know if I can handle [it]. How am I
going to live until the end of the year?
They can't continue to borrow me
money on acrop I don't have."
Crisis on the family farm sets in motion
rituals that communicate the strong
presence of community within an
agricultural neighborhood. Seventy
people visited Karmen, Stanley, and
the three children the day after the
storm. Friends, neighbors, clergy,
hunters, former employees, and
members of their card club came to
offer encouragement, bring food, help
repair a grain bin, and express concern.
Karmen sees the community
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response as similar to support given at
the time of afuneral:" Achurch lady
brought a cake. Our minister's been
here twice. And you know when
people are around, then you get to
talking about other stuff, and you kind
of get off of it a little bit."
In subsequent months Karmen, as the
farm's accountant, pursued a disaster
emergency loan (for which the family
ultimately did not qualify), switched
banks, refinanced operating loans,
waited for the actual losses to be
tallied at harvest time, and tried to

cope with the uncertainty of economic
recovery. Her response to the hailstorm
expresses the voice of the farming
culture: "This is what we do. We risk it.
And sometimes you lose."

Phyllis Carlin, Ph.D., is a professor of communication studies
at the University of Northern
Iowa. She conducts ethnographic
studies of rural life, focusing on
rural women's narratives.

Karmen
Mehmen
surveys the
family's corn
crop after a
hailstorm hit
their farm
near Waverly.
Photo by
Phyllis Carlin
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ARolling Festival in Iowa
Chuck Offen burger
We may"not have major league baseball or
NFL football in Iowa, but I'm always proud to
remind people that our state is certainly big
league in one sport- bicycling, of all things.
We realize that you may know us best for
our corn and hogs, but there are people
around the world who will testify for us bicycling doesn't get any better than the way
we do it in the last full week of july each
summer.
That's RAGBRAI week, when for twentythree years now cyclists have been coming
from all fifty states and usually a dozen other
countries to take part in the Des Moines Register's Annual Great Bicycle Ride Across Iowa.
It's a rolling folk festival that showcases life in
Iowa in such a fun way that the riders come
back year after year, making this the oldest,
longest, and biggest touring event in the
world. Who'd ever have thought in Iowa, huh?
The RAGBRAI story started in 1973, when
two of my colleagues at the Des Moines Register, columnist Donald Kaul and copy editor/
columnist]ohn Karras, decided they'd try to
ride their bikes "coast to coast" from the Missouri River to the Mississippi. Remember, that
was very early on in the bicycle boom, and
Kaul and Karras, new at it themselves, weren't
all that sure they could complete such a long
ride. Almost as an afterthought, they invited
any readers who were interested to join them.
The two of them were astonished, upon
arriving in Sioux City to start their trek, to find
300 other adventurers ready and waiting for
them! And one of those was eighty-three-yearold Clarence Pickard, a retired farmer, teacher,
and Peace Corps veteran from Indianola.
"Mr. Pickard," as he suddenly became
known to the whole state, pedaled along ever
so slowly on an old Schwinn woman's bike,
while wearing a long-sleeved flannel shirt, long
trousers, high-topped black tennis shoes, and a
silver pith helmet. The story that Register
readers were grabbing for each of the next six
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"We realize that
you may know
us best for our
corn and hogs,
but there are
people around
the world who
will testify for
us - bicycling
doesn't get any
better than the
way we do it in
the last full
week of July
each summer."

mornings was not so much whether the two
forty-year-old columnists could make it all412
miles to the finish in Davenport, but rather
whether Mr. Pickard would. And he did!
More than 150,000 people have now ridden
in RAGBRAI. We do our best to try to limit the
crowd to 8,000 each summer, but it usually is
about 10,000. The route is different each year,
averaging 469 miles.
Bicycle clubs have formed among the riders
over the years, and groups of friends often
come as teams. Their team names reflect the
fun- Harlan Huff 'n' Puffers, Team Skunk,
Rim Rollers, Team Road Kill, Blasters, Team
Graffiti, Team Plunger, Team Gumby.
Iowa communities, realizing that an overnight stay by RAGBRAI can mean more than
$250,000 being spent in their towns, go all
out trying to be selected as host towns. They
outdo each other in offering street dances,
concerts, and the best pork chops, corn on the
cob, pie, ice cream, and lemonade.
Several of us are involved in choosing the
host towns. We map out a route in December,
then keep it a secret until we go drive it in
February, with our safety coordinator assigned
by the Iowa State Patrol helping us make sure
the roads we've selected are safe. Then we ask
the Chambers of Commerce in the eight towns
we've picked if they'll have us - and they've
always said yes.
For Iowans across the state along the route
in those communities where bike riders travel
that year, RAGBRAI is a significant event. This
is where the importance of Mr. Pickard to
RAGBRAI's success and growth cannot be
overstated. When he was able to complete that
first year's ride, along with 114 others, it sent a
message far and wide across Iowa - that you
didn't have to be a strapping young athlete to
ride your bike across Iowa. Anyone can do it.

Chuck Offenburger, besides serving as co-host of
the Iowa bike ride, is one of Iowa's most popular
journalists. He has written the "Iowa Boy" column
regularly for the Des Moines Register for nearly
twenty years.
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Meskwaki Culture
Don Wanatee
ithin the vast Great Lakes
region and in another area east
of the St. Lawrence Seaway
lived a tribe the U.S . government called the Sac&. Fox.
Many of the Algonquinspeaking tribes in this region
succumbed to the rapid advance of Europeans who were
seeking riches and land, often
making treaties or creating
wars by setting one tribe
against another, and finally
colonizing the tribes into their
present -day enclaves - reservations and cities. Some tribes
have all but lost their identities and most of their lands; and the sociolinguistic and ethnoreligious patterns, once the
hallmark of all American Indians, have all but
vanished as many people migrated out of their
communities to the major population centers.
It could be asked, how can any nation survive
with half of its people gone?
In the central part of Iowa, among the major
industrial and agricultural communities, reside
the Meskwaki or, literally, the Red Earth
People. They were once closely associated with
the Sauk, Mascoutan, Shawnee, and Kickapoo,
who controlled most of the southern region of
the Great Lakes.
By the early 1600s, the Meskwaki were
identified in the Detroit area. Moving to the
Green Bay region, they set up their villages,
planted their com, beans, and squash, raised
their children, made war against the French,
and moved on to the Mississippi River. There
they established villages along its tributaries as
far north as Ft. Snelling and south to St. Louis.
By 1848, all nations west of the Mississippi
River, in the territorial region out of which the
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state of Iowa was created, were removed to
Kansas, with some taken to the Oklahoma
Territory. Only the Red Earths remained, perhaps by divine intervention and with the permission of the newly formed state called Iowa
("this-is-the-place").
It has been told by the elders that an understanding was reached with the United States
and Iowa that this small tribe would stay in
Iowa. Under the terms of the agreement, 1)
the Meskwaki would live in peace and not
trouble anyone; 2) the Meskwaki would only
use friendly means to find a way to remain in
Iowa by purchasing land; 3) the Meskwaki
would not seek help from either the State of
Iowa or the U.S. government, financially or in
any other way, to buy land; and 4) they must
obey all laws of the state and pay taxes on any
land(s) purchased. Most of the Meskwaki lived
hidden along the tributaries of the Mississippi
until july 13, 1857, when the first eighty acres
were sold to them by a Mr. Isaac Butler along
the Iowa River, where the present Pow Wow
grounds are located.
In the early 1850s, the people of eastern
Iowa circulated a petition requesting that the
Meskwaki be allowed to remain in Iowa. The
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Acolor guard opens the
ceremonies at the 80th Annual
Meskwaki Indian Pow Wow in
Tama in 1995.
Photo by Catherine Hiebert Kerst
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"Communication between
the generations is key to
holding on to
customs and
traditional
ways."

legislature introduced a bill in 1856 and
passed it unanimously. Within the year, the
Meskwaki began to conduct their religious
ceremonies in earnest in order to acquire
funds to effectively "own" land in Iowa (at the
time gold was the only legal tender in Iowa).
Each clan took part in the ceremonies, and
within a short period of time the Meskwaki
had received a blessing from the Creator. By
that very act, they are still living in Iowa today.
The Meskwaki continue to maintain their
ties to the past, to their language, and to their
spirituality and religion. Communication
between the generations is key to holding on
to customs and traditional ways. According to
Priscilla Wanatee,
Growing up on the Meskwaki
Settlement allowed me to visit and
talk and learn from my grandparents. Every day was interesting and I
learned something new, and now I
wish I had asked the elders more
questions about the culture, but it
was the practice, a code, of not asking questions but only to listen to
the vast wealth of knowledge.
Sometimes when the children would
be attentive to their elders, they
would often go way into the night
telling teaching stories, and when
the children were getting tired or
fidgety, the elders would start telling
jokes or funny stories. Most of the
things my mom and grandmother
told me were things concerning the
raising of children and other duties
and responsibilities of caring for a
child. Today, we still carry on the
practice of a naming ceremony for a
newborn child; the baby's name is
determined by the father's clan affiliation, or in the case of a member of
another tribe, the mother's clan
names can be used . The child 's
name is picked and used so that the
Creator will know and identify the
"new human being" as part of the
earth, and the name is intended to
protect the baby's spirit while very
young and living on this earth. The
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baby's family then is responsible for
the baby-child's well-being by worshiping and praying to the Creator
by using the sacred tobacco.
The newborn infant is treated
with respect and spoken to as a little
grown-up person not yet fully developed. We speak [to] and treat them
gently and firmly and never lie or
mistreat them; we don't make any
negative remarks about their person
or spirit, or anything they may cherish. We consider them as sacred,
and at that early stage in life, their
spirit is vulnerable and may leave
because the infant is being mistreated. Sometimes the baby will
... cry a lot or become ill [without
anyone knowing] and eventually
die. I suppose it could be considered
as a sudden-death syndrome. I did
things like whenever one of my
babies sneezed, I would make a
sound and act like I was sucking or
catching their sneeze, thereby preventing further discomfort. One of
the teachings from the elders [that]
may seem overly strict but [is] necessary in our culture is when a girl
reaches womanhood, special care
and activities need to be done privately. During their monthlies, they
are restricted from eating with the
family during mealtimes or cooking
on the stove, touching any sacred
objects or attending any religious
activities being conducted by the
clans. Only by protecting and cultivating the time-honored traditions
can an Indian nation survive [and]
hold their religious beliefs as being
pure and sacred. Our parents,
grandparents, and all our relatives
have taught us all they can, and I am
only telling some of the things I
learned.

Don Wanatee is a Meskwaki administrator who
works for the Sac & Fox Tribe of the Mississippi in
Tama, Iowa.
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They Sing, Dance & Remember:
Celebrations in Western Iowa
Cynthia Schmidt
The sense of community is durable in Iowa
towns where the people are conscious of the
importance and beauty of their traditions,
some of which have been unbroken for over a
hundred years. Festival time brings these
traditions to life, transforming and re-creating
them in the spirit of western Iowa.
German immigrants in Manning, a small
farming community of about 1,500 people,
came mainly from the Schleswig-Holstein area.
In 1891, sixteen men organized an a cappella
singing group called Liederkranz. Today the
group's concert of German songs is the highlight of Manning's elaborate German Christmas
festival , Weihnachtsfest.
On the opening night of Weihnachtsfest, the
first Friday after Thanksgiving, all the lights
are turned off on Main Street, and Father
Christmas leads a parade of caroling children.
A burst of fireworks lights up the town, and
with loud cheers and the drama of people
depicting holiday scenes in the "living windows" of storefronts, the season comes alive.
The making of ice sculptures and gingerbread
houses begins, and everyone delights in the
aromas in the streets of German foods cooking
- bratwurst, pfeffernuesse, and fudgeons
(fritters). Hundreds of these pastries (fried
doughnuts with currants, rolled in sugar) are
made according to the Schmidt family's German recipe in a traditional divided iron pan.
Children participate in dance performances
and puppet theater (featuring a Martin Luther
puppet).
Liederkranz was organized "to cultivate and
cherish companionship and sociability," according to a 1931 newspaper article. President
Arthur Rix, age eighty-eight, is proud of the
fact that his father, a charter member, was also
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president, in 1895. Mr. Rix remembers that on
hot summer nights, when he was a young boy,
the singers would open all the windows during
rehearsal, and everyone could hear "the high
tenor voices come right down Main Street." In
allegiance to their adopted country, the
Liederkranz organization disbanded in 1939 at
the beginning of World War II, but they
continued to furnish music directors to the
town. Arthur Rix helped them reorganize in
the late 1970s with six members from the
original group and second- and thirdgeneration members who worked diligently to
learn German. They have retained some of the
music from early concerts such as "Wanderlied"
but arrange German songs for four-part a cappella singing as well. Like the original group,
they sing throughout the Midwest; they also
now publish a newsletter, Die Meistersinger.
Their music has enriched the community of
Manning and continues to be a part of the
process through which the people are revitalizing German life and culture.
Schleswig, Iowa, also has many second- and
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Every Saturday afternoon there is
a circle jam session at the Acorn
Feed Store in Council Bluffs.
Photo by Gregory Hansen
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third-generation inhabitants from SchleswigHolstein who retain strong ties to the Continent. Over thirty years ago some of the musicians in this farming community formed the
Schleswig German Band to play German songs

Festival-goers enjoy the
Weihnachtsfest hayride in
Manning at Christmas.
Photo by CynthiaSchmidt

and polkas. Today the band consists of about
seventeen people up to seventy years of age
who play accordions, trombones, clarinets,
and tubas and dress in bright vests and
German-style Hamburg hats. They perform for
visitors from Germany, for neighboring towns,
and for their local Schlesfest and Schleswig
Calf Days, when the young people exhibit
their calves and local folk tell German jokes
and perform "cattle-call" yodeling. Schleswig
also hosts the largest fair for local wine-makers
in Iowa. The annual October contest now
draws entries of homemade wines and beers
from around the state and the Midwest.
The region surrounding Elk Horn has the
greatest concentration of residents of Danish
ancestry in the United States. Their annual
two-day festival in May, the Tivoli Fest,
celebrates Danish traditions with a parade, the
Kimballton folk dancers, Danish pastries
(cebleskiver or apple fritters, and kringle or
Danish pastries), and demonstrations of crafts
such as woodcarving and papercutting.
Storm Lake, in contrast to many western
Iowa towns of strong European background, is
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home to communities of recent Hispanic and
Asian immigrants. A population of about
10,000 includes almost 1,500 Hispanics and
1,200 Laotians, many employed by food
processing industries. The town has attempted
to build a reputation for its positive efforts to
interact with recent immigrants through the
promotion of food fairs, language classes, and
"welcoming" activities.
Storm Lake's Hispanic community is vital
and dynamic, contributing to the society and
maintaining links with the Hispanic population nearby in Sioux City. Frank Diaz has been
actively involved in organizing dances meant
for people to "enjoy themselves and draw the
community together. " They celebrate their
triumphs, their weddings, baptisms, quinceafiera celebrations for girls, and holidays.
Recently, they had a Mexican Fiesta event, and
they donated profits to new immigrants in
Storm Lake.
In southwest Iowa, music festivals in various
towns bring many people together. Polka
Fests, such as in Harlan, the home of the jolly
Homebrewers Polka Band, are popular
throughout the state. The Old Time Country
Music Contest is held in Avoca each fall; participants camp out, jam all night, and take in
such events as barn dances, square- and
round-dance workshops, gospel singing, and
the junior and adult fiddlers' contests.
The most typical western Iowa events for
music-making and recognizing local talent are
the "jam sessions. " At the Acorn Feed Store in
Council Bluffs, local musicians gather every
Saturday afternoon with their instruments from banjos to saws- and join together with
singers and enthusiasts, sometimes to celebrate
wedding anniversaries and special occasions.
As Iowans continue to live their traditions
day by day and come together around these
contemporary occasions, they provide inspiration to young generations to recognize and
proudly claim their heritage.

Cynthia Schmidt is an ethnomusicologist who
specializes in the study of traditional African
music and the African diaspora. Currently living
in her native Iowa, she has researched the music
and folklife of southwestern Iowa for the Festival.
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Between the Rivers: A
The Upper Mississippi River, on
Iowa's eastern edge, connects
Iowans with riverside residents
inx:Minnesota, Wisconsin, Illinois, and Missouri. River activities and occupations, such as
towboating, boatbuilding and
handling, rope work and netknitting, commercial fishing, fish
cooking and smoking, and clamming, have remained important
in maintaining the area's distinctive culture.
A well-known commercial
fishingfamily from Dubuque,
the Duccinis can trace their life
fishing on the river for several
generations. john Duccini is the
spokesman for the family :

John Duccini maneuvers ahoop
net for catching Mississippi
catfish and perch off the side of
his boat.
Photo by Janet Gilmore,
courtesy Illinois Arts Council I Mississippi
River Museum, Dubuque, lA
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John Duccini
steers his open
flatboat on
the Upper
Mississippi.
Photo by
Janet Gilmore,
courtesy Illinois
Arts Council I
Mississippi River
Museum,
Dubuque, lA

The Mississippi River
"It's like a wonderland, because you'd
go out early in the morning, and
you'd start seeing different movements on the river. You see maybe a
deer standing on an island, a beaver
swimming across or a [muskrat] ,
then all of a sudden, you might see
ducks, geese, all different kinds of
wildlife, and I see that on a daily
basis after forty-five years out there.
"We know the river like we know
our back yard, like a farmer knows
his land. We know where the islands
were, where the current is, which
way the current, the back eddies, are,
the snags, the deep holes.

"A lot of that stuff is passed on
[from] generation to generation, the
fishing secrets on the river is passed
on. And that's why the fishing
business is such a cutthroat business,
because nobody wants to give [away 1
their little secrets about how they
catch fish.
"Yau learn to respect the river,
because she will take you if you don't.
You got to respect it, and you'll enjoy
the river.
"I enjoy my work, and in fact it
isn't even work. There's a whole lot of
work to it, but if you enjoy what
you're doing, I don't know if you
could classify that as your livelihood.
I think that's why farmers do what
they do .... You are your own boss .... "
Quotes and comments taken from folklorist janet
Gilmore's fieldwork report and her interview with
john Duccini in his home in Dubuque on
November 30, 1995.
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Iowa State &County Fairs

Kerryann Mehmen takes second
place in the Simmental breed
competition in a4-H presentation
at the 7995 Bremer County Fair.
Photo by Charles Carlin

Every August, for ten days, the Iowa
State Fair takes place at the State
Fairgrounds on the outskirts of Des
Moines. Livestock judging; flower,
The midway at the Iowa State Fair.
farm-gadget, and machinery shows;
Photo by John Clark
music performances; the
State Fair Queen Pageant;
amusement rides; booths
with abundant portions
of food; and much more
can be enjoyed at this
event. Beginning in late
summer and running into
autumn come county fairs
across the state, featuring
local flavor and a predominance of 4-H exhibits
and displays from young Prize-winning produce is on display in the Hy-Vee Agriculture Building
people.
at the Iowa State Fair. Photo by Rachelle H. Saltzman

Food stands at the Iowa State Fair. Photo by Catherine Hiebert Kerst
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Washington
Municipal
Band gives a
summertime
performance.

Iowa Music-Making
Iowa is a state where home-grown
community music-making is vibrant
and alive. People gather in homes to
make music together, in community
centers or schoolhouses for dance

Photo by
Michael Zahs

parties, in religious settings to sing
their praises, at regional or ethnic
festivals, at fiddlers' jam sessions,
or at municipal band concerts in
the park.

The Waring Family gathers weekly to play bluegrass at Gene Waring's
home in Jessup. Photo by John Berquist

The Mt. Olive Baptist Church Choir performs at their
weekly Wednesday night prayer meeting in Sioux
City. Photo by Rachelle H. Saltzman
Gordon MacMasters plays the saw for friends in his home near
Decorah. Photo by Pete Rei niger
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Bill Ohringer
runs The Nosh,
akosher deli
and food store
in West Des
Moines.
Photo by
Janice Rosenberg

Iowa Food

Asign welcoming visitors to
Bergen's County
Diner in Traer.

Iowa is a place where the sharing of
food is relished in family and community gatherings of all kinds. In nearly
Photo by Pete
Reiniger
every neighborhood there are cafes
where large country breakfasts, cinnamon rolls, pie and coffee, and meatloaf
and mashed potatoes are served
throughout the day. The
fall brings community
harvest festivals, with
their abundance of Iowa
produce and meat. As
Iowans become increasingly diverse in cultural
background, ethnic restaurants specializing in
Middle Eastern, Asian,
and Hispanic menus have
sprung up across the
La Bacamm prepares a
Community dinners are served at the state. And at home,
Old Threshers Annual Reunion held
Iowans gather around the traditional Tai Dam specialty.
Photo by Erin Roth
in Mt. Pleasant each fall.
table to celebrate family,
Photo by Erin Roth
friends, and heritage.
30
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Residents of Windsor
Heights in Des Moines
attend the Democratic Party
Caucus, February 12, 1996.

Iowa Community Events
Large-scale Iowa community events
range from political precinct caucuses
to livestock auctions, from rodeos to
local girls' high school basketball
games. People in both rural and
urban communities take part in a
multitude of events, gatherings, and
celebrations that communicate
attachment to place and engagement
to one another and that cut across
ethnic, religious, economic, and social
boundaries.

Photo by Rachelle H. Saltzman

The Kimballton
Livestock
Auction is run
by Verner
Hansen and his
son Wayne
Hansen.
Photo by
Gregory Hansen

Girls' barrel racer Latona Lord performs at the
1995 Sidney Championship Rodeo.
Photo by James Svoboda, JJJ Photo

Spectators and fans cheer their team on at the 1996
State Girls' Basketball Tournament at Veterans
Memorial Auditorium in Des Moines.
Photo by Rachelle H. Saltzman
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The lVfissouri River traces the
westernmost border of Iowa;
across it lie South Dakota and
.-Nebraska. The river also marks
a cultural boundary between the
farmer-urbanites to the east and
the plainsmen to the west.
From the beginning, the
Missouri River was an uncooperative partner of boaters, with its
strong currents, mud, sand, and
ever-changing channels. Mark
Knudsen traveled on the river
with Bill Beacom, a seasoned
Missouri River towboat captain.

The Missouri River
"As we ride along, [Bill describes]
ways of reading the water and what it
is telling the careful observer. The
boils in the river indicate an
underwater obstruction. In this
particular location the boil may last
for just minutes as the river pushes
the sand away, only to resurface a
Jew feet or yards away and perhaps
start the process all over again.
"And it is not that simple, either.
There are so many surrounding
conditions that it is not possible to say
that the boil is doing only that. You
gradually learn to interpret what you

see and then relate it to what is going
on around in a larger sense, and try
and figure out what is [being]
communicated to you by the river. Bill
goes on to point out dark streaks and
what they can mean, little shiny spots
on the water, little riffles that,
combined with other things, can mean
something else. [This] is why it takes
ten years to become a fair to middling
pilot.
"One of many Beacomisms
relating to reading the river is, 'Information is not intelligence until you
check it out.'"

Crew members
of the Missouri
towboat Alice
wire barges
together.
Photo by
Mark Knudsen

Quotes and comments arefrom notes Iowa fieldworker and river researcher Mark Knudsen took in
November 1995 on Captain William Beacom's
towboat, the Omaha.
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"Sacred Harp Singing" is illustrated in the stitchery of Ethel Mohamed from Belzoni, Mississippi.
Photo by William Ferris, © University of Mississippi Archive
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The American South
The American
South has been
made possible by
and is produced
in collaboration
with The Atlanta
Committee for
the Olympic
Games Cultural
Olympiad and in
cooperation with
the Southern Arts
Federation.
Additional
support has been
provided by The
Recording
Industries Music
Performance
Trust Funds.

Philippa Thompson Jackson
The American South celebrates a vibrant,
traditional, regional culture, and much, much
more. In a way, the program presents a glimpse
of the roots of the whole of American culture
itself. For much of what began as a complex
regional drama involving Native Americans,
Europeans, and Africans has become a part of
us all. Conscious confrontations and unconscious mixtures have produced a richly distinct
"Southern culture." Beneath the surface of a
sometimes divided society we find common
affections. Evidence of these shared experiences, beliefs, and folkways is to be found in the

Kinn Kranh of
Bayou La Batre,
Alabama, makes
a fish trap. He
learned this skill
as ayouth in
Cambodia.
Photo by
Anne Kimzey,©
Alabama Center for
Traditional Culture

food Southerners eat, the way Southerners talk,
and the music they make.
This year's program not only exposes
regional cultural roots but also shows how
many of them have become part of traditions
known to America and the world. Technology
amplified the stories and songs of Southern
rivers and roads, travails and struggles - as
documenters recorded, disk jockeys broadcast,
and performers toured these cultural expressions, helping them bridge race, gender, class,
and ethnicity and producing forms of music
-blues, bluegrass, country, gospel, jazz, rock
'n' roll - now identified with American
culture.
The American South has always been both
crossroads and borderland, accommodating
and assimilating peoples and cultures of the
world. The rural environment still nourishes
the culture, but so do urban and global influences. Today's South has a Vietnamese accent
in Louisiana, a Cuban beat in the south of
Florida, a Yoruba cadence in North Carolina,
and an Hispanic flavor from Texas to the
Carolinas.
The world of Southern culture we celebrate
in this year's Festival is one of family, home,
and community. Our program explores new
points of juncture and the evolution of new
identities. In these we may discover in today's
South the roots of a new, evolving American
culture.

Philippa Thompson jackson, curator of The
American South, coordinated the 1992 New
Mexico Festival program, America's Reunion on
the Mall in 1993, and heads Miller- Thompson
Group Decisions, a cultural projects firm.

Acigar factory, left, in Miami's Little Havana.
Photo by Sarah J. Glover
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The South: What Is It? Where Is It?
John Shelton Reed
The South: What is this place? What's
different about it? Is it different anymore?
Good questions . Old ones, too. People have
been asking them for decades. Some of us
even make our living by asking them, but we
still don't agree about the answers.
Let's look at what might seem to be a
simpler question:

Where Is the South?
That's easy enough, isn't it? People more or
less agree about which parts of the United
States are in the South and which aren't. If I
gave you a list of states and asked which are
"Southern," all in all, chances are you'd agree
with some of my students, whose answers are
summarized in Figure l. I don't share their
hesitation about Arkansas, and I think too
many were ready to put Missouri in the South,
but there's not a lot to argue with here .
That tells us something. It tells us that the
South is, to begin with, a shared idea that
people can talk about, think about, and use
to orient themselves and each other. People
know whether they're in it or not. As a geographer would put it, the South is a "vernacular" region.
Stop and think about that. Why should that
be? Why can I write "South" with some assurance that you'll know I mean Richmond
and don't mean Phoenix? What is it that the
South's boundaries enclose?
Well, for starters, it's not news that the
South has been an economically and demographically distinctive place - a poor, rural
region with a primarily biracial population,
reflecting the historic dominance of the plantation system. The South's distinctive problems grow out of that history. Those problems
may be less obvious now, but most are still
with us to some extent, and we can still use
them to locate the South.
But the South is more than just a collection
of problems. It has also been home to pop-
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ulations whose intertwined cultures set them
off from other Americans as well as from each
other. Some of us , in fact , have suggested that
Southerners ought to be viewed as an American ethnic group. If distinctive cultural
attributes identify Southerners, then we can
say the South is where these attributes are
found.
Southerners are also like ethnic groups in
that they have a sense of group identity. One

Figure 1. Percentage Who Say Each State Is Southern

D Under10%
•
•

10-49%
50-89%
90-100%

Source: 68 students at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.

of the best ways to define the South might be
with what Hamilton Harden calls the "Hell,
yes! " line: where people begin to answer that
way when asked if they're Southerners.
Finally, regional institutions have contributed to the sense people have of the South's
existence , distinctiveness , and boundaries.
Many Southern businesses, Southern magazines, Southern voluntary associations , colleges, and universities serve the South as a
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whole. We can map the South by looking at
where the influence of such enterprises
extends.
All of these are plausible ways to go about
finding out where the South is. For the most
part, they provide similar answers, which is
reassuring. Where they differ (as they sometimes do), they tell us something about what
the South has been and what it is becoming.
Allow me a homely simile. The South is like
my favorite pair of blue jeans. It's shrunk

Figure 2. Where Kudzu Grows

Source: john]. Winberr y and David M. jones, "Rise and Decline of
the 'Miracle Vine': Kudzu in the Southern Landscape," Southeastern
Geographer l3 (Nov. 1973) 62.

Figure 3. Acres of Cotton Cultivation, 1909

COTTON ACREAGE
CAUFORNIA, ARJZONA &
ADJACENT SECTION OF MEXICO

UNITED STATES, COTTON ACREAGE 1909
l ,OOOACRES

-

10,000 ACRES

-

100,000 ACRES

Source: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Agricultural Economics.
Note: Map also shows gradients for precipitation and frost-free days.
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some, faded a bit, got a few holes in it. It just
might split at the seams. It doesn't look much
like it used to, but it's more comfortable, and
there's probably a lot of wear left in it.

The Socioeconomic South
"Let us begin by discussing the weather,"
wrote U. B. Phillips in 1929. The weather,
that distinguished Southern historian asserted,
"has been the chief agency in making the
South distinctive. It has fostered the cultivation of the staple crops. Which promoted
the plantation system, which brought the
importation of [African people], which not
only gave rise to chattel slavery but created a
lasting race problem. These led to controversy
and regional rivalry for power, which ... culminated in a stroke for independence."
Phillips and the many who have shared his
views see almost everything of interest about
the South as emanating from this complex of
plantation, Black population, and the Civil
War. Thus, ultimately, from the weather.
It's hot in the South during the summer, and
humid. Some vegetable life loves that. Kudzu,
for instance: that rampant, loopy vine needs
long, moist summers, and gets them in the
South. "Where kudzu grows" (Figure 2) isn't a
bad definition of the South (and notice that it
doesn't grow in southern Florida or west
Texas) .
But another plant has been far more consequential for the South. Dixie was "the land of
cotton," and Figure 3 shows that in the early
years of this century Southerners grew cotton
nearly everywhere they could: any place with
two hundred or more frost-free days, annual
precipitation of twenty-three inches or more,
and soil that wasn't sand.
Certainly cotton culture affected the racial
makeup of the South and slowed the growth
of Southern cities. Figure 4 shows what the
region looked like demographically in 1920.
Few cities interrupted the countryside. A band
of rural counties with substantial Black populations traces the area of cotton cultivation
and ante-bellum plantation agriculture in a
long arc from southeastern Virginia down and
across to eastern Texas, with arms north and
south along the Mississippi River.
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This is the Deep South, what a geographer
would call the "core area" of the region defined by its staple crop and economy. For
decades the Deep South shaped Southern
culture and politics and also shaped people's
image of what the South was all about.
Two out of three Southerners are now urban
folk , and most rural Southerners work in industry. But the remains of this old Southconcentrations of rural Southerners- can
still be found (compare Figure 5 for 1980 to
Figure 4) . Most Southern states are still at the
bottom of the U.S. per capita income distribution. Poverty is bad news, and I don't suggest that we get nostalgic about it.
As the shadow of the plantation gives way to
the light of the "Sunbelt," the difference
between the top and bottom of the socioeconomic heap is becoming smaller than it used
to be. Consequently, those who view the
South primarily in economic terms are likely
to believe that the region is disappearing.
"Southern characteristics" that once defined
the South as a poor, rural region are more and
more confined to pockets of poverty within
the region; or, more accurately, the statistics
reflect the increasing presence of air-conditioned pockets of affluence, particularly in
Texas, Florida, and a few metropolitan areas
elsewhere. If we map the South with the same
criteria people used even fifty years ago, what
we get these days looks more like Swiss cheese
than a coherent region.

Figure 4. Rural South: Regional and Political in 1920

Large metropolitan counties D
Medium-urban counties •
Low-Black rural counties D
High-Black rural counties •

Source: Earl Black and Merle Black, Politics and Society in the South
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1987), 36

Figure 5. Urban South: Regional and Political in 1980

Large metropolitan counties D
Medium-urban counties
Low-Black rural counties D
High-Black rural counties •

Source: Earl Black and Merle Black, Politics and Society in the South
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1987), 38.

The Cultural South
But suppose we don't define the South in
economic terms. What if we somehow identify
Southerners, and then define the South as
where they come from? We could say, for example, that people who eat grits, listen to
country music, follow stock car racing, support corporal punishment in schools, go to
Baptist churches, and prefer bourbon to
scotch (if they drink at all) are likely to be
Southerners. It isn't necessary that all or even
most Southerners do these things, or that
other people not do them. If Southerners just
do them more often than other Americans, we
can use them to locate the South.
Look at the geographical distribution of
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Figure 6. Members of Baptist Churches, 1952

Source: Wilbur Zelinsky, "An Approach to the Religious
Geography of the United States: Patterns of Church Membership
in 1952," Annals of the Association of American Geographers 51
Qune 1961): 172.
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Figure 7. Birthplaces of Country Music No tables, 1870-1 960

Source: George 0 . Carey, "T for Texas, T for Tennessee: The
Origins of American Country Music Notables," journal of
Geography 78 (Nov. 1979): 221.

Figure 8. States Mentioned in Country Music Lyrics

Source: Ben Marsh , "A Rose-Colored Map ," Harper's, july 1977,
80. Used by permission .
Note: The size of each state is proportional to the number of times
it is mentioned.

Figure 9. No State Law against Sex Discrimmination, 1972
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Baptists, for example (Figure 6) . Early on,
members of that faith established their dominance in the South in numbers approached
only by those of Methodists.
Figure 7 shows where the country musicmakers come from : a fertile crescent extending
from southwest Virginia through Kentucky
and Tennessee to Arkansas, Oklahoma, and
Texas. Musically, what is sometimes called the
"peripheral" South is in fact at the region's
core. The Deep South is relatively peripheral
to this country music scene. Country musicians' origins are reflected in the songs they
produce, too: in Figure 8, the size of the states
is proportional to the number of times they're
mentioned in country music lyrics. Note
Florida's role as a sort of cultural appendix to
the South.
Regional cultural differences are also reflected in attitudes about family and gender roles.
These differences have shaped the legal system: Southern states were slow to enact
women's suffrage; most never did ratify the
Equal Rights Amendment; until recently few
had state laws against sex discrimination
(Figure 9). Southern women have actually
been more likely than other American women
to work outside the home (they've needed the
money more), but most often they've worked
in "women's jobs" as textile operatives or
domestic servants, for example.
These characteristics aren't related in any
obvious way to the plantation way of life.
Aspects of culture like diet, religion, sports,
music, and family living patterns don't simply
reflect how people once made their living, or
how good a living they now make. To a great
extent, they're just passed on from generation
to generation within families. And when families move they usually carry these patterns
with them.
That's why these values, tastes, and habits
are found in the Appalachians and the Ozarks,
and in most of Texas, Oklahoma, New Mexico , and Arizona. Mapping of this sort makes it
easy to figure out who settled most of Missouri, too , as well as the southern parts of
Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio. And many of the
same features can be found in scattered
enclaves of Southern migrants all around the
United States. The demise of the plantation
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The American
system didn't make these characteristics go
away. So if we define the South as a patch of
territory inhabited by people who are culturally different from other Americans, we still
have a great deal to work with.
Indeed, we get new things to work with all
the time. Country music blossomed only with
the phonograph, and NASCAR only with the
high-performance stock car. Consider also
Figure 10, which locates colleges and universities that publish their own sports magazines.
Southern institutions of higher learning seem
to be out front on this one.

Figure 10. Colleges and Universities That Publish
Sports Magazines, 1982

0 None

• one
•

Two or more

Source: Data from Chronicle of Higher Education, 15 Sept. 1982, 17.

Southern Identification
I suggested earlier that we can look at the
South not just as a distinctive economic or
cultural area, but as the home of people somehow bound together by ties of loyalty and
identification. Clearly, the South has been a
"province," in josiah Royce's sense of that
word: "part of a national domain which is,
geographically and socially, sufficiently unified
to have a true consciousness of its own unity,
to feel a pride in its own ideals and customs,
and to possess a sense of its distinction from
other parts of the country."
Not long ago, the regional patriotism of
most White Southerners was based on the
shared historical experience of Confederate
independence and defeat. There are still
reminders of this past in the South's culture
and social life. Figure 11, for example, shows
chapters of the Kappa Alpha Order, a college
fraternity with an explicitly Confederate
heritage.
For many, the word Dixie evokes that same
heritage, and Figure 12 shows where people
are likely to include that word in the names of
their business enterprises. Notice that the
Appalachian South, which wasn't wild about
Dixie in 1861, still isn't. The Southwest, too,
has largely abandoned Dixie. Most of Florida
would probably be gone as well if there was
no Dixie Highway to keep the word in use.
Even in the city of Atlanta, Dixie seems to be
gone with the wind, or at least is on the way
out. Only in what's left of the old plantation
South is Dixie really alive and well.
Obviously, as a basis for identification, sym-
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Figure 11. Chapters of the Kappa Alpha Order, 1988

D No chapters
•
•

1 chapter
2-Schapters
5 or more chapters

Source: Data from Upsilon of Kappa Alpha.

Figure 12. "Dixie" Listings as Percentage of "American"
Listings in Telephone Directories, ca. 1975

Source:]. S. Reed, "The Heart of Dixie: An Essay in Folk
Geography," Social Forces 54 Qune 1976): 932.
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bols of the Confederate experience necessarily
exclude nearly all Black Southerners, as well as
many Appalachian Whites and recent migrants
to the region. Fortunately, regional loyalty can
be based on other things, among them the
cultural differences we've already mentioned.
We can ask not only "where do people

Figure 13. Average Scores on "Index of
Southern Preference," 1957

practice Southern ways?" but also "where do
people assert the superiority of Southern
ways?" Figure 13, for example, shows where
people are likely to say that they like Southern
accents, prefer Southern food, and believe that
Southern women are better looking than other
women. (The Gallup Poll hasn't asked these
questions lately, so the data are a little old, but
I doubt that the patterns would be much different now.) The South defined in this way
naturally coincides pretty well with the area
where one encounters Southern accents,
Southern food, and Southern women. It is a
bigger region than the original Confederate
South, just as the cultural South extends well
beyond the domain of the old plantation
system.

Regional Institutions
D No information
•
•
•

less than 1.00
1.00·1.49
1.50·1.99
Over2.00

Source: ].S. Reed, The Enduring South: Subcultural Persistence in Mass
Society (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1974), 18.
Note: One point each is awarded for liking a Southern accent, liking
Southern cooking, and thinking Southern women are better looking
than women from elsewhere in the United States.

Figure 14. Southern Living Readers as Estimated Percentage
of White Population, 1981

D Less than 1.0%
1.0-2.5%
• 2.6-3.5%
• Over3.5%

Source: Data from Marketing Department, Southern Living.
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Regional institutions play a part in sustaining
the South, both the idea and the reality, tying
the region together economically and socially
and contributing to a sense of distinctiveness
and solidarity. Like some American ethnic
groups, Southerners have their own social and
professional organizations, organs of communication, colleges and universities, and so
forth. The Southern Historical Association, the
Southern Railway, the Southern Baptist Convention, the Southern Growth Policies Board,
and others create channels of communication
and influence within the region, affirming its
social reality. Organizations like these reinforce the idea that the South exists, has meaning, and is somehow a fact of nature.
Southern Living magazine, for instance,
asserts month after month that there is such a
thing as Southern living, that it is different and
(by plain implication) better. Figure 14 shows
where that message falls on fertile ground.
Notice that Floridians are relatively uninterested in it. So are Texans, despite heroic efforts
by the magazine (including a special Southwestern edition). In this we see plainly a
development that regional sociologists were
predicting fifty years ago, something that was
only hinted at by maps of regional culture and
regional identification: the bifurcation of the
South into a "Southeast," centered in Atlanta,
and a "Southwest," which is essentially greater
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Texas (Texas has its own magazines) , Oklahoma, Arizona, New Mexico, and Colorado.
We find something similar when we look at
one of the South's regional universities. The
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
has long been a center for the study and
nurture of Southern culture. It has also helped
to educate a regional elite. Figure 15 shows
where an appreciable percentage of all college
graduates are Chapel Hill alumni. Tar Heels
are thick on the ground throughout the southeastern states, but (aside from some brain
drain to the New York City suburbs) that's the
only place they're so numerous. In particular,
Chapel Hill graduates have little market penetration west of the Mississippi. (Texas has its
own universities.)

So Where Is It?
So where is the South? Well, that depends on
which South you're talking about. To be sure,
some places are Southern by anybody's reckoning. But at the edges it's hard to say where
the South is because people have different
ideas about what it is.
The South is set apart by its people's
distinctive ways of doing things. Mass culture
has made some inroads, but Southerners still
do many things differently. Some are even
inventing new ways to do things differently.
The persistence of this cultural South doesn't
require that Southerners stay poor and rural.
Indeed, poor folks can't afford some of its
trappings: bass boats and four-wheel-drive
vehicles, for instance.
Because its history and its culture are somewhat different from the run of the American
mill, the South also exists as an idea, which
people can have feelings about. Many are fond
of the South (some even love it); others view it
with disdain. In either case, the South exists in
people's heads and in their conversations. It
will exist as long as people think and talk
about it. And as for its actual boundaries, well,
the South remains a place by virtue of its
social system, more now than ever before perhaps. A network of institutions exists to serve
it, and an ever-increasing number of people
have a crass, pecuniary interest in making sure
it continues to exist. But the brute facts of
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cultural distance and diversity conspire to
reduce the South to a southeastern core.
Given all these different Souths, obviously,
we can't just draw a line on a map and call it
the South's border. As Southerners are fond of
saying: it depends. But, what the hell, if I had
to do it, my candidate would be the line in
Figure 16 that shows where "Southern" entries
begin to be found in serious numbers in urban
telephone directories (the one at 35 percent).
The South below that line makes a lot of
sense. It includes the eleven former Confederate states, minus all of Texas but the eastern

Figure 15. Alumni of the University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill as Estimated Proportion of All Residents
with 1-4 Years of College, 1985

D Under 0.55 per 1,000
0.55-1.15 per 1,000
• Over 1.15 per 1,000

Source: Data from Alumni Office , University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill.

Figure 16. "Southern" Listings as Percentage of "American"
Listings in Telephone Directories, ca. 1975

Source: J. S. Reed, "The Heart of Dixie: An Essay in Folk
Geography," Social Forces 54 Qune 1976): 929.
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"The South i6
... a shared
idea that
people can
talk about,
think about,
and use
to orient
themselves
and each
other."

edge. It also includes Kentucky, but not Missouri. A corner of Oklahoma makes it in as
well: we get Muskogee.
Figure 16 shows variation within the South
that also makes sense. By this measure, as by
others we've examined, Kentucky and much of
Virginia, East Texas and part of Arkansas, and
most of peninsular Florida are less "Southern"
than the regional heartland. On the other
hand, a Southern sphere of influence takes in
Maryland, West Virginia, Oklahoma, much of
Texas, the District of Columbia, and the
southern parts of the states from Ohio west to
Missouri. Few would include these in the
South proper, but fewer would deny their
Southern cultural flavor.
This one statistic measures the presence of
the sort of regional institutions I mentioned
earlier, as well as the kind of regional enthusiasm that leads an entrepreneur to call a
newsstand, say, the Southern Fruit and News.
It shows, that is, where the idea of the South is
vital, where its social reality extends to, or
both.
In other words, if you want to know
whether you're in the South, you could do
worse than to check the phone book.

john Shelton Reed is the William Rand Keenan, Jr.
Professor of Sociology at the University of North
Carolina. He is the author of many books about
the South. He and his wife, Dale B. Reed, recently
co-wrote 1001 Things Everyone Should Know
About the South.
Adapted from the article of the same name in
The South for New Southerners, edited by Paul
D. Escott and David R. Goldfield. Copyright©
1991 by the University of North Carolina Press.
Used by permission of the publisher.
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When South Is North
Lydia Martin
"Southern" is a lot more than a geographical
condition. It's a state of mind.
To a Cuban girl growing up in Miami, it was
an entirely foreign notion.
Miami may be a part of the Southern United
States, but it resonates with a very different
accent. Where there should be magnolias,
there are royal palm trees. Where you might
expect banjos and fiddles, you find the pounding beat of conga drums. If you want to find
the South from here, there is only one way to
go - and that's north.
Of course, it all depends on who's defining
North and South. To my Cuban family , Miami
was the North: El Norte, where we headed
when we left Havana in 1970. Never mind
that it was way short of the Mason-Dixon line:
Miami was as much El Norte as Yonkers, New
York, and Chicago, and Flint, Michigan, where
we later lived.
By the time I was thirteen, we had returned
to Miami, chilled by the North but seeking a
very different South.
If Miami was anything to my family, it was
the Havana of the North, the closest to the real
thing that exile had to offer. Miami was the
place where the radio blared news of Cuba in
Spanish, where white-haired men played
furious games of double-nine dominos under
the bloom of mango trees, and where downhome cooking had more to do with golden
arroz con polio and yucca smoldering in garlic
oil than with grits and corn bread.
I grew up in the micro-climate of Little
Havana and attended Miami's first high school,
Miami Senior High. It might have had a fine
Southern tradition when it opened in the
1920s, but when I enrolled there sixty years
later, it was known as Havana High.
My first meeting with a true-blue Southerner
happened there. Our principal, Mr. Knowles,
was an old-stock Miamian, which meant his
parents were from Georgia. Every morning
over the public address system, he spoke with
pride of his Mi-a-mah Hah. It was Mr. Knowles
who trained my ear to a Southern drawl.
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Eventually, I learned this is the way to tell
the old-timers in Miami. They call the place
Mi-a-mah, the few of them who are left.
Before it was Little Havana, the neighborhood where I grew up was home to lowermiddle-class Southerners from Georgia and
the Carolinas and later to jews, who emigrated
from the Northeast after World War II.
Back then, the neighborhood was known as
Riverside. As we built our own community,
delicatessens
and diners
gave way to
Cuban
restaurants,
record stores,
and supermarkets.
Even the
names were
transplanted.
Centro Vasco
restaurant, El
Oso Blanco
grocery store,
La Tijera fiveand-dime were all recreated in our version of
El Norte.
Today, as Cuban exiles move away to the
suburbs, Little Havana becomes less Cuban.
The neighborhood now embraces immigrants
from Nicaragua, Chile, Argentina, Colombia,
Mexico. It is being transformed into a rainbow-hued Latin Quarter, vibrant with its own
traditions of a new South.

Lydia Martin is a feature writer for the Miami
Herald who focuses on covering the diverse
Hispanic cultures of South Florida.
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Aspirited game is
played at acity-owned domino
club at Maximo Park on Calle
Ocho in Little Havana, Miami.
Photo by Sarah J. Glover

The Question of Race
Julian Bond
"South: that part of the United States south of
Mason's and Dixon's line, the Ohio River,
and the southern boundaries of Missouri
and Kansas. " - Webster's New Collegiate
Dictionary, Second Edition, G. & C.
Merriam Co. , Springfield, Massachusetts,
1956.

Over time, much of this distinctiveness has
given way to the sameness that afflicts all of
America - similar fast foods sold everywhere,
disappearing dialects and accents, onceregional music now heard nation- and worldwide, and a history of racial oppression that is
no longer simply a territorially bound taint.
When my Webster's was published, the
Montgomery Bus Boycott was in its second
year, and the nation and the watching world
were beginning to recognize the name of a
new figure in the civil rights firmament, Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr.
The movement he helped lead remade the
region during the next decade, and today's
South is very different from the South where
schools, buses, polling places, water fountains ,
lunch counters, and even checker games were
segregated by law.
But the region is still unique.
It is singular because of the history of oppression Dr. King and thousands of nameless
others before him fought against and
triumphed over. What makes the South
unique today are the associations between
Blacks and Whites over time - slaves and
masters, the domineering and the subservient,
neighbors and relatives, peaceful marchers and
violent resisters, adversaries and allies.
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For more than thirty years now, the legally
constructed system of American apartheid that
set the South apart has been dismantled; but
the two Souths, Black and White, remain.
These two Souths made the region special
from its very beginnings; they make it special
even today.
The modem movement for civil rights began
in this century with the formation of the
National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People (NAACP) in 1909. Four years
earlier, Booker T. Washington, the most
widely recognized Black figure of his day, had
promised the White South racial peace in
exchange for Black economic progress.
Washington was the founder of Tuskegee
Institute in Alabama, a school which favored
industrial skills over Greek and Latin, brickmaking over the liberal arts. He became
advisor to and confidant of American presidents and developed a patronage machine
through ties to Northern philanthropists and
industrialists. In his time, Washington
dominated Black thought and politics.
Washington argued that Blacks would not
press for racial equality if Southern Whites
would assist in the agricultural, economic, and
industrial development of the untapped
human potential in their midst. "Cast down
your buckets where you are," he told a
cheering audience in Atlanta.
Not everyone cheered. Washington spoke to
a South over which racial segregation had
descended like a malign cotton curtain,
separating Blacks from Whites and from
education and opportunity, but not from
hope. It was thirty-odd years after the Civil
War and Reconstruction, and, then as now,
racial demagogues stalked the land. Then as
now, minorities and immigrants became
scapegoats for real and imagined economic
distress.
In Plessy v. Ferguson in 1896, the Supreme
Court upheld the legality of separate facilities
for Blacks and Whites. Ruling in the case of a
Black man arrested for sitting in a "White"
railroad car in Louisiana, the Court declared
that states could enforce racial segregation.
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The decision unloosed a wave of restrictive
legislation, enshrining separate and unequal
status for Blacks and Whites and codifying
White supremacy across the South.
Disenfranchisement - accomplished by
murder and torture, including ritual human
sacrifice, and the introduction of peonage resulted in the subjugation of the Black race,
returning Southern Blacks to a status close to
slavery.
W. E. B. DuBois, among others, objected to
Washington's proscription of agitation for
political equality. Northern born and Harvard
trained, DuBois promoted the idea that an
educated "Talented Tenth" of Black America
was the key to racial progress, rather than the
skills and job training that Washington
proposed. He was especially angered that
Washington advocated accepting the status
quo. Blacks would never gain their rights,
DuBois argued, by abandoning them.
The massive assault on Blacks' rights still did
not destroy hope. My grandfather, born a slave
in Kentucky in 1863, believed the twentieth
century held promise and opportunity.
Speaking in 1901 , he said:
The false partitions set up to
separate classes and races are falling
down. Illogical and un-Christian
distinctions, though still disgracing
the age and hampering the spirit of
progress, must soon yield to justice
and right .. .. Then forward in the
struggle for advancement.
Wrong for a time may seem to
prevail, and the good already accomplished [may] seem to be overthrown. But forward in the struggle,
inspired by the achievements of the
past, sustained by a faith that knows
no faltering, forward in the struggle. 1
That optimism was shared by others, including DuBois, who proposed a plan of action
four years later in 1905:
We must complain; yes, plain, blunt
complaint, ceaseless agitation ,

1

"Address of Rev. james Bond," Berea Quarterly, February 1901.
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Neighborhood churches, such as
the Dexter Avenue Baptist Church
pastored by Rev. Martin Luther
King, Jr., were central to the
Montgomery Bus Boycott.
Church culture supported mass
organizing meetings by providing
a familiar setting in which people
from diverse communities and
classes played participatory roles.
Many churches aided the boycott
by opening their doors early each
morning to accommodate
passengers waiting for alternate
forms of transport.

unfailing exposure of dishonesty
and wrong - this is the ancient
unerring way to liberty, and we
must follow it.
Next, we propose to work. These
are the things that we as Black men
must try to do. To press the matter
of stopping the curtailment of our
political rights; to urge Negroes to
vote honestly and effectively ; to
push the matter of civil rights ; to
organize business cooperation; to
build schoolhouses and increase the
interest in education; to bring
Negroes and labor unions into
mutual understanding; to study
Negro history ; to attack crime
among us . . . to do all in our power,
by word and by deed, to increase
the efficiency of our race, the enjoyment of its manhood rights, and the

Photo© Southern Living, Inc.
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erican South
performance of its just duties. This
is a large program . It cannot be
realized in a short time .. . [but] this
is the critical time. 2
When DuBois and others organized the
NAACP in 1909, it soon developed an aggressive strategy of litigation aimed at striking
down racial restrictions enshrined in law.
Lesser victories led to the
landmark case of Brown v.
Board of Education in 19 54,
"Martin Luther King,
which ended legalized
introduced as a
segregation in public schools.
The NAACP had made a
new leader during the
strategic decision to attack
in education.
Montgomery segregation
Brown followed a series of
court decisions overturning
Bus Boycott, articsegregation in graduate and
ulated a new method of professional schools. It
reversed Plessy v. Ferguson and
destroyed the doctrine of
fighting segregation "separate but equal." While it
nonviolent resistance." integrated few schools outside
the border South, Brown
effectively ended segregation's legality; it also
gave a nonviolent army license to challenge
segregation's morality.
From Brown in 1954 forward, the Southern
movement for civil rights expanded its targets,
tactics, and techniques. Organizations and
leadership expanded as well. Martin Luther
King, Jr. , introduced as a new leader during the
1955-56 Montgomery Bus Boycott, articulated
a new method of fighting segregation- nonviolent resistance. The new method required
mass participation. Reliance on slower appeals
to the courts began to diminish.
A student-led movement emerged in 1960,
targeted at segregated lunch counters and
drawing inspiration from Montgomery's
methods. Across the South, college-age Blacks
sat down at segregated lunch counters in order
to stand up for their civil rights. In 1961 , the

Jr.,

1955-56

movement put nonviolence on wheels with
Freedom Rides, testing segregation at busterminals throughout the South.
The young men and women who had won
their spurs at lunch counters and on Southern
buses graduated to voter registration campaigns in the heart of the resistant South.
Disenfranchisement had been a fact of life for
nearly all Southern Blacks since
Reconstruction; winning the right to vote had
been a priority since before the century began.
Aligning themselves with local leadership in
scattered communities across the rural South,
and building on work begun when DuBois
had offered his plan of action, the veteran
Freedom Riders and others helped create a
South-wide movement that culminated in
1965 in a dramatic march from Selma to
Montgomery, Alabama.
In this period, gains were won at lunch
counters, bus stations, and polling places, and
the fabric of segregation continued to come
undone. The movement's victories were enshrined in law- the 1964 Civil Rights and
1965 Voting Rights Acts eliminated jim Crow
in places of public accommodation and in
voting.
As the modern movement began the
twentieth century in a bitter struggle for
elemental civil rights, in the post-segregation
era it became largely a movement for political
and economic power.
The strategies of the 1960s movement were
litigation, organization, and mobilization,
aimed at creating a national political consensus for civil rights protections and advances.
In the 1970s, electoral strategies began to
dominate, prompted by the increase in Black
voters engendered by the Voting Rights Act of
1965.
Today across the Southern region, Black
women and men hold office and wield power
in numbers we dared not dream of before.
Mississippi has more Black elected officials
than Michigan. The number of locally elected
Black officials has multiplied South-wide. As
the slogan of a voter registration organization

2
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W E. B. DuBois in the Voice of the Negro (Atlanta),
September 1905.
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said, "Hands That Used To Pick Cotton Now
Pick Presidents."
Today's South is far removed from yesterday's. It still shares the now-national preoccupation with race; it is far from the perfection
that Dr. King dreamed about more than thirty
years ago. But it retains a distinctiveness and a
difference, and today as yesterday - even in
the darkest days - not all of the differences
are malign.
Black Americans fled the region in large
numbers in two great out-migrations between
1916 and 1920 and again during World War II,
but the numbers leaving slowed in the 1970s.
Many have begun to return, seeking and finding some refuge from Northern urban crowds,
if not from crime, and enjoying an easier pace,
a return to roots, a more restful life.
They return to rediscover the many elements which still make the South different,
and which had made it different when their
parents and grandparents left years before.
The dissimilarity with other regions of the
country comes from the Southern people and
from the different worlds they made together,
on many, many occasions, sometimes
unconsciously.
Southern food is different, a mixture of the
English tradition of generous hospitality that
the first White settlers brought with them,
diets that the Indians they met introduced
them to , including grits, and the AfricanAmerican recipes that originated in a slave
tradition of making more from less.
Southern art is different. There are more
"folk" or "naive" or "primitive" or "outsider"
artists in the Southern region than elsewhere
in the United States, and many of them are
instructed by a religious fervor that finds its
strongest expression in the South.
And Southern music - it is now the world's
music. The blues and country and jazz that the
region gave the world all have roots in the
region's history of racial separation and of
cultures appropriating, adapting and resisting,
clashing and borrowing from each other.
Southern people are different, too. There is a
slowness about them in speech and manner
which outsiders frequently take for mental
impairment, but which instead reflects a
deliberate approach to life. There is also an
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openness about them. Like the food and music
they have made, they and their part of the
country are contested combinations of elements - gumbo and jambalaya and jazz in
Louisiana, or barbecue and blues in the
Carolinas, Texas, or Tennessee. Few agree on
which of these is superior, but almost everyone agrees they are good.

julian Bond is the host of America's Black
Forum, the oldest Black-owned show in television
syndication. He was one of several hundred
students from across the South who helped form
the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee
(SNCC). Bond served Jour terms in the Georgia
House of Representatives and six terms in the
State Senate. In 1968, as co-chairman of the
Georgia Loyal National Delegation to the
Democratic Convention, Bond was nominated for
Vice President of the United States, the first
African American to be so honored by a major
political party. He withdrew his name because he
was too young to serve.
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Being Southern Is Being Invisible
Pura Fe Crescioni

met relatives and visited the old tobacco and
cotton fields our families had worked and
was not born or raised in the South. But I
lived on. Going South made me realize where
klilow what it is to come from Southern values all the skin games came from that were played
and roots. Roots that are older than America
out within my own family in New York. I
can ever be.
recognized the load that Grandma had
My grandparents and my grandmother's six
dragged with her up North- bits and pieces
sisters all moved from North Carolina to Harof internalized hate and shame that she then
lem during the Great Depression. My grandpassed out to us without explanation.
parents met each other in New
I have family ties down South from both
Pura Fe is a
York, married, and raised
sides of many fences : Black folk , Indian folk,
"mixed blood
seven daughters and several
colored folk, and the skeletons of White folk
grandchildren. I was the first
in our closet. (No one talks about the master
Tuscarora"
grandchild
and
spent
my
we
were related to.) When visiting relatives
from North
earliest
years
with
my
you're
often asked, "So whatcha go fo'? " That
Carolina.
grandparents, their sisters, my means, "What race of people do you identify
Photo courtesy
mama, and her sisters at our
with?" Down South, you can't be everything
Crescioni Family
family
house
in
Corona
in
that you are. You've got to choose, and denial
Archives
Queens, N.Y. My great aunts,
is the norm.
always around helping grandA long time ago strategies were developed to
ma in the house, and my
divide people of color and to subvert the many
grandfather told me many
slave revolts and underground societies that
stories. As a child, I knew
grew from associations between Black and Red
these stories would become
folk. Today, there is a lot of hate and fear
my source, my love, and my
among these two very separate communities,
dedication: I would restore my yet we share one another's blood and ancestry.
Suggested Reading
silenced ancestors' names and
Sometimes it's a fine line- you can't even tell
give them back to my people.
which group a person comes from. People
Forbes, Jack. 1993. African and Native Americans: The
In time we'd return to our
don't know about Indian slavery and deporLanguage of Race and the Evolution of Red and Black
Southern homeland and our
tation, and how we survived in the South by
Peoples. Chicago: University of Illinois Press.
culture, tell the true stories,
sacrificing our identity in backwoods counties
and claim our achievements
Hudson, Charles. 1994. The Forgotten Centuries. Albany,
as "Free People of Color." Over and over again
which
became
known
as
Georgia: University of Georgia Press.
my grandma and her sisters were told by their
"American achievements." I
grandma, "When the census man comes, don't
Sertina, Ivan Van. 1976. They Came Before Columbus. New
was fed from the "old spoon"
tell him you're Indian. Tell him you're colored!
York: Random House.
- old hands, eyes, and voices Or else he'll take you back 'round the house
that reminded me of the
Silko, Leslie Mammon. 1992. Almanac of the Dead. New
and shoot you in the head."
York: Viking.
places we have called home
So for me , being Southern is being invisible.
for a million years.
Wright, J. Leitch, Jr. 1981. The Only Land They Knew: The
I didn't get home till the age Pura Fegrew up with her mother'sfamily, the
Tragic Story of the American Indian in the South. New York:
of thirty or thirty-one. My
Monks, who are distant relatives of jazz composer
Macmillan.
cousin Erich drove a van full
and pianist Thelonious Monk. In her family's long
of us cousins to Smithfield
Suggested Listening
musical tradition, she can identify Jour
and Newton Grove, N.C. ,
generations in her maternal line each with seven
Crescioni, Pura Fe.ln the Spirit. EBI Records.(Distributed by
which happens to be the
singing sisters.
SOAR Records, 1-800-890-SOAR.)
birthplace and headquarters of
- - .Caution to the Wind. Shanachie/Cachet Records 5013. one of the many offshoots of
the Ku Klux Klan. There we
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Recollections of a Southern Jew
Edward Cohen

e ship, never to come home to his native
land. My fellow sixth graders, I imagine, took
comfort that they were still on the shore and
would always be. But I, being both Southern
and Jewish, identified with the man who had
no home.
The Protestant South I grew up in was more
of a Bible Blanket than a Bible Belt. It didn't
constrict so much as smother everyone in commonality. Fitting in is the First Commandment
of childhood, and for no one does this seem
more imperative than for a child who can't. I
dreaded the High Holy Days because I would
have to explain why I wasn't in school. We'd
built our temples to look like churches, we'd
moved our Sabbath from Saturday to Sunday,
we'd expunged Hebrew from our services. Yet
every December, in the midst of a uniformly
Christmas-lit neighborhood, our dark house
couldn't have been any more conspicuously
different than if, like the Israelites in Egypt, we
had swabbed blood over the door.
Still, we were few, and we almost fit in. Then
came the civil rights days, when the two halves
of the Southern Jew were pulled apart. We
were Southern, and that meant we closed
ranks against the Northern invaders, many of
whom had Jewish names. Then the temple was
bombed, and the rabbi's house. Fitting in,
while remembering that we too had been
slaves in the land of Egypt, was a psychological
contortion then and is not a comfortable
memory now.
I left the South for college, seeking my own
kind. I submerged myself in an all-Jewish universe, but I again found myself an alien, with
no shared knowledge of Nathan's hot dogs, the
City, or in which direction you cut a bagel in
half. I was with Jews, but they were a different
tribe, one to which I didn't belong. To them
the South was exotic, unthinkable, a bumpkin
patch. I saw that I had another secret self, and
that self was Southern.
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Now I've left the South again, for California,
no more to have to spell out C-o-h-e-n when I
give my name, no more a darkly foreign speck
in the Anglo-Saxon gene pool. Jews, according
to my Talmud, don't
fight, fish,
follow football, or use
firearms, and
I don't miss
those
Southern
sacraments.
But it's taken
two exiles to
see how
much of the
South I carry
with me.
Back home
there's
gravity, and it holds you tight to the earth. I
miss strangers waving on country roads. I
miss voices that cradle you. I miss people who
remember my grandfather. Out here, I'll hear
a Southern accent and know if I need help,
that's who I'd ask.
It seems that a few generations in the South
exert almost as much pull as an Old Testament of time, and I'm hard put to say where
the Southern leaves off and the Jewish begins.
I may be a Man Without a Country, but I
carry two passports.

Edward Cohen, a native of jackson, Mississippi, is
a freelance screenwriter, novelist, and filmmaker.
He has written several PBS documentaries on
Southern and jewish culture, including
Hanukkah and Passover, narrated by Ed Asner,
and Good Mornin' Blues, narrated by B. B.
King. His work has received numerous
international film festival awards, as well as two
CINE Golden Eagles. His novel, Israel Catfish,
received an America's Best Award, and his
screenplay, Imminent Peril, a Southern
courtroom drama, is to be an ABC movie starring
joanne Woodward.
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Moise and Sam Cohen emigrated
from Romania to Mississippi in
the 7890s. They married two
Cohn sisters, Etta and Nell, and
raised their families together.
Three generations of Cohens, all
living in Jackson, celebrated the
families' double 50th wedding
anniversary in 7959. Because
siblings married siblings, all
cousins are double cousins. The
author is seated in the first row,
second from the left.
Photo courtesy Cohen Family Archives

ACircle Unbroken
Celebrations in the American South
children visit together over dinner and after
the meal return to the church, where they sing
Will the circle be unbroken,
Sacred Harp hymns throughout the afternoon.
By and by, Lord, by and by?
These aU-day events connect the living with
There's a better home awaiting,
the dead as singers recall the favorite hymns of
In the sky, Lord, in the sky.
deceased friends. Hymns welcome the spirit of
Traditional hymn the absent loved ones back into the
celebration.
The most important celebration in Southern
churches is baptism, which in both Black and
White churches takes place in late summer
and early fall. For a week before the ceremony,
members of the church meet each evening in a
revival service. During revival week the minister and his congregation urge those not yet
baptized to join the church. People of all ages
"get religion" at the revival and often become
visibly possessed by the spirit of the Holy
Ghost as they dance in the church.
On the following Sunday the baptism ceremony takes place. The preacher walks with his
deacons into a lake or stream until the water
reaches their waists. Dressed in long robes,
they summon the new converts one by one,
and after a traditional ceremony of prayers,
The American South is famous for her celebra- chanting, and singing they dip each convert
tions. Each year Southerners celebrate holidays completely under the water. The newly
with dance, food, and music in every part of
baptized sometimes emerge from the water
their region. Southern celebrations range in
shouting and singing, as the congregation
size from small family reunions to internationstanding on the bank sings hymns to welcome
ally known festivals such as Mardi Gras in New the new members of their church.
Orleans. Celebrations connect Southerners to
While baptism traces its origins in the Chriseach other and to their history, bonding them
tian faith back to the New Testament story of
to family, community, and region in special,
john the Baptist, the ceremony also has relienduring ways.
gious roots in Africa, where it is believed evil
Southern celebrations are often religious.
spirits can be cast off into water. With their
Sacred Harp hymns, one of America's oldest
religious roots in both Africa and Europe, Black
musical traditions, are celebrated each year at
and White Southerners embrace a common
aU-day sings in rural churches throughout the
belief in baptism. Both respond with deep
emotion to the hymn that beckons new believDeep South. After singing hymns for several
hours in the morning, singers adjourn at noon ers to "wade in the water." Baptism bonds the
for their renowned "Dinner on the Grounds."
religious community every year and forever
Each singer contributes his or her favorite
marks a believer's entry into the church.
Christmas is another important religious
dish, and tables become heavily laden with
delicious food . Grandparents, parents, and
celebration in the South. Marked by the

William Ferris

The Neshoba County Fair in
central Mississippi has grown
in the past 700 years from an
annual picnic gathering
started by families of nearby
farms to ahomecoming in
early August attracting as
many as 35,000 people daily.
Founder's Square cabins
(pictured), handed down in
families from one generation
to the next, date from
the event's earliest days.
Photo by Bruce Roberts,
© Southern Living, Inc.
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sharing of gifts among family and friends , it is
also a time to give to those less fortunate. In
some communities the poor visit homes with
their traditional cry of "Christmas gifts," as
they request gifts from their neighbors.
Christmas dinner is the most lavish meal of
the year. Women of all ages gather in the kitchen to prepare it; men carve the cooked
meats and help in serving. Often, wild game
such as turkey, duck, rabbit, venison, quail,
dove, and fish are served with special seasonings, nuts, vegetables, and desserts. At these
meals many Southerners raise glasses filled
with wine to make their Christmas toasts.
Throughout the day, while preparing, eating,
and cleaning up the Christmas dinner, every
Southern home is filled with stories told by
each generation, and conversations flow
almost without end. With tales as rich as the
foods served at dinner, Christmas Day is a
unique and memorable celebration.
Annual fairs are a custom that dates back to
the Middle Ages; Southern agricultural fairs
began in the nineteenth century. One of the
earliest was in Macon, Georgia, in 1831. The
state fair is usually held in the state capital in
September or October, and is a major event. At
its heart is the midway, with familiar sounds of
barkers luring curious customers to pay to see
strip tease artists, freak shows, tattooed men,
and trained animals.
County fairs are held in small towns and
usually feature more local attractions, such as
4-H Club demonstrations and beauty pageants.
Some county fairs attract large numbers of
visitors. The Neshoba County Fair in Mississippi features political rallies, a midway, and
horse races. Such fairs are the highlight of a
community's year, and over time many become institutions for the entire state.
Trade days held in Southern communities
each month also harken back to European
roots. First Monday has occurred in Ripley,
Mississippi, every month for over 150 years.
Like trade days in Scotland, Ireland, and
England, First Monday began as an exchange
of horses, mules, and cattle. Today automobiles, tractors, radios, and televisions
change hands each month along with bird
dogs and horses.
The Southern family reunion stresses the
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importance of ancestors and kinship. My
grandmother was fond of saying that "blood is
thicker than water," a proverb with which
every Southerner can identify. As the hymn
"Will the Circle Be Unbroken?" suggests, many
Southerners believe their family celebrations
will continue even in the afterlife. They believe
family reunions will continue after death as
deceased kinfolk reunite in an unbroken circle.
Alex Haley's Roots inspired both Black and
White Southerners to research their ancestry
and embrace their kinfolk. Today family reunions in the South often draw hundreds of
people from throughout the nation, who
celebrate
family ties
with dinner
together and
special Tshirts
designed for
the occasion.
At some
reunions
parents who
worked as
sharecroppers
welcome back
children who
have
graduated
from college and hold professional jobs. These
reunions remind us how parents have used
education to help their children escape the
poverty they have known. Reunions often
celebrate both family kinship and family
success.
By far the most widely known Southern
celebration is Mardi Gras, or "Fat Tuesday."
With ancient roots in pre-Roman rites of
spring and in Roman rites of Bacchanalia and
Saturnalia, the event now marks the transition
to the Lenten season of fasting as part of the
Catholic calendar. In rural Louisiana Frenchspeaking Black Creoles and White Cajuns
celebrate Mardi Gras masked and on horseback, while in the Gulf Coast cities of Biloxi,
Mobile, and New Orleans Mardi Gras means
formal balls, informal parties, and parades
with floats.
The most elaborate Mardi Gras celebration
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More than sixty parades wind
through New Orleans during
Carnival season, which leads up
to Mardi Gras on Shrove Tuesday.
Krewes organizations that
parody European nobility toss
handfuls of "throws" (doubloons
and beads) from colorful floats
during parades that stream
through dozens of neighborhoods. The parades and formal
balls mark the last day of revelry
before the Lenten season.
Photo by Frederica Georgia,
©Southern Living, Inc.

Church members prepare the
sacraments at Rose Hill Baptist
Church in Vicksburg, Mississippi.
Photo by William Ferris,
©University of Mississippi Archive

each year is in New Orleans, where thousands
of onlookers watch parades of Black and
White masqueraders atop large floats that
move slowly through the streets. These floats
represent over sixty krewes or organizations
from all parts of the city. Some, such as Comus, Momus, Proteus, and Rex, have existed
since the nineteenth century. During Mardi
Gras the
entire city
appears to
have donned
masks and
entered the
streets. Its
normal life
halted, New
Orleans
assumes a
festive,
dreamlike
quality. No
other city
parties so
intensely and
for so long.
Each year
during Mardi
Gras the
middle-class
and elite
Black community
organizes
floats for their
Zulu Parade,
while working-class
Blacks dress
as Mardi Gras Indians. Wearing elaborate
costumes made with feathers and beads, these
"Indians" mix Native American with AfroCaribbean traditions of costumes that cost
thousands of dollars, require months of work
to assemble, and weigh as much as 100
pounds. Carnival Indian figures such as Big
Chief, Spyboy, Wildman, and Li'l Chief are
easily recognizable by their costumes, which
represent tribes with names like the Yellow
Pocahontas and the Wild Tchoupitoulas. As
they move through the streets, Mardi Gras
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Indians chant and sing music that has inspired
famed New Orleans performers like Aaron
Neville and the Neville Brothers Band.
Another famous New Orleans celebration is
the jazz funeral. When a jazz musician dies, a
jazz band marches to the cemetery playing a
hymn such as 'Just a Closer Walk with Thee"
slowly, as a dirge. The leader of the band
sometimes carries an umbrella with a dove on
top. The dove symbolizes peace, and the umbrella both shades the leader from the sun and
suggests a tempo to the band.
Once the deceased musician is buried, the
band leaves the cemetery playing upbeat,
happy tunes like "When the Saints Go Marching In." Following closely behind the musicians
are the "second line," a group of dancers
whose performance makes the musical celebration in honor of the dead even more
festive. In the folk song "St. james Infirmary,"
also known as the "Dying Crapshooter's
Blues," a dying musician requests that after his
death he be dressed elegantly and given a jazz
funeral.

When I die, put me in a long pine box,
And dress me in a Stetson hat,
Put a gold piece on my watch chain,
So the boys will know I'm standing pat.
Put a jazz band on my tail gate.
Let's raise hell as we travel along.
No matter how large or small, every celebration fills an important role in the region's life.
The smallest such event, the family dinner, is
arguably the South's most meaningful celebration. Families gather each day for their main
meal, or dinner, to celebrate an institution dear
to every Southern heart. Parents and children
converse and share food to reaffirm kinship at
its most basic level- the nuclear family.
While perhaps modest by some standards,
dinner is the principal reason why the region's
circle of family will always remain unbroken.
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The American
As in every society, the forces of modern life
have dramatically changed the Southern family
and its activities. Heads of families are often
single mothers or fathers. Television, radio,
and computer distract family members from
conversations and meals in ways that would
appear strange to earlier generations. Soap
operas, wrestling matches, and top-40 tunes
reach almost every Southern home through
satellite dishes and cable television. Casinos,
the most recent new feature on the Southern
landscape, have become colorful centers for
dining, entertainment, and gambling in the
region. But even within these new worlds,
traditional celebrations continue to nourish
the roots of Southern family and community.
Black families living in Texas have long
commemorated their emancipation from
slavery with Juneteenth celebrations. The
festival marks the anniversary of Major General Gordon Granger's arrival in Galveston on
June 19, 1865, to announce the emancipation
of slaves and to assume command of the
District of Texas after the Civil War. Since that
time Juneteenth celebrations have spread to
Louisiana, Arkansas, Alabama, Florida, and
even California. The largest numbers of Blacks
who recognize the holiday are in Texas, where
in 1950 over 70,000 people gathered at the
Texas State Fair in Dallas for a Juneteenth
celebration. Festivities include parades, picnics, baseball, speeches on freedom, and
dances. In other parts of the South, Blacks
celebrate the Fourth of July as a holiday associated with emancipation.
The South's many ethnic groups include
Germans, Greeks, French, Haitians, Irish,
Italians, Jews, Lumbees, Mexicans, ScotchIrish, Highland Scots, Spanish, Syrians, Lebanese, and Irish travelers. Each has important
celebrations that reflect its unique culture.
Southern Jews, for example, have adapted
their religious holidays in ways that are distinctly Southern. The Anshe Chesed Synagogue
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in Vicksburg, Mississippi, celebrates Sukkot, an
agricultural festival in the fall, by decorating its
Sukkot booth with cotton, soybeans, and sugar
cane as well as the traditional fruits and
vegetables. In the fall, Southern Jews often
schedule their evening Shabbat services so as to
allow young people to attend Friday night
football games. Southern Jews also modify

foods used at their celebrations. A Memphis
family recalls how they prepared Passover
gefilte fish with decidedly unkosher catfish,
and in New Orleans kosher families have
developed recipes for matzoh-ball gumbo.
Southerners with Asian roots include
Chinese, Filipinos, Koreans, Vietnamese,
Hawaiians, and Pacific Islanders. Chinese
Southerners celebrate their New Year with
fireworks, a festive dinner, and symbolic red
decorations. In areas like the Mississippi Delta,
Chinese families travel for many miles to
gather together for their New Year celebration.
Each year Italian families in New Orleans
celebrate the Feast of St. Joseph, in which they
display food on home altars. Residents visit
neighbors' homes, sharing food and hospitality
in a festivity that mixes religion with delight in
cuisine.
Native American communities in the South
include Catawbas, Cherokees, Chickasaws,
Choctaws, Creeks, Lumbees, Seminoles, and
Virginia Indians. Each summer the Mississippi
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Fife and drum music is still played
at celebrations in Senatobia,
Mississippi, and other parts
of the South.
Photo by William Ferris,
©University of Mississippi Archive

erican South
Band of Choctaws celebrates its traditions of
music, dance, food, stickball, and basketmaking at an annual fair that draws thousands
of visitors to its community in Philadelphia,
Mississippi. Cherokees feature similar traditions from their culture each year at the Cherokee Fall Festival in Scottsboro, Alabama.
Today a growing number of annual Southern
celebrations feature the
region's diverse culture.
Musical festivals celebrate
"Today a
blues, bluegrass, old-time fidgrowing number dling, Acadian music, clogging, and jazz. Literary conferof annual
ences celebrate William
Faulkner, Tennessee Williams,
Southern
Eudora Welty, the printed
book, and storytelling. Even
celebratione
lowly catfish, crawfish, and
kudzu
have their own festivals.
feature the
Food lovers can also find
region's diveree annual festivals devoted to
seafood, peanuts, apples,
culture ....
pumpkins, and sorghum. And,
yes, there are even Southern
Even lowly
festivals that celebrate mules,
tobacco spitting, and turkey
catfieh,
calling.
As every Southerner loves a
crawfieh, and
good party with ample food,
drink, and storytelling, the
kudzu have
region's celebrations will
surely continue to expand.
their own
Whenever a Southern
community discovers a local
feetivale."
tradition it wants to share, a
new celebration is born. And
while Mardi Gras will always
be the biggest fish, more and
more minnows swim and
grow larger year by year. And
why not? As Louisiana Cajuns
are fond of saying, "Laissez les
bon temps rouler"- "Let the
good times roll." Each of us
deserves at least one good
party every year. So, as
Southerners, we say, "Let's
celebrate."
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Suggested Reading
Center for the Study of Southern Culture. 1989. Southern
Culture Catalog. Oxford: University of Mississippi Press.
Wilson, Charles Reagon, and William Ferris. 1989.
Encyclopedia ofSouthern Culture. Chapel Hill: University of
North Carolina Press.

William Ferris is director of the Center for the
Study of Southern Culture and professor of
anthropology at the University of Mississippi. He
co-edited with Charles Wilson the Encyclopedia
of Southern Culture and has authored or edited
nine books, more than 100 articles, and fourteen
documentary films on Southern folklore and
literature. Named one of the top ten teachers in
the nation by Rolling Stone, he has received the
Chevalier in the Order of Arts from the French
Government.
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Reflections of a Southern Woman
Curtin aMoreland-Young
I am a Southern woman, even though I lived a
large and significant part of my life in the Midwest and short periods in the East. I was born,
educated, and became a woman in the South. I
have even lived, traveled, and worked in
several countries, on five continents. But with
all of that, I know I am a Southern woman.
But being Southern and growing up
Southern are not the same thing. Growing up
Southern may be simply a function of place of
birth, of location of family , a matter of circumstance. Being Southern is more complicated. It
means living in the world with predispositions
for understanding, affirming, and delighting in
contradictions and complexities. Being
Southern is always knowing the usefulness of
politeness, family, and faith.
As an African-American female in my midforties , my Southern "becoming" was influenced by the fact that my earliest memories
are of an insulated, protected, and, I would
learn later, oppressed community. My earliest
recollections begin at my grandmother's house
on Stark Street, in Columbia, South Carolina, a
white house with beautiful French doors
between the living and dining rooms. Every
morning my grandmother would set the breakfast table with linens and china, and she would
serve homemade breads, two types of eggs,
cheese, liver pudding or sausage, bacon, grits,
fresh fruit, and pasteurized milk. Pasteurized
milk was important because of the delicious
cream that my mother mixed from it herself.
After this morning feast , my cousins and I
would hurry outside and play with the
children of the neighborhood. We all played
on the crepe myrtle-lined streets, or in the back
yards of the "nice" houses filled with plum,
peach, and fig trees and scopponog vines. We
weren't afraid of getting shot or abducted, nor
were we concerned about issues of class. The
only admonitions I remember were not to let
dogs or people with purple gums bite us in
August (because of blood poisoning). And
another thing: we were not to go to nearby
Valley Park.
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I didn't worry about the first admonition
since I had never seen anyone with purple
gums, and I knew enough to stay out of the
way of stray dogs. But not going to Valley Park
was another matter. I could see children having
so much fun on the slides, the swings, and the
little train that ran through the park. I wasn't
sure why I couldn't play there, but my father's
face tightened when we passed the area and I
looked longingly at the train. One day, as we
passed the park, my father lifted me up and
walked over to the train. He said something I
couldn't hear to the conductor and then put
me on, and I rode all by myself. When I told
my grandmother about this, she cautioned me
not to go into Valley Park anymore. The people
there were nice, but they had germs. She
explained that we didn't sit near these people
on buses, or try on clothes or shoes in the same
sections, or drink out of the same water
fountains because of these germs.
Later in my childhood, my family moved
from Columbia, South Carolina, to Cordele,
Georgia. I learned about American slavery and
segregation and sang the "Black National
Anthem"; later, I celebrated Emancipation
Proclamation Day. I came to know that it
wasn't germs that separated us from the Valley
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The author's father was ascience
teacher and athletic coach at
Halsey-Cobb Institute, aChristian
Methodist Episcopal day and
boarding high school in Cordele,
Georgia. The homecoming king
and queen pictured represented
that school, one of two local,
private high schools for African
Americans at that time. No public
high schools admitted Black
students in 7955, when this
picture was taken.
Photo courtesy
Moreland Family Archives

Park people. But in small-town Georgia, I
seldom came in contact with anyone outside
my safe, African-American universe.
This was a world of "Womanless" and "Tom
Thumb" weddings, homecomings, proms,
Senior Deb and Esquires, and Silver and Green
Teas; a world in which I was Mrs. Hamilton
and my boyfriend was Alexander at the annual
George and Martha Washington Tea Party. It
was a pleasant place where for five cents we
could stop by Ms. Ethel's and get freshly
cooked pig skins wrapped in newspaper,
which we ate dripping with hot sauce. My
Southern "becoming" meant eating Ms. Ethel's
skins and collard greens, learning how to fold
linen napkins, and learning that a lady never
eats a sandwich cut in fewer than three
sections.
My South was a place where family was
important. Where people really knew who
your mother and daddy were, cared about
that, and asked about them often. I lived in a
world of Black public schools and private
schools with reputations for excellence. In this
African-American universe, intellectual and
cultural attainment was demanded, expected,
and achieved.
Of course, there were Whites present in my
town, but they were not really a part of my
existence. Oh, there were incidents, such as
when the prominent White lady called my
mother and told her that I'd said "no" instead
of "no ma'am" (my mother explained to her
she had instructed me that "yes" and "no" said
politely were sufficient when I addressed anyone). And of course we knew that the local
newspaper never gave honorifics to Black
people except for "Reverend," no matter how
old or illustrious they were. And I knew, too,
the reason that we would drive to Atlanta or
Macon for a nice meal was because my father
refused to be served out of the back door.
Yet there was something clearly honest
about this oppression and certainly affirming
about these experiences, something I didn't
feel in other places in the country. For me, my
experience in the South provided a strength
and a sense of place and history from which I
could draw, no matter where I traveled or
lived.
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When I returned to the South in my midtwenties, I knew I'd come home . The legal
manifestations of oppression had been discarded, and I was in a place where I felt empowered as an African American in a way I
have never felt in any other region of this
country. This feeling is a part of my being
Southern. When I'm anywhere else in the
world for a while, I feel I must return to be
renaissanced. Maybe that's why I'll always
define myself as a Southern woman.

Curtina Moreland-Young, Ph.D., is chair of the
Department of Public Policy and Administration
at jackson State University.

Glossary
Liver pudding is asausage-type meat dish usually served
with rice or grits and sauteed onions. It is customarily found
in North Carolina, South Carolina, and in afew places in
Georgia.
Woman less Wedding is a mock ceremony in which everyone
is male.
Tom Thumb is a mock wedding in which young children
assume the roles of the wedding party members. It was
usually held as afundraising event and was very popular in
some Southern African-American communities.
The Martha and George Washington Tea Party was an annual
event at A. S. Clark High School in Cordele, Georgia. It was a
re-creation of the first tea party or social given by the first
President.

Silver and Green Teas were fundraising events sponsored by
local churches. The hostess provided the silver service and
china for the tea; guests brought silver coins to the Silver Tea
and green folding money to the Green Tea.
Senior Deb and Esquires were social clubs organized by
parents to provide recreational activities for their children.
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Southern Music
Bill C. Malone

"Bill Monroe, often called the
father of Bluegrass music,
established the classic Bluegrass
sound- high, pure tenor voice,
powerful mandolin solos against
the banjo background. Bluegrass
remains the most distinctive of all
the sub-styles within country
music, having changed relatively
little in the last half-century."
-David Vinopal, All Music Guide
Photo by Bruce Roberts,
©Southern Living, Inc.
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he S"euth has played a central
ana defining role in American
usical history, as an inspirtien for songwriters, as a
source of styles, and as the
birthplace of many of the
nation's greatest musicians. It
is impossible to think of American music in this century
without such Southern-derived forms as ragtime, jazz,
blues, country, gospel, rhythm
and blues, Cajun, zydeco, and
rock 'n' roll. These vibrant
styles have been taken to heart
by people around the world
and have even been reintroduced to this country in
altered forms through the
performances of such foreignbased musicians as the Beatles
and Rolling Stones.
Romantic images of the
South have fired the imaginations of songwriters since at
least the 1830s, when black-face minstrels
began exploiting Southern musical forms and
cultural symbols. The region has spawned a
veritable school of songwriters, from Stephen
Foster, Will Hays, and Dan Emmett in the
nineteenth century to Johnny Mercer, Hoagy
Carmichael, Allen Toussaint, Tom T. Hall,
Dolly Parton, and Hank Williams, Jr., in our
own time. Visions of lonesome pines, lazy
rivers, and smoky mountains have long enraptured America's lyricists and delighted audiences with images of a land where time moves
slowly, life is simple, and people hold clear
values and love to make music.
Southerners themselves have greatly enriched American music, as performers, songwriters, record producers and promoters, and
folklorists . While some Southern-born musicians who have won international distinction,
like Mary Martin and Kate Smith, Van Cliburn

and Leontyne Price, express little or no regional identity, the folk South, in contrast, has
greatly broadened the nation's musical styles.
Southern-born musical styles also have conquered the world, making immense fortunes
for a few musicians and more entrepreneurs,
but we should not forget that they were born
in poverty. They were nurtured in the folk
communities of the South, largely apart from
the gaze of outsiders, in homes, churches,
singing schools and conventions, juke joints,
honky tonks, brothels, fiddle contests, and
other scenes of social interchange. The region's
working people drew deeply from their marvelous music to preserve their sanity, assert
their identity, build community ties, worship
God, and win emotional release and liberation
in a society that seemed too often to value only
their labor.
The deep waters of Southern folk music
flowed principally from the confluence of two
mighty cultural streams, the British and the
West African. This mighty river was enriched
by the periodic infusion of German, Spanish,
French, Caribbean, and other melodic and
stylistic elements. The African admixture has
contributed much to the distinctiveness and
appeal of Southern music: syncopation, antiphony (call and response), improvisation, and
blue notes. But other ethnic groups have also
added to the musical mix. Scotch-Irish balladry and fiddle music, German accordion
rhythms and hymn tunes, the infectious Cajun
dance style, and the soulful cry of Mexican
conjunto singers have all shaped the Southern
sound.
Southern working people's music also borrowed much from both high art and popular
culture. Some rural dances, for example, had
middle- or upper-class origins. The square
dance came from the cotillion; the AfricanAmerican cakewalk was a burlesque of formal
European-American dancing; the Virginia Reel
was a variation of the upper-class dance called
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At the home of
Terry Wootten
on Sand
Mountain, in
Alabama, the
Wootten family
sings from the
Sacred Harp
Songbook, first
published in
Georgia in
7844. The
invention in
7802 ofshape
notes, a format in which the pitch
of each note is represented with
one of four shapes, facilitated
music reading. The notation
proved so popular in the South
and Midwest that practically
every singing-school book used
the four shapes devised by
William Little and William Smith.
Photo by Anne Kimzey,
© Alabama Center for
Traditional Culture

the Sir Roger de Coverley. Many fiddle tunes
hallowed in rural folk tradition, such as "Under
the Double Eagle," "Listen to the Mockingbird," and "Red Wing," came from marches or
pop tunes written by popular composers.
Chautauqua tents, medicine shows, tent-rep
shows, vaudeville, and the popular music
industry all introduced styles and songs that
became part of Southern folk traditions.
Southern music entered the nation's consciousness late in the nineteenth century. Until
that time national audiences had heard only
caricatures of Southern music in the performances of the black-face minstrels- Northern,
White song-and-dance men who roamed the
country sporting corked faces and grotesque
"darky'' dialects. In 1865, however, a small
group of African-American entertainers, the
Georgia Minstrels, inaugurated a brand of minstrelsy that, while still suffering from stereotypes of the genre, enabled Black performers to
slowly develop a form of entertainment more
truly representative of their culture and music.
At least as late as World War I, minstrel
troupes featuring African-American performers
such as Billy Kersands, Ma Rainey, and Bessie
Smith spread Black Southern music to a wide
audience.
By 1900, Southern music had had a powerful impact on high and popular culture. The
Fisk Jubilee Singers from Nashville, Tennes-
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see, made devotees of "serious music" aware of
Negro Spirituals after 1871, when they made
performing tours in the North and in Europe.
And in the 1890s, a large number of itinerant
piano players, led principally by Scott Joplin
from Texarkana, Texas, revolutionized the
world of American popular music with ragtime. During the years surrounding World
War I, composer and veteran brass-band musician W. C. Handy, based in Memphis, popularized a style of sophisticated, urban blues
music, including his own compositions such
as "St. Louis Blues" and "Memphis Blues." The
most dramatic entrance of Southern-derived
music on the national scene, however, came
after 1917, when a few bands from New Orleans, including the Original Dixieland Jazz
Band and Joe "King" Oliver's Creole Jazz Band,
brought their hot, improvised numbers to
receptive fans on the West Coast and in Chicago and New York. First described as 'jazz"
in Chicago, this music rapidly won over young
musicians and fans with its dance beat and
spirited improvisations. Jazz stars quickly arose, including instrumentalists Sidney Bechet
and Louis Armstrong and vocalist Bessie
Smith, whose city blues developed in a close
relationship with jazz.
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Although collections of Appalachian ballads
and cowboy songs had been published in 1917
and 1920, the music of rural White folk of the
South between the eastern mountains and the
western plains remained unknown and unvalued nationally. The discovery and popularization of this music came with the media revolution of the 1920s. White rural entertainers
began performing on newly established Southem radio stations, and in 1923 a fiddler named
john Carson, who had earlier performed on
WSB in Atlanta, made the first "hillbilly" recording in the same city. As the decade continued, other Southern grassroots forms such as
Cajun, cowboy, gospel (African- and EuropeanAmerican), and country blues also began to
appear on commercial recordings.
Southern musical forms changed as they
grew to national popularity during the 1930s
and 1940s. They thrived during the Great
Depression and provided hard-pressed Americans with escape, fantasy, and hope in danceable rhythms and down-to-earth lyrics. New
and vital forms emerged, including the singing
cowboy genre of Gene Autry, the western
swing dance music of Bob Wills, the hankytonk music of Ernest Tubb, the gospel soul of
Mahalia Jackson, the shuffle beat of Louis
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jordan, and the urban and electrified blues of
Muddy Waters. Southern music was already
making crucial stylistic departures and reaching out to larger audiences by the end of the
1930s through powerful radio broadcasts,
Hollywood movies, personal appearance tours,
and increasingly sophisticated recording
techniques.
The massive population movements and the
prosperity caused by World War II and new
forms of consciousness among youth, women,
and African Americans combined to intensify
the nationalization of Southern music. Many
small record labels featuring grassroots music
styles of the South appeared after the war, in
and outside the region. Major record labels
found commercial success with Southern-born
musicians like Hank Williams, Eddy Arnold,
Louis jordan, Nat "King" Cole, Sister Rosetta
Tharp , and Elvis Presley. Postwar recording
tended increasingly to be done in such Southern cities as Dallas, Houston, New Orleans,
Memphis, Macon, Muscle Shoals, and
Nashville.
Powered by prosperity and an emerging
youth market, a skyrocketing entertainment
industry distributed great quantities of commercial music. Old forms evolved and acquired
new labels that seemed to better reflect America's newly emerging realities. "Hillbilly" gave
way to "country," "rural blues" became
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Gospel singers on W. C. Handy
Square in Memphis. Gospel music
is rooted in spirituals, blues,
shape-notesongs, ragtime, and
the urban church revival. It
emerged in the early twentieth
century as traveling performers
"visited" church communities,
popularizing compositions by
Charles Tindley and Thomas
Dorsey. Gospel compositions are
formally notated, but they are
transformed during performances,
when participation and
improvisation on the part of the
audience become an important
part of the offering.
Photo © Roland L. Freeman

erican South
"rhythm and blues," and the gospel style of the
old shape-note publishing houses became a
polished and dynamic urban gospel. American
youth were increasingly receptive to musical
alternatives of which their parents had been
unaware, or to which they were opposed.
Elvis Presley was a major beneficiary of these
transformations. His dynamic and sensual style
combined elements from virtually every form
of popular music available in the postwar
years. He and other rockabilly musicians such
as Buddy Holly, Jerry Lee Lewis, Carl Perkins,
and the Everly Brothers unleashed the most
important musical revolution that America had
experienced since the blossoming of jazz earlier
in the century. Together with rhythm and
blues performers such as Fats Domino, Little
Richard, and Chuck Berry, they carried the
musical sounds of the Southern working class
deep into American popular culture.

Country music has become America's
favorite. Its styles and themes seem to appeal to
much of the nation's adult White population.
This trend may reflect a "southernization of the
North," but it also suggests the musics and the
cultures that created them are becoming part of
the national mainstream. But country
musicians are still overwhelmingly from the
South, and their lyrics often self-consciously
reflect Southern preoccupations and longings.
Southerners export musical treasures to the
world and absorb much in return. Their styles
may no longer be as regionally distinctive as
many would like, but how could it be otherwise when the folk cultures that produced
these traditions are undergoing a similar transformation? Happily, many of the older traditions- such as old-time fiddling and string
band music, clog dancing, and Sacred Harp
singing - are preserved and revitalized by
increasing numbers of young
people. New Orleans has seen
a revitalization of the brass
band
as young musicians
Suggested Listening rediscover
it, and scores of
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Music &the U.S. Civil Rights Movement
Jacquelin C. Peters
Song and eloquent oratory are integral
to African-American religious
expression, and they were pervasive,
spiritually sustaining elements of the
U.S. Civil Rights Movement. In
emotionally tense or physically
threatening situations, the standard of
nonviolence and a serene attitude
were maintained through song,
prayer, and words of encouragement.
Massive church rallies, picketing
demonstrations, and even jail houses
echoed with the sounds of resolve,
declaring, "Just like atree standing by
the water I We shall not be moved."
Sacred African-American music
provided the basis for many freedom
songs. One such spiritual, "I Will Be All
Right," has evolved to become the
universal anthem of protest, "We Shall
Overcome."

We shall overcome
We shall overcome
We shall overcome someday.
Deep in my heart, I do believe
We shall overcome someday.
Techniques such as call and response,
"worrying the line" (using melismatic
vocal embellishments), or "lining out"
(the song leader's singing or reciting
the next line of verse before the end of
the previous one) are other retentions
from traditional African-American
song.
Grounded in the tradition of Black
congregational song, choral quartets
and ensembles transmitted the
Movement's musical message to
audiences far from the locale of the
struggle. The Montgomery Gospel Trio,
the American Baptist Theological
Seminary Quartet (also known as the
Nashville Quartet), the Congress of
Racial Equality (CORE) Singers, and the
SNCC Freedom Singers gave performances that encouraged the world to
sit up and take notice.
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Young, more commercial musicians prove it
is still possible to create new, exciting, and
popular sounds by building on time-tested
musical genres: Tish Hinojosa, with her affecting blend of Tex-Mex and country styles; the
Nashville Bluegrass Band, with its superb mixture of dynamic musicianship, original and
traditional songs, and a cappella gospel harmonies; Zachary Richard, with his fusion of
rock and traditional zydeco stylings; and
Aaron Neville, with his sweet, soulful melange
of country and New Orleans rhythm and
blues.
Whatever directions its talented musicians
may take in the years to come, the South will
not soon lose its genius or its romantic aura. It
will always sing and be sung about.

Bill Malone is a professor of history at Tulane
University in New Orleans, LA. He holds a Ph.D.
from the University of Texas.
A former Guggenheim Fellow for the study of
country music and the Southern working class,
Dr. Malone is the author of an award-winning
book entitled Singing Cowboys and Musical
Mountaineers: Southern Culture and the Roots
of Country Music, and numerous educational
journal publications and encyclopedia articles on
the varied forms of Southern music.

The 7958 cast of the Louisiana
Hayride. Begun in 1948 in the
Municipal Auditorium in Shreveport,
the Louisiana Hayride was the
launching-pad ofcountry music in
the 1940s and 1950s. The show,
dubbed the "Cradle of the Stars,"
presented area favorites and trendsetting explorers on the edge of what
was then called "hillbilly" music. Fans
came from neighboring states and all
over Louisiana to the live, Saturday
night broadcasts over local satation
KWKH. The sometimes-rowdy
audience could make or break an act.
It was on the Hayride that atruck
driver from Mississippi, Elvis Presley,
gyrated himself to stardom with more
moves than the Grand Ole Opry in
Nashville would tolerate. When
KWKH joined the CBS radio network
and the Armed Forces Radio System,
the Hayride audience grew to encompass an entire new world oflisteners
intrigued and excited by the Hayride's
transformation of ''hillbilly" into
"country" music.
Photo courtesy
Tillman Franks Family Archives
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On Being a Southern Writer
Mary Hood

to the same question (only if directly asked,
though, never volunteering), "That's joe
Smith." To which the Southerner might think
(but be too polite to say aloud), 'They didn't
ask his name, they asked who he is! "
When I began to write fiction, I made a
conscious decision to try to sound like the
Southern talkers I had heard tell such wonderful things, but every word I wrote had to pass
the sternest censorship from that Northern
conscience in me. I imitated the actual talkers
in my own daily life: kinfolk, neighbors,
strangers on street corners, passengers on the
bus seat behind me. I thought of myself as an
American writer, blooming where planted which happens to be with a Southern exposure. But I believe that, if I had been anywhere
else I would have adapted to that climate as
well and flowered in season. Because the
people I was writing about were Southern, I
wrote "Southern."
I had not researched the genealogy of the
noble house of Southern Literature and was,
then, greatly surprised to discover that I had
already inherited it, was in fact a Southern
Writer, without even trying! I found this out
in New England, and the one who broke the
news to me was a Long Island novelist who,
upon hearing my accent, conferred on me the
fraternity of Southern letters.
"How far are you from where Flannery
O'Connor lived and worked?" she asked me.
"About thirty years," I replied. But I'm
catching up.

Because my father is a native New Yorker and
m~ mother is from Georgia, where I have
spent most of my life, I have never felt comfortable with the we/they dichotomy. Even if I
could, I would prefer not to choose between
these two identities: I am both. I am like
Laurie Lee's fabulous two-headed sheep,
which could "sing harmoniously in a double
voice and cross-question itself for hours."
My parentage has given me a duty toward
both no-nonsense brevity and encompassing
concatenations: the Northern preference for
sifting out why in twenty-five
or less, the Southern for
parentage words
interminably savoring how,
haB given me a cherishing the chaff of
irrelevancy around the
essential kernel. It must have
duty toward
been a Northerner who
invented the questionnaire. A
both no-nonSoutherner would have been
BenBe brevity
more likely to think up the
essay response. (A Southerner
and encompaB- always issues an essay
response unless he or she is
Bing concaten- suffering
fools.)
Suppose
a man is walking
ationB: the
across a field. To the question
"Who is that?" a Southerner
Northern
would reply by saying
something like "Wasn't his
preference for
granddaddy the one whose
Bifting out why dog and him got struck by
Mary Hood lives in Georgia. She received the
lightning on the steel bridge?
in twenty-five
Mama's third cousin- dead
Flannery O'Connor Award for Short Fiction and
the Southern Review/Louisiana State University
before my time - found his
wordB or /eBB,
Short Fiction Award for How Far She Went, her
railroad watch in that eightfirst collection of short stories. Her latest book,
pound catfish's stomach the
the Southern
And Venus Is Blue, was published by Ticknor &
nextsummerjustabove the
Fields.
dam.
Big
as
Eunice's
arm.
The
for interminably
way he married for that new
Bavoring how." blue Cadillac automobile,
reckon how come he's walking
like he has on Sunday shoes, if
that's who it is, and for sure it
is. " A Northerner would reply

"My
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Working at the Smithsonian

Working at the
Smithsonian has
been made
possible by the
Smithsonian
Institution 750th
Anniversary
Committee and
with funds from
the Smithsonian
National Board.

Roxie Laybourne, arenowned
expert on birds, has been at the
National Museum ofNatural
History since 1944. Her ability to
identify aspecies of bird from
minute remains has been
instrumental in helping aviation
authorities determine the causes
of airline accidents.
Photo by Chip Clark, courtesy
National Museum of Natural History
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Betty J. Bela nus &Marjorie Hunt
n t e occasion of the lSOth anniversary of
the S "thsonian Institution, the Festival of
Arne ·can Folklife celebrates the culture of
h mithsonian work place. The Festival has
celebrated the folklife of many different
occupational groups in the past, from cowboys to trial lawyers. In this program, we
focus not on one occupation, but on the
diverse jobs that make up the Institution:
from astrophysicists to animal keepers,
security officers to exhibit preparators,
registrars to administrators. All are involved,
one way or another, with carrying out the
Smithsonian's mission: the increase and
diffusion of knowledge.
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Working at the Smithsoniatt--

/l
In the following articles about working at
the Smithsonian, you will notice that the
traditions of Smithsonian workers, like other
cultures we present at the Festival, reflect skill,
knowledge, and critical abilities. These traditions are displayed in the masterful cabinetmaking of Cornell Evans, the interviewing
know-how of Pam Henson, and the care of
historic costumes by conservator Polly Willman. They are expressed in narratives about
particular experiences, like Amy Ballard's
"other duties" and security officer Preston
Herald's "lost vacation. "
While each job at the Smithsonian embodies
its own skills and culture, it is also necessarily
entwined with other complementary jobs. To
sort and label specimens, the entomologist
relies on the museum technician, who in turn
relies on the engineer to keep the building at a
stable temperature and humidity conducive to
housing the collections. The art curator works
closely with the conservator who prepares a
ceramic jar for exhibition, as well as with the
designer who creates a context for the jar that
is pleasing to the eye. The astronomer depends
on the engineer to ensure that scarce time on
the Multiple Mirror Telescope is spent efficiently. The ecologist uses data from the environmental engineer who maintains the C02
chambers on the shores of the Chesapeake.
Researchers in the field rely on administrators
to secure travel arrangements and meet visa
requirements. Each worker has his or her "way
of knowing" at the Smithsonian, but also must
know whom else to rely on to get things done
in a proper and timely fashion. And each way
of knowing illuminates a different dimension
or sector of the Institution as a whole.
The mission of the Institution is specific yet
broad enough to engage a wide variety of
occupational perspectives, imaginations, and
aspirations. Indeed, the Smithsonian is part
government, part museum, university, and
business, and reflects the organizational culture of each. However, in talking with workers
in jobs such as security officer, transport
driver, metalworker, plasterer, and administrator, one often hears the same themes
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emerge: working at the Smithsonian means
doing a variety of tasks, or serving a variety of
needs, in ways that clearly contribute to the
functioning of the whole.
The Smithsonian is certainly not a perfect
place to work- like any work place, the
Institution has its share of personality conflicts, misguided plans, and other such ills.
But, at its best, it can be an extremely interesting place to work- and, as Marc Pachter
points out, a place where many people can
build a career niche unlike any other, anywhere. A place with some of the richest
resources for research in the world, but one
where a researcher, as Pam Henson observes,
may have to "make do" with sheer ingenuity,
like paleontologist G. Arthur Cooper. A place
where many people "grow up" in a career,
working for fifty or more years at the
Institution.
It has been a privilege to organize this
Festival program, coming to understand the
wonderful diversity and fascinating paradoxes
of working at the Smithsonian.

Suggested Reading
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Marjorie Hunt and Betty].
Belanus are educational
specialists at the Center for
Folklife Programs & Cultural
Studies, and co-curators of the
Working at the Smithsonian
program. They thank Peter
Seitel for sharing with them
his insights on occupational
folklife and the culture of
work at the Smithsonian.
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Smithsonian Culture: APersonal View

Marie Galloway, museum
specialist in the Elephant
House, began working as a
volunteer at the National Zoo.
As she explained, "The longer
I was around here, the more
it felt like everything I had
done in my life had prepared
me to come here."
Photo by Jessie Cohen, courtesy
National Zoological Park

my interests and training, the
task of helping the National
Portrait Gallery Commission
determine which individuals to
include in the telling of centuries of American history, and
that I couldn't believe I was
paid to do what I so enjoyed
doing.
In my native California, the
question you are often asked by
strangers is different: "What are
you into?" That's because in
that place, at least as I experienced it, one is defined more
by one's fascinations than by
one's job. It occurred to me as I
sat down to write this essay,
however, that my answer to the
California question and to the
Washington question is the
same, that my passions are
identical to my profession, and
that one of the things that marks the lives of
Marc Pachter
many of us in the Smithsonian community is
Washi gton, D. C., is a strange place to pursue that we have arrived at that happy juncture tHe many professions we at the Smithsonian
through various odd routes and what may
engage in. It is a city of politics, of journalism, seem to others odd interests.
and of the practice of the law, a place of "hard
There is an internal newspaper for the
issues" and of "policy wonks. " It is, above all, a Smithsonian family, The Torch, and as I
city which defines you by the job you hold.
roamed through its "profiles" of Smithsonian
Therefore, for the over twenty-one years I have staff to determine what shapes us as a community, time and again I ran across stories of
been at the Smithsonian and a resident of
Washington, I have been constantly chalemployees who found themselves in jobs that
were perfect "fits": the keeper of the five
lenged by the inevitable question, "What do
you do?" and the difficulty of answering it in a elephants in the National Zoo, who loved
animals but didn't want to be a vet; the textile
way comprehensible to this impatient city.
curator at the Cooper-Hewitt, National Design
For the fifteen years that I served as chief
Museum,
whose passion for textiles and parhistorian of the National Portrait Gallery,
which commemorates the achievements of
ticularly lace began in rural Pennsylvania at
age six with his grandmother's interest in
great Americans, I developed a ready answer:
needlework; the head of horticulture, who was
"I decide who shall live and who shall die in
fascinated with gardens all her life but "didn't
the memory of the Republic! " That usually
even know I could [work on them] for a
stopped people in their tracks. If they really
living. " There are others, too, in our diverse
turned out to want to know more, I went on
to say that I had a dream job for someone with community of over 6,000 (employed in and
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outside of Washington):
lawyers who didn't want a
classic law practice and put
their training to the service of
science, art, and history;
retailers who found a unique
satisfaction in selling objects
linked to the national collections through our shops; and
security specialists who
enjoyed the great responsibility of guarding national
treasures.
We're a motley group,
drawn here by very different
histories and tasks, and yet
unified by a sense of purpose.
There is no one way to get
here: no one's mother raises
him or her to be at the
Smithsonian, after all, because
one can't "expect" to get here
through predictable routes.
For each of us, it has been a matter of a chance
internship, the ad that catches one's eye,
making a pest of oneself with a curator,
delivering a passionate concern to the
Smithsonian and making some museum
director see its importance. It is the drive we
have in common, and the luck - always the
luck. And we are also joined by the goal not of
making money, which is more likely in the forprofit world, nor of making history, which we
leave to the politicians, activists, and generals,
but of holding on to what is important for our
generation and those of the future.
The more I think of what motivates us as a
community, the more I am convinced that we
are all, in one way or another, preservers and
conservers. Many of us are collectors (often
from childhood on), not only of objects, but of
specimens, of ideas, of events, of techniques,
of musical and oral traditions. When I was at
the Portrait Gallery (I am now an administrator in the Castle) , I characterized my
favorite project there, a videotaped series of
public interviews with notable Americans, as a
way "to cheat death," by which I meant a way
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to guarantee that the company of these wonderful people would continue to be available
to generations of Americans yet unborn. We're
all here involved somehow in "cheating" the
ravages of time and memory, of holding on to
what others might throw away, of preserving
or reconstituting what might otherwise corrode or disappear, of presenting and explaining and guarding and celebrating, and above
all, of trying to save it all.
If Americans are sometimes defined as only
present-oriented and residents of a throwaway society, then we are very strange
Americans indeed. Or maybe, better put, our
society has created in the Smithsonian, and
institutions like ours, a special place to
remember and to transmit knowledge across
the generations. We may do it through a
curator prowling a political convention for the
pins of defeated candidates, or a teacher at our
Anacostia Museum showing young people
how to collect in their own family and community, or a presenter of the traditions of
Maryland oyster shuckers at the Festival of
American Folklife on the National Mall. We
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Oyster shuckers from the Eastern
Shore of Maryland share their
expertise and knowledge with
visitors to the 7978 Festival of
American Folklife.
Photo by Fred Herter, courtesy
Smithsonian Institution

he Smithsonian

Edgar Perry (White Mountain
Apache) visits the National
Museum of the American Indian
to pass along his knowledge of
Apache culture to staff members,
including curator Cecille
Ganteaume. Perry explained the
significance of his visit: "We are
gathering the wealth of things
worth remembering."
Photo by Karen Furth, courtesy
National Museum of the American Indian

decision-makers. The entrepreneurs among us
feel that the Institution is reluctant to change,
and the traditionalists feel that what is valuable
and unique at the Smithsonian is under attack.
Some might say that much of this is true, in
different forms , of the cultures of all organizations. But what seems unique about the Smithsonian culture, and is the source of both what
is wonderful about it and also what creates
tension, is the fact that there is no one definition of who we are. Everyone within the
Institution, it seems, and many outside it have
positive associations with the Smithsonian and
tend to invest its high purpose with their own
goals, values, and hopes. We all have a personal notion of what the Institution is or could
be at its best and are perplexed when it disappoints us. So many among the staff know what
they could achieve if only they were left alone
certainly do it through the analysis of metals in to do it. Those who see the strength of the
our Conservation Analytical Observatory, or in Institution, its very essence, in the individual
museums, research centers, offices, and
the careful work of visual art restorers in
studios throughout the Institution, and in the
programs wonder at what seems to them a
perpetual impulse at the center to amalgamate
care our building staffs take in treating these
and generalize those specific strengths into an
wonderful old places as treasures themselves.
indeterminate whole. Others see the whole
These are among the many reasons to count
oneself lucky to be here. But having said that, I Smithsonian as greater than the sum of its
don't mean that everyone on staff is enthusiasparts and are convinced that the American
public treasures that whole above all.
tic about all aspects of the modem Smithsonian. Some of this is an inevitable consequence
The good news is that the ongoing debate
of its size and complexity. To hear our oldabout the Smithsonian is a debate about an
Institution that is valuable to its citizen-owners
timers tell it, there was more of a sense of
family in the period up to the 1960s, when
and to the staff which serves it. The question is
there were far fewer staff (about 900 in 1960)
not whether our mission is worthwhile but
only how better to fulfill it.
and more of them were occupied in similar
The Smithsonian is a repository for much of
pursuits, principally having to do with science.
what is important to our nation and to the
We have grown more bureaucratic and more
world, and it is a privilege to work here. Even
diverse in our tasks, our backgrounds, our
goals, and in the resources available to us.
if it is tough to explain what you do.
Some of us feel undervalued or undervalue the
work of our colleagues. Our scholars and our
Marc Pachter has been counselor to the Secretary
of the Smithsonian since 1994, with responsibilmanagers are often at loggerheads. The very
fact that the Smithsonian encompasses the
ities including oversight of electronic media issues
for the Institution, chairing the Smithsonian's
disciplines of science, art, and history means
that most of us have to reach to understand
150th anniversary, and facilitating international
interactions.
worlds we have never been trained in and, in
down moments, we may suspect that others
have the advantage in being understood by
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"A Challenge a Day": Pam Henson,
Smithsonian Institution Historian
Betty J. Bela nus
In her job at the Smithsonian,
Pam Henson has several titles:
historian in the Institutional
History Division of the
Smithsonian Archives, director
of the Institutional History
Division, and associate
director of the Office of Smithsonian Archives. But to many
people, Henson is simply the
Smithsonian encyclopedia.
Want to see what the
anthropology staff looked like
at the turn of the century?
Henson has a photo at her
fingertips. Curious about
some of the most interesting
characters associated with the
Institution? Henson will regale
you with stories. Fascinated by oral histories of
people who worked here for 50 or 60 years?
Henson can show you some of the 362
transcripts of taped interviews she and her
staff have completed over the past 22 years.
Part historian, part folklorist, part detective,
Pam Henson thrives on the challenges that a
career at the Smithsonian can produce.
Henson feels privileged to have interviewed a
wide variety of interesting retirees for an oral
history project begun under Secretary S. Dillon
Ripley in the 1970s. Ripley recognized that the
institutional memory represented by former
Smithsonian employees was remarkable and
too important to lose. "Someone in 1973 could
tell you what it was like when he came here in
1895," Henson points out. The first person
interviewed for the project, Charles Greeley
Abbott, had been working at the Smithsonian
at that time for 78 years! Henson has routinely
interviewed people who worked at the Institution for 50-60 years; many of them still come
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in every day on an emeritus or volunteer basis.
By these standards, she is a mere newcomer,
having only been here 22 years herself.
From her interviews, Henson has gained a
sense of why some people stay here so long:
"What we have here is exactly what they want
to do . There's enough freedom and enough
scope. Some of them started working here part
time when they were in high school - they
basically grew up here."
One of Henson's favorite stories came from
Watson Perrygo, former taxidermist at the
National Museum of Natural History.
When Zoo animals would die, the
Zoo would call the taxidermist and
say, "Come get the animal. " One
time Perrygo went up, and got this
big snake. It was in the winter, and
they had just put it in a bag. He
tossed [the bag] on the floor of the
front seat next to him. When the
heat came on, it turned out that the
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In 7990, Pam Henson got a taste
of the rigors of field research
during a visit to the Smithsonian
Tropical Research Institute in
Panama to interview scientists at
work. Here Norman Duke explains
the effects of an oil spill on a
mangrove community.
Photo courtesy .
Smithsonian Institution Archives

snake wasn't dead , it was hibernating. This thing started moving
around. He thought , "Well , I just
have to make it cold again." So he
turned off the engine, opened the
doors, let it get real cold in the car,
and the snake sort of settled back
down again. A cop came along, and
Perrygo said, "No problem, no problem, just having a little trouble with
the car." He didn't want to tell the
policeman what was happening. It
was a bitter cold day, but he drove
the rest of the way with the win-

In Brazil in 7933, Mary Agnes
Chase, curator in charge of
grasses at the United States
National Museum, adds to the
collection. Chase often traveled
alone in the field. At home, Chase
was an active suffragette, who
demonstrated in front of the
White House during the
Woodrow Wilson administration.
Photo courtesy
Smithsonian Institution Archives
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dows wide open and no heat on ,
chattering away a mile a minute.
When he got down here and called
up the Zoo, he laid them out in
lavender for giving him a live snake.
I think there were always things like
that, a challenge a day, on the job.
Henson meets some of the most interesting
Smithsonian employees through archival
research. For years, oral history interviewees
kept telling her, "Of course, you've heard of
Harrison Gray Dyar, or 'Digger' Dyar, as they
called him." She had heard stories of a notorious curator of butterflies and mosquitoes who
had two different families at the same time,
and dug extensive tunnels under both of the
neighborhoods he lived in. Henson admits, "I
thought this was sort of folklore hyperbole.
But, I was intrigued by it. " Gradually, she
began uncovering information about Dyar.
And she found that the stories about him were
"moderate" versions of Dyar's escapades.
Dyar (1866-1929), Henson discovered, did
have two families simultaneously, having
married a second wife under an assumed
name. One of the families lived near Dupont
Circle, the other virtually across the street
from what is now the Arts & Industries
Building. Legend had the tunnels connecting
the two homes (a distance of almost two
miles) , but, although they were dug 6 feet
deep and 6 feet across and extended hundreds
of feet in length, they apparently didn't have
any practical purpose. One tunnel went out
behind his home on 21st Street; the other led
from the back of his B Street house. According
to Henson, when Dyar finally came forward to
claim his handiwork (after the tunnels
collapsed, causing serious structural damage to
the streets above and a great deal of speculation as to their creator), he explained, "I
simply liked the smell of fresh earth. "
Through research in the Archives and oral
history interviews, Henson and her assistants
have begun to piece together the histories of
lesser-known groups of workers at the Smithsonian, such as early women and AfricanAmerican workers. The first woman employee,
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G. Arthur Cooper, an invertebrate
Jane Turner, worked at the Smithsonian in the explains. Helena Weiss was the registrar at
the Natural History Museum when the
1850s, soon after its founding. Henson has
paleontologist, works side by side
Hope Diamond arrived. Weiss told Henson with his wife Josephine, adedicated
tracked a number of women who had
successful careers at the Institution before this
that the diamond was delivered to the
volunteer who helped to prepare
museum through a rather unlikely method:
was common. "Which is not to say that
and sort specimens for many of his
women ever had it easy here, but they really
the U.S. Postal Service!
years
at the National Museum of
did blaze the way for a lot of other women."
According to Henson, the people who do
Natural History.
well at the Smithsonian are "the ones who
The first African-American employee was
Solomon Brown, who, like jane Turner, had a just don't give up. " In this category Henson Photo courtesy
white-collar job at the Institution in the 1850s. would place G. Arthur Cooper, retired
Smithsonian Institution Archives
As Henson says, "One of the interesting things invertebrate paleontologist,
to me is that in 1852 .. . you have a staff of
who was a master at "making
seven ... one of which is a woman who has a
do. " Henson tells this story
about him:
white-collar position, and one of which is an
African American, who also has a white-collar
He was showing me
position. And the laborer is Caucasian."
his photographic
apparatus, which is
Brown, a respected member of the community, worked at the Smithsonian for over 50
something that he
put together. He got
years. Henson's assistant, Terrica Gibson, has
different pieces of a
done extensive research on the history of
camera from differAfrican-American employees at the Institution.
Henson is also interested in the social lives of
ent people and constructed this thing
early employees. "People used to work on
Saturdays. You worked half a day and then you
himself. But it does
beautiful photograwent out to lunch and shopping when the big
phy. Then he prodepartment stores were the place to be." Many
ceeded to show me
Smithsonian staff members lived in Southwest
how he would take
Washington before it was developed, within
easy walking distance to their work. Where
a piece of film, and
block off five-sixths
L'Enfant Plaza is now were "just little row
houses." There was even a tennis court behind
of it, and take a picture of one of these
the Castle.
The Archives has an extensive collection of
fossil shells , and
photographs, and Henson keeps copies of
expose another area
and another area, so from one piece
Frank A. Taylor was hired as a
some of her favorites piled around her desk.
of film, he will get six photographs.
She often uses photos as props in her oral
laboratory apprentice at the
I said to him, "Well, why do you do
history interviews, and extends the collection
United States National Museum
that? " He looked at me and said,
even further by borrowing photos from her
in 1922. He went on to become
"Well , when I grew up here, we
interviewees to copy for the Archives. "You
the director of the National
can ask someone, 'What did you do in 1930?'
didn't have any money."
Museum of History and Techbut you're not going to get much response,"
For many Smithsonian curators, collecting
nology in 1958, and retired in
began at an extremely early age. "They didn't
she explains. "If you show them a picture of
what they were doing in 1930, the stories start just have a collection," marvels Henson, "they
1971 as director general of
had a museum." Fenner Chace, for example,
rolling. "
museums.
told Henson the following:
Which types of employees around the
Photo courtesy
My interest in museum work really
Institution have the best stories? Henson has
Smithsonian Institution Archives
found that registrars do. "It takes enormous
developed very early in my life,
when I was five or six .. .. We had
expertise to get an object here safely," she
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an extra room that
I used as a museum. . . . I even called
it the Wabsacook
Museum .... I furnished [it] ... with
secondhand showcases and so forth ,
filled with curios of
various kinds. I even
had labels printed
with the name of the
museum.
Henson has had some other
revelations about employees
during her work at the
Archives. While preparing for
interviews with an astrophysicist at the Smithsonian
Astrophysical Observatory in
Cambridge, Massachusetts,
Henson kept coming across
requisitions for computers.
"All this discussion of getting
computers and more computers. But they
seemed very cheap. The other thing I found
puzzling was often it was a personnel form
rather than for an object. .. . One day, I came
across this memo which listed the computers.
I realized that computers were people in the
1940s and '50s. These were people that you
hired, and they sat there with adding
machines and number-crunched for these
astronomers, for huge sets of calculations that
had to be done."
And then there was the Naked janitor. "That
is a photo that we found in the collection, and
there is also information about him in the files.
This Mr. Herron worked here as a janitor at
night but liked to work absolutely naked. He's
always been one of our more favorite
characters in the Archives. "
Clearly, Pam Henson enjoys her work.
When asked what working at the Smithsonian
means to her, she replies:
1

Joseph Herron, nicknamed the
"Naked Janitor" by Archives
staff, worked from 1866 to 1883
in what is now the Arts &
Industries Building.
Photo courtesy
Smithsonian Institution Archives

l

Even after 22 years, I still love coming to work every day. I've learned a
tremendous amount - I think I am
very lucky to do the sort of interviews that I do, because I think I've
learned a lot about life and coping
with life from other people, from
these older people, who really share
their wisdom with you. You also feel
this tremendous responsibility to the
public in everything you do, so I
think sometimes it's an intimidating
job, especially when you do things
for the public. But if you like challenges, which I do, it's been very
good.
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"Other Duties As Assigned"
Amy Ballard
About a year out of college in 1976, I came to
work! at the Smithsonian for James Goode, the
keeper of the Smithsonian Building. At that
time, eur office dealt exclusively with concerns
about the building: for example, preparing for
the visit of Queen Elizabeth II, purchasing a
piece of antique furniture , ordering carpet for
the Great Hall, taking care of barn owls. The
last job was clearly in the category "other
duties as assigned," often seen on Smithsonian
job descriptions.
Secretary S. Dillon Ripley, an ornithologist,
determined that a nest of barn owls in one of
the towers of the Castle would add a nineteenth-century ambience to the building. The
first pair of owls, brought to the Castle in
1971 and installed in the southwest tower,
flew the coop. Ripley arranged for a second
pair of owls to be delivered from the National
Zoo in 19 77. It fell to us to take care of them.
I was to feed them, a "very great honor and
responsibility," according to James Goode. I
would ascend career heights on a wooden
ladder to the nest, wearing a jumpsuit that
said "National Zoo Birds" and a motorcycle
helmet for protection in case the owls decided
to swoop down on me.
Four times a week the Zoo delivered the
owls' food - a dozen freshly electrocuted
white mice or six dead white rats - tastefully
placed in a black plastic sack, to our basement
office. Gathering my gear, I climbed the ladder
and threw open a trap door to the owls' nest.
Duties included cleaning up the remains of the
previous feeding, placing the fresh food in a
comer with some water, listening for sounds of
movement, and reporting on the general state
of owl life in a logbook.
I soon enlisted some volunteers - telling
them, of course, of the "very great honor."
Summer approached, and the heat and smell
became unbearable. I was relieved to become a
once-a-week feeder.
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In midsummer we were
rewarded with
the arrival of
several owlets.
The parents,
who had been
docile up to this
point, became
extremely protective, descending upon me and
pecking at my
helmet -covered
head. Terrified, I
hastily climbed
down the ladder
for the last time.
The brave
volunteers kept
feeding and
tracking the little
family. The Zoo
decided that the
time had come
to open the
tower window
and see if the
owls would
roost. After a few
returns to the
roost, the owl family beat a hasty retreat and
never came back again. So ended one of my
many adventures carrying out "other duties as
assigned. "

Amy Ballard is currently a historical preservation
specialist with the Smithsonian's Architectural
History and Historic Preservation Division.
Adapted from Cynthia R. Field, Richard E.
Stamm and Heather P. Ewing, The Castle, An
Illustrated History of the Smithsonian Building
(Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution Press,
1993). Used by permission of the publisher.
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Amy Ballard approaches her
charges with meal in hand.
Photo courtesy Smithsonian Institution
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The Eyes & Ears of the Smithsonian

When he retired in 7986,
the late Corporal Robert
Riley Harris, who was known
as "Railroad" around the Institution, had worked at the
Smithsonian for forty years.
Photo courtesy Smithsonian Institution

James I. Deutsch
~<;When

manuel Chase came home to WashingtoFl, D.C., in August 1970 after serving
Wiit the U.S. Marine Corps in Vietnam, he
w sin no rush to find a new job. "I was
twenty-one years old, and like most veterans
who have been discharged from the military,
you kind of want to exercise your freedom, "
he recalls. But after just one week of leisure,
his mother-in-law brought him back to reality.
"You're running up and down the street
having a good time, and you haven't given any
thought to taking care of your family." So,
feeling slightly guilty, Chase visited an employment office the next day, and learned that the
Smithsonian security force was hiring people
like himself under two legislative acts passed
by Congress in 1966 and 196 7 for the
readjustment of U.S. veterans. An interview
led to a job offer, and "ten days after I left
Vietnam, I was working for the Smithsonian
Institution. " Today he is the security manager
for the Quadrangle Building.
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Preston Herald, currently
security manager at the
National Air and Space
Museum, had a similar
experience. Discharged from
the U.S. Navy in October
1968, Herald intended to take
"a little vacation and draw
some unemployment. " But
after filling out the application
forms, Herald answered yes
when asked if he might be
interested in a job as a security
officer. "I got out of the Navy
on Wednesday and started at
the Smithsonian on Monday,
so I never got my vacation and I've been here ever since."
For veterans like Chase and
Herald, the transition from the
military to security work at
the Smithsonian went smoothly. "Almost all
military personnel at one point or another
have to do some type of security work,"
usually pulling guard duty on evenings or
weekends, explains Lawrence Chatman, who
served three years in the U.S. Army and is now
security manager at the National Museum of
American Art/Portrait Gallery. Making the
transition even easier was the fact that the
security force at the Smithsonian then was
organized just like the military. There were
"echelons of officer rank" starting with colonel,
all the way down through captain, lieutenant,
sergeant, corporal, and private first -class,
according to Dave Liston, currently training
officer for the Office of Protection Services,
which administers the security force at the
Smithsonian.
As in the military, each security shift began
with a roll-call formation and inspection of the
company, and continued with individual
assignments to patrol a specific post in one of
the Smithsonian buildings. "When you were
given an assignment, you knew that you had
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to remain there, and keep
ever surveillant
of what was going on
around you. Anything out
of the ordinary you had to
respond to," explains
Kenny Thomas, a Vietnam
veteran and currently an
inspector in Protection
Services. "That's basically
what the military taught
you," Thomas comments.
"When you guarded
something, you would
know the perimeters, and
you would remain there
until you were relieved."
Also as in the military,
the security staff at the
Smithsonian was
predominantly male. When
Martha Cavanaugh
(currently acting security
manager at the Hirshhorn
Museum) joined
Smithsonian Security in
1978 after three years in the U.S. Navy, she
expected her reception at the Smithsonian to
compare with her military experience. As the
only female on board her torpedo retriever,
Cavanaugh had encountered many sailors who
"did a lot of things to discourage me, to get
[me] off the ship, but I hung in there." The
difference at the Smithsonian, she found, was
that many of her fellow security officers "were
glad to see females coming to work."
Because of the preference mandated by
Congress for hiring U.S. veterans, nearly one
hundred percent of all new personnel in the
Smithsonian's security force had some military
experience. And these new employees brought
to their positions not only the discipline and
professional training they had learned in the
armed forces, but the principles of
camaraderie and esprit de corps. For those
outside this occupational group, however, the
image of security at the Smithsonian remained
stuck in the past. They "still were going
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toward the cliche of guard, that all we did was
guard" the objects in the museums, according
to james Wooten, currently assistant security
manager at the Air and Space Museum.
Similarly, Ron Colaprete, recently retired chief
of the Protection Division, observed that in the
mid-l970s, the attitude was that "if you're a
guard, you were seen as being lower than the
garbage collector. The security officers weren't
made to feel like they were part of the
museum. They felt like the museum was going
on around them, and they weren't part of
anything. " One of the important victories for
the security force was to revise their job
classification from "guard" to "security officer."
"Changing that one word gave the staff a little
bit more reason to respect us," maintained
Lieutenant Ray Sebulsky in the Quadrangle
Building.
The general attitude among security officers
today is that their job is primarily one of
"customer service," according to Lieutenant
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William Johnson, acting executive
security officer at the Museum
Support Center, started working at
the Smithsonian in March 7980.
Photo by Rick Vargas, courtesy
Smithsonian Institution
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Lieutenant Deborah Watkins,
who joined the security force of
the Smithsonian in 1982, thinks a
security officer may be the best
tour guide. "We read everything.
We know agallery and exhibit
inside and out, and I'm not just
talking alarms."
Photo by Rick Vargas, courtesy
Smithsonian Institution

William Adams at the Hirshhorn. With more
and more visitors to the Smithsonian, they
have to be prepared for a wide variety of
situations: safety hazards, lost children,
accidents and illnesses, shoplifters and pickpockets, celebrities and YIPs, persons with
disabilities trying to negotiate nineteenthcentury buildings, sophisticated networks of
alarms, special events after hours, and, of
course, question upon question.
Because they are so easily recognizable as
employees of the Smithsonian, security officers
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in uniform receive the brunt of queries from
the public, and must prepare themselves
accordingly. "Information is a byproduct of
our visibility," explains Al Smith, security
manager at the Arts & Industries Building,
"so you learn where things are, you learn what
people ask for most. " Not surprisingly, the
most frequently asked question is where the
restroom is, followed by various inquiries on
the location of the sales shop, the nearest
Metro station, the Hope Diamond (is it
jinxed?), and the moon rocks (are they real?).
As Lieutenant Deborah Watkins (who
served eight years in the U.S. Army and currently works in Protection Services Headquarters) puts it, there is "nothing more
embarrassing than to have kids come up to
you and ask 'What's that?' and you can't tell
them." Consequently, many security officers
spend time, both on and off the job, studying
the collections closely and trying to anticipate
questions from the public. William Adams, for
example, discovered that it takes at least a day
and a half to read every single label and examine every single artifact in just "one normalsize hall" in the American History and Natural
History museums, and "even then, you may
miss something. I've done any number of halls
that way. "
Other security officers try to specialize in
particular topics, such as William Gaghan at
the Freer Gallery of Art, who through reading,
conversations, and asking questions has
become somewhat of an authority on James
McNeill Whistler and the Peacock Room. "I
like Whistler's style and ambience," Gaghan
explains, and "when there are no docents
around, I'll give lectures on the Peacock Room
to the visitors myself." Other security officers
are accomplished artists themselves, such as
Charles Johnson at American Art/Portrait
Gallery and Eric Scott at the Renwick Gallery.
For them, working in an art museum can be
both a continual source of inspiration and a
challenge to improve. Johnson estimates that
on the job he has "had a chance to witness a
thousand techniques as far as art is concerned.
I've learned a lot [by being here] and am still
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learning." And Scott points out that while he
Support Center, "and [fifteen
Suggested Reading
sometimes wishes he could be painting instead years later] I'm still here. "
Barnett, Catherine. 1988. Mischief with Mummies: What's
of patrolling, he usually comes away with a
When asked what has kept
on the Minds ofThose Who Mind Our Art? Art & Antiques
desire to pursue his art more seriously.
him at the Smithsonian,
(September):66-71.
johnson explained. "The
Myron Curtis at American Art/Portrait
Security officers working at museums in New York, Boston,
Gallery has another special talent. He has
thing that really attracted my
Paris, and London share their thoughts on the works of art
developed a technique for identifying where
attention was the slogan of
that surround them.
international visitors hail from , by studying
the Smithsonian Institution,
their clothing and physical appearance, and
which is 'the increase and
Gardner, Paul. 1994. Quick, Which Way to the Restroom?
then he uses one of the twenty-two different
diffusion of knowledge
ARTnews 93:168-69.
foreign-language greetings he has memorized
among men. ' And I kept
ANew York reporter spends aday in uniform, working as a
to welcome them. Most of the time Curtis sur- looking at that slogan, and
security officer at the Whitney Museum of American Art, and
mises correctly. But when he guesses wrong,
then thought of all the
receives alesson in the demands of the job.
he quickly rectifies his mistake with an apolartifacts that you have
ogy in the correct language. "I don't want to
available to the public at all of Lewton, Val. 1975. Museum Security: Now You See It, Now
You Don't. Washington Review of the Arts 1:28-29.
cause any international incidents, no World
our facilities, and that is
War Threes. " Curtis also has compiled a book
actually what the Smithsonian An overview ofsecurity issues at the major museums in
of handy phrases in ten foreign languages for
is all about - the idea that
Washington, including acomparative rating of their "rip-off
other security officers to use on the job.
you can expand on
potential."
Perhaps above all else , the security force
knowledge just by working
Liston, David, ed. 1993. Museum Security and Protection: A
aims to be what some have termed "the eyes
here." In ways that james
Handbook for Cultural Heritage Institutions. London and
Smithson probably never
and ears of the Smithsonian." For instance,
New York: Routledge (in conjunction with the
james Kelly, security manager at the Museum
envisioned, William Johnson
International
Council of Museums).
Support Center, knows from firsthand exand the 600 other security
An authoritative volume, including contributions by
perience that most children get lost in the Air
officers working at the
Smithsonian personnel, that covers all major aspects of
and Space Museum almost as soon as they
Smithsonian today are trying
protection services.
enter the building. 'The family walks in
not only to protect the
together," Kelly explains, but while the parents knowledge that the Institution
suddenly stop to stare in awe at the planes
has already accumulated over the past 150
hanging high from the ceiling, "the kids just
years, but also to help the public make
keep on walking, looking at things at their
optimum use of those resources.
own eye level. " Likewise, Elease Hall, who
chose to stay for many years at the North Door james I. Deutsch teaches courses on American film
of American Art, and Harold Hancock,
and folklore in the American Studies Department
stationed at the South Door of Natural History, at George Washington University. He also has
were able to develop over time an intuitive
worked as a research consultant for the National
sense of their posts, which enabled them to
Council on the Aging and the Festival of American
quickly notice when anything went awry. "If
Folklife.
you've been doing something for so long,"
explains Hall, you develop a certain "instinct,"
you can tell if the visitors are coming in "to see
the museum, or whether they have other
things on their mind. "
Many security officers today have expressed
amazement that they have remained on the job
for so long. "My plan was only to be here
maybe a year or so ," declares William johnson,
acting executive officer at the Museum
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Smithsonian Voices: APhoto Essay
Betty J. Bel anus, Marjorie Hunt & Emily Botein

~I 1

{.,V

here can you find people who know

In preparation for the Working at the Smithsonian

how to care for an elephant (stuffed or

program, a corps of fieldworkers combed the

alive), measure the winds of Mars, move alocomotive,

Institution, interviewing awide variety of workers.

protect astamp worth a million dollars, hang an air-

This photo essay introduces you to just afew of the

plane from the ceiling, collect thousands of species

over 6,000 people who make the Smithsonian what it

of bugs from a rain forest canopy, authenticate an

is: a museum complex, research facility, and public

ancient Chinese bronze, and plan a research expedition program venue unlike any other in the world.
to the Arctic? At the Smithsonian Institution, of course.

Wade Stuart
Bus Driver
Anacostia Museum

'!J like working with the kids here in the
neighborhood. When I go to the neighborhood
schools over here, east of the Anacostia River,
you see a lot of appreciation from it."
InMay 1992, theAnacostiaMuseum got both a new bus and a new bus
driver, Wade Stuart. Stuart's job includes notjust shuttling visitors from the
Mall across the river to Anacostia, but orienting them to the neigborhood
and what they will see at the museum.
Photo by SharonPerry, courtesy Smithsonian Institution
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Polly Willman
Costume Conservator
National Museum of American History

"q here has been so much learning on the
job. It's an ongoing process- building on past
experience and innovating new ideas. That's
what I like best."
With an undergraduate degree in textile sciences and agraduate degree in
costume history and preservation Polly Willman combines her academic
background with her personal interest in sewing and design. As the
Smithsonian's senior conservator of costumes, her job involves caring not
only for the First Ladies' gowns, but for costumes throughout the Institution.
Photo by Doc Dougherty, courtesy Smithsonian Institution

Billy Turner
Welder Foreman
National Zoological Park

"Once I find out what the keepers' or the
curators' goals are, I actually attempt to
mentally place myself in their role, so I can
better help them achieve their needs. At times
we have to work in the cage ourselves, and you
want to secure it so you can do your work, too."
Billy Turner began working as a welder at the Zoo in 1968. As Turner
explains, at the Zoo, safety is central: "The way you weld something, and the
way you install something, it could be a life." He not only repairs cages, Jocks,
and other metalwork, but has even fit an elephant with a metal band to
secure its tusk.
Photo by Jessie Cohen, courtesy National Zoological Park
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Cornell Evans
Cabinetmaker
Arthur M. Sackler Gallery and Freer Gallery of Art

·!} like doing shows that give you an indication
of the ritual or the richness of the country which
we are exhibiting. That's what we're hoping
we've achieved."
Cornell Evans, a Washington native, began training in woodworking at Bell
Vocational School, followed by four years of trade school, with a focus on
cabinet and mill work. Since J975, he has upheld the exacting standards of
the cabinet shop, building everything from replicas of traditional Asian
furniture to an Indonesian pendopo (court pavilion).
Photo by Robb Harrell, courtesy Freer and Sackler Galleries

Jim Bruns
Director
National Postal Museum

"!J love to go out and visit with the public. I
like to talk to the public, and I like to sense what
they like and don't like, who they are and where
they are from. I do that every day. They're very
honest. When they don't like what they see,
they don't hold back, because they figure
they're paying for it."

Jim Bruns remembers coming to the Smithsonian to play on weekends when
his father, the late Frank Bruns, worked as curator of the philatelic collection.
In J984, after establishing a teaching and writing career, Bruns became the
first second-generation curator at the Smithsonian and later director of the
Postal Museum.
Photo by Rick Vargas, courtesy Smithsonian Institution
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Marty de Montano
Director, Resource Center
National Museum of the American Indian, New York City

"('[ hings have changed dramatically. In the
beginning, I was a one-person 'Indian
Information Center.' During that time, I would
see about 300 people in the Center. During the
last year, over 8,000 people have visited the
Heye's Resource Center."

Marty Kreipe de Montano, amember of the Prairie Band Potawatomi Indian
tribe, had been at the Heye Foundation since J983; it became part of the
National Museum of the American Indian in J990. She has developed the
Resource Center into amodel of interactive education and atraining ground
for young American Indians interested in museum interpretation.
Photo by Janine Jones, courtesy National Museum of the American Indian

Jimmy Carr &Harry Adams
Packing and Crating Specialists
Office of Exhibits Central

"We pack all sorts of things- paintings,
spiders, even a model of the Brooklyn Bridge!
It's always something different. They give us the
object, and no matter what it is, we scratch our
heads and come up with a safe way to do it!"
Jimmy Carr started out as alaborer at the Smithsonian in J974and learned
his crate-building skills on the job. He and his co-worker Harry Adams take
great pride in their finely made crates, which must be designed and
constructed to the highest standards in order to protect artifacts over many
years of travel.
Photo by Rick Vargas, courtesy Smithsonian Institution
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Bill Fitzhugh
Director, Arctic Studies Center
National Museum of Natural History

"!J see the Arctic Center as one of the leaders of
Bill Fitzhugh began his ownArcticresearchin Labrador, as anarcheologist,
and later turned hisattention to the interpretation of thevast collectionsof
Alaskan material cultureat theMuseum of Natural History. His workhas led
him to value his collaborationswith Native researchers. Hehasbeen
instrumental in establishing theSmithsonian's Arctic Studies Center in Alaska.

a new kind of museum anthropology. We work
directly with Native peoples who come to use our
collections. The ownership of these collections is
not just one of legal status. Its moral and ethical
status is much more complex."

Photo byMarc Bryan-Brown, ©1995

Cordelia Rose
Registrar
Cooper-Hewitt, National Design Museum

"Being a registrar satisfies the mothering
instinct in me. I have to make sure the right
object gets to the right place in the right
condition at the right time. It also means that I
can never go to an exhibition without wondering
how on earth they packed that flimsy
architectural model and got it here in one piece."
Cordelia Rose has held a variety of museum jobsin placesasfar-flung as
London andKenya. She became aregistrar at the Cooper-Hewitt in 1982 and
has written aphrase book for international couriers of museum objects,
drawing from her own experiences.
Photo by SheilaBote in
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Vichai Malikul
Scientific Illustrator
National Museum of Natural History

'/Jily goal is to be as detailed and precise as
possible. You need a dedicated hand to make it
complete. We don't exaggerate what nature
created. Our work is only a human attempt to
catch the beauty of nature."
Arenowned scientific illustrator of butterflies and moths, Vichai Malikul has
worked for the Smithsonian for nearly thirty years. His masterful drawings,
noted for their painstaking accuracy, rich detail, and subtle colors, are
invaluable research tools for the scientists who study these insects.
Photo by Rick Vargas, courtesy SmithsonianInstitution

Edie Mayo
Curator of Political History
National Museum of American History

'!J love collecting. Ilove it. It combines the
excitement of history with a kind of interaction
with people that I find exhilarating."
Edie Mayo started working at the Smithsonian in 1962. Acurator who
specializes in. women 5history and the study of civil rights movements, she
combines alove of collecting with adesire to convey important historical
concepts through exhibitions.
Photoby HughTalman, courtesy Smithsonian Institution
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Spencer Crew
Director
National Museum of American History

"What I like best about my jobis the
people- their passion for their work, their
excitement, their commitment to sharing
information with a larger world."
Spencer Crew came to the National Museum of American History in 1981,
and worked as ahistorian, curator, and deputy director, before becoming the
director in 1994. Hisgreatest challenges are creating an atmosphere where
quality work flourishes and fostering an open dialogue with the public about
the American experience.
Photo by Hugh Talman, courtesy Smithsonian Institution

Melanie Bond
Biologist
National Zoological Park

'!J will have my twenty-thirdanniversary in
July. One of the things that I have started
thinking about is what am I going to do when I
can't work here any more? When it is time to
retire, I'll be sitting out in the public area all day,
watching whoever is back heretakingcareof the
orangutans, making sure they are doing it right."

Melanie Bond, anative Washingtonian, was the third woman hired as a
keeper at the National Zoological Park. Melanie, who describes herselfasa
spokesperson for all orangutans, has worked with three generationsof
orangutans at the Zoo.
PhotobyJessieCohen, courtesy National Zoological Park
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Jon Coddington
Biologist
National Museum of Natural History

"q here are more species per cubic meter in
the Museum of Natural History than anywhere else
on earth. That's why we're amagnet for scientists
all over the world. You can come here and see life
on earth. That's our dream, that's our job."
Jon Coddington is a biologist who specializes in spiders and their behavior.
He conducts field research in many different parts of the world and is an
impassioned spokesperson for species diversity.
Photo by Chip Clark, courtesy National Museum of Natural History

Elease Hall
Security Officer
National Museum of American Art

E!ease Hall was one of the first women at the Smithsonian to become a
security officer. Before retiring in 1994, she spent twenty years stationed at
the North Door of the National Museum of American Art, greeting such
visitors as Washington, D.C., artist Jacob Kainen.

"When visitors come in, you make them
feel at home and tell them what's in the
museum, and they like that. You're nice, but
you're still firm. You learn how to deal with
people. People come in and you treat them with
respect, and they'll always respect you."

Photo by Gene Young, courtesy National Museum of American Art
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Volunteers
National Museum of Natural History

~!)cannot imagine not being able to work
here. My bad dream is that Gus comes in and
says, 'Ladies, I'm retiring.' It's become such a
part of our lives."
Adedicated group of volunteers isat the heart of archeologist Gus VanBeek's
laboratory, helping to reconstruct the massofpotsherdsfrom the excavation
of Tell Jemmeh in southwestern Israel. Pictured here, from left to right, are:
Elisabeth Craft, Rosemary Monagan, Betty Hayes, Maljorie Akins, Lee
Hitchcock, and Bebe Katims. Priscilla Williams, the "senior member" of the
group, has worked with VanBeek since 1972.

- Priscilla Williams

Photo by ChipClark, courtesy National Museum of Natural History

Peter Pipim
Education Specialist
National Museum of African Art

"Verbal communication/ to Africans/ is very
important. If the cultural message is said
properly, then it will stick in your head. The
audience will have learned, and will be able to
teach others what they've learned."
Originally fromGhana, Peter PipimcametotheUnited States in 1969 to
pursuea museum career. In 1976, hebegan working at theAfrican Art
Museum, thenlocatedon Capitol Hill. Heoften uses his skill as astoryteller to
give visitors a better understanding of African culture.
Photo by Rick Vargas, courtesy SmithsonianInstitution
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Jackie Dulaney
Administrative Officer

II

[jn the early days] it was just like a big

family. Everybody knew everybody, everybody
was friendly. Curators, if they got a new
specimen, would just stop by. Those kinds of
things really made it fun."
Jackie Dulaney came to Washington, D.C., from Indiana in 1943 to find a
secretarial job. In 1948, she was hired as an assistant at the National
Collection of Fine Arts, then housed in the Natural History Building. Thus
began a long and distinguished career in administration, including astint at
Folklife in the 1980s, that ended in retirement in 1993.
Photo by Jeff Tinsley, courtesy Smithsonian Institution

Jeff Goldstein
Astrophysicist
National Air and Space Museum

II

What's remarkable about the

Smithsonian is the idea of a public institution
dedicated to the increase and diffusion of
knowledge. We have the ability to bring to bear
the mind-set of the scientist, the historian, the
curator, and the educator on everything from
research to exhibitions to public programs."
An astrophysicist who studies planetary atmospheres, Jeff Goldstein 5
passion for his research is exceeded only by his desire to share his knowledge
with others, especially young people.
Photo by Edward Keating
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Sung Do ''Cheyenne" Kim
Orchid Specialist
Horticulture Services Division

:!J realized that my mission was clear - I had
to save the species here, because in this day and
age we have to have a species bank, an
organization to save all species- for the next
generation, not just keeping it for ourselves."
Cheyenne Kim, who was born inJapan, has been growing plants since he
was a child. After running his own greenhouse in Washington, D.C., he
cametowork at theSmithsonianas an orchidspecialist. His research has
takenhim toBrazilseveral times to consult withotherspecialists and to
collect specimens.
Photo by Laurie Minor-Penland. From: The Smithsonian: 150 Years of Adventure, Discovery
and Wonder by James Conaway, Smithsonian Books, ©1995.

Rick Vargas
Photographer
Office of Printing and Photographic Services

'You can be shooting diamonds in the
morning, roller skaters in the afternoon, and a
presidential reception in the evening, all in the
same day. You don't get that kind of variety
anywhere else."
Rick Vargas came to the Smithsonian in 1980, after studying photography
and art in his native New York City. He began as a library technician at the
Hirsh hom, but switched to a photography job as soon as he could. He enjoys
the variety ofpeopleheencounters in his job.
Photo by Sharon Perry, courtesy Smithsonian Institution
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Louis Purnell
Curator of Astronautics
National Air and Space Museum

'!J carried on my work, bucking head winds all
the time. But the work was so interesting that I
didn't look at the negative side of it. There were
times in the routine of my work that I felt kind
of guilty since I was having such a good time
and getting paid for it, too."

Louis Purnell took ajob as a museum guard in the late 1940s after returning
from World War II duty as an Air Force fighter pilot. He was interested in and
qualified for aposition as a museum specialist at Natural History. Later, he
became the first full-time Black curator at the newly formed Air and Space
Museum in 1967, retiring from his position in Astronautics in 1985.
Photo by Rick Vargas, courtesy Smithsonian Institution

Hugh Bennett
Painter
Office of Exhibits Central

"('{;he Smithsonian is asanctuary for
craftsmen -for people who sincerely care. It's
a place where high standards are expected,
where quality workmanship counts."
Hugh Bennett attributes his ability to work with his hands to his early
years growing up on his family's farm in New Jersey. Amaster painter,
he is admired for his skill as a faux finisher and his willingness to take on
new challenges.
Photo by Carolyn Thome, courtesy Office of Exhibits Central
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Riggers
Facilities, Planning and Management
National Museum of American History

"We've been together for a long time. We

The American History Museum 's team of rigger workers, affectionately
known asthe "Skull Crew," isresponsiblefor moving largeobjectsinto, out
of, and within the museum. The core group began as laborerstwenty years
ago. In 1981, they were sent asa group to rigging training in Florida. This
photo shows Steve Jones, Donald Phillips, and Andrew Goffney.
Photoby Erin Roth, courtesy SmithsonianInstitution

came up together as ateam. We grew as a
group. Some of the stuff we do could be
dangerous, and you could easily get hurt. So,
you really need to know the person, know his
every move, know him as aworker. You can
almost feel his next move."
-Steve Jones

Ellen Miles
Curator of Painting and Sculpture
National Portrait Gallery

'!J think portraits take aspecial kind of looking.
You have to realize, first, that a portrait depicts
an individual. Viewers often react to the person
before they take in the aesthetic aspects. I watch
people in the gallery look at the portraits, and
I'm fascinated by the ones they choose."
EllenMiles began herjobat theNational Portrait Gallery twenty-five years
ago as special assistant to the director, researching the availability of
portraits for thenew gallery. Shehas witnessed a great change in the
collection ofportraitsfor thegallery, such as the inclusion of more women
and minorities, whichreflects changes in theinterpretationof history.
Photo by Rick Vargas, courtesy Smithsonian Institution
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' abilities located n~ar all of the ~
1
Dance St~ge af11 :00 a.m., _
program areas on the Mall.
-, Wednesday, june 26th. Additional restroom nicilities ,..- Thereaf~r~ Festival hour-S are
'fn:e avaflable in each of the
I
~~ Y:OO a.m. to '5:3_9 p .m. daily, " I ,m~s~:-u~-b~ildings ~during Vi~it- ~With da9-ce parties from 5: 3 Q'- ing hqup--:._ """ ~ ~ -r- .:_- . "
r< ~{o 7:00 "P. every evening ,
Public 1telephones are1vail- /.
~ ~pd concerts fromJ:OO to
·able on_the_§ite, -opposite the
_9:00 p.ID.::__every evening except
~ational-Mus~ums~of American z
1
]\!_cy
4th.
_
·
~
/
History and Natural History,
\.
x
';-"1_
and in~ide the museums._ Festival Sales/ ~
"
\
T~aditional
Iowan
and
sc(uthern
lost
-~ndrotfnd/Lost
--~
I
7
. C!Jild_ren_and p_arents
foocf1s sQl~i. See the site-m~p -'
for locations.
/ ""/ Lost items may be turned in or
A variety of crafts, books,
retrieved at the -Volunteer Tent
;nd ·smithsonian Folkways \
ne;r the Administratio~rea at- recorciings related to t-he/ 1996--1lth Stre~~ near Madison' Drive. _
Festival are s'old in the FestiVal Lost 1amily member~ ~ay Be
/ Sal~ Shop ~n the'Mall-side
claimed the Vdlunte~r Tent ____
I lawT\_gf the -Natlonal Museum \ also.
~dvise pu~in~~a-pame
af A~eri~an History
tag-on youngsters~ - f . _ - -

" I "-

Services for Visitors with
\
Disabilities ~'~
\
T<D make the Festival more
accessible to visito~s who are --- ~
dJaf or h~rd' of hearing,; audio
loops are ,~stalk4 ill_th~rpain
.;music tent in the American ,
South and Iowa program ar~as. /
Three sign la[lguage --int.erpretets /
are on site every day of the
Festi;al. Check the prii).ted
I
/
--sch'edule and-sigps.for inter/
_p:reted programs. Oral inter:..
preters a!e a v_ailableJor indivi51uals if a request is Jl2:a,__de three
full day~ in advance. Call:(202)
28]-3417 (TH) br (2_02) 2~1- - '3424 (voice).
....,._"
Large-print copies of the "
I
- )
-P,aily sc-he~ule ~nd audi,o-cas\1
sette and Bra,ille versions of the
available at
program boo1<
Festival information kiosks and ~~ ~ -~
'
the Volunteer Tent.
-Wheelchairs ate available- at:- ~·
/
th~Volur;_teer T~nt. ;volunte~rs_
Press
/
Metro Stations - 1
are on call to "'assist wheelchair
1
\
Metro-trafns will be runbing. /
\~.is~ing ·members of the pres~
us~;s and guid>e visitors with 'should register at th_e PFess\Tent
eyery day/ (of the FestivaL The visu?l impairm~nts .11fere~re_a _
1
Festivql site is.eas,ly a{Zcessible .7! few d,isig~ted-IY.arking spaces ·'-~
on the Mall near Madison Drive
1
-/
and 12th_; Street.
from the Smith~on~an and /
for vi:sitors with disabilities _
_.~
Federal Triangl) stations on the... /-along hoth_MalLdrives. These
/
1
I
' First~Aid ... ,
Blue' anc! Orange Lines.
spaces have-thre~-ho_Gr time
I A first ard station is lo-cated_ 'restric:t-ions. 1
I
' !'
Dance
Par,ties~nd
~
near 'the Admi:nistr~tiOl} area oil ___ )Evening
---,.<"'
- '\ \;
I
I
the Mall at Madison Drive and / Concerts
1
)
12th Street.
\ Traditional dance music is
/
. \
1
pl_g.yed everyevening-from 5:30 ·
/ ·
...._
/
to 7:00p.m. Come dan,ce.
"/
/
E\iening concerts follow -- I I
from 7:00 to 9:00p.m.
/.L
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FE ST1 VAL IPA RTI c I PANTS .
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I ow a --_; Co m m u 11 it y Sty I e-

Dennis Keahna, Jr. , vocals - Tama
Rick Keahna, Sr., vpcals - Tamr -

\\

V~rlyn ~eahna,

~

)

vocals - Tarua
Everett is a recjpient oJ the 1993 National Heritage
Fellowship Award and is w~ll respected as a Meskwaki
\
singer.-'Fhe Meskwaki Singers accompany Ev~rett 6n
t-the drum. -!
/
--

Performance Traditions
I"--

'/

'I

'_

I '

BECKY &:. THE IVANHOE DUTCHMEN..___

/

BeckyLiv~rmore, ac~b{dloi};vocals- Cedar Rapids

)

Terry Ard, vocals/rrumpeJbanjo/guitar - Ely
~

/

Dan Davi~, trumpet/t~ombone/vocals _-Amana '- _ _,

\

- ~

1

-~

//

-----

THE KARL L. K'ING N(uNICIPAL BAND - I;ott Dodge')-

/ . / Keith Altemier
. .__
- Rod 6avies, tubafbass!horn- Mt. Vernon
~ Alan Bridge
/
-'-- · ~ Chuck Stastny :Urums - Yankton, South Dakota ~ \'
1 _
1
'
'Dan Cassady
Becky &? The Iva_nho..e
Duts:hmen perform Cze,chtand-.).Martin Crandell
Ge-rman polkas at' danceS..aiid_festivals thtoughout the
'/
..l--/
Harold Dean
/
I
Midwest.
1
/
.c
I I
. Me~ry Di(k . 1
/' "'-·
"') I
1
john:EriChson ·
Qslisy, Dell Benge, mandolin'/guitar - Wint~rset
!
..-1
-Gary Evans
Eddie Be~g;e, fiddle(banjo _- }Vin,t)rset1,
I
Dianna Hann~
Edd1e-and Dmsy...[)-ell play for square dances irt central
; ,
Lee Hood
1
Iowa-, with Daisy Dell ,calling. the dances.
/
Mary jane johnsOn -~ "
/
I
r\
- J
IngaLang
1
Kevin Burt, vocals -.-Cotalville
I
M_onte
Leichseming
_
\
Matt Panek , guitar '- Iowa City __./ ,
~-- , ( , --...
. .__ ;Kevin iS noted for his 2tr2ng tenor vbi;:e anCL Plays with r/ Valerie Mo)tring
\
(Stacie Nichols _-,I
1 , Ma,tt in the blues band, the Blues Instig~tors .
---':.
"'
_' Duane /Olson
\ \
I
THE DE.ER -CREEK QI,JARTET
,,
(Nancy/ Olson
Sid Rowfand, vocals - Wellm-an ·1
"
J Lynn Ringnalda J, __
1
Ray Benaer, vocals/banjo..--:- Kalona
Randy Ringnalda
\---.,.,
Luctta Rgpp, ,pia!rlofiOc~s - Wellman
- \ ..,
/
Roger Rirngnalda
1- / \
r
Doug.__Yoder, vocals - Kalona
--1Ryan Ring1Jfll4a
/.
I
/
/
!..,
The Deer Creek ~uartet sing~ four-part a Cappella har~Dop.na sd1ivet
1-'V
l:
monie~in a,Mennonite tr..-adition
influenced by .
Adam Schroeder
""
r
I
Southern gospB-l111usic.
,
__,A .
joe Seykora 1"~
<"'-,)
~
•
_ \
--!
, ,
1 Dav-id Swaroff
1
Guy D~C!_~inger, fiddlefguitar/banjo/dulcimer -' Iowa Ci~y ,. ---- ~ ' Harlan Van de Berg
·
\
Hanna Drollinger, fiddle - low~ City' I II }
Thts band )1~ been i-n- ~XlStenee for over-a century anc}
I
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Glendq_ Farrier, cowgirl poet;_; Atlantic ~
/

\

I

~

is l:utreritly chrecred byfReginald'Schive.
\

.. .___

~

/

\,

Dwight, the 'mayor of Onawa, i{ a Missour-i_; Valley-style
fiddler ~ho ha~ played with; Lloyd f9r oyer forty years._

\

/

FOOT-NOTES

)

Beth Hoven Ratto-; fiddle/vocals - Decorah
~ Bill ;Musser,

\

.

acoustic bass/vGcals - Decorah_

jon Ratto, guitar/vocals- Decorah
jim Skurdal, mandolin/vocals - Decorah

1

Foot-Notes performs a-variety of old-tiwe
Scandinavian-American dapce -music.
.

1

-

EVERE1T KAPAYOU AND THE MESKWAKI SINGERS
Eventt Kapayou, vocal~(hand drum - fama

/
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~
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LOUIS AND THE BLUES REVIEW
Louis McTizic, blues harmonid./vocals- Waterloo 1 J
Sam Cockhern, bass - Waterloo Toby Gole, keyboards- WaterLoo
Michael Flack , _slrums- Cedar Falls
Frank Howard, keyboards - Iowa Ci'ty
Barry Schneiderman, lead guitar- Cedar Falls
Etheleen Wright, _rhythm gu.itar/v'ocals - Waterloo
Louis and the Blues Review is a blues group from
Waterloo that plays ill a ''Lfiieago blues" style.
)

\

/

I

' Dwight Lamb, fiddle/button accorciion- Onawa
" Lloyd Sn6w, guitali -_Castana
1 --"

Glenda write~ an;d performs 4er own- poerry, which'?
re~ounts the experience of grbwing upJn rufal Iowa.

·

~

_))

-

The Drglli!:gers com; from a mBlti-gEfnerational family
__.o_f Iowa fiddlers.
---..
-

1;

I, .

_,

\
I

1
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FESTIVAL PARTICIPANTS

'birds, and is the proprietor of the Kerper Country _
Shelley Matney Bell, guitar/vocals -Dakota City, Nebraska
Store.
]aimee Haugen, guitqr/autoharp/Vocqts- Gilmore City __
Bill Metz, Amana tinsmith - Micl-dle Ama_!!a
Harley Matney, guitar - Dakotcr City, Nebraska \
Bill has been metalwor}dng since high school and began
Pam Ostapoff, vecals - Sioyx City
'\
tin-smithing fifteen yearsago with the Amana Arts
Guil~l.
-·
_
~
f..·
Chris Ramsey, guitar/vocals - Sioux ~ity
"
1
1
The Matney Sisters, often accompanied by their father
Marjorie Nejdl, Czech egg decorator -\ Cedar Rapids
Harley, a1;e a vocal 'quartet focusing on country and
Marge is a master egg decorator who learned her qaft
gospel music, and gre known f~r their a ~appella-har' from Czech relatives.
,\ / -,
'
\
1 momes.
·
Dominic and Sam Rizzuti, Italian orn~m~ntal ironworkers ,_
r_
Des Moines
Ernie Peniston, vocals- Mus-catine
.
.
-Born
/in
Italy,
Dorrlinic..fuund_
ed
the
A;tistic
Ornamental
I
]o~ Colli_ns, guitar- West Chicago, Ilfinoi?
)ron Woiks, wher~ he works with his sons and his
Ernie"and Joe perform ip;-a blues band, The Ernie
\ brothe.r Sam.
/
Peniston Band, throughout tht:iMidwest.
. _. :_
Rod .Sei(z, scrollsaw clock mak~r - Decorah
,...
"
/
I
/
\ ~
-\ ~
~Rod crafts b,ta~tifUl clocks using a variety of woods.
PSALMS ·
. )
- (
_Karma Sorensen, Danish needleworker- Kimballton
- Karma serves as th pO{)tmfstress in Elk Horn, in addi- _
Ronald Idague \ director!keyboards - COralville
Marcus Beets, drums ~ Cedar Rapids
_
tion !O doing tradi~ional Danish crafts, sucb: as h_ardan=ger and crocheting; and cooking Danish foods.\ /
. ' Allen Bell, vo~ls - Cedar R<!I?fds.~ / f ...___.
Sharilyn Bell, vocals - Cedar Rapids
john Sutcliffr,wo~dcarver/storytetkr- Audubon '
Mike -Cole, pocals- Cedar Rap!ds ~
J0hn reflects the life of southwestern Iowa in his caricaSandy Reed, vecal~ - Cedar RaW.ds
,tures and stories, rin- ~ddition/ to being a veterinarian.
Paul Tillman, vdcals - Cedar Rapids
1
c-:Caroline Trumpold, Amana quilter .,. Middle Amana
Psalms is an African-American gospel group that per- -.J - Caroline is a master quilter, a5 well -as acook and a
Jorms contemporary gospel music~
~
soD-g tnistress at her church ir{ the Amana Colonies.
1
)~
/
\v
/
- J?orothy Trumpold-(Amana rug h_o~king- Arii.ana 11 ~1 "
So us1-.ND~Sous - West Liberty..--Dorothy/learned weaving from_her grandfather on a
-\loom orought from Germany in_she early 1800s.
- · Adalber:!_o Solis, guitar/vocals
/ \
~ -Eugenio Solis, guitar/vocals
,
~
jean Adeline Wanatee, MeskwakiJingerweaver- Taina
/
Adeline practices the tradrtional Meskwaki art of finger- /
B?th, Adalberto ar(cf Eugenio were hprh in tM~xic,o ~nd
perform a variety of styles from the bord1r, includjng
weavin&...-m~ing designs for ceremonial and,dance cos1
1
"
'
•
tumes. ; ~ 1
_,-- corridos, rancheros, cumbias, and veracruzqnos. 1
1
/
I
1
I
1
.
~
'
i
~

THE MATNEY SISTERS

I

~

I

/

'---

/

-; Foodways Tritditi~ns

Craft Traditions

~

\.._

(

Annette Andersen,lJanish h~mdwgrk .tr(ditions - Kimballtoj:J.
Annette excels <h Danish papercutting, neediework, and
foodway_s traditions_.
/
I
Nadine Big' Bear, Meskwaki beadworl_zer - Moutour \
'Nadine is knoWn- for her beadwork used in Meskwaki ~
' ' ceremonial~a?ncing~costumes, a Graft she l~arped from
her mother.
,
t...
-:.~ '- Frances BreJtQn, quiltcr - Des Moines
~. .
r
Frances learned the c-1:aft at age-seven, a:od has been
quilting fo'r eighty-three years. /
'- ~
/
Maria Elizondo, quinceanera doll-maker- W~st Liberty \
Maria makes quirj.ceaf!.gra ·doll clOthing for the dolls
_,, given on a Mexican girl 1s fifteenth birthday, and ow,ns a
Mexican restaurant.
1
Choua 'and Sho-u~ Her, Hmong t-raditions- Osl_saloo$a /
A junior in college, Cboua prepares Hmong meals with
·-- her mother Shoua. Shoua was born in Laos and immi~
_grated _to Iowa with her husband in 1976. She has bee;
-:- _ practicing Hmong needle art since she y.ras seven.
Steve Kerper, duck decoy carver- New ViennaSteve is an avid 8uck hunter, carves wooden de-coy
r
-

/

I

/

,>c

-

_,..

I

(

_'

I

I

/

\ (
julie a]Jd Richard Anderson, butchering/meat_smokl_ng _
Stanhope
-. ,/ . .
~
,
Julie anc:!_ Richard own and 6perat1 the Stanhope ·
Loeker, a meat locker passed--do~ to Julie frof9._her
-· gJandfather.
,
_~
r
/
Loretta Hegeman and Elaine Kane, Dutch foodways.., Orange
/
· '/
City
Loretta an;l Elaine are sisters raised in a Dutch(*-.
Ameri_can family, where they learne-d family recipes
/ passed down for generations.
/ _.:,
/
Edward Nejdl, Czech baker- Cedar Rapid?
1
~dward SRfcia)izes in 8aking tradit}onal Czecl}_ pastries
such as l,zolache and apple strudel.
Bill Ohringer, Jewish foodways- West Des Moines
_ Bill OWllS and operates a·kosher delicatessen and pre/'"
:pares -m~-gy · tradit{onal Jewish dishes.
J
Eun·ce Stoen, Norwegian-food ways - Decorah
. __
Eunice is a-Eqok experienced-in the preparation of both
Norwegian and Iowan dishes.
'
jane Willie, cafe foodways - St. 91af
Jan~ owns, manages, and cooks-at the St. Olaf Tap, /
I

--
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FESTIVAL PARTICIPANTS
/

I

Kevin Moore, family physts:ian- Des Moines

wbit h is famous for "the world's largest breaded I,JOrk
tenderloin. "

I

Kevin is a family physician in Des Moines. ·

Leroy Morton, nE?wspaper writer - West Okoboji-

Occupational

Tr~ditions.

Leroy writes a wee-kly editorial for a Great Lakes newspaper under the peri name Isaas Okoboji.
William Beacom, towboat captain - Sioux City
Kent Rosenberg, insurance representative ;:Des Moines /
~ill has bee~ a towboat pllot on .the Missouri River for
Kent is a third-generat\op. insurance salesman.
·
nea-rly forty years.
Bob Smit.b./, 1trucker - Kirkvil\e,
.1
.
_
~velyn1 Birkby, radio homemaker ':. . Sidney
I
Bob is a truck driver for Barr~Nunn Tf?nsportation and
Evelyn was a radio home.ma~e~ for fol]ty-six y~ars at
trains other truck drivers .
/
· / ~ KMf\ in-Shenanct_9ah: and has also auth<6red ,t)lree
' Howard Lewis Titte-ringtdfii., seed salesman - Milford \
/
- books.
·
I
\
r,
Howard, who served as mayor of Milford for thirty-eight
Bruce Brock, auctioneer - LeMars
_.-'
years, is a· farmer and ·~ eed salesman for, Pioneef.
Bruce -is a champion aucth:me~r Who has been auctionThe Williams Family, farming- Villisca
_;..
ing for fourteen years .
~
- Bruce, Donna, arid their three children Abbey, Josh, and
jo1m._Burns,,insurance representative- West Des Moines \
' ) \.aron bree~ hogs on their 'fa.;,.m.) rt southwest Io'?/a.
r I John is associate manager of the_Des Moines Agency- of
/ (
-v
' The -erincipaTfinancial Group_,._
_
THE jOHN DEER'E ASSEMBLY
.__
Kevin Crim, caucus organizer .:" Grinnell
/
Art Abend,
senior marketing representative
in aftermarket
/
~
I
Ke-vin has been involved in precin~t c-aucuses since
'j- \ parts - Waverly
/ .
r1976. He went to the district convemion and from _
Lynn Arthur, patteny mak,e( --10ount Auburn
. . ._ _..
there w~ elected to th~ 'statp. platfor~ committee. ,
Mike Har:_kins)_rnanager of product in~1matiqn U'n d training'"" Alice and john Duccini, net Rilitting/clamming/comrpe...rcial
·, BucKi-ngham.
J '
1
/ _,
fishingDubuque
~
~
Mike
Lindamal'].,
market
-ing
representativeWaterloo .: _/
J
/
~
Ajjce and John-have both been involved in commercial -Ted Schaefer, tractor master- Waterloo
~ .
_·
~ .
, _ river fi£hing on he Mississippi since they were,young.
Mary SWehla , visitor:s' serVices coordii_!_ator - Waterloo
~
Terry Gholson, safety manager, Barr-Nunn Transportation :: · Steve Towlerton, senior marketing representative [_or 90-150
:.< 1
'
h orsep_
. ower
- t~ctors -"'...-u
- 1
/_
J
/ -Gr.anger
_
.
vvate"t:_JOO
.
Terry is an experiencea trucf< driver and has been._J.
These represent,tives from John Deere will dem ol!§trate . - ""
;.-, mimagg with .Barr.)Nunn for-three ye'ars. /"
...: ...---. tractor construction, equipment, and training skills ...x
1
.Ed: Hanes, boatbuilder - Clefr Lake
, ,
."''--'-'-/\
.
~,
.?
_
,
;
' /
,
/ Ed is a life-long boater, wh0se skills include ice-boatSports Trjlditions
:;
, ing, antique ooat re~~oratfon, 'and )laUtical WOOdcarv\ 1f , o.- ' . ~
~ \
) A/
\
I
ing.
-, , \/ -:--::s·
-- "
, ...- , , ]ody Maske / coach- Newell
Cher;yl ]ohnsoh, family physici<w - Neyv l-iberty 1
_
\
Case)L;Clark, player - Atlantic \
Cheryl enjoz: a fa_mify_IIJ-e~cine 12ractict_ in ~ral,and - -Linda Lappe, I2!ayJr- Morning Shln /
.l
urban Iowa. ·
,
A] Nels9f1-;--ylayer - Newell
Le~ KJine:_radio broadcaster- Des Moi"nes
Katie Sorrell, player- CrawfordSville_,
(ee has recently reu.red' after a long ancLdistinguished
Sara Stribe, pl?yer;- Carrol
"
'
-\
career as a f'arm br6adcast~r for WH9 Rad~. ""
C
jacque Vos-s, player- Carrol "
7
~"- -< Roger Krugmeier, tool and C\ie *or~er,- Loc;kridge
Christi Williams, player- Storm L\ke
..-" ~
1
_ ~ger has ~een a toolm~ker for-eighteen years and _is x_
This"'"girls~ba:sket-bal! team brings-1ogetha."'Derhbers, of, ~
~urrentl:y, a supE\rvisor With HON INDUSTRIES.
winning teams from the 996 Iowa S_tate Girls'
}ac~ ti'bbey, towboat captain..=- Lansing
Basketball
Champ~pnships
.
1
Jack has been a towboat captain on rhe Missfssippilor
-twentyy ears, and is skilled in-the areas of pilotifig and/ Food ConcesSions
~\
'I
river navigation
Amana Foods, -Inc.
-Matt Meagher, marketin& and puBlic relations,-Bar; -Nunn1
I
Transpmtation - Granger
'
\Iowa Machtne Shed
Mat-t works to raise the visibility of both the trucking
industry and Barr-Nunn througho-qt the state of I~wa
/
and the nation.
The Mehmen Family, farming - Plail}field_
Karmen, Stanley, an~ their thr~e children Kelst
K~rryann, and ·Kyle own a'nd operat~_ a farm and _are ,
inv olved in 4-H activities .
/
I

\
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MAGGIE LEWIS WARWICK WITH TILLMAN FRANKS' OlD TIME
SKEEJ;ER BRANDON &: HWY 61 - North CaroJjna
Skeey:r Brandon, vocals/keyboards
f·
LOUISIANA HAYRIDE)3AND - Shrevgport, Louisiana
Maggie Lewis Wqrwick, guitar/vocals
Chris Grant, bass
Armand Lenc~ek, guitars
Jimmy Day, lead guitar
Tillman Franks, acoustic bass
Kelly Pace, drums
(.
R_ysty Smith, trombone
" ~ / Paul Griffit_h, d!Ums
\
Wally West, tenor saxoph9ne
john Peck, fiddle
_
I
..Skeete_r and the bmd have toured internationally p}ayFelton Pruitt, steel guitar
""' _ ing "low cGuntry-blues," i blend of North Ca:rolina 1
Kenny Bill Stinson, Feyboards
.
blues, soul, and gospel. Born in .the piney woo<;ls of -~
The Louisiana Hayride, ~)ive radio inus!c show, was a
North Carolina, Ske~r began_singing at age six and 1
major launching-pad for \numerous countr.ymusic
favorites in the 191-.0s and 1950s. Original musiciqns
'-. ._
playing at age nine. After stints with his own b~nd at
reunite for the 'Festival to, sha-re stories and songs abC2._ut \ '
nineteen,· he played keyboards for Cl~rence Carter and
the Clh-Lites. Skeeter j9ined HMAY 61 in 1991. ,The
- that era and lhe impact of the show on American
"
music.
~
...
group
is named for 'the "blues highw_E.Y:' yv~ich runs L
7
'
/
from
New
Orueans through the'Mississtg,pi Delta and .
y
~ N~;,w CooN-cR_SEK GIRI,S
from M~mphis 1o St. Louis. 1
~
/1
/A
Dale.Ann Bradley,- guitar - Renfro Valley, Kentucky
I
· TREME BJ.ss BAND -'!\few Orleans, Louisiana
· Kathy Kuhn:, fiddle -White Cre7k, Tennessfe
Vicky Simtnq_.ns, bass- Berea, Kel).tucky
/
; · ! I Benny Jones, Sr., snare dru'm /
Andrews,L.:rumpet/vocal/
; Ramona Church Ta1.tor, banjo ? Wilkesbdro, North Car.Qlina --I ]ames
I
~
/
~~
Lionel Baptiste, bass drum/vocals
/
Grqnt~cl: pern;lis~on to -use this group name by.J)ly May
/
/
KirkJosepk, tuba
_...--.? - 1
ledf·en:lof the <;>riginal Coon Creek Girls, the New
'
Frederick)h:epherd, t 'rumpet/voc8Js \
"'
.C0on Creek Girls aJ.:,e rp.e;nbers of the Rs~ro Val~y. . .
_
Barn Dance, a broadcast tradition in central Kentufky
_ , Gregory VGgl,_t:romgpne.:..,
\
~
.
.
/I
... _
- since 1937.
The Treme"'Brass-band has deep roots l.n the mus1c and
"'
.
\
.
.
.
.
r
' -r
'-..!.
_...
culture of Treme, o\ne of New Orleans' oldest-neighborI
_..
I
/
/ hos>ds. It perlomis a unigueblend of h'0t jazz, mighty
Eddie Pe.nn1.ngt'()n - Princ;.~ton, Kantucky _
./
_ \
""-.
" ~ .
"
~
--;..
A premier thumS-style-gyltarist;--Eddie plays in a style
street parade_music?...and lusty rhythm· and-blues. Every \,
\
1
SatUrday they swing out from Donna's Bar <?;r Grill on
that orlginated inhi.s western Kerituclfy home ·area. The
_ Rampart ~j:reet across from Lollis Arm~trong-P~k. \The~ - ..-same area gives birt~ to-man)/of his songs about life in
- CQal mining communities. He is an org~nizer of the
~ can also be heard at jazz funerals and at second line
Legends Thumbpicking Weekend in Muhlenberg / 1 1 jJarad,es everiSunclay tn the falt
/
..-/
~
.
~Copnty, Kentucky, each yeqr. Eddie's children Rosebud
'-(
\
..._ ULAtl
Alcmzo are accompanying him to the Festival.
r
-Puf9- Fe Crescioni
1
·-. 1.

-

y

.....,

/

I

/

"

.

/

ana

"

-

(Do,Jtglas a_nd1Frankie Quimby - Brunswick, Ge~rgia ~
\

j ennifer KreisbetgScbni Moreno

/

The Quimbys' repeTtoire of centuries-old r;eorgia s~
t
Islanp song~ and g~mes 'is inspir~d by ~he work and
teachings-of the late Bessie jones. The hus'Qand and
rwife team sing -and teach work songs~ escape songs, and \ __;;r1
shou~s in English and Gullah. ~
\ .
1

,_

"

Arhold Richardson \ London, :Ken(uEky'

/

Arnold Richardson- ston~<::arver, flut~ maker, musician, and performer of traditional Indian narr~tives ___:
.~ - 'Yas born in Pennsylvania in 1938 to an Iroqu,G.is mother from Canada and a Sapon:VTuscarera father from
\
' North Carolina. H! describes the value in his 1c.arvingS:
"Working with traditional Indian stone, I identify with
the ma~eri.als as with rriy ancestors .'My subjects cop1e
through dreams and visions of old legends and t:I~adi, tional thought, Sculptures preserve the heritage, culture, dignity, and spirit of the Ihdia'n for future generations ."
\
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a capprula smgers Q.ave chosen a na!P-e wh1ch "
mimics the call of the woo~ tHrush. Their songs ary
( influenc~d-by trad\ tional indigenous and contemporary'
music of the Am'ericas. Ulali delivers a myst~cal and
sweeping. sound. Intet;:atwrtally refoghi~ed and cririca(Lly accl~imed, Ulali travels and perfor-ms thuoughout
Europe and the Americas at cultural festivals, confer__. ences, and 1conc'ert halls 1
~

/l

Craft Traditions "'
/

'\

David Allen,, cane carver - Homer, L.ouis.iana ./
Born. in Claiborne Parisn,- David sketches and carves
designs that priginate ih dreams. His 'wife Rosie, who is
accompanyi11g him to the Festival, enjoys qyilting;, a
skill she learned from h~r mother.
Monty q.nd Anna Branham, potters- Rock Hill, South
Carolina
Mo ty and ~nna are petters who teach pottery and

>
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f/

\--t_
/
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- I

other Catawba traditions in schopls and comil+unity
always assisted her as a dyer, usi-qg local_orgav-id ,p rodr
centers. Monty studies with mast~r potters whenever he~
ucts to proQ_uce the colorings. '
p_as \the opportunity_;_ Anna includes beadwork, regalia
Alvin and Trevle W.ood, basketmakers- Murfreesboro,
' Tennessee
" - /
making for powwows, and other performances among
her interests.
~
Trevle, a fourth::._-genetatioq basketmaker from
Nola Campbell, pdtter~ Rock Hill, South Caronna "'
~ Mmfreesboro, leart:J.ed to work with-oak as a yo_Q_ng/
1
A --Catawba Indian -lsorn and raised on the Catawqa
<j_lild. She he}ped heryarents make the egg baskets_that
x
Res~rvation, Nola was thirteen--.ye~s o}d when she \
~r- partial1y supported the family Her husband Alvin is
leaF-ned pottery from her sister-in-law Sne enjoys mak~
also a basketmaker. Tli'eir work has been featured in
ing functional pottery such as pitchers, bowls, and p0ts.
magazine articles ~md,b_ook~' ~d has achieved interna\/
Mdissa Darden , basket weaver- Chamnton-2.. Louisiana
- tional n~cognition . In 1993 the Wood~ were ask~d to
-II!.ak~ an ofnarp.ep.t for the White House Christmas tree:-Melissa lives on the--Ghitimacha Reservation in
- ChareJiltOn and leam),d bAr craft from her grandmoth- r
_
r
~
'
eJ's basketmaking cla~ses. 1Sik years ago ?heoegan weay- 1 F,oodway~ T1;adi~ions
\
ing baskets from river cane. Ernest Ihibodeaux, who '--.,.-- \
"'· \
~
t will accompany her, cuts ~nd collects r~.ver/cane that \
Larry Frey,Jood_: d5monstrati~ns- Euqic{\, Louisi~na \
· " __. . . .
_grow~ along the banks of--the regio~s rive'rs and c'!J).als
Larry was taught to coo~ by his mother and ug.de. His
1
:
' for tb-e baske~.\
\
familJ's business, the Mowata Store, sells his homemade
Mary jackson, basketmaker .- CJJ.arleston, South Carolina
\- ; sausage, boudin, cracklings, hogshead cheese, batoit,
Mary's wor~ has e_yolved from alcentu!jes-old tradition
and tasso.
_
"
~\
·1 -......
of ~nnowing a~d storage baskets to- a craftthat sue=_ ,
Julietta Garcel, food demonstrations- M\'\m~, -Fl9r~a ,_.
\
cessfujly incorporates traditional designs With~contel)l1_ •
julielta's _spe~iakies are Cuban-Ame.ri~a_p foods in_flu\ porary bas~et.-shapes. Traditionally.L-all membe~ of the
/ .:;enced byiY~ruba t-FaditionS.
_
:' ~
\ tamily are engaged i;r the craft, and ¥ary's" husb~nd
LuclJY Grissdte, food demonst-rations - Mountain View, ·
· Arkansas ·
.--- · .-_
Stoney conti:r:n~es this practice by gathering the needed /
, ~
Lucky loves csol<ing ~d c_arming on wobd-bu-rning
- , --m0t'erials froll). -~astal islaridp and mar~hlahds.
Eric Miller, potter - -Brent, Alabama
/
stoves. She was taught on them by her mother and
grandmother, has a wood-burning st0ye at home(
_Jric was eight years old when.:ne made- his first piece of
/
\ /
which s'!le calls her "summer;kitchen," and also has
pottery He is heir toa legacy Of knowledge and, skill
1
/ ,..,, co?ked on one four days a week at th~Ozark-Folk
/ passed do~ by foyr gene.r;atitms of potters. Like hiS
Center in Mountain View fo.r the past eleven years. \
fatner and grandfather. Eric's son Ste:ve makes function'as pitcherS, bowls, pots, _and jugs. L
Steve Orsak,
]ohn~y-Ka1lus and Larry Wietstruck, food-demonal pottery-such·
/
•
,
1
_,"' _strations. - Katy; Texas
~
",
~
MISS!SSIPPI CuuuAA'L CROSSJ-OADS (MCC) - Port.Jfibson, 1
"Steve, jo.hnny, and ~larry, sixth-generation Te~.ans, have
1
I_
·
-Mississippi
oeen a barbecue cooking team for twent~ years.._They .
. · -1
1
Essie Busk, quilter
~
""
corppete in fiV:e to_seven cook-offs annuaNy and wop
(
Paty:y Crosby, ~uilter
/
first place/in the----f993 Rm,1st?n Liyestock>Roaeo Cook\
1
Geraldine Nash, quiltex..
;
'""' \
off. Their specialties are beef brisket and Texas-sty)e /
(
(
Mary Ann Nol:ton., quilter
(
, _
r-_ gtimbo.
/'
"
:,1
/ ,
MCC¥,. is a seventeen-year-old organization fotfued tq
Sard WilSon, food demonstrations -"'st. Helena., South -~ __. give young peopre the-opportunity to explore the area'S
€arolina
/
.>._
/
'I
1
/fich cultural background. Programs include folk ar{s
Sara Wilson sprcializes in low:.~ountry cooking, which
residencie-s in lQcal schools, master Glasse~ theatrical
lin~s])¢e~ SoutMav<Srites witl).' Sea' Island ingredients.
t
;.groups~ and e'xh:ibits/on local history
Witl{ to_day's concerns for low-:fat foods, Sara is commit/
\
r~ \ ,
-'- '
ted to mor~h,ealthy att~ nutr~i9-nsJood preparation. Shir1ey !Vlotlow, patchwork clothing - -Baton Rouge, Loui2i~n<l-'"'.>Shirley learned to IDftke patchwork clothing and 'palGo_spel l~ng /
/
'-I
\
metto dolls f-rom her mother, ~ho;was- also a wofidefful
/
1 -1
THE CHAPLIERS
storyteller. Her father was a lay Il'1inister and wrestled
alligator; 1!_l the tourist industry.
,·
--Dnion Chapel Baptist church- ~erhbrojze, NQrth Carolina
~--... Donnie Tolson, biblical carv~r - Win~hester, Kentucky 1
--R-ev. Jimmy Strickland, minJ?ter
/_,-\ ..._
Vnder the. tutelage of his father Edgar:. Tolson, one ;f
, (
•
'
1
America's best-known woodcarvers, D6nnie Tolson.
PROS'PECT UNITED ,METHODIST CHURCH Cl<forR- Maxton, North
beg;:J.rr woodcatving pmfessibnally,in l979;8.t the age /oL
C~rqlina ·
/
twenty Much of Donnie's' work is inspired by B-ible stoRev. Bill james Locklear, minist~r
I
_ nes<,.as/his Jather's was. I-f.e a1so carves walking~~hcks.
Harold Decsn jacobs, diatonal ministe\
Elsie- Jrivette, rug maker - Ziogsville, North, Cat oliha
/
(
/
Elsie began making rugs~e~ she was fourteen /to sup- '\/
~(
_plement the ~;?ily ircome. 'Her paughter Lena has
I
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THE SPIRITUAL TONES __
,
_Weepfng Mary Full GosperBa__ptist Church -_Sal~bury,
Maryland
.-•
Rev. Henson F Brooks, pastor 1

Stephen Van Dyk
-

Amanda Young
] ames Zimbelman

Freer Gallery of
/
Art/Arthur M. Sackler
-"' /
Gailery

-,

Rev Russell Campars, Sr.
Timothy Waters,_II, manager

~ational

Air and
Museum/
/ Garber Facility/
Silver Hill /
~~_pace

. r

J eff~y Baxter
1
~ J ohri Bradley
Thomas Chase
Gail Everson
r I ' WJ::SLEY Ta;{pLE._
GOSPEL CHOIE.' Scott Coleman
Steve Hemlin
Unite-d Methodist Church - SalisburY. Marrland ./ Louise Cptt,
Stacey Kluck
Tamura Moore
Rev. Grant Johnson, minister t /
Vidya Dehejia -- James O~kley .-r
Diane West, choir director
Cornelf Evans \
::- Richard Si~ay il_
Mary Winder, pianist ·
"
Richard Franklin )
1
Martin White
. . __
janet Ames, presiderh ahd ousin.eisma:ry;tger_
Colle~nr Hennessey _j
/
I
I
"
r
James
Horrocks
/
..__
~
I
-'
/
~ r
..._
Craig Korr
"_ Nati@nal-Museum of
1
WHITE HIL-tS FREE WILL BAPTIST CHVlfH CHOIR - M;axtoh,
Thomas Lentz
,~African Art ' . . _ .-:--\
_ - North Carolina
~ _ '_
, r ""'- :' _~
~
Lucia· Pierce - \
~ Leasa Farrar-Frazer -~
- Rev. jelry IiJcklear, rpil}ister
/
~~
Patrick Sears
1 ~ (:hr~traud Geary ·
(E_4qie Garter, m~sic-direaor >:t
\_" Richard: Skinner
r; A1an Knezevich .-r - v
1
1 ·
~ Francis Smith
./ Edward L}fscmtz
,__ - · --Food Concessions
\ 1'
./_ Jame.§ Smith
\
Steve
Mellor
<
1
1
\
x:
_ " ·
_.,
___ Martqa Smith
\
Dana Moffett
1 "...
. . __ \ - Chuck's Barbecue
_ /
"'/ -- Peter Pipim
\ ~
"'• 1Me-a15_from the Heart, Inc. 1
/
1Hirsh11orn~Museum y - Roslyn WalkeFI

)
-:--...'"'

/-

\
(

)

(

-\

1

1

/

-

--

· -. r- · - ,

-

~~~ s-culpture Garden

"

~

·\

W1lhamAcfams
Leland'Aks
"1 _ Sidney Lawrence
/ Christopher Wilson , 1 -

W~-~ k fn g~a t t h ~ S rh i t i;ts
o J1 i ~ n
'
_ ~
1

- - /

I

,

r -

.

~

r

\ - \::.- ~
Natiohal Museum of"
AI!).eJ:ican Art

.

Fern Bleckner
Andrew Connors
Ann Creager "

'--.--:

~ --- /__,

\,

'-

Working al'the Smithsontan isa prQgram of tlie " '\,- M l ' ) - ~ .
lSO~~anniver~/ary of the Srrrithsonia~I~sfitutio~ c~~~e~m Supp~ \ / ~~~~:~~H~~ae~~~
_ Employees from throughout the InstltuttQn,~s
:Vince Wilcox ,, '
Mar._tin Kotler -'--·
1
;:
we~~s retirels, fo~~er e~ployefs; and ~lun~
/ _::_ . - \ ~.;:, -'~- ·'
~ _Kate Maynor J <
1,
teers.,_ helped to make this -program possible by
National A:u and
/ Jolin-Reuter
. -/
""'
Space
Museum
John
Zelen~~
I
sharing their exp-er~nces and 1offering their.-vast
Marl{-BaJiner
~
/
\
""' k-i1owledge:- Proquction deadlines 'pr:even; us from
J3ruce Campbell
National Museum of'-?
ackh9wteaging the 'C0ntribution of eV-e-r:yone-who
~eoffreyCh7ster ---/
\
AmericanrArt/
/
/ /
· • ./ " ' .:r-::
h' 1 . L d - d ' .
,..f
.Tan Gooke 1,
RenwicK Gallery
partlS_!pateu 1n t e p a~n1.__ng an · pro uctlon o ~·
Robert Cradaocl<"- .
"" JeremyA-dam5'on
1
-this""program. \
,_. Thomas Crmich / 1/ ~
Allen Bas.s{n'g
-' /
/

\

~

.~-.,

-

1.

!\ ~ /

:I

'- I

1

-"'

Michael Fetters \
/
Ran Bishop
- Louis ~FleJ?ing _ /
National Museum of
----Harold D~rVAn
D£Lvid--Erhardt /
Frank Florentine. :__ A~rican Histciry
7
Robert'HanMartha 'Goodway
Je:ff Goldstein
" / Peter Albritton '
-Portii}arnes-1
_~ Carol yrissom
"
M~ry H~nderson ~_ Richard 'Barden S~e Newsome
\ - Marion Mecklenburg ;___
Gary Houston ·
_ ....:- Howard Bass .-Sharon Reirtckens
Charles T~os_a I
Patricia J~cobberger-Jellison ./ jeanne Bena:s
~.....
Wade Stuart- -,
Noreen /Tuross
William Jacobs ·
Dwight Bowers ' __ ,
/ __ -/
~ Dianne V~ Der Reyden
Pete-r Jakab
Harold Closter
0
. .C-inter for F~lkllfe _,
Pam Vandiver
/, Andrew Johnston '
Ca~illa Clough _
1
Programs'& Cultural
Lamberrus van Zelst
't
Melissa Ke.iser ·
'-- Terry Conable '
Studies l ~ \
Melvin Wachowiak
Cathleen Lewis
Spencer't:rew
Karin Hayes
Don Williams '
Kim Martin
Pete Daniel
2-, ,_. :.
)
-. .
\-Ted Maxwell
Smita Dutta
/
Richard Kurin
Reynald Searles
--.
Cooper-Hewitt,
- Helen McMahon
Bernard Finn ~
Anthony Seeger
\~
~ National Design
_ Valerie Neal
dane Gamble
Kenn Shrac:ler
Museum
, David -Paper
r'Mario-nrGill
Dominjck Pisan0
Hank Grasso
Konstanze Bachmann \
Co.nservation ~., Joanne Kosada-Warner
David Romanowski
.£
John liasse
Analytical Laboratory
Barbara Livenstein
·Rosemary Steinat
1 Ellen Hughes
I
}4ary Baker
-~_ordelia Rose
Priscilla Strain
=- Reuben Jackson
Harriet Beaubien
\
Alfred Simon
Suvinee Vantchkachorn
Stephen Jones
--.--

1

---...

"
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-
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/_ *nacosti~\Museum -·\
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Claudia Kidwell
Vicki Funk
1
National Postal
Office ·of
.
Carolyn Long
}ames Glenn '
Museum _,
" Architectural History
Edith Mayo
Frank Greenwell
Wendy Aibel-Weiss
and_ijistoric
Charles Handley
Charl~ McGovern
jim Bruns
Preservation
Susan Myers
Greta Hanson
Linda Edquist
Amy Ballard
Stan Nelson
DonHarvey
)'Janey Pope
Cynthia Field
Scott- Odell
B~tty Hays
Daisy Ridgway Michael Hendron
Donald Phillips
Gary Hevel
· Reter. Muldoon
\
Beth Richwine Lee Hitchcock
National Zoological ~- Richard jtamm
Ann Rossilli / ---yl 1
Elain,e Badges
'Rark' / /
---,
Rodris Roth
" Jake HOmiak
- Jonathan Ballou
Office of the
I . .,__ Ed Ryan
\
Debor-ah Hull-Walski
~enjamin Beck
Comptroller
Anne Serio
/' Ad"Fienne Kaeppler
]u<;lith 1;3lock
Bianchard White
r Tony SkOwron
Bebe Katims
l
-Melanie Rand
I I
Barbara Clark Smith
"'
Thorn~ Killion
Daryl Boness ../
Office
of
Design
and
·---/ Lonn Taylor
~
Victor Krantz '
Johnn)LBr9~
· t·
Construction
....
Tom Tearman
Conrad Labandeira
Wayne Calleniter
Justin Estoque
.r \
)!
Suzanne Thomassef\-Krauss
Roxie LaylDour~
Richatd Cambre'
~'Stef>hen Loring,~~
David Todd
Office
of
Larry Collins
'>
-~ Jim yfeav,e f ~ _
Sally ~ove
' /1
r
Robert Davis
Environmental
IVichai Malikul/ Polly Willman ;~
/:::Lynn Dolnick
Management and
/
Bill WithuHn
~
C~rolyn Margolis '
Chuck Fillab
\ Safet\'
1
ROy_ MGDiarmi
':-- Omar Wynn
/
· Walter · ailey
Jim Fitzpatrick
1
_William Yeingst
!::aura McKie \. ;::..
--. , Robert Fleischer
/
/
;\
, Rosemary Monagan
Marie Galloway
Office of Exhibits
I
·National Museum o{
Keiko Moore . . . ,
Edwin- Gould.
Central
0
the American Indian_ ,D~ ~icplson __ / Rosce~~ Harper
Harry Adams_Kathleen Ash-Milby -._ ~, Beth 'Norden
r
\
'Eugene Hicks
S!Jsan Arshack
Eulalie Bonar ·
, \
Doug Owsley
'
RicKHider
.LNina Awka(<;l-Ca2ers/
Douglas-Evelyn
Lynne Parent!
Hugh"Benn:e'tt 1
Robert Hoage _
l-:~ Andrea Hanley
\ David Pawson
Carl]acksQD " __
Mary Bird / · . /
Cha-Flotte Heth
. Glenn R::g;kiri.
David Jenkins
Harold Campbell
....- Gear~ Horsecapture
../ Clyde-Roper
P~ggy jehnS-Shiflett
,r
James Carr
Marty Kreipe De Montano ~
Tim Rose
/ ~avid Kessler-Diana Cohen ,
(
Mary JaneLenz
Molly Ryan
r ---Daniel-:fielding
De\Tra Klei.mart
Sco,tt Merrill
.../
Mary Sangrey
John Lehnhardt
~ Seth Frankel
-\ \
Tirn Ramsey
Joanna Scherer
,
,Mike rt~@ley .- ~""~\
Kathy Lehnhardt
__- 'Aly~e Sado!lgei
Margaret_~chwe1tz5r
.--Jim Machuga
_ ~ 'Veronica Jenkins
I 1"'-Tap.ya Thrasher
Lorend-Selim
" \Dale M;rrcellin:2
George Johnson
\ !"
1
__
Rita Sharon ,
Jim Volkert
/ --: Bruce-,Miller
I
Paula Kaufman
Rick West
f '
Bryan Sieling '
~ Harry ¥fl1er
' -=Mike Kelton
Sonya Wolf
Theresa_Singlet6n
Richard Kilday
~'Chard Mo~t~i
-" ./\
-~ ,
Bruce Smith _
Lmda Mpore
Tina Lynch:..Safreed
National Mdseum of --/ Dennis -Stanford -/ ~~Mike O'Brien · ,
Eve Maclntyr:e
Natural History --- William Stur\evant
ReedI Martin1_:
0 lav
Oftedal .
"'
1
'r
.
Marjort,e Akins ---Alice Tangerini
.
Ala n Pet rs j._'____
.~ Rolanalo Mayen
JoaUyn Archambault Pahl Tnylor
(
Lora Moran-Collins
~ Charles ~ick~tt \
1
I \
Mary Jo Arnoldi
/ 1
"Thomas T-hill
Earl Piukney - ,
Carol Arme Otto
Carafe Baldwin
Richard Thonngtori
· Scott Posey ( " /,
Ri'ck_Pelasara
/
1
Maria Balla,ntyne \
Gus Van Beek
I
Miles Roberts '
r
Robert Perantoni /
Deborah Bell \
Georg~Venable
Mike Schwartz
1 George Qyist
Mike Braun
Michael Wise
Prince Seabron'
Rosemary Regan
Matthew Cane
Priscilla Williams ·
- _.., ·E;hris Reinecke
_- John SeidenstiGker
J9nathan c;oddington ~
-5tal).ley Yankowski
Miles Simmons
Carol-Reuter
Margaret Collins \.
1 Ellis Yod;elson
L'isa
Stevens
~
·
James
Reuter .
\.,..
\ Elisabeth Craft
Melinda Zeder
/ Pam RhyTn.er~Ben/Turner '
___Don Davis
, Liz Zimmer
, John Siske
~-;
Billy Turnef
Elizabeth Dietrich
Robi11.._Vas'a -~
·
Li.z Small1'
Carla Dove
~
N~tfonal Portrah
~ Louis "Trooper" Walsh
Tim Smith
Gallery ' · ~ -Chisato Dubreuil
Stuart Wells /
;
Spsan Smith-Pinelo
//
David Dubreuil
Amy. Henderson
/ Carolyn Thome
Christen Werptr~r '"'
Nate Erwin. /
-Ellen MitesCarl Wheatley ,
Anthony Valentine ~atalie Firnhabet
· Qhuck Wbolf ~
William
Walton
1
Richard Fiske
-Eric Washington
Bill Xanterr
I
/
William Fitzhugh
Mary Wiedeman l
/
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Dwight Wilson
Debbie Yang
Rachel Young
jon Zastrow

SeanjQnes
I
Sung Kim
Patrick Larkin
Meyer Laskin
Joel Lemp
Office of/ the General
Paul Lindell
1
Counsel
Derrell Lyles
Vincenzo Marinucci
Lauryn Grant
\ ~
- Robert Marshall
Office of Government
Paula McCloskey
Relations /
_ Christopher McGill, .Sr.
Pablita Abeyta
·
Patri'ck Miller
Lauranne Nash
_...
Manuel Melendez
r
\ Debra Nauta-Rodric_ulez
Rpbert Nich,0lsori r ( Office of Health
Servic~s
~..Donnie Pierce
-- -Pat Ponton ~---....
Avelina Rose
1:
Anne, Shepatd
, _ '-~on Prady
_J
Sharon St-{:iker
· -'~ RIChard Price
-Rosa Proctor ~ /
Juanita Tutt
~/,
Michael Riordan
Office of Human
, Ardell Robinson
~ Jeff Schneider
Resourc~s
~Monte- Cones Anthony ?mith
T
,K~ren Swanson\
c
Office of International Ted Tieff "
_Relations
Sally Tomlinson
Francine 1BerkowitZJ
Teddy Villapjtndo
Leon~d Hirsch
Howard ~ink _
Tom JVinston
Office of Physical
Holly Wright

/

/.

Plant

Nancy Bechtol
Torvt Blair
joseph Brice
Thomas Brown
Robert Bu~gess
--- ·Thomas Cacciator~
§~gory "'C arpenterjames Clark
Ron Coombs
Francis Cooper
JuQ.ie Cooper
~ Jesse Cox
Greg Culler
Bob Davis
/ Victoria Di Bella
John Dicker~on ~
Kurt Donaldson -- .
Randy Dudley
~
Ray Dudley
Jerry Estep ,..
Barbara Faust
Deborah Ferris
Oon Grambling
Dennis Greive
Barry Gullixon
Mark Hardin
Shelly Harlan
Stanley Hilton ·
Thomas Hollister '
Young Ok Hong
Walter Howell
Meredith Hubel
Donald J ohns9n
I

\

/

I

0-ffice of Planning
and Budget ---_,
Margaret Gaynor --

/

Fr;ank Navarro
Antonio Quintos
Eric Scott
Ray Sebulskj
Adolph Smith
Kenneth Thomas
Deborah Watkins
Ricardo Williams
james Wo__9ten -

-

/

Barbara Smith
Valerie Wheat
Marca Woodhams

Smithsonian
Institution Press
Frances Rowsell
....._

O(fice of the Provost

Wilton Dillon ~
Mary Lynne McElroy
~ichael Lang
/ Mary Tanner

'--

I

'

-:~

Office of Special

Events~ncf

Stanley Rand ""
Raineldq Urriola ---:-

1

Conference Services
Ted Anderson / , / -

Office ofWider
Audience
/
Development
~Marshall

I "

r

I

J.

j

Carol Ailes ,
Judy Petroski

/
1
A

~

Wong

/-

Travel Services -Office

'-/

___

'-.

/

-__; Visitor Information
- and Associates'
Reception Center
Richara Anders-on
Greta ~own
Roberta Buchanan
Sheila Harris
..- Judy.!eterman {
Mary Grac~ Potter
" Katherine Ridg7ly
Louise Steel<;
Gilmer Vanpoole
'
\

__. I

I

I

\

/

/

/

\

--pormer and Retirea

I

rSmithsoni~n Workers
Ren~e-Altman /
Bruce BeeQ.ler
I
\
_t.. 0 1 Clark
', jackie Dulaney
--J
Maria Christina Garcia
.Elaine Gurian __..
I
/
Donald LoRez
Jeffrey La Riche
David McFaddin
' Louis-Purnell
I
Margaret ~antiago
Steptoe Wren
Agnes Yore

Smithsonian
Environmental
Researcli Center

David Correll ,
B'ert Drake ~,
Cabdy Feller
. . _ Mark Haddon
, Anson Hines ----- 1
Thoq:.as Jordan
James Lynch
Patrick Neale
/ Geoffrey Parker
Greg Ruiz
Richard Smucker

Smithsonian
"
Institution Librarie~
Martin Kalfatovic
SJierry Kelley
Nancy Matthews
Rhoda Ratner
/

.\

I

1

I

I

) ,

/

sn{itrysonian Tropical
Reseaith lns~itute --

,<--- Smithsonian
Astrophysical V
\ Observatory

Williarrt Adams
~
Paul Blairl
Carvester Boot-h
_Martha Cavanaugh rEmanuel Cnase
Lawrence Chat:man '
Ronald Colqprete "'-/ /
Myron Curtis
.-William Gaghan
· Elease Hall
Harold Hancock
Preston Herald
Charles johnson
Williamjohnson
J arne$ Kelly
·
William La~siter
Dave Liston jerome Luczak
Peter MacKessy
Henry McF<0den

/

Russ1Greenberg

I

Services ~\-

-

Smithsonian
--- ~igratory Bird Cente(

Mary Combs
- Hafnlet Paoletti Linda St. lhomas

Nathaniel Car{eton 1
James CornelY
Alexander Dalgarno
"- 1
Linda French
Carl Hansen
Eric Long
'
Robert Kirshner,
Hugh Talman
~~ Myron Lecar
Rick Vargas _
Ursula Marvin
\
/
jonathan Williams ,
Office of Protection . -(I

/'

../I

_/

Office of Public
Affairs .

1

/

tv1vien Ta-Ying Chen___ /
Anna Cohn
Matou Goocl-wQl
.(
Liz-Hill

1

Office of Printing/and
/__.- -photographic Services
\

Smithsonian _
Institution Tniveling
Exhibition Service v

..

'·

,. /

fTUTION

SMITHSONIAN

Festival of A _-e ricanl, F olklife
/

i
I

..:.

J

J

I

I

\

'--

I

1.-:1

.

for the 30tn Anhual Festiyal
~

11:00 :a-.m., Wecfnesday, J~ne 26, 1996 \
/
On the Nat\_onal M~l of the Uni~ed States ---:,
-:Washington, BC_
/

/

-

I
/

/

SCHEDULED SPEAKERS

I

y

~

---

/

)

~

/

/.

l

I

/'

/

'/

- Thad co,c h,an
Senator from Mi~sissippi and S:mitlisonian Regent
-

/'

-

1

I-

'}
I

"-

/

L

I

.

I. Michf~el H.eyman -~
Sec;rctary, Smithsonian Institutjon

)

"'- _

)-

/

\

'- Richard Kurin
/
Director, Smithson_ian C\:ter {or Folklife!r.Qgtams & Cul~uraL Studies

I

-..
-Robert Sta~t9n /
_ ~ - /
EielclDirect-of, National Capital Region, National Park Service

--

/

-Rop_ert D. Ray
-- "'---- /FormerG_~wernor\of Iowa; Ehairman, Iowa Sesquicentennial Commission; and7
-- President and CEO, Blue Cross & Blue Shield of Iowa
I

/

• ·

-

/

--' -.:_~

:.- -·)
~\

-

'

l _/

1

'

/

I
-:-:,I

I

\

\

I

'
(

/

I

\

\.

Tom Harkin,
- ~-- · S'enator from Iowa

I
"'

-

Terry E. B_raiil'stadGovernor of-I-owa

y

/

-jJnda Stephenson
Managin9, Director of Olympic Program§,
/
/ Tne Atlanta Contrnittee1or th~ Olympic Games -

Jeffrey N ~ Babcock
Director, Cultural Olympiad, The Atlanta Cbmmittee .for the Olympic Games '

-

...._

\

/ >
Constance rB~ Newman /
Unaer, Secretary, Smithsonian Instituti~n

~

I

I

/

/

\_

I

Diana Parker -::-: - Director, Fe~tival of Am(frican Folklife

"

/

\

/

/

f

~

-

-

I

I

/

./

Charles E. Grassley
/S~nator from Iowa

/
/

/

Jim Ross Lightfoot
C_ongressman from IO'j'£l;-

't

....I
I

/

~

/

--J
I

/

/

I

.SC H:E DU I:E
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;v\

26

- j

'

f

' /

THE AMERICAN SOUTH

/

(12:00

A.M.~

2;00 P.M.)

&
lOWA- CQMMUN/TYSTYL
~

/

COMMUNITY STYLE

IQWA

(2:00P.M. -5:30P.M.)

'-- Kitchen Table.~ ~ -

/ Community
1 Civic [enter
Hall
/11 :00

I

/_/-/

/

~·

Children~

Cafe:

.,

"' Family
Activities

~

rTalk Radio __ Foo~ways

__, Activities

-~

''\

:::;.

.I /
/

--..·

I

I

Bl~~~ Band:

I

Mesk~aki~ ~

;-

-Music&: "- ~
,, Cult
"'-"' P
. ur"',

Louis&: the
B1ues Review _ _

--..
/

-

l

~

___

-:z

, - ~
). ,

\ "" - "•

~=

I

/

"/QO

""'

>

,_'

2

1

1 "

___..

_

-r

:oo _ :
2 45

,,

1:45- ];15

,

AuctioJeeri~g- ~ ::--,;

Mill)ing

./

~

\

-

,4:0p,

'

\

f

/

Basketball" ',
1
Skills

'

i

4:00- 4i15 .
I

I

/

-

s.:oo/ Foot-Not~:
-

IOwa Caje \.
Food

I

•

1>00~0-'
\.,

1:15/-2-:{)0

I

/

'

·-

I

"

Czech._
Pastries

•

" '

/

3:3~ 4:15-

· F'iqdl~ Styles

'"
a"l· /--·
Meskw lK

/

1 Music -

4:l§- 4:45 "

/ AfricanScandinavia])~· _ American
American ~
, Gospel:_
Dance
· _
Psarms
4:45 - 5:3o

~

3~5- 4:45:-~

!

---

Wd!flen's
w'ork --

-~

J 2:30-3:1 5

\

1

Danish Paper
~ Crafts
4:45-5:30

(

/'

....
\-.
( '
2:oo- z:45
/
/

Skills

I

\r -

2:45-3:30

f-

I'\

..----

--"

------ Rop ~ &

/

.-'-'

-

Lings-

"'

3:30- 4:15

Taking Part
in Caucuse;; /
ff:OO :o-.4:45

.

-

~

Dutch Fo_orl.s
I
~' 7

Barr-Nunn l
Tfuckin_g - -

4:00-5:00

'-... .(

i

4)5- 5:00

'

'--

Working on. 1---_:_~-~
the Water - _,

low'a ~ Community Styfe Ongoing Demonstrations
.
"
Iowa "Eye to I'1 tours -guided tours of the Iowa site including Metal WOrks: tinsmi.thing, ornamental iron-

\

work, tool and die work Textiles: Amana ~nd Afriean-American quilting; Danish embroidery, counted
cross=stitch, and hardanger; Aman~ crocheting and rug hook1-ng. Celebration Crafts: Czech egg decoration, Meskwaki beadwork and fingerweaving, Mexican quinceaiiera doll making. Woodcarving: duck
_ decoy caTYing, scrollsaw clock making, miniature whittled figures. Agribusiness-: family fanning and
\ 4-H demonstrations, seeds and crops , agricultural equipment Water Ways: river towboat piloting, fishing, net making and repairing, lake \>~at ; epairing. Trucking Indu~tr,y .

~

1

---- \ -

Crafts: Basketmaki;tg, carving, pottery making, quilting, and rug making.
- ..........._
--............
'\·

\

':

\

5:30~

7:00
)

-

7:00..,- ~9~00-

Polka Dance:\
Becky&: The
Ivanhoe
Dutchmen
String Music:
Fodt-Notes._ ,
&: the New
1
Coon Cteek
Girls

{

"-,

-

4:45-5:30

-

-

~

--

-

I

4:45 - 5:3o

The American-south Ongoing Demonsttations

I'
~

·.

_'Y

-BaSketball

"

- Soap S:45"- 4:45
"'
;;
1
f \ v

-

. ___

4:45- 5:30

-

River Tales
-'-- &: Lines

CarVing with

"- -

' Traditions -of
Speaking &:
,
Calling

1:00-2:00

2._;00~:00

'/

,\

\

-

~

Ge rgia Sea +
, "- Island Seings
I a nd"Games :
Frankie&:
.
(
"'
Doug'
Qui!?l?Y

"- 2:45- 3:30
/
,
KarfL _King
- jewish ?pods- l-Municipal 1 _: ~.,....
- ~exican Songs ' ~ 2:4~ ? 3:15
- . 3.:6o _4:oo
\ Band
/
- -. ._ '
& Ballads
~ I - F"@lilies in
Bustqess
~
.t-Harmony
-.....
3:153~45
_/
,
-~
;.2:45 - 4!l0 /
---\
3:-15 - 4:00
' (
""'\
I Sin~ing
~
-'" ____.. . ,
1
~
\
· Workshop,.
--l-~-_----_l--+------+--'-:------t1 ---.. _

'•
7

·(__

y

r------2:00 - 1':30

\

U:OO- 1:00

-~----~'"----._
---'-1

---12:30- 1:15

Growi·n g Up
in Iowa '-- ";

Iowa Yo-yo /·
1-Making ;.--

I

(

\

I

I

I

-~

'

r

(

Bgnd &: t;he
Calliepe
"
Highsteppers

'

Migration ~

Narratives

\

I'

..-:~

Tre~e~r~ss

-

_/.

.._

1:45- 2:45

2 :45 - 3 :15

1

/

Embroic1ery

/Family Music-

"'

/

_

'

2:15- 2:45
f

.,__

'E:aring lor\
the
'
'-,
~ Comii].Unity

'
~ Danish

,\

12:00_- 2:45

'

., J

&: Ballarlc

<Iountry

""
_\~
. /' r
Cz'ech Egg
Becoratin_9-

-

M~qm Sop.gs ./

2:oo

~.

12:45- 1:45

Harmonies: - '
/
-Mamq SiSten? "' .:::.. Cowgirl Pruy_.,:-

-.. ._ --I

\., ~
-, .

1:1 5 _ 1:4-s-

~ \

/ Sausage:..
Making
l 1:45- 1:Q6'-

/ ---

Blues Musi~

\

I _

·~ '

-

'

-

/

Mark~t

-c

11:45- 12:45

E :JO _ u 5

"

- Js<lenilonite \
Go~pel:
:_
De:e1 trrek
Quartet
1

- rl5

Iowa Sguare
Dance___
-

o~t: :
Psalms:

~

/1

Family

Music
Making_

~- J2:30 - 1:15

-.....

Dutchf~en
""-' 1:1§~( 2:oo ·

2:

;

I

\

'\ Polka Dal).ct ""
\- Becky &:j~ "·.-- 1
Ivanhoe
""'

/

-

~fican
G
.>-- ~
1

/

---

/

'

"' \ r
Farm _to '

_weaving "' ' 11:45- 12:30

11:45- 12:30

-

African--

~

12:30- 1:15 . ___

-\

1'

~

./

\ . nn' A~ctiahe~ring "'
VV
~

y

"'-- . 1--t:45- {2:30-

___.. .

~·

'

--.. /

.---¥eskwakl

Finger~

v
-

?'

'

(

!

r--

_L

Dance,Party
Civic Center ~tage

Evening Conceit
Civic Center Stage

-

i

•

\

$CHEDUL~

'~

Schedules are subject to change.
CheCk-signs in each program area
for sp_edfic inforhtation.

I

I ;;

/

-

lHE AMERIC~N SOUTI-f
;=-

--- 5tudio ,

Telebrations_

WORKING AT.. . . _ THE
SMITH'SONfAN

/

./--

/

\

Music anll
"Dance

->
\

_Fooc/Ways

I

I

_/'I

-

.,

J_

I
-

.

\

/

~~--~----~r----~------~r-~---- ~---1

~

Eddie

' """

Penmngto~ ~

-

f

-

~

(

'

-

~ggi-~~~

Ongoing /'
P;eparations

~cK~~ •

~ &

1

Archi~~

\

i1:45- 12:45

- /
""
&: ~~ench . "-Songs of ~Rockin ~ogte " / Strugp;k:)he
12 ·30 - 1·J0 /
Freedorh
Singers
··· I I ----._ .

'

"

\

~ ~

/_

Container
PLanting___Demonstratiory-

.7

C

/

;

Sounds of
_Powwow /

East Texas
Cooking with
- Orsak,

·~

I

Kallus

Skee~(fr
_ Gospel: The 1-/
Brancton &:. · - Birminghaih r
1
HWY6r
-'
Sunlights
I' --1 :30-2:30
.
t45- 2:30
I

~

'-

1:00-

-;I

Ife Ile

~

"'

2:30- 3:15

2:30-3:15 .

\
~

/

E-ddie
Pennington, KentuckyThtmbpicker

-<..

&French '~

/"

3:15-4:00

Songs o'f
, Struggle~. The
Freedom

/

I

/ -

I ~

'I-~...._~ /

4

\

Integrated
Pdt

~ ~ ~~

1

.../ /

v

-

)

I ~,

I

,

__

::=;

,Y'

,

/

1

/

/

4:30-5:30

\

\-

(

/

Research,and (Zollections: ~emonstrations by curators, conservators, scientific il~ustrators,__collection managers, registrars, and many others. Design and Di~play: demonstrations by exfii.biE_on
designerS, editors, and f~ric~ors, in5!uding cabinet.!!lak,ers, mode-lmakcrs, painrers, plexiglass
experts, and packing and cra~ing specialists. Buildings and Grounds: de:t!lE.-nstrations by efigineers,/
1
craftsmen, technicians;- anti-d~signers from the Smithsonian's Office of PhysiCal Plant-and the
r
National Zoo's"'F.aci:lities Management Bivision. Teaching and Learning: educational displays, - ~
demon'Strations, and special family activities orga'rnzt d by educafion, outreach, and public program
--staff of the Smithsonian'"""S"mithsonian Memor-ies: int~rviews with Smithsonian workers and vis).tors
3 bout their experiences at the Srri2ths_Q!lian. Ask the Smithsonian: Security 9ffi~ers and vo~unteer
informatiop specialists ,answer visitors' questions about the Smithsonian.
-r
//
I
II
~
-/"

\-

I

.......

I

/

j

Newlartd '
;Unusual
Plants
\

:z~- s:Jo

I\

'-

-4 :00-5:00
)

'-

species; cdn-

'--

serving a~"'""
cafingror-the_t., ~ collectiop.s,
sttation / - ~ and many
3:30- 4:30
_S..thers.

Cooking for ' 'Family &:. Faith
.
with Julietta
Garcel

Gospel

I

J

ehdarige~d
1-----------''->---~

1----::-------i \

./

Worki!Jg at the Srilithsonian Ongoing Demonstrations J

I

/

3:00- 4:00

OO

4;ts - s3e ~

\

~

'

4 ,~--4_:4~5--~/
~----~\------4-----:~
Treme Brass -Skeeter '
Band"& the
Brandon&:.
calliope \
'- HWY)61
Highsteppers
~

~

~ingers

4:,0 0- 4A5 \ \

/

I

I

/

2:30

r---:--------;"'

/

TillmanF~'

Rocki.rLJ3oogi_el

/

"' '

Cookihg Cajun
--1 '
with Iiarry Frey

---'"\ "01d Time La. 1 ,r,
Jjayr!de Band
_.

-:u s- 4:oo
I
_Gena D~ose
_.-

2:00 - 3?00

Mamel.ewis _
7
War\vick "th

I

~

.....__

1:3(}~

~

From1
Memgry to
/ Histoiy

NeWT Coon
' ~ Creek Girls

Orchid"
Demon- /
stTI!tion

2~00

- Food from the
Ozarks
with
I
Lucky Grissette

Storytelli~:

·' Cuban Music
&Dance:

. > / 12:30-T:JO
I ',

Wtesttu~k &:.

i2:4~- 1:45

.I
!-_,/"

I

Narrative
sessions. with
Smithsonian
workers (past
' and present)'
On a-iride ~ .___
1 variety of _
topics_, inelud' ing: planning
an exhlbitio~
- ~ stories. from
the field ,_ ,
/ learning on
the job, ;
women in the
' workplace,
.>
.
movmg
obje,cts large
_a nd ·small,
reseaFch on I

ll::t_5- 12:30

____12:00- 1:00

'--

,..,___-----'-~~~

,

Gardens

Coo~g Cajun
h--r
F
x. wi): 1 Larry rey _

/

o{ r

~rican

S.cheduled
-Presentations . . . .

Geno Delafo~

{

Haupt GarQ.en
Tour
~

-r

Tirr).e ~
Louisiana
Bayride Band -

Jl'1:45- 12:30

\

_.-

F~ld

KentuckY
Thumb picker

/

.)

:
I

I

-

/

(
/

/

I

/

)__·/

/
/

/

Sign lpnguage interpreters will be available for
selected prouram~:
.p·· ·r//
-: Progra)fts that ~II be / "
interpreted are marked
with\ the symbol~
.
~\
\

I\
/

~

-

'

I

/

( SCHEDUL/E

~

I

I

27

THURSDAY, }VNE

THE AMERICAN SOUTH ·
(1 7:00A.M. -2:00P.M.)
&

l

IOWA- COMMUNfTYSTYIJE

IOWA ; _ COMMUNITY Sr Y LE

-/

~

1 1:00
---

.

. !

~

\

\

;:-

- ., :00
I
v'

z_

r /

-

Pglka D ane~: .
Becky & TheIvanhoe \
' "Dutchmen

.
..._
)

-

1:15-2:00

Scandinavian- American'
Dance;.Foot-Notes

. \
'

--.<

/

\• /

"

(.

,-

/

\

I

f

I

,·4 :00 '
,.

\

?'

\

-

"

·-

Cowgirl
Po(try \

I

-

"

-

--

4:45'- 5:30

'

--

/

1:00-2:00 /

1:00 -2:00
/

)..

Taking Part
in Local /
Politics

Dutch Foods

2:00, -2:45

2:00-3:00

/"

"

3:30- 4:1..5

-

~\

f

Jewish ,
Traditions
4:30 - 5:30

'-\

4:45-5:30

/Baskefuall
._$kiJls; ~

1

---

./

"

- River Tales

> & Lin~s

3:09-4:06 I·

--'

2:315'--~: 15

lr

Mesk*aki
Fry _!3read

3:15__: !J;OO/-

c

1-----1..(_ _ _-1'

~

Sausage
Making& _
_Jerky ,

-

/

Iowa Squ'(lreDance 1
Work_sh op
4:00 ., 4:{ 5 -

4:00-5:00

/ ~: 15- ) :0{)_

The Art of
Selling

2:00- 2:30

~

~

......__

/

FiSh Tald
'

>-

/

-

I

Ask-the
Doctor&Vet

-...'
/

, Radi'o &~
Newspaper
Commurllties 1

(

Portraits

~

~

<

P~ce d \ -

"

/

I

~

\

~
)

_)

Mississippi
Cultural
/
Ctossroads:

I

I

/

...__

/'

=--'Czech
P,astries

Caring for the
Cqmmun,i ty

/

/-

Traditions of
Speaking &
Calling

'

_ ,:

"'

Researching
Your Own
Back Yard
./

DGug &:
_ Frankie
Quimby
12:00;- 1:00

/

~/

2:45-3:30

3:30- 4:30

3:45- 4:45 .

-

""

~

Amana
Quilting-;

'-

_ Blues Bouse
Party

--

/

3:15 - 3:45

/

12:Jq- 1-:-1.5

I
~

I

2:30-3:30
\
/

/

1£

.,,

Card" -_
Games

/

Fry

' )

L30- 2:30

-

2:30 - 3:15

/
~

-- 12:00 - 1:00

-; 1:15 --.2:00

1

\ t amily Music
Making

\

/,

Fish
Iowa
Community
4-H/i

-

j

~

/

,_7

./

-

Meskwaki
Music

/'

\

MakmgMay
Baskets

I

r

\

\

--

~

)

2:30-3:15\

'

-

~

-/

-

'..._ 3:1-5-- 4:00

I

I

1:45- .:uo

Country
Harmonies:..__
J\tlafuey- Sisters
A

/

12:30- 1:30

'-

Met icart
.Songs &
Ballads: \
:::-- - Karl L. King ..-_ ---.. Solis & Solis
MuniCipal
4:00,....- 4:45
[\
Band
4:15-5:30

,.

Blues Music

Austioneering
Skills

3:30- 4: 15

5.: 00

/

.

Mennonite
GospeL_
.Deet_, Creek

·/ ,

Polka Dane~ :
Becky&: The
IvanhoEv
/
- Durch men

)

--

Djnish
Window
Ornaments

- 1:15 - 1:45

-

2:45-3:30

I

r

\
~

1-

I

I

......_

11 :00 - 12:00

I

r

~

Artis~

r

/

'\..,

-:-

~~

Qua1t

- Blues Band:-,
Louis & the
]3.lues Review

..._

Marketin g
Cultural
Heritage .

- 1{ 45 -= 12:30

1:45- :30 ,

- 2:00-2:45

/ 3:00

7

·Cowgirl
Poetry

1:00 - 1:45

--

2:00

-

Singing I
'
{
Workshop
\

.

~

12:30'- 1:15

~ Harmony

I

I

Mexign
Songs &
Ballads

J

-'

12:30 - 1:15 -

\-

/

/-

-

-

'/

~-----

I

-

12:00- 1:00
~

/

I

_./

~ Culture

Iowa CaucuS

-

11:30- 12)0

11:45 - 12:30

Auctioneering
I

\

-

/

_/

River R;pes

Meskwaki
1V1usic 6;r

~

'

"

11:00 - 12:00

11:00- 11 :45
I'

{

,

\Crafting ;>
Community: 1
Traditioqal

Jewish Foods·

/

-

)1:45- 12:30 I

'

I

11 ;00 -l_T-45

/

\

I

BasketlJall
- ""' Ga;ne

/

_ Special
- _Knowledge

~

/

ll :OO- 12:00 '

-

~ 12~=~90_

I
I

I

.

1--

\·

./

~

Farm 1'alk

Lo11is &:.. the
Blues Review

11:00--11 :45

--

/

--

Dance ~

/

Cafe

Family
Attivities

/

Iowa Square

'

/

__,_

{

--

I

'

Community
-Hall-

Civic Center

-

\

Kitchen Table:
Children's 1Talk Radio / Foodways
Activities
I
'\
-~assfug
on
'·

r

~

(...

I

/

a :oq,_ P.M. - 5:30P.M.)
'

~

Blu es
Workshop
/

5:00-5:30

4:45'-5:30

\
'

'

-

Iowa- Community Style Ongoing Demonstrations
Iowa "Eye to I" tours- gui(ied tours of the Iowa site including Metal Works: tinsmi.t~ing, ornamental ironwork, tool and die work. Textiles: Amana and African-American quilting; Danish embroidery, counted
croSS::§titch, and hardanger; Amana crochetin& and rug hooking. Celebration Crafts: Czech egg decoration, Meskwaki beadwork and fingerweaving, Me)\.ican quinceaitera doll makip.g.- Woodcarvi)lg: duck
decoy carvin'g,_ scrollsaw clock making, miniature whittled figures . Agribusines~: family fatming and
4-H demonstrations, seeds and crops, agricultural equipment. Water W ays: river towbo~t piloting, fiship.g, net making and repairing, lal{e boat repairing. Trucking Industry.

The American South Ongoing Demonstrations
Crafts: Basketmaking, carving, pottery making, quilting, and rug making.

' '

5:307:00
7:00-

9:00

Scand~vian-

Dance Party

-American
Dance Party:
Foot-Notes

Music & Dance Stage

Gospel:
Psalms &
The
Birmin gham '
Sunlights

-~

~-.

Evening Concert
lv!usic & Dance Stage

SCHEDULE
)

Schedules are subject to change.
Check signs in each program ar-ea
-for spedfic information.

' WORKING AT THE
SMITHSONIAN

THE AMEf:liCAN SOUTH
-

/

y

Musi6and
Dance

The Freedom
Singers

Boogie
I

_!. Eddie

Cuban Music
& Dance:

®\

-

2:00-2 :45

-

Gena Delafose
&French
)
Rockin' Boogie

~

-

EddiePem1ington,
Kentucky
Thumb picker

' 3:30- 4:30
-

J

4:30- 5:30

2:00-3:00

-

Food from t;he
Ozarks with
Luc,ky Grissette

--

/

-- I

~

I

J

-....

'

--

I

Isl~nd7

Skeeter_
BrandQn &.
HWY6l

3:00 ~ 4:00

;

Ceh;brations
from the
Georgia Sea

4:00- 4:45
~

\
~

r
I

4:45- 5:30

'

/

CookiiJ.g for
Family & Faith
with Julietta
- Garcel

)

3:00- 4:00

Ife Ile

/ New Coon Creek Girls

-,

Powwow
/ Traditions

'

Cuban Music
&J2ance:

-

1:00- 2:00

-

Maggie Lewis
WaiWick with
Tillman
Franks' Old
~ Timel:a.
Hayride Ban~

~

I

,Cooking Cajun
with Larry Frey

2:15-3:00

2:45-3:30

-

-

-

;

-

"

-

/

So:_1gs of .Struggle: The
Freedom
'Singers

1:00
·-..,-.- /,...------1_}

1...

\

1:15-2:15

Treme Brass
Band & the
Calliope
Highsteppers
/

" "/

-

Coon
,Creek Gii1s

-"'-

/

--

~

I

-

/

stration ~

--711:30 - 12:30

12:00- 1:00

~

Topiary
Demon-

12:00
·.

'v

Food from the
Ozarks with
Lucky Grissette

Regalia and
Identity

/

.-~ New

)

-

)

I

1:15_- 2:00

)~

~r

12:30- 1:15

/

-

'

Pennington,
Kentw;ky
Thumbpicker

12:30- 1:15

Ife Ile

-

_)

11:00 - 12:00
I

Presentations

11:45 -~ 2:3Q

SkeeteJ
(
B~ndon&
HWY6l - -

Orsak,~

Schedul~

~

I

Wiestruck &
Kallus

&

Gospel: The
· Birmmgham
S"unlights

11:45- 12:30

East Texas
Cooking with

/

r-

Preparations

11:00-.. 11:45

J

Gena Delafose
~Rockin

"Ongoing

i'

! Struggle: ~

. ~French _.
1

-

_ Songs of

Horticulture NarratNe Stage

J_l:OO

\

11:00- 11:45

)

Celebrations " Foodways

Studio

Maggie Lewis
WaiWick with
"'Tillman Fr.mk5
Old Time I:a.~
Hayride Band

1

...._

".....__

_New and
Unusual
Plants
12:30- 1:30

Narra,tive'sessions with
Smithsonian
workers ,(past
and present)
on a wide
/ variety of tDpics, includmg: planning
an exhibition,
stories from
the field,- ~ :1
}earning on
the job,
women in the
workp_lace , /
movmg
objects large .
and smali,/
research on '
endangered
species,-eon/ serving and
' cari~g for the
collections,
I
and many
v
others.

/(

I

/

____.,..

--

East Texas
/ Cooking with
Orsak;
~ Wiestruck &
Kallus

-

-

r~

~

~ :00- 5:00

'

/

-

-

i'

-

.,

Working at the Smithsonian Ongoing Demonstrations
Research and Collections: demonstrations by curators, conservators, scientificillustrators, collection managers, registrars, and Jllany others. Design and Display: demonstrations by exhibition
designers, ~ditJrs, and fllbricators, including cabinetmakers, modelmakers, painters,-plexi~lass
experts, and packing and crating §pecialists. Buildings and Grour~ds: demonstrations by engineers,.
craftsmen, technicians, and designers from the Smithsonian's Office of Physical Plant and the
National Zoo's Facilities Management Division. Teaching and Learning: educational displays,
demonstrations, and special family activities organized by education, outreach, and public program
staff of the Smithsonian. Smithsonian Memories: interviews with Smithsonian workers and visitors
abouftneir experiences at the Smithsonian. Ask the Smithsonian: Security officers and volunteer /informadon specialists answer visitors' questions about the Smithsonian.
..../

I,

"Sign-language interpreters
, will be available for
selected programs.
Programs that will be r
interpr~ted are-marked
with the symbol~ .

.Y

SCHEDULE

I

/

fRIDAY,

}VNt: 28

THE AMERIC»J SOUTH
(11 :00 A.M. -2:00P.M.) ,

&

I

IOWA

COMMUNITY STYLE

c

-

·"" 1

,Community
Hall
/

I

.

Cafe

/

-

12:00

-

\

I

~

/

1 /

Iow1 Squ~re
Dance --

--'

~

-~

----,

I

/-

~1

:0.0
"

'
'-

--

/

__;

\

:2:00 (

-

_J

2:15-3:00-

3:00
"
''-

-

_.

- 4::00
\
J

\

~

'.><

'

Polka DJmce: ·
J3ecky· &: The
Ivanhoe
/
Dutchmen

-.. -

5:-QO
-

~

2JS~2;_45

.-

\

Scandinav1anAmerican
Dance:
Foot-Notes

Meskwaki
MuSic

'\

AfricanAmerican
Gos12_el:
PsaTms

I

f--

Teaching '
Am ana
Hyinns

---

in

'-='

River Ropes

--

3,:30--:'4:30 -

"

-

,,
I

4:30- 5:30

Crafts : Basketmaking, carving, pottery making, quiltipg, and rug making.

-

Bar?-Nunn
Trucking

1-

3:30 - 4:1 5

~

~

-

.\

~

-

Fish Fry

--

'

/

Blues

,c_

Works~p

4:00- 5:0@

4:15- 5:00

.f

/

-

Firefi~hters

-

work, tool and die work Textiles: Aman_a anc;l African-American quilting; Danish embroidery, counted
cross-stitch, and hardanger; Amana crocheting and rug hrooking. Celebration Crafts: Czech egg decoration, Meskwaki beadwork and fingerweaving, Mexican quinceanera doll making. Woodcarving: duck
decoy carving, scrollsaw clock making, miniature whittled figures. Agribusiness: family farming and
4-H demonstr~tions, seeds and crops, agncultural equipment Water Ways: river towboat piLoting, fishing, net )llaking and repairing, lake boat repairing. Trucking Industry.

The American South Ongoing Demonstr~tions

/

3:00-4:00

t

,,,

2:45- 3:30 '-

Outch ~Foods

Volunteer

Iowa- Community Style Ongoing Demonstrations
Iowa "Eye to I" tours- guided tours of the LQ_wa site iJ:lcluding Metal Works: tinsmithing, ornamental iron-

,_
Basketball,
,( Skills

/

(

-

\

-.

4:15- 5:00

,-'

'

/

\,

Famlrfesin
_, Business

Quilting
Nine-Pa,tches

-

& t ines

'

3:30- 4:15

{

Ri~er Tal~" " \
2:00 - 2;15

/

\

/

Iowa Caucus

I--

-Czech
Pastries
;'f

Community
Spirit

(

/

~

-~-

2:00-3:00

Sp orts &

I

4:15- 5:30

"

/

~'

y

--

2:45- 3:3&-/

'

3:30 - 4: 15

f

Clqth -?tories

'

'

"

"

l-ew~ ·

_. :,

1:00- 2:00

\._

®

Iowa Yo-yo
Making
2:30-3:30

Traditions of
-Speaking&Calling /

--

-

-

2:00-2:45

1

\

----

~

"'

Commu nity
'Bands
f

1:30- 5:30

.

-2:45-3:30

4:00-4:45

' 4:45- 5:30

~

Doug
Quimby

/

I

/

-

franki~&

1.150 - 2·oO

- Growing Up

Crpssroads ,

~

"-

'

'\

Cultt~ral

-

Jewish Foods

- Women 's
Work

(

12:00; 1:00

-

,-

~

& B<J,llads

3:30- 4:00

3;45- 4:]0

I

2:00-- 2:45

\

-

I""

" 12:00- 1:00 '

-

r-1:15 -"2:00

'1:30- 2:30

' 1:45 - 2:15

2:45-3:30

3:00 --3:45
__,

/

~

/

I

'
Danish Papp/,
Crafts

/

MississU2pi1

Sausage
Malhng9
Smoking

12:30 - 1:15

~

\

~

/

-

}.<

- I

/

Singing the
' Blues /-

·-'
/

"r

11:00- 12:00 (

'

\

Amana Songs & "
Games

r

I

~

M~can Songs

""'
_Family
Harmonies'

"
K<!rl L KingMunicipal
. B~nd

~

,Doug
Quimby

...-

12:.10 -_1:30

{

HaE..mohy
Singing
:-\
W orksh op
'-

'

"

\

~

Cowgi'rL
1>oetry~

\

/ \Auctioneering -

--

1:1 - 1:45'

1:15- 2:00

1:30- 2:15

~

'

- -Frankie &

11:00 - U:OO

Flood
Narratives

..._

Family
I Activities
)

Iowa Cafe
Food

'/

Blue% Music

-

-

-

11 :45- 12:30

1-

!

Coun try
Harmonies:
Matney
Sisters\

ScandinavianAmerican
_ Dance:
t;:oot-Notes

~

B~d")Grk
11':30 - 12:30

/

I 12:30- 1:15

12:30 -1:15

/

""

I

Meskwaki
h' "
M.2ic&
Culture

...- Gosp~l:
Psalms
" >
\

12:45 -.1-:30 I
f

"'

~./

(

Polka·Dance:
Becky"& The
Ivanhoe. -

\

'

Africar:- ~
Ametican

_;

D1J tchmen~y

,

I
;'

~

-

Meskwaki

Fam ily
' Music
Making

'
,

f!!odways

-

'- 11 :45' - 12:3d

11:45- 12:30

r-

'

11:00- 11:45
(

I>

D(er, Creek
Quartet_

12:00 _·12:45

I

"-

Gosp~l:

-...

~elebrations

::::-

f-

Mevmonite

I
\

~

Ethni~

Holidat

11:00- 11:45

---

~

TalkRadio

.,.._;

Songs &
Ballads

11:00 - 11:45

11:00- 12:00

r'--

'

/Mexican ~

/ Louis & the
Blues Review

-

Children's
tlctivities

'

.,

_/

:__ Basketball
Game
-

-

)

(2:'00 P.M. - 5:30 P.M.)

~itc~en Table:~

'-..

1 1":00 ' Civic Center

--.

I

I

I

IOWA- COMMUNITYSTYLE

)

5:00-5:30

\

,.

5:00-5:30

-----------,~--------~

I

_
5 :307:00
7':00-\
9:00

Ask the
Doctor&Vet

I•

CubanAmerican
Music:

ponce Party
-civic Center Stage

Ife Ile

Evening Conceit
Io\Ya Home
Hour

\

Civie-Center-'-Stage
/

...__
\

\

SCHEDULE
' Schedules are subject to change.
- Chec;k 'signs in each progr~m area
for ~pedfic in~rmation.

I

/

.'

WORKING--::AT THE
-. . . . 5MIT"HSONIAN I
"""'

'

/

I

~

f!1uskand
Dance / Eddie
Penningt®,
_.(
. ._ Kentucky
Thum__)2picker

I

-

Studio

/

\ ~ Ongoing
Preparations

Skeeter r
Bran-do~ &:.

Sched~led
Presentations

/

11:00 - 12:00

Maggie 1£\vis
Wa~ck'with
'

--

12:00 - 1:00

Gospel: The.,_
Treme Brass / --- Birmingham
Band~ the ''
SunHghts
Ca-U!gpe ,
12:45L- 1:30
Highstepphs
/

GenQ ' ~
Delgfose &
French
Rqckin'
Boogie "\"

Cuban Music
&:. Dan~~

Ife Ile

~

M5- 2:30 \

/

"--- _ Penhington,
Kentu'tky
Thumgpicker
~2:30 ),.3;15

'(

Songs of
" Struggle: /The
"rreeclom Singers

Eddi~

! ·

~

'

I

;

.~

./'

,

2:30 - 3:15

1

~

Skeeter
Brandon &:.
HWY 61

New Coon
Creek Girls

-

--..__
/Storytellina~:___
~,
F
rom \
- , Memory to

: ~:OO
3 15

3:15-4:00

1 1-=
ilf-:e-m-e-=B=-r-a-ss--!J.:----=-_,",.-------1,
Band. &. the
. Calliope
H~ghsteppers
HJO _A: 45 ~
Maggie Lewis ·
Warwick with
Tillman Franks' "
Old Tiine
Louisiana

~m~e-~fod

"-

Geng_Delafose
/& French
Rockinl Boogie

Container< ,
_./Planting;

H~story

1:30- 2:30

_ ,

'3:00

3:0~\

l

3:00- 4:00

) RipleyGarden
......_/-Tour;

/l

Unusual Plants
2:30-3:30

Cooking With Orsak-,
~
Wie'struck &:.
Kallus

-

~

J

--'----~ - / ~New and

-

I

4:00

'

:-><.

Interior Plant
iDiscussio~
__,

3:30 - 4:3o --

7

stories from
the fielc¥,
~'
learning on the job, women in the
workplace,
movmg
objects large
and s~all,
research on \
endangeroo
'-...
\,species~ con.-se;:Ving an~C
caring' for the ,
-:collections"'\ /
and many -others.

\

\

'<.._

-~

)-

[

Gospel: The . ;Bimllngham
Surrlights

stratio~
4:3~

I

4:45 - 5:30 /\
'

I

-

\
.._

_/

Tepiary
Demon-

14:00- 5r00

5:30

I

I

\

L

"'

- Research and Colle.ctions~demonstrations by curators, conservators, scientific illustrators, collection managers, regi;;trars, and many otrers. Design and Displ~: demonstrations ~by exhjbition .
designers, edirbrs, anCi'-fabricator~, including cabineimakers,modelmakers, painters, plexiglass ~
-..:. .
experts, 1and packing and ~ting specialists. Buildings artd Grounds: demonstratiQns by engineers,
craftsmen, technicians, and desjgners from the Smithsonian's Offict; of Physic;al Plant and the
Ngtional Zoo's Facilities Management 'Division. Teaching and Learning: educational displays, 1
demonstrations, anchpecial family a'G tivities organized by- education, outreach, and public program
' staff of, the Smith~onian. SJ?ithsonian :r:temorie~: inte~ews ~th Smithsonian w?rkers and visi~ors
about their expenences· at the Smlthsoman. Ask the Smtthsoman: Secunty officers· and volunteer
information specialists answer visitors' questions about the Smithsonian.
j

Demon- stra\ion
I

E~st Texas

W.otking at tlie5m~thsonian Ong~ing Derrtonstrations

/

anexhibitio~·
(

Cooking Cajun
1 wi~h Larry ~Fr.ey

I

1

1:00

1

/

4:00 "' 4:45
-

"--

\

Cooking for Family &:. Faith
""" - with Juliet'!
Garcel

--

.\

workers (past
and pyesent) _ .
Propagatidn
"" o-n a wide
Demonvariety of
srration - / topics, includ12:30- 1:30
ing: planning

o~~hid

2:00-

-

.-Narrative
with,
sessions
I

'\

'\

~ 1---------'
.:::...t

~

,___.

11:30 - 12:30

l

--

/

H_crb
'1 Discussion

1:0p- 2:QQ, \ ~

.__

1:3Q- 2:30

/

/

~Suunds of
PoWwow

f

/

(ooking Caj~l-7
WithLarry Frey "'

,/~I

('

Smithsoni~n

Wiestruck &:.
I
Kallus
/ 1.1

Struggl~

11:45- 12:45

/

\

----

Ors~,

s9ngs of

)

1 12A5- 1:45-

12 : 00

East Texas
Cooking with

~

12:00 - 12:45

Hayride Bal).d

\

\_

'

New,Cooh
'-Creek Girls

1

f

Lucky Grissette
--..__11J!0 -~ 12 :00 . . ._

\

Tillman
Franks' Old

Tirn~ _\Ltm~iana

~ /
Food from the _..
--..... f\ Ozar-ks with

&

HWYXSl

' J--...:::.1.;::_:1:..:::..00:::__--=-11::. :.:. :. :;45::....:-~
---

LJ :00"v ~ortiwlture Narratjv£..5tage . ,

Celebrations · Foodways

/

Sign language interpreters
will b~ available Jot
/ selg:ted programs.
Programs that will be
interpreted-are maihed;__with the symbot® .
_..:..

\

/

)

r

/

s--c: H E D U L E

r
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THE AMERICAN SOUTH

/

(11 :00 A.M. -2:00P.M.)
&

IOWA - COMMUNITY51YLE

IOWA ,- COMMUN-ITY STYLE
___

r

{ommunity
Hall

Civic Center

1 1:00

Iowa Square
~ Dance

-Louis&:. the
Blues Review

11:00- ,11:45

11:00- 11:45

\

--

12':00 (

1

-

AfricanAmerican
Gos-pel
Psalms

Basketball
Gam e

1:00
--

-

12:30 -1:15
\

(

1:15 - 2:00

1!-00
'"

--..__

\

-

'-

J

---

~

3:00

J

I

I

~

4:00_,

I

'

I

.:::

~

ffiasketb~ll
Skills ~
4:15- 4:45

5:00
,-I

-

ScandinavianAmerican
Dance:
Foot-Notes

-

\

.2:00-2:45

\

2:45-3 :30

2:30-3:30

3:30 - 4:15

3:30 -1'4:15

MeskWaki
Music
4:15- 4:45

Family
Music
Making

I

-

4:15- 4:45

Iowa Caucus

Counny
Harmonies:
Matney Sisters

4!:45 -- 5:30

4:45-5:30

4:45- 5:301

-

I

-

Wood
Workers

1

"

\_

\

Czech
Pastries
2:00 - 3:00
_,

\

\

/
_::___

2:00- 2:45

'

~

\

----"--v

Rope;&
Lines

t

) l.

---..

,.-

Dutch Foods

Narratives

4:00-5:00
/

4:15- 5:00

/

Families in
Business
\

.

- 4:15 - 5:00-

f

\_

,.-..

.J

I 5.'00 - 5:30

- Ask the
Doctor&:.
Vet

---

~

'

_Card Gam es

I

--

'"

Migratio~

I

\

3:30 - 4:15

'-

-

-

-

J

/

I

-... --4:30 - 5:30

I

2:45 - 3:30

3:00__; 4:00

Caucuses
3\ 30 - 4:15

/

American
Dance
Workshop

)

)

'

Amana
Quiltin
g
\.
3:30- 4:30

,.
I

Scandinavian-

I

j ewish Foods
,-1-

\
(

I
'

)

work, tool and die work Textiles: Amana and African-American quilting; Danish embroidery, counted
cross-stitch, and hardanger; Amana crocheting and rug hooking. Celebration Crafts: Czech egg decoration, Meskwaki headwork and fingerweaving, Mexican quinceaflera doll making. Woodcarving: duck
decoy carving, scrollsaw clock making, miniature whittled figures . Agribusiness: family farmingand
4>-H demonstrations, seeds and crops, agricultural equipment. Water Ways: river- towboat piloting, fishing, net making and repairing, lake boat repairing. Trucking Industry.
Crafts: Basketmaking, carving, pottery making, quilting, and rug making.

Learn to
-Auction with
4-H
Children'

""'--

2:45- 3:30 f

Iowa - Community Style Ongoing Demonstrations
,
Iowa "Eye to I" ,tours- guided tours of the-Iowa site including Metal Works: tinsmithing, ornamental iron-

The American South qngoing Demonstrations

~

/

.../

~

/

'

/

Mennonite
1
Gospel: ~
, Deer Crdek
Quartet - 1'

Ife Ile
1:00 - 2:~0,

-

3:00- 3:30

/.

African/
American
Gospel:
Psalms

I

I\

/qo1th Stories

/ Meskwa k i
Mu sic&:.
Cultu re ·

Cuban Music
&:. Dance: '

1:00 -_2:00

---

-·

2:30 - 3:00

/

-

-

-

1:15-2:00

---

)

12:00 - 1:00

-

l

Counny
Harmonies:
Matney Sisters

12:00 - 1:00

---.

Fish Fry

1:30 - 2,:2.9

toyva Ye-yo
Making

~
Frankie&:.
Dm;tg /
Quimby

Dance

Danish
W in do~
~ or'naments

Blues Mu~ic \

__. Iowa Square;
Dance
3:30.- 4:15

1:45 - 2:30

,.

1

~
Mexican
Foods

12:30- 1:15

1

-Mexican

\

'

j

~

Fayn Talk

I

2:00 - 2:45

)

(

"

songs&:.
Ballads

-F iddle Styles

'1)1:00 - 12:00

Co~n:;:unity

12::30- 1:30

1:15 - 1:45

I

---

Karl L. King
Municipal
Band
2:45 :- 3:30

I

G6wgirl
Poetry-

Rosebu d &:.
Alonzo
Pennington

-

11:00 - 12:00

-

/

Quilting Nine-Patches

12:45 - 1:15 )

/ 1:15 - 2:00 '-.....

2:00 -2:45 '

\

"

/

-

-

Blues Music

-

/

Polka Dance:
Becky&:. The ·
Ivanhoe ®
Dutchmen

Sausage
Making

Women's .
Work

J

12:15 - 12:45

-

I

"'Louis&:. the
Blues Review

-

\

Thumbpicking:

-

11:30 - 12:30 "

Mexican Songs
& Ballads

I

Fiddling&:.

/

11:45 - 12:30 -

Mennonite
?-· Gospel
_ Deer Creek
Quartet

I

~

(

" Making

/

11:00 - 11:45

MeskwakiBeadwoJk

11:45- 12:15

)

,.

~

' Needlework

.,

(

Foodways

Family
Activities

II
)

12:30- h 15

I

)

-

Talk Radio

I

=

~ Family Musi~

11 :45- 12:30

'

I

11:00 - 11:45

~orkshop

1f:45- 12:307

~

,:__

I

Meskwaki
Music&:.
·c ulture

Harmony SiHging

)

/

Cafe

-

Auctioneering

"-

{

I

_Kitchen Table:
Children's
Activities

)

,-

(2 :00P.M . -5:30P.M .)

....,

5:307:00

- Zydeco:
Gena Delafose
&:. French
Rockin' Boogie

7:009:00

Blues: lDuis &:.
the Blues Review
&:. Skeeter
Brandon&
HWY61

I

pance Par__ty
Music & Da7Jce Stage
)

Eve[!ing Concert
Music & Dance Stage

(I

SCHEDULE
Schedules are subject to thange.
Check signs in eat::h program area
for specific information.

WORKING AT"' THE
SMITHSONIAN

THE AMERICAN SOUTH
-

Music and
Dance

Studio~

Foodways

Celebrations

~ Eddie
Pennington,
~/ Kentucky
Thumbp!cker

\

FlUte
Exchanges: \
Powwow
Traditions

11:oo -- liAs

&

11:00 - 12:00

Cuban Music& Dance: '--;

' Scheduleq
Presentations 1

Gospel: The
Birmingham
Sunlights-

Ife Ile ,
-__J2:30

I

Geno Delafose

Maggie Lewis
Warwick with
Tillrnarl-

&Fr~ch

--Rockin' Boogie

New Coon
Creek Girls -

Eddie

"'-

1

\

Maggie Lewis
Warwick\ with
Tillman Franks'
Old Time La.
Hayride Band 1 \

~

-

(

-.:::.::

1:0/0

-

--

~

-

(

,.-

I

Narrative
sessions with
Smithsonian
11:30- 12:30
workers (past
and giesent)
Container
on 51/wide
Planting
r variety of . .____
'/
Demon~pies, includstration
ing: planning
12:30- 1:30
an exhibition,
stories from
the field,
ATchives of
leamihg on /
American:"
the job,
Gardens
women in the
1:30- 2:30
workplace,
_,/ moving
'
I

/

~

\

'

Georgia.Sea
\ Island
Celebrations

-

-

I
/

\

f

--.-o-r

r-2:00

Foodrfrom the
Oz~ks with
Lucky Grissette

I

I

(

'
~00

,-

~

2:30 _,3:30 - ,..

/

f

2:00--:_ 3~60
I

I

--f

East Jexas
Cooking with
Orsak,
,. Wiestruck &
Kallus

;»-

/

/

/

-

'

Research and Collections: demonstrations by curators, conservators, scientific.lllustrators, collection manag~rs, registrars, and many-others. Design and Display: demonstrations by exhibition
---designers, editors, and fabricators, including cabinetmakers, mcidelmakers, painters, plexiglass
-experts, and packing and crating specialists. Buildings and Grounds: demonstrations by engineers,
craftsmen, technicians , and designers--from the SmithsoniaJl'S Office of Physical Plant and the
NationaLZoo's Facilities ManagementDivision. Teaching and Learning: educational displays,
demonstrations, and special family activi:tles organized bi-education, outr_g~ch , and public'program
1
staff of the Smithsonian. Smithsonian Memories-:--interviews with Smithsonian workers and visitors ·
'about their experiences at the Smithsonian. Ask the-Smiths,onian: Security p fficers a~d volunteer ~
information specialists answer visitors' questions about the Smithsonian.
~

- New lmd
Unusual
vPlants
4:30-5:30
/

I

7
/
/

.V(
I
~

-

/

-,,

-

\

5:00
-

./

'

-

~

.

(

3:30- 4:30
\

v
\

4:00-5:00

FloweJ
Arra_nging
Demon/
stration

4:00

; 1-------'-------i

3-:30- 4:30

objects ~arge --and small-;
research on
'
1/
endangered
species, con- serving and /
caring for the
collections,
and many
others.

Integrated
Pest ~
I
Management
/ 2jo- 3:30

l

;Cooking for
_-family & Faith
------ with Julietta
Po\vwow
"
Garcel
'I'raditions \ -} . 3.:00 - j:OO /

Gospel: The
Birmingham
Surilights

r-

/

>

-

)

\.

/

\

1:00- 2:00

· Working cit the Smithsonian_On~oing Demonstrations
1

c

Cajun Cooking
with
-- Larry Frey

1

Songs of /
Struggle: Tb_e
Treme Brass
_ Freedom
Band & the
Singers
Calliope~
Highsteppers
4:30 --5:30
4:00 - 4:45

.r

-

-

/

---:3:00- 4:00

4:45- 5:30

12:00

12:00- 1:00

Th1imbpic~eL '

Skeeter
---Brandon &
HWY61

1Haupt
Gard€n
Tour;
Orchid
Demonstration

-

{

';:--...

Kentucky

\

- 1 - - - - - ' - - -L---,f --t

I

Cross-regional
Cooking with1
'Lucky Grissette
-&Julietta
Gareel

Pe~nington,

2:1S---- 3:00
/

1:45__.r2:30

..-

I

Louisiana
Treme Brass
' Hayride Band
Band & the / t---_.:;1=2-'-':4.::..5_-=L1"'='5'----i
Calliope
Songs of
Hig~steppers
§truggle: TJ;le
F,reedotn~
1:30- 2:15/
Singers
/

-

11:00 - 12:00 r-

/

;_ F~2ld

12:30- 1:30
/

~

/

Regalia and
Identity

12:00 - 12:45
/

~

1 1:00 Horticulture- Narrative Stage
J

East Texas
Cooking with
Orsak,
Wiestruck &
Kallus

Ong6ing
Preparations

\

J

/

I-

! 11:45

-

"

)

J

I

Sign -language interpreters
will be available for
selected programs.
Programs that will b~
interpreted are marked
with the ~bol~ .

I
/

J

/

-~

/

(

'

SCH eo ~u LE_

I

/

+
THE AMERICAN SOUTH
(11 :00 A.M. -2:00P.M.)
&

IOWA- COMMUNITYS7YLE

COMMUNJTY -STYLE
-

11 :00 -

Civic Center

.

(

f-.-- 11:00- 11:45

\

Cafe-

~

AfricanAmerican
Gospel:
Psalms

Basketball
--- ~a~e

kitchen Table:
Children's
Activities r- . Talk Radio

/

Community
Hall
'

(2:00P.M. - 5:30P.M.)

Mexltan
Songs&
Ballads

t--

1

11 :00 - 11:45

-

,Foodways
y
)

®

SausageMaking &
Smoking

11:00- 11:~

Mennonite
Gospel:
Dear Creek _
Quartet

-<-- 11f45 -)2:30
\

1

_ Scandinavian- .
1 Amerkan
---.. . Dance:
/. Foot-Notes

. . .1
1 • 00

CountrY~
Harmonies:Mamey Sisters
---- 12.30- 1:15

12:JO- 1))

/

Meskwaki
Music &
Culture

Amana
\
Songs &
Games

)

Polka Dance:
- - B~cky & Tg_e
)
Ivanhoe
Dutchn;_en
_

11:45 - 12:30

\11:30- 12:30

Family
---.__ Music
__..
Making
12:30- FOO
- Bl~es Music / /

Jewish
Traditions

1:00 - 1'?30 ·

12:30 - 1:30

/

-

~ 11:45-

/

_"

/

... ~

'7

~lues Review I\
2 :00- 2:45-...

-

2:15- 2:45-

/ '

2:15- 2:45~

--

3:QO

--~-'·-____.!-- . Iowa Square-Dance

Family
Music
Making --'

Auctioneering
2!45- 3:30

I

2:45 1- 3:15

1

..--.... r------+--------1~

/

Basketball _
Skills ·

4: 0 0

_

------::1~ '--" 3:30-4:15
-

I

/,

-...

5:00

Karl t. Kilr;g J
Municipal
~---'/ ;Band -,

_:___ _ _-f

4:15- 5:3o

Fa;Tiily
2:00 , 2:45 ..._

j_

Making May/
Baskets

'"' Singi~g

2)0- 3:3D-.

.>

\

- 1:0Q - 2:00

--11:00-2:00

v

/

River Tales
& Lines

fi.sh Fry
........

/'

I

2:00-=- 3:00 /

2:00-2:45

'-.

~

Cloth $tories
2:45-3:30

.....

-

JeWish Foods ,

-(

I

1

Ri~er

Ropes .,.,

3.·30- 4:30

-

~

.

.-

;-

Meskwaki
Culture

Polka
Workshop

I•

3:30 ~ 4:15

/

3:30- 4:15

-:

4:15- 5:.00

\_rac;litions of
Speaking & Calling
r

DutchFoods

\

Metalwork

4:00-5:00

~

I~

.

Family
Music
Making

'4:15 - 5:00

Czech Egg
Decor~ting

4:30- 5:30

·'

4:45 _\5:30

5:00-5:30

Iowa - Community Style Ongoihg Qempnstrations
Iowa "Eye to I" tours -guided tours of the Iowa site including Metal Works: tinsmithing, ornamental iron=.
work, too and die work Textiles: Amana and African-American quilting; Danish embroidery, counted
cross-stitch, and hardanger; Amana 1crocheting and rug hooking. Celebration Crafts: Czech egg decoration, Meskwaki beadwork; and fingerweaving, Mexican qu~nceafierq_ doll making. Woodcarving: duck
decoy carving, scrollsaw clock making, miniature whittled figures . Agribusiness: family farming and
4-H demonstrations, seeds and crops, -agricultural equipment. Water Ways: river to}.vboat piloting, fishJ...n g, net making and repairing, lake _]Joat y pairing. Trucking Industry.
The American South Ongoing Demonstrations
Crafts: Basketmaking, carving, pot.tery making, quilting, and rug making.

\,.-

'

4:00- 4:'45

'

Doug- Quimby

3:00- 4:00
I

Mexican Songs
&Ballads

Country
Harmonies:
Mamey Sisters
Mennonite
Gospel:
Deer Creek
Quartet

B,lues Music
...,_

~ Wpr~shop

/

Frankie&~

Czech
Pastries<'

Marketing·
Cultural Heritage

3:15- 4:00 /

"""
I
3:30 - 4:15
~ ~-----1--·~l-----4

~

I

lrtarm'onY-

....-

"

/

I

Kee'"ping the
F ' · h
arm m t e

2:45- 3:30
-

/

-

/

130 _ 2 : 30~
-

--

-

I

Soap

2:45-3:30
I

\

/

\

1 Cowgirl -~
"
Poetry ~ J----~---lt--

Meskwaki
Music

)'

Carving with
_

t---~-----t--'---'------•

Lenis & the

12:00- 1:00

12:30- 1:15

1:15- 2:00

1:30- 2:15
1

Ife lle

Community -.... __/
'Spirit

Fiddle Styles /

(

Cuban Musit
& Dance : I

Iowa C'afe Food
12.;00- 1:00

I

12:00

-

-1

/

Iowa Caucus
1:15 --f-:15

..J-

(

12:30 -

Wood
Stories

2•00

-(

Cloth Stories

/

__\__
··--·-+
~ _...::1,;..::1:.=:_5_--=2:.:..::0:...:.0_--1 _
/ ~ .J
"
-./.

~ 11:00-

\

11:45 - 12:30

I

Frankie &
Doug
QuimbY.

.,
/

11:00- 1-?;0Q..

11:00- 11:45

Auctioneering

--

I

Caring for
the
-C:ommunit5"

-·

Family
Activities

4:15 1- 5:30

The Art of 'Selling -

'-..

5:00- 5:30

5:307:00
7:009:00

Blues Dance:
Louis & the
Blues Review

Da_nce Party -

Maggie Lewis
Warwick with
Tillman Franks'
OldTime l..a.
Hayride Band

Evening ,Concert

Civic Center ~tag_e

Civic Center Stage ,

SCHEDULE
\

Schedules are subject to change.
Check signs in each program area
for spedfis information.

'

THE AMERICAN SOUTH
'

\

"'-

WORKING AT THE
SMITHSONIAN

..._

-

.f

Music-and
Dance

Celebrations - Foodl!!ays,"---

Studio
I

-

Songs ..of
Struggle: The'
Freedom
Singers

Geno Delafose
&Frenth
Rocl<in' Boogie

~

/

ll:OO- i2:00 '--

-

~

11:00- 12:00

'

~

f

'--

"->-

'-.

Ongoing
Preparations
&
Scheduled
Presentatii5115

' I-

\•

'

Eddie

\

.P~_nnington,

Kentucky
Thumb picker

I--

'

12:00- 1:00

12:00- 1:00

Sunlights~
i -:00 ,:_]:45
-

1:0d - 2:00

~

~

'

Geho Delafose
&French
Rockin' Boogie·

Hig~steppers

-'-

)

I

.J

/

-

1:00

I

Cajun Cooking'
,with
Larry Frey '

-

--

--

~

-

•..

Cooking for
Famit~ & Faith
with Julietta
Garcel
I '2:oo- r oo

'-

-

-

-

'--

\

2:00,
~

,........
>-.

/

-

3:0.0 :

-...

'"

\

Fo osf f; om the
Ozarks with
Lucky Grissette

l

3:30-- 4:30

----.3:30 - 4:30

--

/-

,v

-

Gospel: Th~'
Birmingham
Sunlights

-

~

-

I

I

:---

\

-

-

..:.

I

--

/

,,

-

S:OO
'

~

/

designers, ·editors, and fabricators , including cabinetmakers, modelmakers, paint~_!:S, plexiglass
exp erts, ag d packing and crating specialists. Buildings and Grounds: demonstrations by engineer,s,
craftsmen , technician s, and designers from the Smithsonian 's Office of Physical Plant and the
National Zoo's Facilities Managem ent'. Division. Teaching and Learning: education al displays, demon strations, and special family activities organized by education, outreach , and public program
staff of the Smithsonian . Smithsonian Memories: interviews wit~ Srtithsonian workers and visitors
abou~ th_iir exp erien ces at the Smithsonian. Ask, the Smithsonian: Sewrity- offlcers and volunteer
inform ation sp ecialists answev visitors' questions about the Smithsonian.
- /
'
"'-

_- ,
,.-

-/

'-

-

I

-

--

r

Research and Collections: dem on strations by curators, conservat~rs, scientific illustrators , collection managers, registrars, and many others. Design_ and Display: dem onstrations py exhibl_tiorr

/

J

'-

-

-

Butterfly
Garden
Tour;
Watering;
Demonstrationl
4) 0- 5:39

~-

·

1-\

~

--

·working at t~ Smithsonian -ongoing Demonstrations ·

_......,--

/

-... 3:Jo - 4:Ja

/

_/

,

.....;

=-

4:00- 5:00

_/

/

-

4:Q_Q

I

' East Tex;s
Coo_king with
Orsak,
Wiestruck & --..
.Kallu;

Cuoan" American
Celebrations

4:30 - 5:30
/

I

-

,·

'--'\

\

3:00-4:00

(

New-Coon
Creek_Girls

Kentuck)r
Thlimbpicker

~

.

\

~

\

Narratiy
11:30 - 14.:30
sessions with
S:trp.thsonian
1worker~ (past:-.
and.present)
Herb
on a Wide
/
Discussion
vari~ty of
12:30- 1:30 topics;jncluding: planning
I
an exhibition, . 1.)
stories from
· ~
--theJield,
Hydroponics
~arning on
_....
Demon· the job,
v
1
stration 1
wDmen in the
1:30 -:o 2:30 \
workplace,.
_rp.ovin g
objects large
Design 1
al(d small,
'
Consi-der- r~e~rch dn
\.. I
ations
endangered
2:30- 3:30
species, C® ~
serving and
I
l..caring {9-r the
Hanging
collections,
Plants
an_d mail.y
- Demon- I
v ; otbers.
1, stration

--

-

-

"

2:45 -=3:30

\

I

-

~

~

\

"---'

.

/

-

/

-

/

1:00- 2:00

Sounds of Powwow

Songs of \'-Struggle: The
Freedom
/ Singers

4:3Q- 5:30
I

/

Topiary
Demonstration

-

-

~

_/

Penn~gton ,

-

--

'

--

)

-...

I

.._,_
~

Treme ·Brass
I Band & the
..... Calliope~
-:::::- I"'- Highsteppers

.

/-.

1:45- 2:45

--I

'\

---

-

7

Treme Brass
_ Ba~fl &-the
·calliope

Eddie

-

Community:
Traditional
Artists

Gospel: The Birmingham

Sk'eeter
Brandon &
HWY 61 --

-;--

--

~

/

-

/

12:00- 1:00

®
Crafting

-

./

2:QO- 2:45
__ Maggie Lewis
Warwick with
- Tillman Franks'
Old rune La.
Hayride-Band
2:45- 3:30 '

'

'

/

'1 2:00'

-

'-

----~
-

~

-

-'-

Food from the
Ozarks with
Lucky G--r.issette

New Coon
Cn!ek Girls

"' ..

-

11:00 - 12:00

/

)

)ijorticu/ture Narrative Stage

11-:0,0
- --

East Texas
C~king witlT
/
Orsak,
Wiestruck &
Kallus-

I

~

-

I

/<"

,v

/

Sign language interpret~
'will be avai~able for
selected programs. Programs that will be
interpreted are mq.rked
~ with t~e S)'l!tbol~- .

_)

F E S T I V<A L S I T E M A P
r'

I

/

I
'

f

I

NATIONAL MUSEUM OF
AMERICAN HISTORY
I

r MADISON
DRIVE /
/

,--------1
(

Mrnrn~strat~on

1
I

"' )

\

1

I

ir-

CELEBRATION
CRAFTS

I

r<

~

I

(1

'~

I

- TI-d-E AMERICAN

SOUTH _~

_ ---

'-= ':;-./

THE AMERICAN SOUT_H .
) 1/
(_

~- FESTIVAL

,.. LEGEND

-,
.... INFORMATION

)

~

V -z.

t.

~· CONCESSI~N

~ ACCESSIBLE TO

\SJ

\
F-IRST AID

~FOOD

. 'JI!1 RESTROOMS

\

~

MOBILITY IMPAIRED

JEFFERSON DRIVE
1

~ BEVERAGE
,--:-', CONCESSION

l

\..

/.

-'(_

(-

~-----

\
/

I

1/

\

c

/

-\

\

"'

\.:
,\_

NATIONAL MUSEUM OF ,
NATURAL HISTORY

- tOWA·- COMMUNITY STYLE -

I

~-

,

JOWA- ~. COMMUNITY

STYLE

~----~--------~

COMMUNITY

I

•

HALL

I

FARM MACHINERY

SMITHSONIAN

~

1

~

CA-piTOL •

IOWA- COMMUNITY STYLE

I

1- '

-!

-....
/

/

/

/

)/
I

\

WEDNE$DAY, }VLY 3

/

THE AMERICAf'J SOUTH
(11 :00 A.M. -2:00P.M.)
&~

_JOWA-COMMUNI1YSTYLE

COMMUNIT~Y

IOWA
~

I

/

-

I

-

Iowa Square ---Dance
11:00-- 11 :45

<
\
/

-

12:00'

--

'-'

'

Louis & the
Blues Revie'!Y
~ 11:00- 11:45

l

-

- Basketball
Game
11 :45- 12:30
'-J

'
~

A---

/

----

1
-

-

1': 00
~
\

I

I.

-

- 2:QO
'

I

~-,

-

..__ Dance:
..--Foot-Notes
1:15- 2:0o
.--> ;polka Dance:
, Becky & The
_/
Ivanhoe
Dutchmen
2:oo- 2:45
-.

3:0£) -'
-

./1/

Karl L King
I Municipal
Band
--.
I 2:45 -~: 45

/

---./ - --

/I
'.._ '

.4:00

/

I
./

--

'-

--

.\

· Meskwaki
' Musk
,_
2:45 - .'3:30

~

~' _b,uctioneering
...--

3:45 - 4:30

-

\

'\

-

~

~"'

J

-

1

~

~

-

\'
/

J) '

Mennonite
Gosp~l : Deer
c;:-r eek qua;ft
3:15 _ :3 :4~
Family
-Music
My king ~ '
3:45- 4_:15

-

I

\

I•

"

I

calling Square
Auctions
4:45-5:30

~

;

-

/

\

-~·

/

-

- ,'--\

,,
Norwegi~n
Foods_
2:00-3:00

Askth~

....

1--'

Selli~{g

Io~ Cafe

.

-~--

~

~

Fish Tales
5:00 -5:301 -

r

-

..

)

./

Basketball
Skitts
2:30 i 3:15

-

-

---

- ~
River T..ales
& Lines -.___
:t_15- 4:00

-

'

I

/

'

- Barr-Nunn

'I

Truck_~ng

~

"

14:00 - 4A5

/

4:15-5:00

'

)

Food
-3:004:00
--"

-

Doctor&Vet
2:00-2:30

Dutch Foods
4:00 -5:00

The Art of

/

-'

-

-- '

Roping
Workshop
4:45- 5:00

.....
')

"

I

Iowa - Community Style Ongoing Demonstrations)
Iowa 11 Eje to Jl' tours- guLdedTours of the Io~a site including Metal Works: tinsmithing, om amental .irol\work , tool and die ..work. Textiles: Amana and African-American quilting; Danish embroidery, counted
cross-stitch , and hardangf;r; Amana crocheting and rug hooking. Celebration Crafts: G:zec-h- egg decoration, Meskw~i beaQ:w6rk and fingerweavin_g, Mexi~an qJJinceanera doll m(l.king. W9odcarving: duck
decoy carving, scrollsaw clock makiQg;-miniature whittled figures. Agribusiness: family farming and
4-H demonstratiof:ls, seeds and crops, agricultural equipment. Water Ways: river towboat piloting, fishing , net making and repairing, lake boat repairing. Trucking Industry.-.:..
/
The American South Ongoing Demonstrations
Crafts: Basketmaking, carving, pottery making, quilting, and rug making.

Frankie &
Dotig
QuijUby
.::1:'00 - 2:00

I

~

Meskwaki /
Fingerw eaving
4:30- 5:30

'-

..--

;/

~

I

Dances fs{

\.

-

.

/ S::ultural
Crossroads
12:00- 1:00

."'

/

Caring f-Gr
Amana
the \
Quilting Community 3:30 4:30~ ~ ~ 3:30- 4:15

B}u es Music
_-- 4: 15- 4:45

/

Czech
Pastries I
J
1:00-2:00

\

l

Radis>-& Newspaper
I
C G>mmunities
2:4-5 - 3:30 '

-...

\

,

I

/

~

Czech Egg
Decorating
"2:303:30

-

Missis~ppi

-

Ar ' -

-

'

/

)

Taking( art
) n Political
Life'\
'
2:00 -2:45 \
__.-

-...

r

/

-

"

~

Mexican
/Songs &
J Ballads
- 2:30-3:15
'-._.

.....

'

Danish
Embroidery
'1:30- 2:30

('

'

,,

' Your OWn
&J.ck Yar:a
"' 1:15- T OO

--

I

Hmong.
Foods
12:00 - l:O_Q
") -

...__ '

"

/

Pc;>1ka Dal:}S:e:
' Country
;Harmonies:
Beckx & Th y - Matr{et Sisters
Ivanhoe
4:30 - 5:15
Dutchmen
4:30- 5:30 /

5:00 ,

--

Blues Music~
{30- '2 :00

).

---

\

...--Resea~ching

-

'

I

-

CGmmunity
4 -H
~ _l2:30 - 1:15

-.
'

Amana
fo ; ds
11 :00-

/

Iowa~

\

--

Cal-ving with
Soap' I-/
12 } 0- 1:30

Music
Makin~
- 2:00 ~ 2:_0

!

..-lq;wa Caucus
.:3:30- 4:30

- --

\

v :qo.

-

ll

Frankie &
Doug
'
Qulinby_
11 !O(}- 12:001

'>..

Marketmg
--- cultural
Heritage
11 :15 - 12:30

--

\

.A

Country
Har:monies:
Matney SiSters
2:00 --J: :4~

~.

_::.:;:''-

'

/

~

1

-"-.

-

Family
_Activities

~

~

I

'

River Ropes
1l:Jo - 12:36

Family~-

\

I
~

\

-

Mexican
Songs &
Ba)lads12:30- 1:00
' Cowgirl
I
Poetry
_;J
1:00- J:.: 3Q_

I

-

'-

"

_/

/'

!_.
;/

..-

Mennonite I
Gospel:
Deer Creek ~
Quartet
L.J 5- 2:00

-

'--

'

Singfng
Workshpp
12:30- 1:15

AmeriCa~

-

(

~

-~

"

Foodways

Passing on
Special
Knowledge
" 11 :00- ll:45

./

(

f--

~

;/

Scandina\iian-

'>--

/

Farm Talk
11:45 - 1'2:3!1
_.---"-.....'

I

Harm~my

Louis &-the
Blues Review
12:30- 1:15

Cafe

I

Au'Ctioneeru/g
Skills
'N :45- 12:30

\

----

/

)

-,.

/

~

'AfricanAmerican
- Gospel:
Psalms
11 :00 7 . 11'4S

/
I

I
Kitchen Table:
Children's
Activities =ralk Radio

~

Community
..X.
Hall
I!

I

I

(2:00P.M. - 5:30P.M.)
~

Civic Center

1 1:00

STYLE

\

"

I

5:307:00

Scahdin:avianAmerican
Dance:
Foot-Notes

7:009:00

Native
American
Music from
Iowa & the
American
South

~

)

\

Dance Party
Music -& Dance.Stagt

Evening Concert
Music & Dan\ e\ ~tagt
\, '--

\

"-

SCHEDULE ·
Schedules are subject to change.
Check signs in each program area
fdr specific information.

\

/

THE AMERICAN SOUTH

WQRKlNG AT THE
SMITHSONIAN

.

- -

I

.......

Music and
Dance

f--.
~

T

Celebrations

Studio

('<

~

"-

./

Foodways

1 1 :0 0 -Horticulture Narrative-stage

~

/

·lJ

Maggie Lewis
Warwick with
Tillman
' Franks' Old
Timer.i.
Haynde Band

Eddie

I'- Pennington,

Kentucky
Thumb picker
11:00- 11A5

Cuban Music
&. Dance:
Ife Ile
1--

-

\

-·
-

&
~ Stheduled

-

Gospel: The
Birmingham
Sunlights

~

-

-

I
\

I

1:30- 2:15

;-- Eddie
P-ennington,
Kentucky .
1Tht-\mbpicker
~3:00

-

I

.._

3:00- 4:00

-

(

4:00- 4:45

/

/ \

1;45- 5:30

.....

/

" 2:00
'

/

!'

--

/

'

--

I

-3:00

\

/
\

/

3:00- 4:00 -

Songs of
Struggle: Th~
Freedom;
Singers

/
~

-

...___

BeauSoleil
avec Michael
Doucet~
4:45- j5:30

Cooking for
Family & Faith
with Julietta
- Garcel --_

-

4:00- )~00

)

--

-

~dangered ,

i'

species_,_cori-~

\

2:30-330

t,

'\'

colkct~ons,

Flower
Arranging
Demonstration

\

-·

~erving and _
caring for the

\

\

1

movi~g

objects large
and small,
research on

Container \
Planting_
Bemanstration

)

Sea Island
/"' Cooking_
Sara Wifs9n

-- and maw
others.

r--

/

3:30- j:30 /

/

/
/

. \

"

/

New and
Unus1fal
Plants

\

5,_:00 -

-

4:30· ~

/
I

5:30
/

/

I

Working at the Smithsonian Ongoing Demonstrat;ons

_

_

I

,

Sign

Research and Collections: demonstrations by-curators, conservators,'-Scientific illustrators, collectim~ managers, reg~trap, ,and many others. Design a1_!9 Display: denionstrationsJ?y exhibition
_
designers, editors, and fabricators , including ~binetmakers,' modelmakers, painters, plexiglass
experts, and packing and crating specialists. Buildings and Grounds: demonstrations_:::by engineers,
craftsi)len, technicians, and de'signers from the Smithsonian's Office of Physical Pla]lt and. the
National Zoo's Facilities Management Division. Teaching and Leafning: educational displays,
demonstrations, a'nd special family activities org"'>nized by education, outreach, and public program
staff of the Smithsonian. Smithsonian Memories: interviews with Smithsonian w6rkers and visitors
about their experiences at the Smithsonian. Ask the .S'inithsonian: Sef]:Irity offu;ers and volunteer
informatiorf specia~ists answer visitors' questions about the Smithsonian.
/

1:30-2:30

z.

l

-

Orchid
Demorlstration /

-

/

-

I

I

I

-....

r

~
-

r

2:00-3:00

--

/

-..,

'

-

1-

3:15- 4:00

'/::00- 4:45 /

Treme,Brass
Banci"& the Calliope
_:!iighsteppers

12:30- 1:30

-..,.\

-

~

Gospel:' The
Birminghal(l
Sunlignts /

Cuban-,Music
& Dance:.
Ite Ile

/
/

Narrative "
sessions with,
'\ Smithsonian
werkers (past '
and present)
on a wide I
-variety of
topics, in~h:td
ing: planning
an exhibition, .-I:
stories from
the field,
le~rning on
the job,
;-omen in the
workplace,

-Integrated
Pest\
Management

/

East Texas
Cooking with
.;:,.
Orsak,
Wie~truck '&
Kallus ---.

~

.._,

·,-. 2:30 - 3:15

·-

'-1:00- 2:00

Storytellmg:Fr_o m ·
" Memory to
- History

/

Promoting
the 'Music

--

-

~

r}

Maggie l£'W'is_
Warwick with ~
- Tillman FranK's ::
--CJld Tnnel;
Hayride fund

+

/

Haupt
Garden
'Tour; \
Archives of
Arnerlcan
Gardens

-

'

Foo-d from the
Ozalks with
Lucky Grissette

/

'

1_:0'0

'

-

1:30-2:30

--

/

I

11:30 - 12:30
/I

-

12:00- 1JJO

Sounds of
Powwow

~

I

2:15

/

'(/

12:45- 1: 30

\

' Cooking for
Faro_ily & Faith
with Julietta
Garcel J

-

~

BeauSoleilavec Michael
Doucet

12:0Q<

1

/

/

_ Treme Brass
Band & the Calliope
Highsteprers I

,

(

Songs of
/
Styugg~: Thelr
Freedom
Singers -

Ulg.li

,,

/

\

12:00 - 12:45

12:30- 1:30

'

\

../

11:00- 12:00

Presentations

'

(

Sea Island
....- Cooking
Sara Wilson

_Ereparatio~s

('

'

--

-

I

~

Ongoing-

- 11:00- 12:00

1 f:45 - 12:30

I

--

'

r

la~guage interpreters~

will be available for
/

/

selected programs.
Programs that will ~e
interpreted are markea
with the symbol~ . -

JI
I

•

-

I

./

/

/
I

I

{

~

/

SCHEDULE

/

I

~ THVRS~AY, }VLY

4

THE AMERICAN SOlffH
(11 :00 A.M. -2:00P.M.)
&

IOWA- COMMUNITY STY,

IOWA

COMMUNITY STYLE

) -

(2:00P.M. -5:30P.M.)

!

Community
Hatr

\

(

11 :Q0 Civic Center
-

Cafe
'

Auctioneering

Louis & the
Blues Re~ew

Meskwaki_
Musk &
Culture

11:00- 11:45

J1:00- 11:45

11:00- 11:45

/

'

Kitchen Table:
Childrent
Activities

12:{t0

------

I

- Basketball
§arne
11 :45- 12:30

1

Family Music
Making
11:45- 12:15

11:45 - 12:30 ·

I
I
r
- ~~---~~~-----4
·'-<

Mennonite

'--

\

\_

1 :00~

1

V-:30 - 1:15
/

12:30- 1:15

.

Meskwaki.
Music 1

Louis & the
Blue-s Review -

- Barra
\

\
,~

/

~

~Scan9tnavian-....
{

American
D.ance:
Foot-Notes

-

I

4:00

Iowa Squ~re
/ Dance

j

Iowa Caucus

3:30- 4:30

3:45 - 4:(5

" (

1-------,.---1~

5:00

PoDza Dance:
Becky & the
- -Ivanhoe
Dutchmen
4:30- 5:30

11 :30- 12:30

I

--

Harmony
Singing
Workshop
3:30- 4:15
1-----~-1

4:45-5:30

Harmonies:
Matney Sisters

Community:/
Tr~ditional
Artists

AmaDfFciods · \
Farm Talk

Czech Egg
_

J)ecora~ing

..J.-2:00- 1:0().
r

12:60- 1:00

/

12:30- 1:15

I

12:30- 1:30

-I

I

(

Iowa Cafe ____
Food .

lfe -Ile
1:00 - 2:0tt-

1:00-2:00
-

~

!

f

1:30- 2-;30

Taking Part
/ in Local r-/
Politics

Mexican ·""
Foods- -

i

2:oo- 3:oo ~

'2:00 - 2:45-

Lt am to
' Auction with
/ 4-H Kids2~00 -2:45
-

Carying wi_th
Soap
- 2:30 - 3:30
-

Singing' the
Blues

-i

2:45 - 3:30 ~

{

Iowa YO-'XO
Mal<,ing -

1--r, ----,
/~--·\

"
/ Norwegian
· F~o4s\

I

I

4:45 -( 5:30

I....

-~

\

-~opes

---/

4:30-5:30

'-

!-

3:30--4:30

!
Card Games

\

2:45-3:45

-

I~

3:30- 4:15

1

Basket9all
Skills

\

_j\

3:00 - 4:80 1 _

Growing Up '
--- in Iowa

&
Lines

3:45- 4:30

The Art of
Teaching
4:15

~

5:00

l

Dutch Foods
I

4:00-5:00

-

\

Scandinavian'American

-

\

7:oo-

Dance_ ~

'

5:30

5:30~',

CubanAmerican
Music: lfe lle

Workshop
4:30-5:30

Dance Party
Civic Center Stage

I

The American South Ongoing Demonstrations
Crafts: Basketmaking, carving, pottery making, quilting, and rug making.
(

\

/

5:00

\
_; - Volunteer
Firefighters

work, tool and die work. Textiles: Amana and African-American quilting; Danish emgroidery, t aunted
cross-stitch, and hardanger; Amana crocheting and rug hoqking. Celebr,at\._Qn Crafts: Czech egg decoration, Meskwaki beadwork and fingetweaving, Mexican quinceanera doll making._Woodcarvip.g.: duck
_?ecoy carving, strollsa\Y clock making, miniature whittled figures . Ag_ribusin~s: family farming and
4-H demonstrations, seeds and crops, agricultural equipment. Water Ways: river towboat piloting, fishing, net ~aking and repairing, lake boat repairing. fucking Industry.

'

~

\

./

1
Iowa - Community Style Ongoing Demonstrations
Iowa "Eye to I" tours- guided tours of the Iowa site including Metal Works: tinsmithing, ornamental iron-

\

-

Cuban Music
& Dance:-

(

Danish Paper
Crafts

I

'

-.....\

-Blues Music

Country~

I

\ 11 :45- 1Z.30

4: 15 - 4:45

AfricanAme{ican
Gospel:
Psalms

'

Craf~ing _

3:00 -, 3:30
~

3:00-3:45

2:30 ·- 3:00

\ Meskwaki (
Music &
Culture

Country
Harmonies:
Matney Sisters

2:30-3:30 '-

Wood
;:;:-V (ork(rs

Nine\ Patches

L15- 2:00

Mexican
- Songs &
_ Ballads"

__11:00 - 12:00

/

/

11:45 - 2:30 --

Deer Creek
' Quartet: /
-?·in' ,.nn

11:00- 12:00
)

Cloth Stories

1:45- 2:30

Frankie &
Doug
Quimby:)

Qui~ting

1:15- 1(45

Fiddle Styles

Mermooire Gc:6frl f

I
/

Cowgirl
Poetry·

/

1:15-2:30
/

"

/

1:1 .'?._- 1:4'5

Karl L J>ittg
Municipal

2:00

12:15-- 11:45

\ 1---------•
__ ,Deer Creek
--/
Blues Music
Qu11rtet
---- 12:45 - 1:15

\

(

-

Czech
Pastries

11 :00- 11:45

_ Mexican
Songs &
Ballads r

~ Gospek

Iowa Scciare
Dance
/

)

/

-

/

Women's
V{grk

• I'·

\

JHarm;:my
,... Singing
Wgrkshop

·-

(
/

/

'

Family
Activities

Foodways

Talk Radio

SCHEDULE
-schedules are subject to change.
Check si~ in each program area
for specific information.
I

WORKING AT THE)
SMITHSONIAN

THE AMERICAN
SOUTH
x,
'

\

~

Cel~bratioos -

Studio
-

./

Treme Brass
Band & the
Calliope
Highsteppers

\

Eddie
.- Pennington.',
Kentucky I Thumbpicker

JI:OO -12:00

Scheduled
Presentations

.---

.

- -

f\ Cuban :¥usk

-

I

) Ife Ile
12:45 - 1:45

'-..

BeauSoleil
avec MichaeL.
Doucet
1:45- 2:30

1:45-2:30

)

Ulali -

-

-

-

PoW\Vow
Troaditions
I

/

"

1

1:30- 2:30
'r

Garcel

) Design
" Considerations

3:00

2:30 '- 3:15

3:VO-- 4:00

2:30:--:3:30

/

.Food from the
Ozarks with .
L:ucky Grissette

Birmin~am

Songs of (
Struggle:- The

~

\

\

'--3:39- 4:30

Free~o.rn

Singers
. Trem~Brass
Band & the
Calliope
Highsteppers

.....,_

- 4:00-4:45

--- Maggie l.eJvis
Warwiek with
Tllhnan Franks'
Old Time La

4:30 -_5:30

~~

East Texas
Cemking with
Orsak,
Wiestruck &
Kallus

/

>'

--

I

-

/

)4:0.0

-- -

I

-

-

'

3:30-4:30

,...._

I• /

5:00
-

\
I

-

I

" Working at the Smithsonian Ongoing Demonstrations

~

i

/~

-

-:

Hanging
I
Plants
J?emonstration

collections~
and many
others.

'-

../

"

}

1:3P '--5:30

~

I

-

)
J

\

'

designers, editors, and fabricators , including cabinetmakers, modelmak_ers, painters, plexiglass
experts, and p~king and crating specialists. Buildings and Grounds: demo~trations by engineers,
craftsmen, technicians, and designers from the Smithsonjan's Oifice of PJ:!Ysical Plant and the
National Zoo's Facilities Management Division. Teaching and Learning: educational displays, 1
demonstrations, and special family activities organized by education, outreach, and p~blic program
staff of the Smithsonian. Smithsonian Memories: interviews with Smithsonian workers and visitors
about 'their experiences at the Smithsonian. Ask the .Smithsonian: Security officers and/volunteer
information specialists ~swer visitors' questions about the Smithsonian.
I

Narrative
sessions with
Smithsonian
workers (past
and ~resent)
on a wide
I·
variety of
topics1 including: planning
an exhibition1
- stories from
the field, ~
learning on
the job,
women in the
workplace,
moving _?bjects large
and small : ··'
research on
' endangered
-: species, con,Servin~ and
caring for tpe _

Butterfly
, - Garden;
Waten.ng
Demonstratiol}

I

~Research.and C~llections: demonstrations by curators, cooservators, scientific illustrators, collection managers, registrars, and many others. Design and Display: d~monstrations by exhibit~on

I

-

-

~-

/ 4:00 - 5:00_

/

'

/

3:15- 4:00

Celebrations
from the
> Georgia Sea
1Islands

/

/

2:oo- 3:oo

I"---- Sunlig ts

'

f

Archives of
AmeriCan
Gardens

\

withjul~ta

Gospel: The

/

/

2:00

~

Cooking for
Family & Faith

12:30- 1:~0

-

-

-

--.

~

\

/

A

Hayri9eBmd

I

Eddie
--Pennington,
Kentucky
Thumbpicker

Hydroponics
Demon, stration /\

l:OO

(

-

-

/

I

Maggie Lewis
Warwick with
Tllhnan Franks' OldTrrnela

2:30-3:30

..( 11:30- 12:30

I I

1:oo- 2:oe-

\J

-

~

Sea Island , .
- Cooking --Sara Wilson

/

1:001:45
_..-

I

, 12:00

12:;00- 1:00

Son&s of
Struggle: The
Freedom
Singers

Demon, stration

!....-

Gospel: The
Birmingham
Sunlights

& Dance:

Topiary~

'

I)
EJst Texas
Cooking with
'EJrsak,
'/
\\Qestruck &
Kallus

/

I

/

/

~

\

~

../

12:00- 1:00

~arrative Stage

/.

' I"

11:00 - 12:00

-Regalia and
Identity;®

"-.

UlaJi
I'

''--

1-

~

/

Food from the
Ozarks )Vith
Luc~y Grissette

&

.)
I

11:45 - 12:45
/

Horticulture

11 ~:00
~

Ongoing
Preparations

/

/

-

~

(

"

r \
-

- Foodways

.-'

BeauSoleil avec Michael
' Doucet

11:00'":'- 11:4'5

--\

/

-

Music and
Dance

/

I

Sign language interpreters
will be. available for
selected programs.
l'rograms that will be
interpreted are marked
.
.
with the_.. symbol~

;

\

/

/

SCHED-uLE
/

FRIIiAY,]ULY

5

THE AMERICAN SOLffH
(11 :00 A.M. - 2:00P.M.)

&

-

IOWA- COMMUNITYSTYl

C:_QMMUNITY Sl=Yb-E

19WA

__ Community
Hall
'Civic Center

11:00

..c-

·

1

"

-

Basketball \
Game

M~xican

Th~

Songs &
Ballads

,1 1:00- 11:45

11:00- 11:45

--. ' r

~

-

)1:45 -190

I

/

Family
Music ____
Making_

-

AfricanAmerican

SGandinavi'anAmeric.a n
/ Dance:
Foot-Notes

(. ~ \iospel:

(~·

12:30- 1:15 '

12:30- 1:15

f-Polka Dance:
Be~ky & The
Ivanhov

~·

/

I

/

Harmonx
Singing,
Workshop

Iowa Square
Dance'

-•

2:00-2\ 45
/

~
/

""'

"-.
.

2:00- 2:4~ )

"-

.-

Cowgirl
Poetry

_,

12:00- l:.QO

-

~

I

--..
~

\

2:0&- 2:45

\

Finger- ~

/

\

Karl L. King
Municipal
\ . Band
-

Mexican
Songs' &
Ballads

t

4:15- 5:30

,

-

Iowa Caucus
/

r---~.../
L-:-"-~/
-1 --1

Blues-Music
5:oo".! 5:30

\

l

\

..

Riv~r

I

3:00- 4:0b
'

/
I

--:..
./

\

'

)

B,asketball
Skills

/

3:30- 4:30

I

\

-

-

Mexican
-'foods
4_;_00- 0 00

F am'ilies in
Business

I

,,
Tales '

& ~ines' _,

N ol)Wegian '\
Foods

on

'
\

/ 2:45 - 3:30

I

I

~ special

~
~

--..

'{

4:15- 5:00

/

~

•

Ask the ~
Doctor 1&---:._
Vet

Roping
Wo.rk$op

>

I

4:3 0-5:30

["-

I

r'

r

5:00-5:30 _......,

Iowa- Community Style Ongoing Demons.trations
.
Iowa "Eye to I" tours -guided tours of the Iowa site including Metal Works: tinsmithing, ornamental iron- r
work, ltq~l and die work. Textiles: Ama.9a and "African-Am~rican quilting; Danish em.bro~dery,~ounted
cross-stitch, and hardanger; Am~Qa crocheting and rug hooking. Celebration Crafts: Czech-egg decoration, Meskwaki beadJork ~nd fingerweaving, Mexican quinceafiera dull making. Woodcarving: duck
decoy carving, scrollsaw clock making, miniature whittled figures. Agribusiness:•family farming and_
4-H demonstrations, seeds and crops, agricultural equipment. Water Ways: river towboat piloting, fish-ing, net making and repairing, lake b~oat repairing. Trucking lndustry.
I

'

- 3:30 :;A:15

'4:30-5:30 :

The American 5Quth Ongoing Demonstrations _
Crafts: Basketmaking, carving, pottery makin~, quilting, and rug making.

"'-

Needlepoint

4:15-\5:00
4:45-5:3 0

-~
-~ 4-ri-5~tories

I

C;irci GaiDes ' - Knowlepge
330 _ 430

\

2;00- 2:45
\

2:45-3:30
'
\

____

/

1:00- 2:00

2:00-3:00

_,~

1 Clot9- Stories
I

.'

Czech
Pastries

Meskwaki

')_30 - 5.:30

-

1:15 -'2:00 '

9rowingUp
in Iowa

~eaving

J

1:00 -:2:00

r-~~
- ----~-=~~-r-~~\-L
' --~

Pass~ng

~

\..

\

I

1:30 - 2:JO

1

\
__ g
Rddlin· &
'Qlumbpicking:
Rosebud
&~
\
Alonzo
Pennington_

I

\ Women~s
__ Work /

\ ---~ommug_ity
Bands

2:45 ~:30

12:00- 1:00
'-

'

- Games

Auc;t:i.oneering
Wo~hop

American
/ - Darce: /

Basketmakers:
Alvin &
Trevle1Wood

Iowa Cafe .__
Food

12:30- 1:15

"
-

~Soyt9s 1&

- 2:~5 '2:45
.- --------------ir'--------___.....'------11--------'---------l ,.

-

3-: (),0 .Scal1:1,inavian-

-

-

I

_Dutch Foods

Amana

1 45 :'L 15
1-----:___,-___,_:---• ~

~

- ~uimby
11:00 - 12:00

Community
S'pirlt

/

1.,..

&

\

) ~
::r

1:15 .-1:45 (

~
~--------~~-~~1~:1~5_-~2~:0~,0~,-,-+~--~-~-------4 /
J

Danish r
Window
6rnarnents

Blues Music

"

1:15- 2:00

·,;

\

12:30- 1:30
--..r

- FTimkie
Doug

y

r

') 12:30- 1:15

_Gounny -

;

1.1:45 - 12:30 )-'

-~

( Flood' ,
Narratives

1130 -' 12:30

Meskwaki
(
1;1usicl&
Culture

Harmqnieg:..,
.
Matney SISters

2 :00,-=_ .Du~hfnen

1

----

rsal~

Meskwaki
Beadwerk

'·

I

11 :00 - 12.·0d

--

11:45-.::-12:30

11:15- 12:30

.)

I

~_I

,Family
Activities

/

Home
Cannii{"g

11:00 - 11:45

1

.__ Mennonite
- Gospel:
Deer Creek
'Quartet

Auctioneerin~

Ethnic
Holiday
Celebrations

1

( 11:00 - 11:45-

I

\ 12:00 -

Kitchen Table:
- )
Children§ _
Talk
Radio
"/ Fooaway~
Attivities ,

Cafe.--

Louis &
Blues Revi~

(2:00P.M. -5:30P.M.)

'

1

,\

5:3 0-

~:

\/-Dance forty

Iowa Square
- Dance

7:00
7:009:00

Bands from
. . ! owa & the
,-:.A merican ,
1
South

I

\

-

Music ,& Dance Sta•
I

(

EveningConcert
Music & Dance Sta;
\

SCHEDULE
Schedules are sl;ibject to change.
_ Check signs in each program area
for specific information.
I

-r-HE

- WO~ _KING AT THE
SMITHSONIAN

AMERICAN SOUTH
I
I

Music and
Dance , '
EdClie
Pennington, _
Kentucky
Thumbpic;_fer
11:00 - 1~po

Studio
Maggie Lewis
Warwick with
Tillman
Franks' Old
, Time l.a.
Hayride Band

Ulali

_(_·

Cuban Music
Dance: _~

Ongoirig
Preparations
-

Cooking for
Family &: Faith
with JUlietta
Gaz.cel

~

&
- Sc~eduled /

11 :00 _ J2 :oo
-

1:00- 1:45

_9ospel: The
Birmingham
Sunlights

Calliope,
HighstepperS-

3:30.14:30-

Cuban Music
&: Dance:

Ife Ile

I

-

4:30-5:30

\

-

/

1--------1

"
·'

j

-&ongs of
?truggle: The ·\
Freedom
Singers

_? torytelling:
From
. Memory to
History .

4:00-4:45

BeauSoleil -/ avee Michael
Doucet

~,

Cooking with
Orsak,
Wiestruck &:
/ Kallus
1

7

~

Cooking for "Fa·rt;.ny & Faith
with Julietta
'
, Gq_rcel

~:30

' 2:30-8:30
/

3:00- 4:00

--4:00
/

Herb
Dis~ussion

"I

,...-

sessions With
Smithsonianr
w,e>rkers (past
and presentY
( on a wide
variety of
topics, includjng: planning
an exhibitior).,
/ stories from
1
the field,
·learning on _
the job,
women in
- the workplace,
mOving
q,llje'cts large
and small, ,
research on _
endangered
!species, con-\'
serving and
ca~ing for the
collections,
and many
others. _

/

3:30- 4:30 -

(
/

r

I'

Topiary
Demon- stratiou...

5:00

4:00 -S:OO
/

-_

.\
'

_;

430-5:30
)

5:30~

\

-

'

/

\/

Research and Collections: demonstrations by curators, conservators, scientific illustratorS, collection managers, registrars, and many others. Design and Display: demonstrations by exhibition
desigq.ers, editors, and fabricators, including cabinetmakers, modelmakqs, painters, plexiglass
_ experts, and packing and crating-specialists. Buildings and Grofinds: demonstrations by engineers, ;
craftsmen, t~chmciaiJ:s, and designers frbm the Smithsoni~n's Office of physical Plant and ~he
National Zoo's Facilities Management Division. Teaching and Leam,ng: educational displays,
demonstrations, and special family aGt.ivities organized by education, outreach, and public program
staff: of the Smithsonian. Smithsorlian Memories: interviews with Smithsonian workers and visitors
about their"experiences at tp.e Smithsonl:an. Ask the Smithsonian: Security officers and.volunteer
information specialists answer visitors' questions about rhe Smithsonian.
-

3:00

'I

(

1:30-

Ripley Garden
Tour;
Container
Planting
'- ' Pemonstration

,/

2:oo -J: oo

East Texa~' Cooking with
Orsak,~
'Wiestruck &:
\
Kallus /

1-

Propagation
Drn1on- . -stration ~

2:00

Working g_t the Smithsonian Ongoing Demonstrations

I

12:30-1:30

1---'-----~
--

\

2:30-3:15

4:45-

I

' East Texas

-

-

·--" / pemonstration

I

.-c (

Celebrations
from the
Ge'orgia Sea
\ Islands

Ulali ,

-::;:- /

I '

H~a~~g

I;

- 1:00- 2:00

Birmingham
S_tnlights
-

-- \ /

1 :00

../ Food from the
O.zarks with \
-Lucky Grissette

The..

3:15 - 4:00

I

I

I

2:30-3:30

/ Maggie ~wis __
Warwick with
Tillman
Franks' OlcL
TllY,e l.a.
HayndeBand

/

/

I

I Narrative \ ~

11:30 - 12:30

""--/\)

Cooking
Sara Wilsqn

"-.-'--

Go~pel:

Interior Plant
Discussion

\

12:00 -'1:00

I

. '-... ........

l2':QO

I

Sounds of
Powwow -

Songs of
Struggle: The
__Freedol:I\
Singers

-li

........ >

~

1:45- 2:30

, __.. "'

-

\
Sea fsl~d

- BeauSoleil
Eddie
avec Michael
Pennington,
Doucet
Kentucky
_
1:30 - 2:30
- 1-Thumbpicker
.\
Treme Brass -·
Band &:t he -

_1~
.;-, _1_:0_-_0---l-~H_o_rtB_ic_ul_tu_re-+-N_a~_ra_tiVI_e_
51a_g~e

_ ...._

11:00 - 12:00

Presentations

\ ~12:45-: 1:30
- ~

Ife Ile
/

Foodways

.--12~00 - 12:45

12:00- 1:00

&:

Celebrations

'

J.----- lL.._:....._I-------~
~

.

I•

/

... r
1

Sign language interpreters
\ will be available for
selected pr6grams.
Programs that will be interpreted are marked ~ - Wi'th the sym~ol~ .

(

/

J

/

I

/
•

SCHEDULE

I

I

/

6

SATU!UJAY, jULY

THE AMERICAN SOUTh
(11 :00 A.M. - 2:00 P.M.)

(

&
-<
IOWA- COMMUNfTYSn

/

COMMUNITY STYLE

IOWA

j2:00 P.M. - 5:30 P;.M.)
I

t

'

-

,-:oo

1

Civic Cent-er
Bqs--ketball
Game

~

Af{"it anAmerican
Gospel:
Pi alms

®

11:00- 11:45
)

'

-

~

J 2:00

-

~

-.....

·.

-

j

1 :00"

• I

--- 12:30~ 1:15 )

'

-

.:..

../

2:00
'

-

/

----

-

-

---

I

/ 2:45-3 :30

/

-,

.:.

-

;

- Becky & The

-

_,4:t>O _

Keeping\the
.
Farm in the
Famtly

-

3:30-4:15

3:30- 4:15

-

I

-

'

5:00
I
-~

1-

)

;,
1

-

J

3:30-4:00 '

-

Blues House
Party
4:1.5- 5:30

4:15- 5:30

~

T!fditions of
, Speaking &
Calling

--

--

-,

/

__.

3:30- 4:15

b-zech
Pastries

Metalwork

/

worly; tool and die V{Ork. Textiles: Amana and African-Amefican quilting; Danish embroiqety, counted
cross-stitch, and hardanger; Amana cro'ch~ting and rug hooking. Celebration Crafts: Czet h egg decora- _
tion, Meskwaki beadwork and fingerweaving, Mexican quinceaiiera doll making. 1Woodcarving: duck
decoy carving, scrollsaw clock making, miniature whittled figures . Agribusiness: family farming and
4-H demonstrations, seeds artd crops, agricultural equipment. Water Ways:-river towboat piloting, fish- ing, net-making and repairing, lake boat repairing. Trucking Industry.
"

l

hmily._
Music
Maktng

;..

4:00- 5:0d

4:15- 5:00

-

......

-"

4:15 -::-5:00
~

Meskwaki ®
Tradition
-& Survival 1

I

,'

5:00- 5:30

-

Iowa -Community Style Ongoing Demonstrations
r
Iowa "Eye to I" tours--- guided toufs of the Iowa site including Metal Works; tinsmithing, ornamental iron-

"

,_-

I

-

Iowa
- Square
\Dance
Worksh-Qp ·

'

-

1-

'

--

I

-

'\-

-

2!:145- 3:30

--

-----

)

Czech Egg ~
Decorating-

-

3:00 : 4:00

;=aucus Talk '

------

)

'
Basketball
Skills

~
'

\

4:30- 5:30
-

-

I

Songs~

4:45- 5:30

....

-

Hmon g
Fo()ds /

1.

),-

~3 3 0- 4:15

3:30- 4:30

("

Mexican
Ballads

I

\

' I

r(_Card Games

4:00 - 4':45

~

Karl L. King/
Mun,i.cipal
r"Band

,.

-

2:00- 2:4-.S

I

/ ......_

2:45- J:J0__

----

~

, I

Marketing
Cultural

-

Teaching
Amana Hymns

-

\

RiYer Tales .
{j;1 Lines

/ 2:00- 3:00

Herit~~

-

1:00- 2:00 /

Norwegian
Foods '\
-

\

2:00-2:45

2:30- 3:30

2:45.3 :30

\

/-

/

"'

Needlepoint

---

1rvanhoe
_))u tchme'iv

)

--

Couhny
Harmonies:
Mamey Sisters

"-

Family
Music
- Making

'-

I'

~

)

~

Treme Brass
.Band &: th'e ,
Calliope
- Highsteppers __

\

'

/

Harmony
/ Singing·
Workshop

2:45- 3:30

/

)

/

I

f-.

/

.<

-

Auctioneeriiig ,--

-

-/

--

2:00-2:45

:.,~

-

'-

/ f-

'1 :00- 2:00

-

"

--

Home
Canning

I

1:15'- 2:oe

1:30-2:30

Fiddre Styles

/

1:00 I'

----

.;wood . . . .
Stories

-,

1

-

-

~,

)

Amana
Quilting
/

1:45- 2:45

.J

2:00-2 :45

3:00-

/

\

~-

..

)

../

Iow,.a Caucus

";

'

~ : Oeh-

\

----,

12:30- 1:15
..._

"-·

- 1:30- 2:00

®

~

/

I
/

__.\.-

,.

touis & the
Blues Review-

~

:;..._

I

_,

/

)

Frankie &
Doug®
Quirn.SJ'

-

12:00- 1:00

Singing the
Blues -//

1:30

-

-

Cowgirl
Poe.try

l.

-

-,

I

12:00

c

"'-

Iowa Cafe
I
Food

-

......

12:30

\

\

T'

1:00- 1:30 r

11:b0
\

r1:45 - i2 :3o

-

-

..__

ti :oo ,~ 12:oe-

-cloth Stortes

.z ' Meskwaki
- Beadwork

Blues Music

1:15- 1:45'

I

-

12:30 .:l:OO

Meskwaki
...__ Music

1:15 / LOO

\

..._

-

Po_lka Dal}ce: '
Becky & The ivanhbe
Dutchmen

-

Family M115ic
Making®

12:30 -11:15

\

.

~

Counny
Harmonies:
Mamey Sisters'

Dance

/

11:45'- 12:30

Dutf h\ Foods

\

Songs &
Garrtes
n'.-Jo - 12:Jb

'

11:45~ 12:30

-Iow'ir Square ~

)

'* Amana

~

MissiSsip_pi
<S:ultural ·
Crossroads ...'-:

/

-

Meskw~ki
---- Music&
Culture

I\

11:00 - 11:45

---

-

.-/

Caring for
the
cc;'mmunity

I
I

'---

I

FoOdways

Talk Radio

)

11 :00- 11:45

Family
Activities

'
~

Activiti~s

Songs &
- Ballads

Men nonite
Gospel:
~eer Creek )
Quartet

D:4"f" 12:1n

-

fafe

- Mexican

11:00- 11:45

SeaneiipavianAmerican
Dance: .
. Foot-Notes

Kitchen Table:
Children's

'

~

-

~

-

Community
/ Hall

I

-

I
'•

Ask the
Doctor&Vet
'

5:00- 5:30

/

5:309:30
1

'

'

Second
Annual
Friei).dS o f the
Festival
Ralph Riniler
~emorial

I~

The American South Ongoing Demonstrations

Concert:

Hazel Dickens
5:30- 9:30

Crafts: Basketmaking, carving;j)ottery making, quilting, and rug making.

---/

Evening C9ncert
Civic Center Stage

SCHEDULE
Schedules are subject to change.
Check signs in each program area
for specific information.

WORKING AT THE
SMITHSONIAN
,

.THE AMERICAN SOUTH

I

-/

-r

Music a'nd
Dance

-

\.

Celebrations

Studio
~lewis

Ulali
11:00- 12:00

Eddie
Pennington,
Kentucky
Thumbpicker

Ongoing
Preparations

11:00-11:45

Schec0:led
Presentations

-

&(

Gospel: The
Binningham
Sunlights

East Texas
Cooking-with
Qrsak, ~
Wiestruck &
- Kallus

~

\

1\.
\

12:00

11:00 - 12:00

Foo'd from the
Ozarks with
Lucky _0rissette

11 :45- 12:30

Ife Ile

12:30- 1:15

I

-

~

BeauSoleil
avec MichaelDoucet ·

Gardens

-

\

I

1:00-2:00

1:15-2:15

I1

1 :00·

Cooking for
Family & Faith
with Julietta
Garcel

Celebrations
from the \
~eorgia Sea
Islands

Haupt
Garden
Tour;
Archives of

11:30 - 12:30

'
l

...._

American~

-

l2:00- 1:00

\

12:45- 1:30

Narrative Stag~
11:00 Horticulture
-

I

Cuban Music
& Dance:

Treme Btass
Banq & the
Calliope Highsteppers

Foodways

~

WaiWickwith
Tillman Frank5'
Old Trrre Ll.
Hayride fund

Songs of
Struggle: The
Freedo~
Singers

)2:00 - 12:45

,...

/

\

Container
,...- ~laming
Demonstration
12:30- 1:30

)

-

;

Orchid
Demon-

- 2:00

-

Eddie
Penn,ington,
Kentucky
I

Thumbpic~er

2:15- 3:00 "

Maggie Lewis
Warwick with
Tillman
Franks' Old
Time La.
Hayride Band

' Sea Island
/- Cooking
Sara---Wilson

/

(

Ulali
3:00- '4:00

Gospel: The
1
Birmingham
Sunlights

3:00- 4:00

"\

Cuban Music
& Dance:

Ife Ile
-

4:00- 4:45

Songs of
Struggle: The

4:45- 5:30

-

Singers

Powwow
Traditions
I

\

-

·4:0(}

4:45- 5:30

-

u

-

.

'

/

New and
Unusual

Plant~

...._

4:30- 5:30 '
""

Working at the Smithsonian Ongoing Demonstrations
Research and Collections: demonstrations by curators, conservator-s, scientific illustrators, collection rnanagers, registrars, and many others. Design and Display: demonstrations by exhibition
designers, editors, and fabricators, including cabinetmakers, modelmakers, painters, plexiglass
experts, and packing and crating specialists. Buildings and Grounds: demonstration§ by engineers,
craftsmen, technicians, and designers from the Smithsonian's Office of Physical Plant and the
National Zoo's Facilities Management Division. Teaching and Learning: educational displays,
demonstrations, and special family activities organized by education, outreach, and public program
staff of the Smithsonian. Smithsonian Memories: interviews with Smithsonian workers and visitors
about their experiences at the Smithsonian. Ask the Smithsonian: Security officers and volunteer
information specialists answer visitors' questions about the Smithsonian.

....

~

-

l

Flower
Arranging
Demon- ·'
stration
3:30- 4:30_

5:00

\

Doucet~

~

~

4:00- 5:00
-

Integrated
Pest
Management
2:30-3:30

\

Food from ·the.
Ozarks with
Lucky Grissette . -

Freedom~

BeauSoleil
avec Michael

-

3:00

I

4:00-4:45

Treme Brass
Band & the
Calliope
. Highsteppers_

I

....

§ast Texas
Coo_l<ing with
Ofsak,
Wiestruck &
/
Kallus

-

3:15- 4:00

(. 1

-

\

;

1:3Q- 2:30
-,::-

f

215-3:15

--

I

'

2:00-3:00

}

Regalia and
Identity

(

I

s~ration

/

1:30- 2:15

/

Narrative
sessions with
Smithsonian
workers (past
..__
and present)
· on a wide
variety of
topics, including: planning
an exhibition,
stories from
the field,
learning on
the job,
women in the
workplace,
moving /
objects large :"
and small,
I
·research on
endangered
species, conserving and
caring for the
collections,
and many
others.

I,

Sign language interpreters
will be available for
selected programs.
Programs that will be ·
interpreted are marked
with the symbol~ .
;

/

I

\
/

-~

SCHEDULE
\

SUNDAY, }ULY

7

THE AMERICAN SOUTH
(11 :00 A.M. -2:00P.M.)
&

IOWA- COMMUNITYSTY1

COMMUNITY STYLE

IOWA

-

r'

\

Civic Center

1 i :00

lr

Community
Hall -

Cafe

AfricanAmerican
Gospel:
Psalms

Meskwaki
Music&.
Culture

-

Basketball
Game

~

I--

.)1:00- 11 :45

I

I
'

J--

Iowa Square
Dance._

./

../

J:00
/

c··

/

~

<

-

'

/

2:0,0

/

11:45 - 12:30

11:45- 12:30

Scandinavian'I
, ArneQcan
Dance:
Fobt-Notes

7
Louis&. The
Blues Review
--,._

'

12:30- 1:15

-----

-

\-

~

Farm Talk

1:15-.2:00
-·

-

-

2:00.2:45

I

-

\

'
\

-

Karl L, King
Municipal
Band
2:45- 3:30

r

-

~

I

' ,_

/

-

-- 4:00
~

-

~

\

African-.
American
Gospel:
Psalms

3:30- 4-:-15

3:30- 4:15

Square
Dance

..

/

I

~

Mesky.raki
Music
4:15- 4:45

'

~

-

--

I•

'

Aut:tioneering

1:3 ~

...._

Treme Brass
Band&. the
CaJliope
Highsteppers

'
Czech Egg

1:00- 2:00

-

Norwegian
Foods

I'

2:00-3:00

'·

I

2:30-3:15

~

3:30- 4:30
-

Danish
Embroidery .)
4:30- 5:30
f

- working on
the Water
\

..->-

~

'"'

-' Polka
Workshop

Czech
'P~tries

3:00- 4:00

4:00-5:00

3:15-4:00

-+

'

_,I

/

~

\
-

Caring for
/
the
Com~unity

Hmong
Foods'

4:00- 4:45

4:00- 5:00

I

-;

.•

\

\

II

, Rop-es&.
Lines

I

4:00-5:00

Families in
Business 4:45-5:30

5:00-5:30

<

'

~

O

\

Iowa- Communi!>' Style Ongoing Demonstrations
_ -t
Polka Dance:
Iowa ':Eye to I" tours- guided tours of the Iowa site including Metal Works: tinsmithing, ornamental iron:
r13ecky &. The
work, tool and die work. Textiles: Amana and African-American quilting; Danish embroidery, counted
cross-stitch, and hardanger; Amana crocheting ahd rug hooking. Celebration Crafts: Czech egg decoraIvanhoe
tion, Meskwaki beadwork and fingerweaving, Mexican quinceaiiera doll making. Woodcarving: duckl
Dutchmen ~
dewy carving, scrollsaw clock making, miniature whittled figures. Agribusiness: family farming and
- -.::::-!:. . . .,. .__....,______-t
4-H demonstrations, seeds and crops, agricultUral equipment. Water Ways: river towboat piloting, fish- 'ing, net making and repairing, lake boat repairing. Trucking Industry.
:
BeauSoleil
avec Michael
The American South Ongoing Demonstrations
Doucet
Crafts: Basketmaking, carving, pottery making, quiltil!g, and ru& making.

5 3

7 :0 0

7

OO

9:00

\

BasketbalL'Skills'\

Women's
Wo].:.k\

/

.

\

-

Carving with
"·soap

Blues House
Party

1:00 - 2:00 /

2:00- 3:00

'

/

'-

;-

.,

2:00-2:30

_...,

\.

Iowa Cafe.
Food·

~

G:ro.wJ.ng Up
in Iowa

2:30

'--

4:30- 5:30

./I

/

2:30- 3:30

- Calli~g for
Square
Dances&.
Aucttons
' 3:30- 4:30

I

_)
)

1:15- 2:001

_Decorating

...:,

4:45- 5:30

I

Meskwaki
Beaftwork

I

4:15- 5:0Q.

Basketball
Skills ~

\

2:45-3:30

..,.-'-

/

./

Taking Part
in Local ·.
PoliticS'

I

Mexicarr
Songs&.
) Ballads

/

Matn~y Siste~
2:15-3:30

_Scandinavi-an_,. . American
Danc;e:
Foot-Notes

low~

5:00

Country
Ham;1.0nies:

12:00- 1:00

12:00- 1:00.

)

)

;·

T
;>

-

Cowgirl
Poetry

Ife 1le

12:30- 1:30

/ -1:..30 -1:15

Fiddle Styl~s

~
Meskwaki
Fry Bread

12:30- 1:15

I

-Games

/ 1:00- 1:30

~

"

1 L:OO - I2:00

M1gratwn
Narratives

'

~s:mgs &

Mexican
Songs&.
Ballads

.

.

A~ana

2:15- 2:45

3,: 00

11:45 - )2:30

Blues Music ·

\

1:15-2:00

(

11:30 - 12:30

1

Polka Dance:
Becky&. The
Ivanhoe
Dutchmen

2:00_, 2:45

Western
Iowa Rural
\.. Life

12:30- 1:o·o

Mennonite
- -"Gospel:
Deer Creek ·
Quartet

. Auctioneering

~

Meskwaki
Finger· weaving
.

_,

'

11:00 - -12 : 00'~

-

11:15- 12:30

Fiddling&.
Thumbpicking:
Rosebud&.
Alonzo
Pennington

Dutch-Foods

l'l.·oo- 11 :45

12:30- 1:15 __..

-

,\

\

-~

.

Farm to
Mat ket

. Family
Music
Making .

Activitie~

f
/

~

j

I

1

-

-

P.M. - 5:30 P.M.)

Family
Foodways

y

/ 11 :0()- 11:45

Harmony
Singing
Workshop

I

~

Kitchen Table:__
Children's
Activities -T(llk Radio

11:69- 11-:4/'i

\ 12:00

-

(~:00

I

Dance Party
Music & Dr.nce Sta,

Evening Concert
\

Music & Dance Sta.

SCHEDULE
Schedules are subject to change.
Check signs in each program area
for specific information.

WORKING AT THE
SMITHSONIAN

THE AMERICAN SOUTH
'

~

.Celebrations

Studio

Foodways

Chapliers~

Maggie Lewis
Warwick with
Tillman
Franks' Old
Time

The
Union Baptist
Church Choir

Louisiana

11:00- 12:00

Hayride-Band
~

-

11:00 - 12(00

~

Cooking for
Family & Faith
with Julietta
Gareel

Ongoing
Preparations
&
Scheduled
Presentations

BeauSoleil
avec Micl:],ael
Doucet

12:00,
,

Powwow
( Traditions

12:00- 1:00
~

12:00- 1:00 .

\

'

Sea Island
Cooking ·
1
Sara Wilson

-

.....

1:00

-

-

Wiestruck &
Kallus

;

~

I

Eddie
~
CubanPennington,
'. American
Kentucey
Celebrations
Thumbpicker

~ingers

2:00-2:45

White Hill~
Fiee Will
Baptist
Church

Cho~

(

Maggie Lewis
Warwick with
Tillman
Franks' Old
Time La.
Hayride Band
2:45-3::1:5
/

1:30- 2:30

Food from the
Ozarks with
Lucky Grissette

~

~

Wesley
Temple
Gospel Choir

-

Gospel Sing:
Mass Choir
5:00- 5:30~r -

-

\

2:30- 3:30
~

~

.

Sea Island
Cooking
Sar~ -Wilson

-

4:45-5:30

I
~

-

\

-

/

(

'{

'.

sessions with
Smithsonian
workers (past
<:nd present)
on a wide
variety of \
topics, including: planning
an exhibition,
\ tories from
tre field,
learning on
the job,
women in the
workplace, \
moving
objects large
and small,
research on
endangered
species, conserving and
caring for the
' collections,
and'. many
others.
./

3:30-4:30

'-

1

Research and Collections: demonstrations by curators, conservators, scientific illustrators, collection maQagers, registrars, and many others. De.sign and Display: demonstrations by exhibition
designers, editors, and fabricators, including C.(J.binetmakers, modelmakers, painters, plexiglass
experts, and packing and crating specialists. Buildings and Grounds: demonstrations by engineers,
craftsmen, technicians, and designers from the Smithsonian's Office of Physical Plant and the
National Zoo's Facilities Management Division. Teaching and Learning: educational displays,
demonstrations, and special fa;nily .activities organized by education, outreach, and public program
staff of the Smithsonian. Smithsonian Memories: interviews with Smithsonian workers and visitors
about their experiences at the Smithsonian. Ask the Smithsonian: Security officers and volunteer
information specialists answer visitors' questions about the Smithsonian.

/

--

~. 5:00

Working at the Smithsonian Ongoing Demonsvations

,.

-

~

'

,.

.

)

/

4:00-5:00

.

Hanging
Plants
Demonst.ration

4:00

~

"

Kentucky
- Family
Celebration(

I

Ulali

3:00

3:00- 4:00

\.

3:45- 4:45

Design
Considerations 1

Cooking for
Family & Faitn
with Julietta
Garcel

I

BeauSoleilavec Michael )
Doucet

4_;_0 0- 5:00

......
t

3:00- 4:00

Hydroponics .
Demonstration...

/

-

2:00-3:00

2:00-3:00

/

2:00

1:00- 2:00
~

The
Birmingham
Sunlights &
The Freedom

~

12:30- 1:30

Or~ak,

-

1:00- 2:00

W7ter
Feature
Demonstration

East Texas
Cooking with

y

-,

1:00-2 :00

-

.......

/<...

/-

12-:00- 1:00

I

Na~rative

I

.......

·ulali

,.

11:}0-- 12:30

,.'-

Prospect
United
Methodist
_Church
Choir

Topiary
Demonstration

I

11:00- 12:00
I

The Spiritual
1
Tones,
Weeping Maiy
Full Gospel
Baptist Church

I

Horticulture Narrative Stage

11:00

\

/

'

(

........

-

'

(

)

-.

-

A/1-day
Gospel Sing

-

/

Butterfly
Garden;
Interior--Plants
Demonstrati on

·,

4:30-5:30
1 Sign

langUa.ge interpreters
will be available fc{r
selected-programs.
Programs that will be
interpreted are marked
wi~h the symbol~ .

FESTIVAL SUPPORTERS

Majo~ -Sponsors

Bustelo Coffee
ProCom Associates,
Dodger Industries,
Roasting Co . Inc. - Eldora, IA
Inc.Bronx, NY .
Wilmington, DE
Fairtron Corporation
Quantegy, Inc. - Des Moines, IA
Coleman Donations,
The Festival of American Folklife is supBethesda, MD
Farner Bocken
Coleman
ported in part by Federal appropriaCompany- /
Companies of
William B. Riley
tions and Smithsonian Trust funds.
Iowa - Carroll, IA
Wichita, KS
Coffee Company
G. L. Cornell
- Baltimore, MD
General Mills, Inc. Additionally,
Rubbermaid
Cedar Rapids, IA
CompanyHydra~RIB , Inc. Wooster, OH
Gaithersburg, MD
Iowa- Community Style has been made
Sam's Club-- -- /
D.C. Commission 0n
Fuquay-Varina,
NC
Gaithersburg, MD
the Arts &
possible by and is produced in cooperaIowa
Humanities
Sam'
s
ClubPork Producers
tion with_ the Iowa Sesquicentennial
'
Washington, DC /
I
Woodbridge, VA
Association ""' Des
Commission and lhe Iowa Arts Council Danka Business
Mo~nes, IA
Shoppers Food
on the occ!sion of Iowa's 150th
SystemsFalls
.
.
.
WarehouseKitchenf\id
- ?t. _
•('
Church, VA ,
Lanham, MD
Joseph, MI
anniversary of statehood. Ia_wa corpoDistribution America ' Snyders of Hanover Kitchen Collection rate partners include the HON INDUS- ,
- Des Plaines, IL
Hanover, PA
Williamsburg, IA
TRIES Charitable Foundation; john
Sony Electronics, Inc.,
Lewright Meats, Inc. Domino's Pizza Te!lm
Eagle Grove, IA
Washington,rinc.
-Montvale , NJ
Deere; The Principal Fina'ucial Group
Starbucks Coffee
Metz Bakery - Sioux
-Washington, DC
Foundation,
Tnc.; and Barr-Nunn
City, IA ,
,
;rf
"
Dunkin' Donuts Company "
Transportation, Inc.
Fairfax, VA
Seattle, WA
Neely Manufacturing
_subway Advertising- I
/Co ., Inc-. Fischer's Hardware '
'
Mclean, VA
Springfield, VA
Corydon, IA
The American'South has been made posGeorgetown Paint &
Sugar Association Rawlings Sporting
sible by gnd is produced in collaboraWashington, DC
Goods- St.
WallpaperWashington, DC
Syratech Corporation
Louis, MO
tion with The Atlanta Committee for
- East Bast-en, MA - The Quaker Oats Co.
the Olympic Games Cultural Olympiad Hechinger Co. Landover, MD
TDK Electronics
- Cedar Rapids, IA
and \n cooperation with the--Southern
Corporation - Port
Herrs Food Inc. -Elk
Sterzing Food
Ridge, MD I Arts Federation. Additional support has
Washington, NY
CompanyBurlington, IA Wal-'MartHunter
Concessionsbeen provided by The Recordt;ngAlexandria, VA
Uncle B's BakerySpringfield, VA
Industries Mu~c' Performance' Trust
Ellsworth, ,IA.:
Keebler Co. - 1
Wal-Mart- Fairfax,_VA
Funds.
Manassas, VA
Wilkins Coffee ' Capitol Heights,
Little Caesar's Pizza The American
South
Woodbridge, VA
· MD
Working at the Smithsonian has been
Media Visions Sears, Roebuck and
made possible by the Srpithsonian
- IowaCo.- Hoffman
/
Springfield, VA
Estates, IL
Melitta
North
Community Style
Institutioll_ 150th Anniversary
America, Inc. Amana Refrigeration,
Southern LiVing, Inc ..
Committee and with funds from the
Inc. - Amana, IA
Clearwater, FL
- Birmingham,
Smithsonian ,National Board.
New Ha,mpshire
American Popcorn AL
Sioux City, IA
Whirlpool
Pharmacy &
Corporation Medical
Bishop Dennis ] .
\ ln-K.ind ·Contributors
O'Connell High
1
Equipment Denton Harbor, MI
Washington, DC
SchoolArlington, VA
Working at the
Ocean Spray
CreamGeneral Festival
Smithsonian 1
Coca-Cola
Bottlers
of
Cranberries,
Inc.
Alexandria, VA
B.]. 's Wholesalers
-Lakeville, MA r
IowaDes
Benjamin
Moore
A&ABemie
Club - Natick,
Moines,
Pierce-Phelps,
<
Inc.
IA
PaintsAmusementsMA
Beltsville, MD
Annapolis, MD
Champs SportsFairfax, VA
Baskin-Robbins Co. Price
ClubTysons
Comer,
VA
Morrow
Equipment
Bruegger's Bagel
Glendale, CA
Converse,
Inc.
L.L.C. ·
Company,
Arlington,
VA
Bakery Ben & ]erry's Ice
'
North
Reading,
Manassas,
VA
Bethesda, MD
MA
'<"

1

-r

/

.\

~

,.
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FESTIVAL SUPPORTERS

Special Thanks
General Festival

~

--

IowaCommunity
Style .

\

I

'we extend special
thanks to all the vol.unteers at this :y~ar's
Festival. Only with
tgeir assistance are
we able to present the.
1996 Festival of
American Folklife.

,_

IowA
SESQUICENTENNIAL
COMMISSION
Hon. RoJ)ert Ray
C.]. Niles
Marilyn Carter
C. Joseph Coleman
David Crosson
/
Frank J. Delaney III
Chal)llers "Bump"
Elliott
Almo Hawkins
Mary Mascher
Marilyn McDonald
Anne Nelson
David Nelson
John Nelson
Edward Nichols
. Rebecca ReynoldsKnight
Sue Richter
William Ro ba
Luk~ Roth
Emily Russel]/
jane Seaton
Donn Stanley
Rose Vasquez
Donald Wanatee
Peggy Whitworth
Junean 'ijitham
IOWA
SESQUICENTHjNIAL
ADMINISTRATIVE TEAM
J. Scott Raecker
Mary Ann Ubiflas
Becky Allgood
Meg Courter
Jill Downtng
Paulette Ihrig
Gail Kotval

Amelia Morris
]ane Nielsen
Carla Offenburger
Rachelle H. Saltzman
Kay Sw_an \

\

Mary Jo Archibold
Christi~_Bailey

Thomas Baldwin':
Anne Ballew, Camera
Graphics
Louis and .t;\lice ......_
Balvanz
Mert 13arr, Veterans
Memorial
Auditorium
Merfe Bamyhov~f,
Centennial
Warehouse_
- Tom Beck~r
Rob Beeston
John Bennet
Mary Bennet
Anne Bergren
joe T. Berry
Leslie Bloom
Kathleen Bock
Kathy Bow~rmaster,
, Iowa Department
of Economic
·bevelopment
Governor Terry E.
Branstad and staff
Colins Brant
DaVid Brose·
Jonathan Buffalo
Christine S. Burt,
I.O.WA. Club
Camera Graphics
Tacie Campbell,
Dubuque County
Historical Societyjack Carey, Sport
1
Court
Charles Carlin
/
Holly Carver,
University Q_[ Iowa
Press
Cyndi Chen
Al Christian
Patricia Civitate,
Itali an-American
Cultural Center
John Clark
Rex Coble
Anna Conradt

E. Wayne Cooley,
Io'<Ya, Girls }\igh
School Athletic
Union
David Crosson
Kathy Davidson
James Day
Deere and Company
Corporate
Communications·
DeKalb Genetics
Corporation
The DesMoines
Register
Kurt Dewhurst
Lisa Dry, National
' 'Pork Producers
"Council'
Dubuque County
Historical Society ,
\ borothy Dvo_!achek
Sandra Ellefson
Theresa Engeltjes
]erry Enzler
The E~tl Company,
Inc.
Tom Evans
Gary Fandtl "
.Sheri Flanigan, >Casa
Latina/.,- .~Ed Foss, Iowa School
for the Deaf '
Pat and Bill French
Kim ~andy
Congressman Greg
Ganske
jody Garlock, Iowa
Rec News -...
Mike Gibson
Mark Ginsberg, M.C.
Ginsberg's Jewelers
Donna Glenn
Ives Goddard
Laurie Graham
Senator Charles E.
Grassley
jennifer Griffin Gary Hamer
Mike Hankins
Senator Tom Harkin
Tom Hartsock
Dick Hayes
,Heart of America
Restaurants&: Inns
Darrell Henning, · ·
Vesterheim,
NorwegianAmerican Museum
Bill Heusinkueld

"'

~

Mark Honeyman
Congressman Jim
Loren Horton
/
Leach
Noni Horwitz
Jim Leary
\
Hotel Ft. Des Moines
Richard Leet, Charles
Don Howig
H. MacNider1
I
Dan Hunter
Museum
Valerie Hyat,t
Tom Leonetti
Mark Ingebretzen
Congressman ]im
lowa Division of
Lightfoot
Tourism
Jeanette Lillehoj
Iowa School for the ~ Yvonne Lockwood
Deaf
Kip Lornell
Iowa State Fair Staff
Jean Lowder, Iowa
Bill Jackson, Iowa
Nurses Association
Arts Council
Lt. Governor's
Bonnie Jacop
Committee on
Mike Johns, Barrbiversity
Nunn
Paulette Madsen
Kris Maggard, Iowa'
Transportation,
Inc. -,.
Newspaper " ,
Phyllis joHnson ·
Association
Ric johnson
Brian Makin, The
Roger Johnson
Iowa City Guitar ·
Paula ] ohnstou
( Association
David jump
Bob Mandel
1
Crystal Kaden,
Rick March
~ American Indian
John C. Mayne
Center
Meredith Publishing
- Company Phdto
Brad Karnstedt,
Connor AGA
Archives Staff
Sports Flooring
Gary Michaelson
Mike Mintle
Gordon "G. "
Kellenberger RaJph and Diane
Steve Kennedy
Mohn
David Knau Mike Murwin
Cheryl Knobbe,
Bill N ellans
Cornerstone
Bob Novak, Connor
Creative
AGA Sports
Flooring _.,
Rick Knupfer
I
Chuck Kolbet,
Prasong / Pak" Nura~,::k
DeKalb Genetics
Phil Nusbaum
CorporatiQn
Congressman Jim
Mike Kregness, Blue
Nussle
Water Studios .
AnnE. O'Donnell,
Randy Kurk, The
I.O.WA. Club
1
. Chuck Offenburger
Iowa City Gqitarf
Foundation
Patricia Ohlerking
Aubrey LaFoy
Deb Gore Ohrn
N,ancy Landess
Steve Ohrn
Shelia Langdon, 'Iowa
Coach Don 91eson,
DepartmeP.t of .
Carroll High
Economic
School
Development
Brad Parker
/
Ron Langston
Bariy Lee Pearson
- Nick Peters
Congressman Tom
Latham
Ila Plasencia ~
Barbara Lau
Martha Raecker
Benchung "Beni",
Jeanette Randall
Laungaram
Emile Richter
.)

I

I

(

I

,

F "E STIVAL SUPPORTERS

Moines Register
Fred Woodard
Ray Young Bear
Stella Young Bear
Carol Ziegler

Sue Richter
Sandy Rikoon
John Rocarek,
National Czech
and Slovak
Museum and
Library
_ Cheryl Salley
Mason and Paula
Saltzman
Pearl and Stan
Saltzman
June Sampson
Dan Scharr, Fairtron
Industries
T.M. Scruggs
Thomas M. Scruggs
Pat Shissler, Iowa
Academy of Family

I

\

)

I

/

Steve Stempley,
Historical Museum
of Southern
Florida, Miami, FL
Carolyn Ware, Cent~r
for Southern Arts,
New Orleans, LA
Wyatt Ware, The
Atlanta Committee
for the Olympic
Games Cultural
Olympiad, Atlanta,
GA

Working at the
Smithsonian
/

.-<"

Physi~ians

David M. Shribman
Lore McManus Solo
Laurie Som.rp.ers
Le Spearman
"State Historical
Society of Iowa,
Des Moines
State Historical
Society of Iowa,
Iowa City
Dave Streb, Streb
~ Construction
James Svoboda, JJJ
Photo
Mary Swehla)ohn
Deere Waterloo
Works
Kathie Swift)
Taylor Ball
A Taste o(Thailand
Jerome Thompson
David Thoreson ·
Richard Thornton
Gaylord Torrence
Clifford Trumpold
University o,f 1owa
Photo Archives
Lois Van Heukelom
Robin Venter
Cbach Mitch Wachs;
Winfield-Mount ,
Union High School
Philip E. Webber
'Lynda J. Wessel
Mike Whye
Bruce Williams
Windsor) Heights Fire
Department
Phyllis Wolf, The Des

for the Olympic
Games Cultural
Olympiad, Atlanta,
GA
Larry Hackley,
Hackley Art
The American
Gallery,
South
Winchester, KY
George Holt, Chapel
/
Hill, NC
Thomas J . Blumeil.",
Law Library of
Maggie Holtzberg,
Congress, Catawba
~eorgia Council
/, Tribal Historian,
for the Arts,
Washington, DC
, Atlanta, GA
Joey Brackner, Pat Jasper, Texas
Alabama Center for
Folklife Resources,
Austin, TX ~
Traditional
Culture,
Anne Kimzey, Alabama Center tor
Montgomery, AL
Peggy Bulger,
Tradi tional
Southern Arts
Culture,
Federation,
Montgomery, AL
Atlanta, GA
Worth Long, Atlanta,
J as em Burnett,
GA
Bill McNeil, Ozark
Southern Progress
r Corporation,
Folk Center,
Birmingham, AL
Mountain View, AR
Norma Cantu,
Maida Owens,
Laredo, TX ~
Louisiana Folklife
Erin Dominguez, The
Programs, Batort
Atlanta Committee
Rouge, LA
Tim,-Patridge, Atlanta,
for the Olympic
Games Cultural
GA
Olyr;npiad, Atlanta,
J a11e, Przybysz, '
GA I \
'
McKissack
Timoth)[ Duffy, Music
Museum,
Maker Relief
University of South
Carolina,
-"
Foundation,
Pinnacle, NC
Columbia, SC
Tom Rankin, Center
William Ferris,
Center for the
for the St~dy of ""
Study of Southern
Soutpern Culture,
Culture, University \
Universi0r of
r of Mississippi, .
Mississippi,
Oxford, MS
Oxford, MS
Robert Gates,
Jan Rosenberg,
Kentucky Folklife
Texarkana Regional
Program,
Arts & Humanities
Frankfort, KY
Council,
Texarkana, AR Tory Gillett,
University of
Helen Scheirbeck,
North Carolina
American Indian
Pre_ss, Chapel Hill,
Nation,
NC
Washington, DC
Fernando Gonzales,
Aimee Schmidt,
Miami Herald,
Alabama Center for
Miami, FL
Traditional
Leslie Gordon, The
Culture,
Atlanta Committee
Montgomery, AL

I

I

The curators woJ.Ild '
like t0 thank the
museum, institute,
and office directors
who lent generous
support tQ the
research and production of this program.
1
In a~dition: ~
WORKING AT THE
SMITHSONIAN ADVISORY

COMMITTEE

,

FranCine Berkowitz
Joseph Carper
Ronald Colaprete
Spencer Crew
Jeffrey Goldstein ,
Barbara Hart
Pamela Henson ~
Robert Hoage
John Jameson
Laura McKie
Marc Pachter \
Robert Perkins
Sharon Reincke ns
Mary Tanner
150TH A NNIVERSARY
COORDINATING
COMMITTEE

John Berry
Alice Burnette
Barbara Hart
Nancy Johnson
~Ric-k Johnson
Richard Kurin
Anna Martin
Marie Mattson
Claire Muldoon
Marc Pachter
Mike Robinson

'

Clyde Roper
Marsha Shaines
David Umansky
Cil.role Wharton
150TH C OMMUNITY
C OMMITTEE

~o'he Ac~to

Olivia Cadaval
Thomas Crouch
Barbara Hart
Chandra Heilman
Pamela Henson
~ Carolyn Jones
Katherine Kirlin
Neil Kotler Tom Lawrence
Patrick Sears
Ruth Selig
Roslyn Walker
150TH PROGRAM
COMMITTEE

Mary Jo Arnoldi
'-Ann Bay - Francine Berkowitz
J Maggie Bertin
·
Connie Bond
Anna Caraveli
"Jim Cornell
Lucy Dorick
Rex Ellis
. -Alan Fern
C)Tnthia Field
Pat Gallagher
Alicia Gonzalez
Nancy Gwinn
Mark Haddon
\
Amy Henderson
Pamela Henson
1Gregg Herk-en
Mark Hirsch
Cynthia Hoover
Paul Johnson
Adrienne Kaeppler
Niani Kilkenny
Neil Kotler
Richard Kurin
Ted Maxwell
Elle.n Miles
Doug Mudd
Diana Parker
Harry Rand
Clyde Roper
- Marc Ruthenberg
Donna Scott
David Shayt
. Ellis Yochelsohn
Ann Yonemura

\

.

Reiniger_
Assistant Technical Director:
Deb Sullivan
Supply Coordinator: P.J.
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Fiscal Assistant: Suzanne
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Tomasa Salas, Earl
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Schmidt, Jim Skurdal,
Kumsan Ryu Song, Barb
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Trumpold, Rose Marie
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Theresa Walker, Priscilla
L. Wanatee, Cliff Weston,
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The Festival of American Folklife presents the wealth of American and world
c~ltures for the education and enjoyment of vis1 itors. 1
But it' doesn't end with the celebration on
the Mall; Smithsonian staff transform FeStival
research into traveling exhibitions-; films, publications, school curriculum packets, and '
Smithsonian Folkways recordings. Supported by
a combination of Federal ~nd private funds, the
Festival and its related programs depend on the
generous assistance of the public to p~eserve
grassroots cultures. --- _
__
We irtvite you to join us. As a Friend of the
Festival, you will support the Festival and its
work of'Cultural preservation, education, and research. You'll learn what happens behind the _
scenes at"1the Festival and about-opportunities---to "'
volunteer on Festival project"5.
I
,.,
I

• Our Rinzler's Circle* members, at the '
$500 level, will receive all of the above
gifts and other special recognition throughout
the year. ,
r

: Ralph Rinzler was the motivating force behind the Festival of
American Folklife from its beginning in 1967. Ralph E_assed away
in july 1994; we have created the Circle to honor his outstanding
commitment and accomplishments.
~

The following is a list of Friends of the Festival to
date. Their support has made this Festival possible.
Rinzler's Circle
Cohen, Melvin ind Ryna
Cushman, Elizabeth G.
Early, James C.
Gould, S,hirley Guest Services, Inc.
Hawes, Bess Lorna))'
Horstman, Neil
James-Duguid, Charlene
Kurin, Richard
LDng, Carolyn
Pugh, MariQn; Stirling
Riniler, Kate
Ripley, Dr-. and Mrs. S.
Dillon
Seeger, Pete and Toshi
__.
Seitel, Peter

" Some Friends
Aldacusion, Bill
Amerkhaii, Valerie
Andros, Evangelos W
By.rnes, Dwight H.
Barrett, Joan
Benesh, Carolyn
Bleecker, Kathryn A.
Bowl~, Edna - _
Bradford, Jean L.
Bradley, Mr. and Mrs. John
Brand, Ellen
,
Cadaval, Olivia
Caplan., Daniel B.
Christian, DaVid C.
The Crafts C~nter
Dagher., Malak
- Dobbins, Keith A.

(

• As a Friend at the $25 level, you'll receive:
-a newsletter about the festival and the
Cente~ for Folklife Programs & Cultural
/ Studies;
-a 10% discount, exclusive to the Friends,
on Smi-thson)an Folkways recordings ~'
. ordered through the m?il-ordet catalogue;
- and the Festival program..book; which describes, the
featured Festival programs in
Yes! 1 I would like to become. more involved with the Festival bJ
a beautifully illustrated voljoining the Friends of the Festival. I understand that my assist(;!nce wtJ_l
play an integral Rart il} supporting research and education about tradiume.
tional cultures. Please send me more information about the Friends.
\
• For our. Friends at the $50 level,
we also ins::lude a one-=-size-qts--all - Name Festival T-shirt.
---'---_:________;___________- = - - . , - - - - - : , - - - - - ;I

"'

'

r---------------------~---------------------------------------------~--

• And for those at the $75 level,'
we include all of the above and a"'
Smithsonian Folkways recording
selected from the mo;;t popular
~estival-related recordings.

Address----~~----~~----------~----------~---

City ------,--,---------,----'--,----'-.,--;---------------=-----=--State

....--_

/
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Du berstein, Michael J.
Couperthwaite, Isabelle
More Friends
Dumas, Antonio A.
Abel-Vidor; Suzanne Donnelly, Barbara R.
Fitchitt, Barbara L.
Administracion DeFormento - Eckler, Ronald
Goodman, Mary A.
Evins, Anna M.
Economico
..,._Farr, Cathleen H.
Hendpn, Jane
Allen, .Mary Mililani
· Ireland, William
Farrior, Stephanie
Allwein, Kelcy M.
Ishi, Takahiro
Feller, Laura J
Alper, Rhea
Fisher, taura K.
Jameson, John F
Alvarado, Victoria
Kennedy, Richard
Francis, Nicholas A.
Amana Arts Guild
Freeman, Marcia and
Krick, Kelley
Amos, Teber
Roland \..
Landfield, Katharine
Bass, Reba
Furukawa, Judith K.
"'
Blatchford, Nicholas
Lewis, Sarah
Gaston, Mari!yn
Markel, Aaron
Blum, Sara '
/ Germagian, Margaret J.
Marshall, Randolph
Boozer, Miranda Lynn
Gilbert, Elizabeth R.
McDonald, Marie A.
Bourgeois, Marie Gittens, Eleanor R.
Murphy, Ellen E.
' Bowden, Betsy
Gordon, B. M-cconnell
' Myers, Sally
· Bowman,Wright E., Jr.
Granik, William R.
Nakada: Minoru P
Bressler, Joel
Green, Angela
Nakashima, Marvin
Brick, Barrett L.
I
Green, Diane Y.
Narron, Pa_tric~ N.
Brinkerhoff, Ann
Haas, Heather A.
O'Brien, Patricia
Brown, Joan T~
Hardister, Pattick
Parker, Diana
Bunsick, Susan M.
Hayes, Lavonne M.
Reade, Claire r./
Burton, Dolores
Hickerson, Joseph
Roemer, Sue and Peter
1 ,~ _ Cantu, Virginian.
Roggensack, Meg
- Carl, Linn M. ·
Howell, Benita J
Huber, Ray, Jr.
Schneider,~ichael ~
Carr, Emily
'Cary, Fran
Severe, Duff
Ja~obs, Stanley
"- James, Chris
Smith, Lynn WB. "Chirps';
Cau;;ey, C. Dawn
Jesneck, KennethJL.
Snaydr,._ Suzanne
Cavaluzzi, John
Jones, Robert A. Temple Beth Ami
/'
Cerny, Norbert & Betty
Jordan, Kat-herine H.
Vaughan,'-May
Chappelle, Carlotta M.
Keller, Barbara J.
Vickers, Carlha
Christie, Martha
Kirlin, Katherine S.
Wils9n, Emery
_
Clark, Hon. Jeannine Smith
Kohn, Janet
Wisecup, Lt. Col. William J Clark, Moira B.
Kramer, Keith
Vjoo, _1)1ichaeL
- Cliff, M~ry E.
Kus, Juanita B.
Clifton, Barbara
Lightfoot, Carlyn
Collins, Sheridan P
Uppert, Sharon
Cooper, Rachel

I,.ockhart, LaPhila P
Lombardi, Anthony H.
Marquis, Kent
Mayor, Mara
McFarland, Henry
McLe9n, John H.
Milholland, Kathy
Miller, Abigail B.
Miller, Dennis I,..
Miller, Terry E.
Newberry, Cindy
Novey, Lawrence B.
Passman, Edward
. . ._
Pavitt, Charles
\ Paxton, Mary
/
Peacock, Elizabeth
D.
Re, Carolina
Reed, Enid
Rollins, Doris A.
Rouillard, Z~lda J.
Rouse, S9.ndra H.
Ruttle, Elizabeth _
Sandoval, Jose A.
Schnaubelt;--Marianne
Schneider, Ann I.
Scull, Sheiyl
Seavey, Be~erly R.
Seeger, Anthony
Shockro, Dr. Ellen
Silva, Judith
Simpson, Eric
/
Snodderly, J)an
Soodak, Beverly1
Souk~, Anton L.
Squire, Patricia C.
Steiner, Ala'n J .Stewart, Rachel L. '
Swanson, Owen E.
Tanen, Ted
~
Tanner, Jackie M.
Thompson, Blenda G .
Trichtinger, Catharine J.
. /
Trimillos, Ricardo D.
Tunis, Catherille S.
Van Meter, Thomas R.
Voight, David K.
Watson, Sandra S.
White, Donzleigh R.
Williams, Marilyn A.
Willson, Adelia C.
Wilson, Janet
Wolf, ~arbara

apq.
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FRIEND ·S OF THE FESTIVAL

A Lot of Friends

)

Cas~

Mary
Cauthen, joyce H.
Cephas, john 'Cerbins, Frances
Chandler,_ Barbara
Chiesa, Walter Murray
Christie, Ann H.
Cole, Suzanna M.
Colgan, Frances H.
Collier, Sheila F _
~omtois, Kevin
Conger, Lt. Ric;:hard R.
Copperman, Neal
Cox, HelQl-a M.
Crew, Spencer

Ackman, Paul].
Adolph, Edda Dumont
Aitken, Alfred H .
Alford, Jim
Asch, Doriann
Ashabranner, Brent
Ask~gaard, Mildred .L.
Au9ustine, Janet T.
Baird, Ann Brisbane
Ballard, Mike
\
Barnes, E.A.
\
Baxter, Kathy
Beever, Robert A.
Bell, William
~rittenberger,
Benegal, Wranjan B.
Mrs. Willis D., Jr.
Bertson, Veronica
Dahlin,
Elizabeth C.
Benvenuto,John
Davis, jo Frances
Berge, Eric _p.
de Ang~lo, Lynn 1
1;3erman, Sheila
Decker,
Ruth -L.
Bichousky, Paul
DeFrank,
Louis P
- Blachly, Betsy
. DeMott, Albert N.
Black, William N.
Blac,kwood, ':Carolyn Chapin - Denver Fine Arts Gallery
DePina, Clara
Blake, Joan ·
Depperschmidt Fa~ily
Blirr, Tim q.nd Constance
DeRosa, Rosemary M.
Bloch, Susan
DiLapi, Christine
Block, Susan
Dixon, Carolyn
Blyveis, Sandre3:
Donovan, Eric B.
Bohl, Vernon G.
Dourlet, Ronald M.
-Borst, Linda P ,
15reswick, Muriel M.
Botein, Sheila R~ -Duffy, Deirdre
Bowen, Florence Ann
Duguid,
Judy
Bowers, Judith Armstrong
Ebbe, Katrinka
Boyd, Maurice R.
Edens, Marjorie A.
Boyer, jean E.
Edwards, William and
Boynton, Anne
Elizabeth
Bradshaw, Sara
Engelhach, Jennifer
Branchi, Eugene G.
_ Fairchild, jonathan C.
Brauneis, Ulrike
'Falasca, Robert].
Brown, Linda L.
Farlee, Coralie
_Brown, Patricia C.
Farm, Tullie Smith
- Brown, Dr. and Mrs. Roger
Feichtinger, William R.
Brown-Gray, Paula
Feinberg, Marc R.
Bryan, Dorothy T.
Fernandez, Melanie
Bunsick, Susan M.
Ferris, Scott R.
Burcr-off, Maria R.
Feshbach, Murray
Burion, Dr. and Mrs.
Figueroa, Amet
Burman, Sally Breggin
Fleuriel, Janice A.
"
Bynum,joyce
Flynn, Tom
Camarillo, George 0., Sr.
Foley, Kathy
Campbell, Carla C.
Folklife History and
Cantillon, Marc
Cultural StJdies
Caplan, Marvin H.
Frank,
Beth
Carasik, Michael A.
Frank~, David
Carawan, Guy
Fredericks, Patricia S.
C(\se, F Mar_shall

/

Jesse; Alison Hope
Fre§hley, Mary jo
Frisancho, Roberta-].
Jickling, Cynthia
Gaberman, Ingeborg
joe, Elias
Johnson, Krista Ann
'Garrison, Joe
Gedra, Lloyd
Johnston, Sharon
Kaezmarek, Richard F
Gersten, Ross
Kakesako', Susan
Gilak, GregorrB.
Kaminsky, Cnarlotte
Gillespie, Dr. Angus K. Glanville, William
Karolick, Dawn M.
Glaser, Jane R.
Karp ,_ Arthur L.
Keech, Kristin A.
Glassie:Benry
Glm:(er, jean Ruth
Keegan, Patricia M.
Goetz, Ann G.
Kennedy, Robert W
Golan, Sue T.
Ken, John V, Jr.
Goodman, Alice
Kilner, Maxine
Goodrich, judy
King, Charles F
Kinney, W-illiam L., Jr.
Gordon, Betty Lacey
Kitag-awa, Yuri'
Gould, Donna
Grace, Leslie
Kittredge, Susa-n
Green, Kim
Klevickis, Steve
Knoll, Al
Gree'ne, .Patricia A.
Gropp, Mrs. A.H. _.-Knoll, Diane ancLJon
Koch_, Leslie A.
"' Grossman, Milton KJUegerKoetsch, Margaret R.
Guffey, John G., Jr.
Krug,_Don H.
Hackley, Larry G.
Hakim, Mary
Kurin, Saul and Mary
Halbe, Gregory
Kushner, Sy
Haller, Helen" D.
Lachat, Maryanne
Hassan, Rusty
Lamo11t, Catherine
Hathaway, Joyce T.
Lane, joe and Linda
Leffler, Scott
Hausman, Ronald A.
Lewis, Daniel H.
Hayman, Naomi
Heiman, Pamela M.
Lewis, Steve
1
Helms, Kate B.
Lewman, Harry C.
Henderson, Susan C.
Lindsey, Ro berta-L.
Hepak,Betty
Loewinger, Kenneth ] .
Herriman, Lani
Loewy, Toby
Hibbard, Dolores
Logsdon, Guy W
Loikow, Ann Hume
Hiller, John
Long, Dominique
'> Hirsllbein, N arrey
." _ Lopez, Felix
Hoe, Charlene
Hoelzer,
Ann
L.M.
Loring,
Stephen
"
~
1
Hoenack, Peg
Lund, Marian Hope
Lyerla, Trilla R.
Holloway, Robert
Horsman', Jane B.
Lyons, Jack
Horst, Barbara Kay
Magnuson, Ann L.
Hortman, Sa-gdra·M.
Mahoney, Dorothy R.
Hovey, Dorothy
Maniha, ]. K.
·'
Howard, Lee
Mankiewicz, Katie Bergin
Hoyle, Robert J: '('Mannuzza, Joseph
Hufford, Barbara _
Markel; Norman
Hughes, Arthur /
Marlzs, Morton
Humphrey, Mary
Martin, Gilbert
Hurst; jane D.
Mato, Daniel
Matthews, Becky
Hyman, Paur
Ippolito, janet F
MayJ3ella j.
James, Tim
Mazzocco, Larry

/
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Sarra, jonathan
McCarthy, Marie F
Sayre, Robert E.
McCluskie, Bob
Schmidt, Aimee L.
McFaddin, Harvin S.
Scholl, Sally
Mcintyre, Albert D.
Schuman, Paula B.
McKeen, jeffrey M.
Sch'warz, Philip j.
Miller, james C.
, Schwinn, Gerald Allan
Miller, Pa~l
Scott, JoAnne
Milto, George
Scott, Paul C.
Minneman, Lynn I.
Search, Cecile
Mi~oma, judy
Segal, Charlene T.
Moehlmann, Holly E.
Seifert, Donna J.
Mohr, Wendell C.
Semedo, Kenneth
Monosmith, W Bzyan
Shanks, Mr. and ~rs.
Moravec, William
Shapiro, Ronald L.
Mueller, Stephen R.
Shapiro, Sarah
Murray, Suzanne
Shapiro, Sigmund
Myers, Allen L.
Shea, Kathleen
Nalencz, Loretta M.
Shneiderman, Nancy
Neher, Joanne C. Shore, Milton F
Ness, Robert
Sieroty, Alan .
Newcomer, Dorothy F
Silverman, Deborah A ~
Nolen, Edilsa E.
Sinclair,
Irene S.
Northwest Fulklife
I
Singh, ElSise
O'Donnell, Patrick
O'Keefe, Michelle ·
Smith Evie
Sodd, Mary Ann
Oakland Asian" Cultural
(
Solar, Jeffrey P
--..:'\
Center
Spraggins, Barbara
Olsen, Ruth E.
Stafford, Nell L.
Page, Jen
Steele, Jim
Palmer, Daniel J.
I
I
Steele, Louise S.
Parker, Barnett R~
Stern, Marcia A.
Pataky, KaHm J Stevens, Mrs. Edwin L.
Patten, M3,rtan P
Stevens, Linda Christensen
; Paulus, Robert If.
Stewart, Polly
Peddie, Abraham L.
Stillinger, Elizabeth
" Pollard~ Bill and Leah
Stokes, Dr. Bettye
Posey, Mr. and Mrs. Roger
Stone-jones, Suzanne
Prandoni, .Gabrielle
Stowe, Marianne W ~
Prettyman, Nathalie
Straus, janies P
Pytel, Ronald].
Suatoni, Frank
Rasbad, johari M.
Sukitsch, Thomas M.
Rein, Alan
Taht, -Kenneth
Remington, Nancy
Rigo, Diane
Talcott, ~atherine
Taussig-Lux, Karen
Robbins, Ruth
Tenney, Anne B.
~obertson, Pder C.
Terrill, Steve-R.
Roebuck, Belynda
Teter, Andrew
Rollins, Sue
Thompson, Lynne P
Roman, Carolyn
Tick, judith
Rose, Robert D.
Tillery, Linda
Roseman, Michael J.
Todd, Lisa A.
Rosen, Bernard
Trainor, Theresa
Rosenfeld, Roselyn B.
Uchill, Vicki
Ross, Ann
Ueuo-Herr, Michiko
Ross, Anne
Umphery, Mary
. Roth, Robert S., Jr.
Van Meter, Mary
Sackerlotzky, E.P

Wells, jack W
Wilkinson, Steve
Winder, johns.; Jr.
Winters, Dwain
Wolcott, Linda
Wolford, john B.
Woodside~ Pico
Yohalem, Francoise
Zall, Elizabeth

Vanhauen, Stan
Vaughn, Ronald S.
Waletzky, Cecelia G.
Warqen, Deborah
Warner, Katherine
Watetman, Patricia P
Waters, Florence
Watters, Eve
Wechter, Margaret
·Weintraub, Boris

Teachers' Seminars
{

As in previous years, s~veral teachers'
seminars will use the Festival as a' learning
resource. "Bringing Folklife into the
Classroom" is sponsored by the Smithsonian's
Office of Elementary and Secondary
\ 1
Education'. This popular seminar, now in its
l
third year, attracts Washington, D. C., area
teachers who' obtain hands::-on e-~perience in
the folklorist's methods of learning about culture: oHserving, documenting, interviewing, / ~
and interpreting.\ The course is instructed by
Diana Bai-rd N'Diaye, folklore specialist at the
Center for Folklife Programs & Cultural
Studies, and meets july 2 through J~9' 7.
Other, educators visiting the Festival this
year include participants in the University of
Maryland course for music teachers, "Music
Cultures in 'the Qassro.Qm," taught by Dr.
Marie McCarthy, School of Music faculty
member. rTeachers from nor:therh Virginia wiU
also meet at the Festival as part of the
Summer Institute for MultiCultural Folklore ·
Studies at the University o( Virginia.
Folklorist Paddy Bowman, who organizes the
\Institute, has also arranged a visit by educators attending a meeting of the national Goals
20(00 Arts Education Partnership. A delegation of South African community-based scholars and r_esearchers will be Vis- ,
iting the Festival and attending a series of
working sessions on culture and communitybuilding in preparation for a 1997 Festival
program on South Africa .
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Second Annual Friends of the Festival
Ralph Rinzler M~morial Concert
I

Hazel Dickens: A Life's W~rk

Saturday, july 6, 5:3b p.m.

his concert series celebrates
work anq to com'
the achievements of the
memorate the
founding director of the
fruits of thirty
Smithsonian's Center for Folklife
years of the
Programs&: Cultural studies (forFes9,val's advocacy
merly the Office of Folklife
of these artists and
mu-sical forms.
Programs) and of the Festival of
American Folklife, Ralph Rinzler,
Hazel Dickens, the
who died in july 1994. Acco'tding
featured artist at
to Richard D. Smith in the August
this year's concert,
1994 issue of Bluegrass- Unlimited,
was a long-time
friend of Ralph's ·
Ralph was "one of t4e most i~flu
ential figures in bluegrass, folk and . and is a powerful
old-time country music history ...
singer, songwriter,
[I]t isJargely due to Rinzler's efforts and spokesperson Hazel Dickens and-Ralph Rinzle-r; Deep Gap, NC, ca. 1963. /
... that folk festivals enrich the lives ' for women's and
Photo prob'ably by Joan Shagan _
of hundreds of thousands ·of
workers' rights
seven !llajor concerts, from
Americans; and that bluegrass and
whom Ralph hel~ in high esteem.
Philadelphia to Boston, which was " ./
old-time music delight millions
Hazel Dickens grew up in
my first exposure .to a large stage."*
more around the world." Before
Mercer County, West Virginia, the
Her career took her to perforcoming to the Sm1thsonian Ralph
eightP- of eleven children. Her
mances at the White House and
(ather was a Primitive Baptist
'\ had serv'ed as fieldworker for the
the Grand Old Opry
Newport Folk Festival, managed
preacher who worked in the coal
Hazel has been a frequen~ parDoc Watson and Bill Monroe, and
mines and picked ola~time banjo. _
ticipant in the Festival. "I always /
performed as a member of the
The whol~ family enjoyed music,
lik~d to perform there because 1
- Greenbriar Boys. _After fifteen years
and severafbrothers and sisters
felt that1 was treated with more
with Folklife Programs, he became
p~rformed. At age sixte~~ Hazel
dignity and honor than most places •
the Smithsonian's Assistant
followed members of her famny to
that I played .... I think that in the i
work inthe factories of Balt-imore.
Secretary for Public SFvice. He
beginning Ralph _set that up like
,won a Grammy Award in 1988 as
Tlrere she met young Mike Seeger,
th;t 'be-cause his feeling was that art
producer of Folkways: A Vision
who was eager to play bluegrass
was very important and people
Shafed'-he
tlarned a, 1991 Festival
music with country musicians like
,
who give the art were very imporprogram he curated, Roots of
Hazel and her brothers. Mike intro- tant."
_
Rhythm and Blues, into _a recording
duced Haz~l to the world of 'the /
Hazel recorded for Rounder
that was nominated' for a Grammy
-Folk Revival, where she soon met
Records and also for Folkways, and·
\ in 1992. "Ralph Rinzler made a
~Ralph Rinzler, then a·student at .
the Smithsonian Folkways reissue
huge contribution to the continuSwarthmore College. Hazel r-ememof the 1965 and 1973 Folkways
ing struggle to preserve and invigo- bers: "In a sense Ralph took over
releases she made with Alice
rate America's native musical ~nd
where Mike left off. He was one of
Gerrard ·and others is now available
artistic cultures," noted David
my biggest fans, i~viting me to sing
as' Pi~neering Women of Bluegrass.
Grisman, one of Ralph's students.
at parties, at political event$, and at
"Before [Ali~ and I made] our first
The concerts in the series seek
the Festival of American Folklife.
album for Fol~ways,\ ... I;emember ·
In the early '60s he invited me to
to document the unique vbices and
. sa'ying, 'Weg, we wouldn't do a
play bass with the ·Greenbriar Boys,
home-grown musics that touched
recording with anybody unless we
and were touched by Ralph's life
opening for]oan Baez. We did
absolutely would not change the
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the album by the same name, was
Concert
Program
recently number one nationwide
The performers at this concert repon the bluegrass chart), her sisters
resent both the continuity of
and brothers-("Black Lung," written
Appalachian musical traditions and
for her older brother who died of
the flourishing of female-led bluecancer), a-b out loneliness~ about
life, death, and strife in the soal
grass bands, spearheaded by the
mines, about working\class strug- 1
early collaboration between Hazel
gles to make ends meet, and the
and Alice-Gerrard. In addition to
relationships between men and
their own repertoire, each performer .
women ("Don't Put Her Down, You ~ an_9 group will sing songs from
,Helped Put Her There" was popuHaz~l's unique opus of original
larized by New Riders of the
. works and comment on her influ- \ Purple Sage and was "one of
ence on their mu?icallives. ,
Ralph's favorite _songs that I sang~ ..
Crowning the evening will be perEvery women's group coming and
formances
by Haze~ a.nd Alice and, _
going sang ~nat song.").- Four of her
members of the Johnson Mountain
~ongs were heard in the Academy
Boys who gften,playea backup for
-Award-winning documentary ·
Haze-l over the y.ears.
Harlan County U.S.A. (l9I6),
including,"They'll Never Keep Us
Participating artists: ~
Down." She 8._ls9 sang in John
Hazel Dickens
_5ayles's film_Matf!Van ( 1986). ,
. Alice Geuar;d
I
"Dudlc:.y Connell
*Quo.tes are from a Febru-My 1996 interview of
Barry Mitterhoff _
Haze( byl<ate Rinzler..
Da-ve Mclaughlin
- "
El.aine Pu[key ~The Dry Branch Fire Squ9d
Kate Brislin and ~-ody Stecher
'--- '
Ginny Hawker and Kay Justice,
with Tracy Schwarz\..::.
l
Laurie Lewis and the Grant Street
_Discography
Band
/
Solo Albums
I /
The
James Kjng Band · · .
I
_1981. Hard-Hitting Songs for Hard-Hit People. Rounder 0126.
/
The lynn Morris Band - - 1983. By_the Sweat of My Brow. Rounder 0200.
.__
' 1988. It's Hard to _Tell the Singer from the Song. Rounder 0226 .
/ The concert is made possible with
fund-s from the Friends of the Hazel Dickens and Alice Gerrard .l
Fest iva I, SmithsoA-ia n Folkways
1965. ·Who's That K,nocking? Folkways 31055.
Record-ings, Kate Rinzler, The
1973. Won't You Com-e and Sing For Me? Folkways 31034.
Recording Industries Musi-c
1973. Hazel and Alice. Rounder 0027. '
Performance Trust Funds, and the
1976. Hazel Dickens and Alice Gerrard. Rounder 0054. '
1~6. Pioneering Women of Bluegrass . Smithsonian Folkways 40065. A reissue of
Unit~d Mine Workers of Am eri{a. It
the 1965 and 1973 Folkways leleases.
was organized by Kate Rinzler,
,widow of Ralph Rinzler, withassisHazel Dickens, Alice Gerrard, Tracy Schwarz, and Lamar Greer
ta_nce throu~hout from Hazel
1972. T_he Strange Creek Singers. Arhoolie 4004.
Dickens. We gratefully acknowledge
I
their support.
~ Compilation of Hazel Dickens's Songs

way we sing, our repertoire, our
arrangements, anything.' We were
passionate and possessive about
the songs and the music. '' Not' only
did Moses Asch enable them to
uphold these convictions in his
- studio, but "the Fecotd h~d historical significance. To tny knowledge
it was -the first time a record had
been done With tWo females
~singing virtually the m;:tle part in_
bluegrass .... I think it led, the way
for a lot of women to point to [it]
an4 say, ~They did it. -Maybe I
, could approach a record company,
.~maybe I could do this."' In fact, __, __.
Hazel says, "[Alice and I] have
.rw omen corrte up all down through
- the ye.ars and talk about the first
recordg-.rhat we made and what an
impact it:-had on their lives."
Hazel's original songs reflect
'- her own experience,Jhe lives,of
people close to her, and a deep
concern for the poor ahd downtrodden. They include -songs about
home, about the Primitive -naptist church and/or based on hymns,
abollt -h~r parents. (a recording of
"Mama's H~nd" by Lynn Morris, .on-

r.
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1988. A Few Old Memories. Rounder 11529.
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·smithsonian FolkWays ReCordings
you can hear the Festival on Folkways .

he Center for Folklife Programs & Cultural Studies supports the continuity and integrity of traditional arts and cultures by overseeing Folkways activities as a museum of sound, a non-profit
business, and an archive. Established in 1988, Smithsonian Folkways Recordings builds on the legacy
of the original Folkways Records_(founded 1948) and the vision of its founder, Moses Asch. Reissues
from the historic catalogue feature extensive and updated notes, supe~bly remastere.d sound, and
often include previously unreleased material. New releases maintain the breadth of the original cat=alogue in the areas of ethnic, folk, blues, bluegrass, jazz, spoken word, gospel, classical, and children's
n:'usic and videos. More than 2,500 titles from Folkways, Cook, ParedonJ and. Dyer-Bennet recordings
are also available.
~
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IOWA STATE FARE:
Music from - the Heartland

CRO_SSROADS, SOUTHERN ROUTES:
Music of the American South

/

-

Scandinavian-American string banli' dances, ·Meskwaki Indian love songs, country harmonies, polka music,
old-time fiddling, Mexican ballads, gospel, and blues
showcase the vitality and diversity of music from the
heartland. 1996 studio recordings feature 17 songs by ~
-- Foot-Notes, Psalms, Everett Kapayou, the Matney
Sisters, Becky &: T}:le Ivanhoe Dutchmen, Dwight
Lamb, the Deer Creek Quartet, Eugenio Solis&:
Adalberto Solis, and Loui{ and the Blues Review Notes
include introductory essay, biographical information on
the performers, and lyrics with translations. Features
musicians from Iowa performing at the 1996 Festival of
American Folklife.
Catalogue No. SF 40083
For a free catalogue, ~rite:
Smithsonian Folkways Recordings / ·
955 L'Enfant Plaza, Suite 2600, MRC 914
Washington, DC 20560
Catalogue requests 202-287-3262
Fax: 202-287-3699
Administrative-: 202-287-3251 Orders
only: 800-410-9815
\,_
Internet: F-olkways@aol.com

/I.

\

enhanced~

Blues, bluegrass, rockabilly, soul/blues, freedom songs,
and other genres on this recordiYJE all haye deep roots
in Southern c-ulture and have influenced music worldwide . In a CD player, the 16 songs and liner notes "'
introduce regional Southern tradition;.-In an appropri- _
ate CD-ROM player, the music is col_!lplemented by
background text, dozens of photos, maps, audio and
video clips, and artist interviews. With Internet access,
Crossroazls also connects to the Smithsonian Folkways
Web site. Hear the American South and discover the
roots of .American music. Produced in collaboration
with Microsoft Corp.
Features the music of Brownie M-cGhee with Sonny
Terry, The Allman Brothers Band, Dirty Dozen Brass
Band, Les Quatre Vieux Garc;ons (Dewey Balfa), Vera
Hall Ward, The SNCC / Freedom Singers, Betty Mae
Jumper, the Neville 1Brothers, Bill Monr~e, Carl Perkins-;Lydia Mendoza, Tammy Wynette, Denise LaSalle, Doc
&: Merle Watson, The Kingsmen, and the Mississippi
Mass Choir.
Catalogue No. SF___40080

I

HAZEL DICKENS & ALICE GERRARD:

Pioneering Women of Bluegrass
When Dickens and Gerrard recorded these__..songs in the mid-1960s, bluegrass
music was dominated by male performers. They selected their favorite songs and
arranged for a stellar group of sidemen- Lamar Grier, Chubby Wise, David
Grisman, and Billy Baker. Their widely admired performances made them role
models for future generations of women in bluegrass. The 26 tracks have been
remastered, resequenced, and newly annotated by Neil Rosenberg and the performers themselves.
Catalogue No. SF 40065
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HERE I STAND:

Larry Long wit4 the Youth and Elders of Rural Alabama
.

'.

./

Alabama elders talk about their lives, and children from rural schools sing their_
own compositions based on the elcl'ers' stories. An important presentation of _
rural Southern culture produced in collaboration with the PACERS Small Sc1wols
Cooperatjye, tlie Program for Rural Services ahd Researc-h at the University of
Alabama, and Larry Long.:
I
·~--..
Catalogue No. SF 45050
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Recorded live at the 1989 Festival of American Folklife. Marcial Reyes y sus
Pleneros de Bayamon and Cuerdas de Bori'nquen play bombas and plenas, music
of the mountains, the coast, and the city. Notes discuss thEYdevelopment of ~hese
musical styles, background on the performers, instrumentation, and lyrics.
Anticipated release: Fall 1996.
Catatogue No. SF 40460
/

',

CUBA IN WASHINGTON
This historic recording from the 1989 Festival of American Folklife features
Grupo Afro Cuba 3e Matanzas, Grupo Changui de Guantanamo, and. Quarteto
Patria. The artists convey the power, depth, and beauty of L:uban music.
Anticipated rele~se: Fall1996.
Catalogue No. 40461

NEW WEB SITE

"
Access Smithsonian'Folkways on the World Wide Web. Features graphic images, video clips, sound bites, descriptions, and
detailed inforination on each recording in the collect:Lon.
http://www.si.edu/folkways
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